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Tille 14-Aeronaulicl and Space

CHAPTER I-FEDERAL AVIAnON AD
MINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

[Docket No. 16097; Arndt. Nos. 121-14.7. 127
35, and Rev. 01 Part 135]

REGULATORY REVIEW PROGRAM;
AIR TAXI OPERATORS AND COM
MERCIAL .OPERATORS

AGENCY: Federal Aviation Adminis·
tration (FAA), DOT.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: These amendments sub
stantially revise requirements for ap·
erations by persons holding air taxi/
commercial operator (ATCO) operat·
lng' certificates issued by the FAA.
They will result in a higher level of
safety and greater operational flexibil·
ity. They are necessary to keep the
FAA's regulation of this vital segment
of the industry consistent with the
state-of-the-art from both a techno
logical and operating standpoint.
These amendments respond to the
demand for commuter and air taxi op
erators to operate larger and more
complex aircraft.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 1,
1978.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:

Mr. Wliliam J. Sullivan; Chief,
Safety Regulations Division, Flight
Standards Service, Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue SW.. W""hington, D.C.
20591, telephone 202-755-8715.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

HISTORY

These amendments are based on
notice of proposed rulemaking 77-17
(42 FR 34390; Aug. 29, 1977). Notice
77-17 also included five proposed
amendments to current part 135 orIgi
nally proposed in notice 76-28 (41 FR
56280; Dec. 27, 1976). Notice 77-17 also
considered and disposed of the petI~

tIon of Air lllinoIs, Inc., Golden West
Airlines, Inc., and Swift Aire Lines,
Inc.. to amend part 135 (docket No.
15733).

After notice 77-17 was issued, notIce
77-17A (42 FR 56702: Oct. 27, 1977)
withdrew proposed § 135.169(e). The
same day, advance notice of proposed
rulemaking 77-25 (42 FR 56702; Oct.
27, 1977> requested comments on pos
sIble changes in the certificatIon re
quirements for certain small airplanes
used by air taxi operators snd com·
mercial operators. Advance notice 77-
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25 will be disposed of in a separate ru
lemaking action.

All interested persons have been
given an opportunity to participate in
the making of these amendments and
due consideration has been given to all
matters presented. Except for the
changes discussed below, these amend
ments and the reasons for their actop·
tion are the same as those stated in
notices 76-28 and 77-17.

PuBLIC PARTICIPATION

The FAA completed the last general
upgrading of part 135 in amendment
135-12 issued on November 26. 1969
(34 FR 19130; Dec. 3, 1969). That
amendment took effect on April I,
1970. Operating experience and
changes in the air taxi industry soon
required another effort to further im
prove part 135. The FAA began work
ing on a project to propose further
regulatory changes in May 1972. By
the spring of 1978, the b""ic drafting
of this massive project to amend part
135 was finished. That draft included
recommendations the National Trans
portation Safety Board made in its
"Alr Taxi Safety Study" of September
27, 1972. The draft also included pro
posals received' during the operations
review program that was announced in
February 1975.

During a "listening session" with the
Commuter Airline Association of
America on June 8, 1976, a review con
ference was suggested to receive ideas
from anybody who had an interest and
that those ideas be used In developing
a notice of proposed rulemaking to
amend part 135. Because of the merit
of that suggestion, the FAA prepared
proposals which served as a basis for
discussions at the conference. Notice
78-18 announcing the part 135 Regula
tory Review Conference was issued on
September 9, 1976 (41 FR 38778: Sept.
13, 1976).

The conference was held at Denver,
Colo., for 4 days beginning November
8, 1976. More than 400 persons attend
ed the conference and 112 proposals
were discussed. More than 100 written
comments were received subsequent to
the conference. After reviewing the
conference transcripts and the written
comments and suggestions, changes
were made to conference proposals.
Many were withdrawn, others were
substantially modified and several new
proposals were developed.

Notice 77-17 was issued on August
19, 1977. Comments were requested by
November 28, 1977. More than 1,600
comments were receIved and numer
ous changes are made in response to
them. They are discussed in detail
below.

The revision and upgrading of part
135 is the largest, most complex safety
rulemaking project that the Federal
Aviation Administration has ever un-

dertaken. We wish to acknowledge and
express our appreciation for the par
ticipation of, and assistance from,
members of the public, individual
pilots. mechanics, flight attendants,
and other aviation personnel, individu
al ATCO certUicate holders, consumer
interest groups, labor organizations,
air taxi and commuter industry orga
nizations, State governments, State
and Federal legislators, manufactur·
ers, the military services, transporta·
tion organizations, other agencies of
the Federal Government and others
too numerous to mention. Each com~

Menter made our product better and
the rules more workable.

REASONS FOR REVISING PART 135

The primary objective of this revi·
sion of part 135 Is to upgrade the level
of safety for operations conducted by
commuter air carriers,l on-dcmand air
taxi operators and commercial opera
tors. While the comments on each rule
are discussed later in this preamble,
the principal reasons for this action
"are summarized here.

First, in recent years the commuter
air carrier industry has become an in
creasingly important part of the Na
tion's air transportation system. These
carriers have experienced a strong 10.3
percent average annual passenger traf
fic increase since 1970. Most recently,
Civil Aeronautics Board statistics for
1977 compared to 1976 show the
number of passengers carried by com
muters increased 16.5 percent to 8.5
million, passenger miles increased 22.8
percent to 946.2 million and passenger
markets served increased 12.9 percent
to 1,594. One factor contributing to
the increase is growing public accept·
ance of this segment of the industry.
Another factor is a decline in the serv
ice to the smaller cities rendered by
trunk and local service air carriers.
Since 1960, these carriers have discon
tinued service to 179 points. The com
muter air carriers have stepped in and
provided service at 96 of these points.
Many commuter passengers connect
with trunk, regional and local service
air carriers. They expect to travel at a
level of safety substantially similar to
part 121, the safety rules applicable to
air carriers. This revision of part 135
provides that level of safety.

. Second, in the National Transporta
tion Safety Board's "Air Taxi Safety
Study," the Board analyzed accidents
involving part 135 certificate holders.

I Under § 298.2(f) of the Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) regulations (14 CFR 298.2(f»,
.. 'Commuter air carrier' means. an air taxi
operator which (1) performs at least five
rOWld trips per week between two or more
points and publishes flight schedules which
specify the times, days of the week, and
places between which such fiights are per
formed, or (2) transports ma.n by air pursu
ant to contract with the United States
Postal ServIce."
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That study included specific recom·
mendations from the Board to the
FAA intended to upgrade safety in
part 135. The Board's recommenda
tions were considered and many were
included in notice 77-17. There has
been some improvement in the part
135 accident rate since the Board cam
pleted its 19'12 report. The Board's sta
tistics show that the fatal accident
rate for each 100.000 hours flown still
remains higher than the rate achieved
by certificated route air carriers under
part 121. Indeed, in 1976 the arr taxi
fatal accident rate increased signifi·
cantly from the 1975 rate. The Board's
preliminary statistics for 197'1 indicate
that the fatal accident rate remains
above the 1975 rate. This revision of
part 135 should reduce the accident
rates in a.ir taxi operations.

Third. many Part 135 certLficate
holders have pointed up a. need for
greater operational flexibility in the
size of aircraft they operate under
part 135. The new rule raises the part
135 Jiize limit to aircraft having a
maximum passenger seating configu
ration of 30 seats or less and a maxi
mom payload capacity of 7.500 pounds
or less. This is the same size aircraft
which certificate holders have been
able to operate under the blanket ex
emption authority of part 298 of the
Economic Regulations of the Civil
Aeronautics Board (14 CFR Part 298).
This increase allows certificate holders
to operate larger and more complex
aircraft capable of flying higher and
faster with increased passenger loads.
In turn, this should result in greater
productivity. Revised part 135 adopts
the changes necessary to deal with the
operation of these larger, more com
plex aircraft. The FAA is aware that
the CAB rs considering changes to the
aircraft size limits under part 298 to 60
seats and 18,000 pounds payload ca
pacity. Aircraft operating within these
capacity levels a.re already covered by .
part 121. To date. there has been no
showing that there is any requirement
for the FAA to hold the operation of
these aircraft to a lesser standard. The
FAA will continue to monitor the com
rnuter/air taxi operating environment
and. if a reasonable case is found for
some changes as a result of the CAB's
proposed amendments, an appropriate
rulem.aking proceeding will be initiat
ed.

Fourth, since 1969 when part 135
was last upgraded. there has been sub
stantial increase in the number of cer
tificate holders conducting operations
in small airplanes carrying 10 or more
passengers and in multiengine turbine
powered airplanes. For example. in
the 12-month period ending June 30,
1977, the number of turbine-powered
aircraft operated by commuter air car
riers grew 61.'1 percent fTom 225 to
364. A characteristic of the air taxi
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business is that operations are con·
ducted to a broad spectrum of airports
ranging from remote. infrequently
used airports, to those which are high
density air carrier facilities. Ai'rcraft
operated under part 135 must be ade·
quately equipped and m:tintained and
pilots must be properly trained to
meet these varied circumstances.

HIGJn.IGHTS OF REVISED PART 135

A major goal of this revision of part
135 is to provide the passenger travel
ing on an on-demand air taxi flight or
a commuter air carrier flight with a
level of safety comparable to part 121,
considering the differences between
these operations, the costs versus
benefits and the overall feasibility of
implementation. Balancing the safety
considerations, the public interest. the
economic consequences, and the feasi
bility of the rule requires that hard
judgments be made. One of these
judgments is whether to apply the up..
graded standards equaUy to aU air
craft types and all operations. The ex
tensive public comment received by
the FAA plus the FAA's own experi
ence has shown this not to be practica
ble. The complexity of the problem
stems in large measure .from the
varied nature of the aircraft operated
and markets served by the commuter/
air taxi market. To give but one exam
ple, there are approxL'1lately 25 and
118 aircl'aft types, respectively, operat
ed by commuters and on-demand operA
atora. This compare..q to approximately
13 aircraft tl!J)es being operated by the
trunk. and local s'ernce carriers. In rec
ognition of these facts, the FAA has
designed a rule Which, where possible,
takes account of the varied nature of
the part 135 operations. .

Since both commuter and air taxi
operations are governed by part 135. it
is usefui to anal:\'ZO the safety impact
on these two different types of oper
ations separately. Focusing on the
commuter air carrier. largely because
of the scheduled nature of the opera
tor's service and its increasingly 1m.
portant role as a replacement carrier
for local service and trunk carriers,
the significant safety impact of this
rule is readily apparent. Commuters
account for over 68 percent of all the
revenue passenger miles (RPM's) oper
ated by part 135 certificate holders.

Based upon the FAA's analysis of
RPM's operated by commuters in
1976, the FAA has determined that
under this rule approximately 75 per
cent of the RPM's flown by commut
ers will be in aircraft having either
weather radar or thunderstorm detec·
tion equipment. Approximately 97 per
cent of the total RPM's flown by com
muters will be in aircraft flown by a
pilot in command having an air trans
port pilot certificate. To give but one
other example. 67 percent of the com-
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muter RPM's will be in aircraft main
tained to part 121 type maintenance
programs. The remaining 33 percent,
all involving aircraft of nine or less
seats, will be subject to more stringent
maintenance programs than currently
required. As the commuters continue
to upgrade and modemJze their fleets,
these percentages will likely increase.
A chart illustrating the impact of this
safety upgrade is set forth in appendix
A.

There are many factors that lead to
differences in impact levels between
the various rule changes. One of the
pr.incipal rea.sons is the distinction in
the final rules between aircraft capa
ble of carrying 10 or more passengers
and those capable of transporting only
nine or less passengers. In each in
stance. the FAA has taken into ac
count the relative complexity of the
aircraft from an operational and main
tenance standpoint with a view toward
achieving levels of safety equal to part
121 to the maximum extent possible.
The 10-passenger seating configura
tion point differentiation represents
the FAA's best Judgment, after consid
erable study. of the most realistic
point at which to design differing
standards. I •

It is significant to note the increas
ing trend in the use of higher capacity
aircraft. In 1976, commuter air carri
ers operated 344 airplanes having 10
30 seats. In 1971. only 175 airplanes
having 10-30 seats were operated by
commuter air carriers. ThIs represents
a 9'1-percent increase between 1971
and 1976.

Turning to individual Items. revised
part 135 requires aircraft that are type
certificated for 10 or more passenger
seats to be maintained under a con
tinuous airworthiness maintenance
program similar to that required
under part 121. Aircraft that are type
certificated for nine or less passenger
seats will be maintained under a main
tenance program upgraded from pres
ent standards.

The rule upgrades training, testing,
and proficiency requirements to
ensure that passengers on aircraft op
erated under part 135 are flown by
well qualified crewmembers.

Under this rule, a ground proximity
warning system (GPWS). or an ap
proved alternate system. Is required on
turbo:jets capable of carrying 10 or

'It might be argued tha.t some operators
could remove one or two sea.ts from aircraft
that carry sUghtly more than the 10 pMSen
gers to avoid the otherwise applicable regu
lations. This I.s unlikely to present a prob
lem for at least two reasons: (1) There are
only 11 aircraft types that have 10 or 11
seats as a standard conflguraUon. so seat re
moval is a relatively llmJted pOssibUity; and
(2) seat removal precludes the realization of
aircraft's full productivity potential and re
sults in a signiIlcant economic penalty Lo
the operator.
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more paSsengers. These airplanes de
scend rapidly if attitude control is in
advertently neglected. They do not re
cover as quickly as propeller-driven
airplanes because of the relatively
slow response of the jet engine to
throttle settings for increased power.
In this connection. the FAA is empha
sizing installation of a visual approach
slope indicator (VAS!> system on all
runways with a non-precision ap
proach. This system should materially
reduce the number of accidents occur
ring during landing approaches.

Revised part 135 requires a shoulder
harness for each pilot crewmember on
all turbojets and all aircraft capable of
carrying 10 or more passengers. The
FA/i. has found this to be an impor
tant safety feature. However. the rule
makes allowance for the serious retro
fit problems encountered on smaller
aircraft. IIi addition, § 91.33(b)(13) reo
quires a shoulder harness for each
front seat of small civil airplanes man
ufactured after July 18, 1978. Thus,
new airplanes capable of carrying less
than 10 passengers coming into service
under part 135 wul be equipped with
shoulder harnesses when delivered by
the manufacturer.

A third attitude gyro is required on
all turbojets because of the perform·
ance characteristics of those airplanes.
Requiring thfs instrument on turbo
propeller airplanes was considered, but
that was found to be wmecessary be
cause immediate information showing
loss of attitude control is less impor
tant for turbopropeller airplanes.

Operational flexibility has been en
hanced in the rule. One example is
that ATCO certificate holders wul be
allowed to operate larger aircraft
under the rules of part 135. Another
example is the provision for a m.1ni
mum equipment list for multiengine
aircraft Which will increase schedule.
reliability and decrease out of service
time.

FInally, under the rules of the Fed·
era! Election Commission (FEC), a
candidate in a Federal election must
pay for carriage in an aircraft (11 CFR
Chapter 1). Ordinarily, receipt of pay·
ment for carriage is an operation for
_compensation or hire and requires a
part 135 certificate. However, carriage
of candidates is infrequent and the op
erator does not intend to engage in the
business of an air carrier or commer
cial operator. This carriage would not
be subject to new part 135 ii (1) the
principal business of the operator is
not as an air carrier or commercial op
erator;, and (2) the payment for the
carriage is required by the FEe rules.

Revised part 135 does not require a
fllght'data recorder (FDR). Require·
ments for a cockpit voice recorder
(eVR) and ground proximity warning
system (GPWS) apply to turbojets ca~

pable of carrying 10 or more passen-
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gers. In Its letter of April 13, 1978, to
the Administrator, the National
Transportation Safety Board recom
mended new standards be developed
for the FDR and CVR. Two of the
Board's three specific recommenda
tions were as follows:

Develop, in _cooperation with in
dusty, fllght recorder standards'
(FDR/CVR) for complex aircraft
which are predicated upon intended
aircraft usage.

Dralt specifications and fund ~ reo
search and development for a low cost
FDR, CVR. and composite recorder
which can be used on complex general
aviation aircraft. Establish guidelines
for these recorders, such as maximum
cost, compatible with the cost of the
airplane on which they will be in·
stalled and with the use for which the
airplane Is intended.

The FAA is developing proposed
rules to carry out the Board's recom~

mendations. The Board also recom
mended that. until new standards are
developed, turbine·powered aircraft
capable of carrying six or more passen
gers which must have two pilots, be re~

Quired to have. a CVR. The current
FAA study of revising the Part 91
rules for general aviation operations
will consider this recommendation.
This is a more appropriate forum since
it will have broader applicability and
is more generally geared to the air
craft requirements. Because of this,
the FAA concludes that the public in·
terest is served best by not requiring
an FDR under part 135 at this time
and by requiring a CVR on turbojets
capable of carrying 10 or more passen
gers.

PROPOSALS WITHDRAWN OR DEFERRED

In response to comments received on
notice 77-17, three proposed sections
to part 135 have been withdrawn com
pletely. One proposal, fIlght and duty
time regulations. is being deferred for
reasons discussed below.

PERIODIC FINANCIAL STATUS REVIEW
(PROPOSED § 136.37)

The more than 80 commenters on
this proposed rule were almost unani
mously opposed. They believe that
FAA has neither the right nor the jus·
tification to periodically examine their

.books. They are concerned that the fi
nancial information acquired during
this review would be released to the
public under the Freedom of Informa
tion Act. Upon further consideration.
the FAA has determined that a period
ic review of an operator's financial rec
ords is not necessary. The FAA has
general authority to conduct surveil
lance and investigations under the
Federal Aviation Act, and may secure
access to any records (including finan
cial records) of an operator when nec
essary to carry out its safety responsi-

billtles [§§ 313(a), 601<a)(6), and 604(a)
of the Federal Aviation Act (49 U.S.C.
1354(a), 142I(a)(6), and 1424(a))]. This
specific rule is not required and ther
fore it is withdrawn.

FLIGHT INFO~TION:FACILITIES AND
SERVICES (PROPOSED § 135.51)

Nearly all commenters oppose this
proposed rule. It was based on
§ 121.603 which is among the dispatch
and flight release rules in subpart U of
part 121. There are no dispatch or
flight release requirements in revised
part 135. Therefore, proposed § 135.51
Is withdrawn.

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS: EMERGENCY
LANDING AREAS (CURRENT § 135.89)

The Helicopter Association of Amer·
lca <HAAl petitioned the FAA to
revoke this section. HAA argues that
the rule discriminates against helicop·
ters because the minimum safe alt1~

tUde requirements in § 91.79 apply to
all aircraft including helicopters.
Notice 77-17 proposed to revoke cur~

rent § 135.89 and no opposing com
ments were received. Current § 135.89
is no longer necessary and is revoked.

PLIGHT AND DUTY TIME REGULATIONS
(PROPOSED SUBPART p)

An entire subpart dealing with flight
crewmember flight and duty time limi
tations has been deferred for further
consideration wh1le the rulemaking
proposed in notice 78-3 is completed.
That notice proposed changes in flight
and duty time limitations governing
parts 121 and 123 operators. Since
many of the concepts presented in
notice 87-3 are similar to those pro
posed in notice 77-11, information re
ceived in response to notice 78-3 will
be helpful to the FAA in completing
the part 135 flight and~duty time limI·
tations rulemaking action. In view of
the deferral. the present regulation is
retained.

REGULATORY ANALYSIS

This revision imposes on all part ·135
operators more stringent operating re
quirements. They are similar in eer·
tain respects to those being met by
part 121 operators or by air taxi opera·
tors and commuter air carriers operat
ing under § 135.2. The FAA has under·
taken an extensive analysis to deter
mine the monetary impact of the final
rule. Careful attention was paid to de
termining alternative methods of
achieving equivalent levels of safety
with a view toward the cost impact of
the alternatives. The analytical proc
ess is presented in appendix B and the
full study Is in docket 16097.

After factoring out the deferred
flight time and duty regulations, the
initial cost of equipment, manuals,
programs, and other new require~
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ments. plus annual recurring cost of
the NPRM, less revenue offsets was
$52,483.000. A comparable figure for
the final rule is $33.398.000. Thus. the
analysis performed after the receipt of
public comment on the notice pared
$19.085.000 from the impact of the
rule. This is a 36·percent cost reduc
tion. This cost will be spread over ap·
proximately 2,200 commuterlair taxi
operators who operate 9,498 airplanes.
It must be kept in mind that the var
ious public steps which led up to the
notice. and which were detailed above,
had already· helped focus the FAA on
the most cost effective methods of
achieving the needed safety levels.

The cost savings between the notice
and the final rule arc primarily from
adjustments to the proposed require
ments as to periodic financial reviews,
management personnel. weather re
ports and forecasts and IFR require
ments, and operations in icing condi
tions. These comparisions are shown
II) table 1.
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TABLE I

RESULTS OF COST IMPACT ASSESSMENT: FINAL RULE VERSUS NPRM 77-17 (MEAN VALUES)
($000)

...
0>.......
0>

Rule
Item Section
No. No.

NPRM
Sect ion

No.
Section Title

Total
Cost

Fi nal
Rule

Basi 5

Total
Cost Difference
NPRM

Basis

8 13S.75 (135.63)

9 135.87. (135.75)

10 135.89. (135.77,
. 157 .129)

11 135.97 (135.85)

12 135.149. (135.125)
.151.
.153

2 135.21 (135.23)

3 Delet.d (135.37)

4 135.37, (135.39,
.39 .41)

5 135.63 (135.49)

6 135.65 (135.53)

7 135.69 (135.57)

13S.2 (135.2) Air Taxi Operations with large Aircraft

Manua1 Requ1 relT'ents

Periodic Financial Status Review

Management Personnel Required and Qualifications

Recordkeep1ng Requirements

Reporting M!chan1cal Irregularities

Restriction or Suspension of Operations:
Continuation of flight 1n an Emergency

Inspection Credentials: Admission to Pilots
Compartment: Forward Observers Seat

Carriage of Cargo InclUding Carryon Baggage

Pilot Requirements: Use of Oxygen and
Oxygen Equipment Requirements

Aircraft and Facilities for Recent Flight Experience

Equipment Requirements: General and Cockpit
Voice Recorders and Ground Proximity Warning System

-120

1 .819

o
9.581

~

526

1.595

200

697

o

29

1,350

-120

1,819

2.354

15.690

~

526

1,595

332

697

385

29

1.890 !l

o
o

2,354

6,109

o

o

132

o
385

o

540

..
C
~

1ft...
~
Z
CO..
1fta
c
~

~...
oz...

13 135.155 (135.127) Fire Extinguishers: Passenger-Carrying Aircraft

14 135.165 (135.137) R.dio .nd N.vig.tion Equipment: Ext.nd.d Ov.....t.r
or IFR Operations

15 135.167 (135.139) Emergency Equipment: Ext.nd.d Ov.....t.r Op.r.tions

16 135.171 (135.143) Shoulder Harness Installation at Flight Crewmember Stations
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TABLE ~

RESULTS OF COST IMPACT ASSESSMEHT: FINAL RUlE VERSUS NPRM 77~17 (MEAN VALUES)
(\000)

(Continued)

Tot! I
Rule tlPRM Cost T,jtal

Item Sect1cn Section SecttOt'1 Tttle F1 na 1 Cost 01 Hereh'::\!!
tlo. No. No. Ru'lp. NPRM

Basis 8ash

17 135.113 (135.145) Airborne Thunderstorm Detection Equipment RequIrements 1,410 1,410 0

18 135.111 (135.147) Ellll!rgency Equ1pm@nt Requirements for ~1rcra.ft Havir,g a 0 0 0
Pdssenger Seating Configuratton of More than 19 Passengers

19 135.179 (135.149) lnoperable Instruments and Equipment for Hult1eEng1ne Aircraft 16 16 0

20 135.213. (135.171. Weather Reports and Forecasts and IFR; Takeoff. 11 .301 17,744 6,443
.225 .185) Approach and Landing Mln1mums

21 135.215 1135.175) IFR: Operating LtmttattonS ·2.133 -2.133 0

22 135.219 (135.179) IFR, ()@st1natton Airport Weather Minimums ·Z.14tl -2,101\0 0

23 135.223 (135.183) IFR: Alternate Airport Requirements ~544 ~544 0 ..
( 24

e:
r-

135.227 (135.187) Icing Conditions: Operating l1mitations 0 2.015 2,015 Oft

'"
25 135.243 (135.19') Pilot in Cornnand Qualifications 485 485 0

,.
Z

26 135.245 (135.197) Second in Ccmnand Qual11ications 400 1,340 940
.,..

27 135.261 (135.200- Flight and Duty Time Ltmttations Y Y Oft
Q.219) e:
r-

28 135.293 (135.225) Initial and Recurrent Pilot Testing Requirements ·2,191 -2,191 0
,....

29 135.297 1135.229) Pilot in COl'llllIlnd: InstrlJllEnt Profidency ·294 -294 0 (5
Check Requi rements Z

'"30 135.299 (135.231 ) P1iot in COIIIIlllnd: l1 ne Checks: Routes and Airports 586 586 0

31 "5.321- (1'5.237- Training. 2.966 2,966 0
.351 . 267)

32 135.411- (135 333- Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance. and Alterattons 7,332 7.332 0
.443 . '65)

TOTAL 33,393 52,48] 19,OB5

JJ

y

lJ
HOT~:

These costs are from a special "off-Hr.!" analysh because the SI~le of small air tax1 operators did r.ot include operators of .ffected
turbojet a1rcraft.

Flight end duty time limitation end ISsocfated recordkeeping deferred for further rulemek1ng /lction. See discusston in accompany1ng text.

Major cost impacts· In rt!cord.keeptng re1atl~ 'to f119M end duty time and are, therefore. de:ferred. Other cost '""acts 're negligible.

For a discussion of the dertvation and additiOnal analyses of theSf estilllltes. $" the Regulatory Analysis .ppen~h. to thh prearrob1e.
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REVIEW OF REVISED PART 135

The FAA will announce an evalua
tion of revised part 135 early in 1980.
By then, more than 1 year wHl have
passed since these amendments take
effect. The review will enable the
public to discuss any problems relating
to the implementation and application
of the revised part. \Vays to further
improve the rules also will be dis
cussed. In addition, comments sUbmit
ted on notice 77-17 which could not be
considered within the scope of that
notice can be raised during this discus
sion. This action Is in keeping with the
spirit of Executive Order 12044, "Im
proving Government Regulations" (43
FR 12661; Mar. 24, 1978).

FORM OF REVISED PARr 135

SECTION NUMBERS

Revised part 135 sections are renum
bered so this part is consistent with
the form of other Federal Av).ation
Regulations. In the following discus
sion of comments, the section number
assigned in this revision is the one
used. The section numbers in this revi
sion differ from the numbers proposed
for those sections in notice 77-17 in
almost every instance. So that readers
may refer back to discussion in the
preamble to notice 77-17, the obs.olete
proposed section numbers are cited
parenthetically after the new section
number and tille in the discussion that
follows. A reference table is published
at the end of the part which shows
each section in the revised part and
the comparable section in the current
part.

EDITORIAL CHANGES

In adopting this revision of part 135.
the drafters carefully reviewed the
rule for both clarity and internal con
sistency. The rule has been extensive
ly edited to improve it without chang
ing substance. Nonsubstantive editori
al changes are not discussed in the
preamble. Clarifying changes are indi
cated where that is appropriate. In ad
dition, the rule was extensively revised
to elilniIiate personal pronouns indi
cating gender.

OTHER CHANGES

In addition to these editorial
changes, the rule contains some
changes that were not discussed in
notice 77-17. These changes were
made in the spirit of Executive Order
12044, "Improving Government Regu
lations," and the Department of
Transportation implementing policies
and procedures (43 FR 9582; Mar. 8,
1978). The reasons for each change are
detailed in the following discussion.
Because these changes are necessary
for safety, are in the public interest,
clarify the rules proposed, or relax a
burden, I find that notice and public
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procedure are not necessary and good
cause exists for adopting them in this
revision of part 135.

DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS

Several sections are merely redesig
nated from current part 135. Com
ments were not requested on these re
design.ated sections. Other sections
that notice 77-17 proposed to change
drew only favorable comment or no
comment at all. They are not men
tioned in the discussion that follows.
These sections are §§ 135.7, 135.15,
135.17, 135.27, 135.29, 135.31, 135.33,
135.35, 135.41, 135.61, 135.71, 135.73,
135.79, 135.83, 135.97, 135.99, 135.101,'
135.107, 135.111, 135113, 135.119,
135.141, 135.147, 135.183,' 135.185,
135.201, 135.203, 135.205, 135.207,
135.209. 135,211 135.217, 135,221,
135.241, 135.291, 135.303, 135.329,
135.365, 135.367, 135.369, 135.371,
135.373, 135.375, 135.377, 135.381,
135,383, 135.385, 135.387, 135.389,
135.391. 135.393, 135.395. 135.419, and
135.441.

COMPLIANCE TIME

As discussed earlier in the preamble,
this revision of part 135 is the largest,
most complex safety rulemaking proj
ect that the FAA has undertaken. Re
vised part 135 takes effect on Decem
ber I, 1978. Because of the scope of
this rulemaking, a flexible mechan1s..~

is essential to provide for an orderly
transition from the current rules to
the new rules. Several provisions are
added to allow this. They are pat
terned on the procedures used when
part 135 was upgraded in 1970.

In general, an operator who holds a
part 135 operating certificate on De
cember I, 1978, has 60 days (until Feb
ruary I, 1979) during which to apply
for new operations specifications
under new part 135. If an operator
elects not to apply for new operations
specifications, then the operating cer
tificate held expires on February I,
1979, and must be returned to the Ad
ministrator. U an operator applies for
new operations specifications, the FAA
will ask for a schedule that reflects
the operator's plan for compliance
with the new rules. The operator also
will be asked to select a date on which
it will meet new part 135 and wiJl be
ready for an FAA inspection to deter
mine that it, in fact, does so. When
the inspection is completed and the
operator is in compliance, the FAA
will issue new operations specifica
tions. During this time, the existing
operating certificate and operations
specUications continue in effect.

However, the existing operations
specifications expire in any case on:
(1) the date the new operations speci
fications are issued: (2) the date the
application is denied; or (3) August I,
1979, whichever date is the earliest.

Section 135.9(d) provides that, if the
certificate holder cannot comply by
the extension date due to circum
stances beyond its control, that date in
§ 135.9(c) may be extended to Decem
ber 1, 1979. The certificate holder
must apply to the Director, Flight
Standards Service, before July I, 1979,
and submit an acceptable schedule for
compliance. Any expired operating
.certificate must be returned to the Ad
ministrator.

Certain part 135 certificate holders
now operate large aircraft under oper
ations specifications that require com
pliance with rules in part 121. Under
§ 135.2(d), they may continue these op
erations indefinitely if they wish. If
they choose to apply for operations
specifications under § 135.9(b), their
authority to operate large a.1rcraft
continues until they are issued new
operations specifications authori@ng
those operations.

Section 135.10 is added to establish
separate compliance dates for certain
rules which will require additional
time to meet. Under 1 135.10{a), certifi
cate holders have until June I, 1979,
to comply with the requirements for a
third attitude gyro (§ 135.149(c», for
shoulder harnesses (§ 135.17Ha», for
airline transport pilot certificates
(§ 135.243(a» and for instrument rat·
ings (§ 135.243(b)(i11». Under
§ 135.10(b), certificate holders have
until December I, 1979, to comply
with the requirements for CVR
(I 1:l5.15I>, 'for GPWS (§ 135.153) and
for airborne thunderstorm detection
equipment (§ 135.173). These compli
ance dates are established to avoid
placing an undue burden on certificate
holders and pilots.

Section 135.10(e) provides that the
Director, Flight Standards service,
may extend these specific compliance
dates, but not beyond December 1,
1980. To get an extension, the certifi
cate holder or pilot must: 0) Show it
cannot comply due to circumstances
beyond its control; and (2) submit
before the original compliance date a
schedule which indica.tes it will
comply at the earliest practicable date.

FAA Flight Standards Inspectors are
being given training in the differences

. between the current rules and revised
part 135. Extensive guidance material
has been prepared to assist them
during the transition. Advisory materi
al is also being prepared for operators
and it wUl become available shortly.
Several specific subjects of this male
rial are discussed in detail unde1' the
rules involved. This training, written
guidance, and advisory material and
the changes made in §§ 135.2, 135.9,
and 135.10 should ensure a smooth
transition to the improved safety
rules.
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ON-DEMAND 1U'MB

." APPENDIX _A__

This table illustrates the substantial increase lo the level of
.afety uDder new Part 135.

the precision of industrywide cost im·
pacts. The industry cost estimates
were then adjusted for changes be
tween the notice and the final rule.
The reasonableness of the final rule
estimates developed through this sta
tistical sampling technique was then
tested by comparison to an indepen
dently derived set of judgmental esti
mates based on _FAA staff expertise in
commuter and on·demand air taxi op
erations. Finally, the relationship of
these industry cost estimates to other
more general economic consequences
was assessed.

INITIAL COST IMPACT ASSESSMENT

To obtain infonnation on all factors
relevant to a determination of which
proposed part 135 changes were appro·
priate for final rulemaking, the FAA
required more detailed" and consistent
data on industry cost impacts than it
had previously developed or received
through the notice and public com
ment process. The FAA, therefore,
commissioned an independent and
comprehensive assessment Of the cost
impacts likely to result from the pro·
posed changes. This assessment, which
examined the impact of individual pro
posed changes as well as of all changes
taken together, was conducted be
tween February 6, 1978, and April 20,
1978, by the Aerospace Corp. with sup
port from Gellman Research Asso
ciates, Inc. "

OUTLINE OF STUDY

The cost impact assessment was
structured to include the following
major elements:

.Identification, classification and
characterization of potential cost
impact areas, through a detailed anal
ysis of the notice and by comparison
with the existing part 135, in light of
known -industry practices and proce·
dures.

.Analysis and test of a classification
system for air commuter and air taxi
operators designed to differentiate the
varying cost impacts of the proposed
changes across the diverse elements of
the industry.

• Development and implementation
of an optimal allocation method for
choosing a scientific sample of opera
tors with reasonable assurance of
achieving high statistical significance
of the results.

• Conduct of 64 air commuter and 20
on·demand air taxi operator inter
views, utilizing an interview format de
signed to produce data on the specifi
cally identified cost impacts. ~

.Processing of the collected data to
produce preliminary assessments of
cost impacts of the air commuter and
on·demand air taxi industries for indi
vidual and aggregated proposed
changes to part 135.

Onder current §§ 135.15(d) and
135.1'1<d), a part 135 operator may pe
tition the Administrator for reconsid·
eration within 30 days after receiving
a refusal to amend its certificate or op
erations specifications. Authority to
consider these petitions for reconsider·
ation is delegated to the Director,
Flight Standards Service. This delega~

tion is reflected in §§ 135.15(d) and
135.17(d) as adopted in this revision.
Also, for uniformity in part 135, the
term "FAA Flight Standards District
Office charged with the overall inspec
tion of the certificate holder" is used
to describe the responsible FAA office.

ExERCISE OF AUTHORITY

of an aircraft is used to determine the
maintenance requirements which will
apply.

phases. First, preliminary data on the
industry cost impact of the part 135
changes in notice 77-17 of August 29,
1977, as amended on October 27, 1977,
were developed through a scientific
sample of commuter and on-demand
air taxi operators conducted under
contract. These estimates by sampled
operators were then subjected to a c;le·
tailed statistical analysis to enhance

7. .7 .7 7.
515.4 659.6 457.0 515.5

7. •• •• 78
5l5.4 659.6 457.0 515.5

.7 100 •• ••347.1 356.2: 354.8 354.8

20 23 Ll 24
69.4 76.7 35.2 18.4

37 42 18 42
69.1 76.7 33.5 16.6

•• n '" "26.1 21.3 27.3 27.3

Multiengine - t covered
actual (milliona)

- Total - t covered
actual Clnill1ons)

Hultieog1oe • t covered
actual (millioos)

Total - t covered
actual (millions)

COHMU'IER 1U'MB

- Turboprop ~ 1 covered
actual (million.)

-. Turboprop • t covered
actual (Ul.1.llious)

APPENDIX B-REGULATORY ANALYSIS

ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

In analyzing the economic conse
quences of this final rule and its major
alternative, primary emphasis was
placed on the burdens placed on the
commuter and on-demand air taxi op
erators in the domestic fleet. This
analysis was accomplished in several

AIRCRAFT SIZE

Commenters generally state that the
use of different terms in part 135 to
describe passenger·carrying capacity is
confusing. These comments have
merit and the standard phase "maxi
mum passenger seating configuration,
excluding any pilot seat" is used
throughout subparts A through I of
revised part 135. Using the actual seat
ing configuration of an airplane is the
easiest way to determine the applica·
b1lity of the operating rules because
all the FAA or certificate holder need
do is count the seats.

However, a different term is used to
determine the applicability of the
maintenance rules in subpart J (see
the discussion of § 135.411). This is the
number of seats which forms the type
certification base of the aircraft. This
is' done because the certification basis
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Information on the structure, con
duct, and results of this cost impact
study. along with discussions of limita
tions on the data developed, are pro
vided in the sections that follow. Full
documentation of the study and its as
sociated data bases is provided in the
three-volume repqrt, "Cost Impacts ?f
FAR Part 13.5 Changes on the Com
muter and Air Taxi Industries." May
1978, the Aerospace Corp., which is in
the docket.

IDENTIFICATION OF PART 135 CHANGES

To begin the cost impact assessment
process, it was necessary to develop an
tndepth analysis of existing part 135
and the changes proposed in notice
77-17. For this purpose, a matrix was
prepared to:

.Identify specific changes to part
135 proposed in the notice;

.Summarize the proposed changes
to each affected subpart of part 135;

.Appraise the potential for cost im·
pacts to air commuter and on·demand
air taxi operators according to size of
aircraft and fleet size; and

.Define the data required to assess
and quantify the potential operator
cost impacts.

• Two additional steps were taken to
assure that all proposed changes re·
sulting in operator cost impacts were
properly identified:

eFi:rst: comments received by the
FAA under the notice and public com·
ment process from industry members,
trade associations, and others, were re·
viewed and incorporated into the cost
impact matrix.

eSecond, the draft cost impact clas·
sifications were reviewed by three
major air commuters and two major
on·demand air taxi operators with air·
craft in the size ranges affected by the
proposed changes.

As a result of the analysis and
review process, 32 specific proposed
part 135 changes were identified that
were likely to impose operator cost im
pacts. These rules are listed in table 1
according to the four cost source cate
gories: Equipment, Maintenance and
Training, Revenue Loss (Gain>,' and
Personnel Duty Time and Proficiency.
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TABLE 1

NPNM 77-17 RULE CHANGES WIT" COST ~ACTS

.'

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE/TRAINING

,
REVENUE

LOSS (GAIN) PERSONNEL DUTY TIME/PROFICIENCY

NPRM NO. DESCRIPTION

135.63 FAA Inspector
Seat

~~ DESCRIPTION

135.2 30-Passenger Size
Allowance

NPRM NO. DESCRIPTION

135.57 Continuation of
Flight Criteria

NPRM NO.

135.39 ..41

135.49

DESCRIPTION

Management Qualifi
cations

Flight and Duty
Records

135.77, Oxyqen 135.37 Finanoial Review 135.171, Airport-Specific 135.197
.129 Requirements .185 Weather Reports

135.125 Large Aircraft, 135.53 Pliqht Irrequ- 135.175 IPR Outside of 135.200-
Turbojet Equip- larity Records Controlled Air- .219
ment apace

135.127 Fire Extin- 135.237- Training program 135.179 Weather Reports 135.225
guishers .267 and/or ForecAsts

135.137 IFR Equipment 135.333- Maintenance 135.183 Alternate Air- 135.229
Requirements .365 Program port Fuel

135.139 Life Preservers 135.187 Icing Condi- 135.231
tion Operations

135.143 Shoulder
Harnesfles

135.145 Thundersto1'll'l
Detection
Equipment

135.147 Crash Axe, etc.

135.75 Baggage
Re.trainta

135.23 Procedure Hanual 135.149 Minimum Equip
mept List

135.85

135.193

Aircraft to Maintain
Proficiency,

Pilot in Command ATP
Requirements

Second in Command
Ratings

Duty Time Limi-
tationa '

Competency
Checks

IrR Proficiency
Checks

VFR Line Checks

..
c:
~

'".,.•Z....
'"Q
c:
~•...oz.,.
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Preliminary analysis also indicated
that industry cost impacts could be
differentiated into the following cate
gories according to the type of cost
that would be incurred by the air com
muter or on-demand air taxi operator:

• Initial cost (the one-time charge
for purchase and lnstallation of equip
ment, for launch of a new training
program. for preparation of manuals.
and so forth).

• Annual normal recurring cost
<continuing costs to maintain addition
al equipment. for upkeep of new man
uals, for continuing new proficiency
checks. for salaries of added person
nel, and so forth).

• Annual revenue loss <attributable
to curtailed operations due to equip
ment downtime. reduced numbers of
revenue passengers or amount of
cargo, and 50 forth) or revenue gain
(realized from improved operations re
sulting from added flights permissible
with more flexible weather reporting,
added revenue passengers or cargo be
cause of lower fuel requirements. and
so forth).

INDUSTRY CHARACTERIZATION

In parallel with the cost impact
identification activity, a major effort
was undertaken to acquire the data
base needed to identify and character
ize the air commuter and on-demand
air taxi groups and then divide them
int.o more definitive subcategories for
analytical purposes. Data was gath
ered from various FA..-\., Civil Aeronau
tics Board (CAB), and other sources.
For purposes of this cost impact as
sessment, the CAB form 298 series
data proved to be the single most
useful source, although data collected
on several FAA forms relating to air·
craft registration, certification, and
airport development also provided
needed supplementary information.
Additional data from several industry
associations provided further informa
tion on specific air commuter and on
demand air taxi characteristics.

The FAA report "Commuter Air
Carrier Operators as of September
1976" was used as the 'basis for identi
fying the air commuter population.
The report was compiled from CAB
form 298-C data for the third quarter
of 1976. Adjustments were made to tbe
181 operators listed to correct for
three duplicate listings and for the in
clusion of six operators utilizing large
(over 30-passenger) aircraft not rele
vant for this analysis. Consequently,
the net population of air commuter
operators was set at 172. While this
population was known to be incom
plete to a small degree because of late
filings of quarterly information, the
selection population of 172 operators
does comprise those air commuters ac
counting for over 95 percent of oper
ations performed by the portion of the

RULES AND REGULATIONS

air commuter industry affected by
part 135 changes.

Population data for on-demand air
taxis were derived from CAB form
298-D filings for calendar year 1976. A
computerized data base for this infor
mation was developed for the first
time to conduct this cost impact as
sessment. The data base indicates that
there is a total domestic on·demanct
air taxi population of 2,273 operators.
Thus, on-demand industry is an order
of magnitude larger than the air com
muter industry in terms of numbers of
operators.

Based on an analysis of these data
bases, it was determined that the total
commuter population could be catego
rized into three groups according to
the size of the fleet operated in com
muter service: 1-4 aircraft. 4-10 air
craft, and more than 10 aircraft. Simi·
lariy, size of aircraft operated by air
commuters could be grouped into'
three convenient categories: 0-9 seats,
10-19 seats, and 20-30 seats. The break
points in aircraft size groupings corre
spond to the differing regulatory re
quirements proposed for each of these
categories under the part 135 notice.
Finally, to assess whether geographic
differences were important in the inci
dence of
United States was divided into five
areas corresponding to the following
aggregations of the 11 FAA regions:

Area 1: Alaska, Northwest, Rocky
Mountain regions.

Area 2: Pacific, Southwest. Western
regions.

Area 3: Southern region, including
Caribbean.

Area 4: Great Lakes and New Eng·
land regions.

Area 5: Central and Eastern regions.
These groupings were based on the

likelihood of the geographic areas ex
hibiting simIlar weather and terrain
characteristics.

A scientific sampling procedure was
developed for selecting those air com
muters and on-demand air taxis to be
interviewed. Based on priorities estab
lished by the FAA, about 75 percent of
study team resources during the cost
impact data collection process were de·
voted to the air commuter industry;
thus, the air commuter sampling pro
cedure was defined to yield 64 carriers,
representing more than one-third of
the identified population. On the
other hand, the on-demand air taxi
sampling procedure was defined to
yield only 20 carriers. WhUe this
sample size is less than 1 percent of
the industry, an analysis of the indus
try and the likely cost Impacts lnclicat·
ed that it would be sufficiently repre
sentative for purposes of this study,
except for helicopter and turbine air
craft operators, who were analyzed by
nonsample techniques.

The air commuter sample was opti
mally allocated across the total popu
lation by utilizing a 45-cell matrix
(three fleet sizes, three aircraft sizes,
and five geographical regions). The
on-demand air taxi sample was opti
mally allocated utilizing a IS-cell
matrix (three aircraft sizes and five
geographical regions). In accomplish·
ing the on-demand air taxi allocation,
the available data base required the
use of a surrogate measure for aircraft
size. For this purpose, passengers per
departure was selected.

CONDUCT OF INTERVIEWS

The interview process was struc
tured by the development of a compre·
henslve interview guide designed to
obtain from each sampled operator:
(1) Confirming demographic informa
tion, (2) raw cost data concerning indio
vidual proposed changes to part 135,
and (3) confirming information from
operators for use in validating the con
sistency of raw cost impact estimates.
Some operators contacted found it in
convenient to participate because of
the limited time available. Several of
the on-demand air taxi operators se
lected had gone out of business. More
than a dozen substitutions were identi·
fied for these various reasons, using a
replacement algorithm in the scientific
selection process.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data obtained through the in
terview process consIsted of operator
cost impact estimates for each of the
32 proposed regulatory changes. For
each change, cost data was elicited in
three categories: Initial cost; normal
recurring cost; and recurring revenue
loss (gain). A data processing comput
er program was developed to permit
the aggregation of cost impacts over
any specified subset of the changes for
any specified population subset. The
computer program developed expected
(mean) value estimates of cost im
pacts, the st"andard error of those esti
mates, and a 0.9 confidence interval of
the cost impact.

A number of instances were found
where air commuter and on-demand
air taxi operators indicated that a cost
impact would result but were unable
to make a specific cost estimate. These
instances occurred most frequently
where equipment items, such as shaul·
der harnesses and thunderstorm detec·
tion devices, would be required under
the proposed part 135 change. For
those cases, independent cost esti·
mates were developed utilizing data
from manufacturers of this equip·
ment. In some instances, it was also
found that an occasional operator esti
mate would be extremely high. These
observations were carried through the
calculations and reflected as operator
estimates. Each such case was, howev-
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er, given special consideration. and
when it was determined that there was
no peculiar characteristic of the opera
tor that would justify the higher cost.
an independent cost estimate was
made based on manufacturer or indus
try data and a second cost impact cal
culation performed. Several "off-line"
analyses were also made to' acquire in·
formation on operators of turbojet
equipment, large aircraft, and heIJcop
ters. because most of the sampled op
erators did not operate such equip
ment.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The preliminary industry cost
impact estimates were then subjected
to a comprehensIve analysis that in
cluded the following steps: (1) Exami·
nation of the sampling and estimating
methods used in the preliminary anal
ysis; (2) analysis of the probability dis
tribution of the data; (3) determina
tion of the sensitivity of the prelimi
nary estimates to analytical methods
employed in sampling and impact; (4)
enhancement of the data to satisfy the
initial conditions necessary for the ap-

plication of various statistical tech~

niques; (5) estimation of costs and
benefits for various combinations of
subgroups within the sample of com
muters and on-demand air taxi indus
tries; and (6) tests of significance for
VariOll.5 estimates of the cost of the
proposed rule changes as a whole and
of the costs due to individual rule
changes. This analysis is documented
in the report "Analysis of the Rela
tionship of Costs and Benefits Esti
mated for proposed revision to FAR
Part 135," Gellman Research Asso
ciates, Inc., June 1978, which is in the
docket.

RESULTS OF INDUSTRY COST ASSESSMENT

The results of the above analysis are
presented in table 2 for each rule
change prOpOsed in the notice with an
industry cost impact. In addition to
totals for each of the commuter and
on-demand air taxi sectors. detailed
breakouts are provided according to
the cost categories of initial, normal
recurring and revenue loss (gain). as
defined above. The major results are
summarized below.
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TABLE 2

RESULTS OF INDUSTRY COST IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF NPRM 77-17
(MEAN VALUES)

...
CD
-3

'"...

Cost Element (SOOO)

135.37 Financial Review

1,463 1,573

53 1,602 1,655

Nonna 1 Recurri n9

2292 2,354

Total

Air
!!!!. Total

o -120

62

218' 1601 1.819

Com-
~

-120

o

o

o

o

o

o

Air
Taxi Total

o

o

o

Revenue Loss

Com-
~Total

-120

246

o

138

Air
Taxi

108

-120

COD\-

~

o

699

Total

690

o

Air
Taxi

Initial

9

o

110

Com-
~Description

30-Passenger Size Allowance

Procedure Hanual

NPRM
Change
~

135.2

135.23

1

2

3

It.eD\
!!2..:-

135.39,
.41 Mana9~ent Qualifications 1,187 1,197 829 13,664 14,493 840 14851 15,690

..
C
po

'"...
~
Z" ...
'"o
c
po

~

5z...385 385

1339 1,595

2 332

473 697

3464 3,762

421' 526

o

256

330

224

298

9B

o

o

o

o
o

199

284

o

o

o

o

12

o
oo

o

o

o

o

187

284

16

522

1,396

o

0.

3,762

o

o

16

428

1,327

3,464

o

69

o

o

298

944

o

o

369

48

697

2

o

o

o

369

473

4

10

o

o

o
46

224

Oxygen Requirem2nta

Flight And Duty Time Records

Flight Irregularity Records

Continuation of Flight
Criteria '

PAA Inspector Seat

Baggage Restraints

135.63

135.75

135.77,
.129

135.49

135.$3

135.57

8

9

4

5

6

7

10

11 135.85 Aircraft to Maintain
Proficiency

12 135.125 Large Aircraft' Turbojet
Equipment

13 135.127 Fire Extinguishers

14 135.137 IFR Equipment Requirements

IS 135.139 Life Preservers

16 135.143 Shoulder Harnesses

o

o

22

311

3

148

o 0

o 0

142 164

o 311

o 3

14 162

29

o
1

12

o

39

o

o

2

o

o

o

29

o

3

12

o

39

o

o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

29

o
23

323

3

187

o

o
144

o
o

14

29

o
167

323

3

201
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TABLE 2 (cont-d.)

Cost Element ($000)

Normal Recurring Revenue LoBS

Item
~

NPRM
Change
~ oescription

Com-
~

Initial

Air
Taxi Total

Com-
~

Air
Taxi Total

Com-
~

Air
Taxi Total

Com-
~

Total

Air
Taxi !2!!!

•C.........
•Z
I:'

•...
Q
c•....
i...

o
16

o 1,409

o
16

1803 2,966

o
o

4B5 0 4B5

4B4 156 1,340

-92 -204B -2,140

-229 -315 -544

439 1576 2,015

5,B13 2723B 33,051
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135.193 Pilot in Commend ATP
Requirements
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135.149 Minimum Equipment List

135.171, Airport Specific Weather
.185 Reports

135.175 IFR OUtside of Controlled
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Total first year cost impact on the
air commuter industry for the propos
als in the notice would be approxi
mately $14.7 million, 81 percent of
which would be expected to recur each
year thereafter. The corresponding
on-demand air taxi industry total first
year costs would be approximately
$72.7 million, 92 percent of which
would be expected to recur annually.

For air commuters. the individual
changes proposed to part 135 with the
greatest first year cost impacts would
be those related to duty time limita
tion.s, upgraded maintenance pro
grams, thunderstorm detection equip
ment, training programs, and airports
specific weather reports. For air taxis,
the greatest first year cost impacts
would be those related to duty time
limitations. airpOrt specific weather
reports, revised management qualifica
tions, the upgraded maintenance pro
gram. and flight and duty time rec
ords.

Individual rule changes affect differ
ent portions of the commuter air carri
er and on·demand air taxi industries
differently. For example, 34 percent of
the proposed changes would affect less
than 10 percent of commuter opera
tors, while 25 percent of the proposed
changes would have no effect on on·
demand air taxis.' Furthennore, the

,

RULES AND REGULATIONS

duty time limitation would affect
three-quarters of both commuter and
on-demand air taxi operators and ac
count for approximately 47 percent of
total estimated nonna! recurring net
costs and 38 percent of total costs.

Some of the changes proposed to
part 135 in the notice produce" impor
tant operator cost savings, including,
for example. the effects of greater
flexibility in uncontrolled airspace
IFR operations. new eJternate airport
fuel requirements. greater flexibiHty
in interpreting weather reports, and
greater proficiency-check flexibility.
The total of cost savings identified by
the operators would be $7.4 millioD, of
which 87 percent would accrue to on
demand air taxi operators.

The estimates of initial and recur
ring costs developed in this study are
aggregate, making it difficult to judge
the intensity of the impact on the op
erators. either as a group or subdi
vided into specific subgroups. To facili
tate interpretation of the cost impact
data, a comparison of costs and rev·
enues was developed for the air com
muters. From this analysis, it was de
termined that the greatest potential
cost impacts in relation to revenues
would be on those operators using the
smallest aircraft (0-9 passengers) and
having the smallest fleet size <1-4 air-

craft), Air commuter operators of
small fleets of large aircraft (20-30
passengers) would also experience rel
atively large cost impacts. Taken as a
whole. air commuter industry cost im.
pacts would represent about 4l/2-per
cent of revenues.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR CHANGES TO NOTICE
PROPOSALS

Of the 32 proposed rule changes in
the notice with a total cost impact of
$52,483.000. nine items had changes
that produced lower estimates of in
dustry impact in the development of
the final rule by $19,085,000. Two of
these changes resulted from the dele
tion of the proposed requirement and
seven changes resulted from a. modifi·
cation of the proposed rule that les·
sened its economic impact. Only two
change::; involved clarification of as
sumptions regarding availability of aI
ternat.ive means to meeting the pro
posed rule. Two other items were de
ferred for further rulemaking action.
The comparison of industry costs im
pacts for the final rule and its major
alternative lnotice 77-17). detailing
these adjustments in cost impacts, is
discussed below and summarized in \
table 3 by cost item.
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TABLE 3

R£S1JLTS OF COST r"'PACT ASSESSMENT: rtNAL RULE VERSUS NPRM 17-17 (MEAN VALUES)
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TABLE 3 (ConttnUfld)
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.re IVlll,ble for n!vlell In docket n~r 16097.
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Cost reductions resulting from the
deletion of requirements between the
notice and the flnal rule total
$4,369,000 and involves financial re~

views and icing conditions operations
(items 3. 24).

The proposed rule on management
requirements <item 4> was modified to
be more flexIble. In addition, FAA be
lieves that operator estImates took in·
adequate consideration of the cost re
ducing option for deviations that
would be authorized for equivalent ex
perience. Since on-demand air taxis
would normally have less equipment
and personnel and would benefit more
by combining management positions,
their cost impact was reduced more
than that for the commuters. Similar
ly, the cost ilnpact of the proposed
rule on airport weather repOrts <item
20) was reduced for the on-demand air
taxi estimate of revenue loss because
of inadequate consideration by the op
erators of alternative means available
including amendment of operating
specifications for alternative sources
of weather reports. These two adjust
ments resulted in cost impact reduc
tions of $6,109.000 and $6.443,000, re
spectively.

Item 8. § 135.75, provlding a forward
obsel"\'er seat for FAA inspectors, drew
negative comment. The final rule was
written to state what type of commu
nication equipment was reQuired to be
furnished to the FAA inspector. In ad
dition. the preamble clarified that it
would not be FAA policy to "bump"
revenue passengers unnecessarily.
This resulted in a reduction of the es
timated cost impact from $332.000 to
$200,000.

Item 10, f§ 135.89 and 135.157, pilot
requirements for use of oxygen and
oxygen equipment requirements, was
modIfied from the notice to the final
rule in light of the comments received.
This resulted in a. reduction of the es
timated cost impact from $385,000 to
zero.

Item 13, § 135.155, fire extinguishers,
·was changed from reQuiring a iire ex·
tinguisher in the passenger compart
ment of each aircraft seating at leaSt
six passengers to an aircraft seating at
least 10 passengers. This resulted in a
reduction of the cost impact from

'$167.000 to zero.
Item 12. §§ 135.149. 135.151, and

135.153. equipment requirements, was
reduced from the original notice by
5540,000 by eliminating the fijght data
recorder requirement. Safety of flight
will not be compromised by such a
withdrawal
It was estimated that § 135.245,

second in command Qualifications.
would have an e.'iti.m&l..ed cost of
$1.340,000. The FAA belleves that this
figUre is too high since only a few op·
erators out of a very small sample re
parted an impact. When extrapolated

ROLES AND REGULATIONS

to the total population, the estimated
cost has heen reduced to $400,000
<item 26). Also, many pilots currently
serving in part 135 operations already
possess the necessary rating since the
ratings are required under the present
rule for certain type operations.

FINAL RULE COST IMPACT ANALYSIS

When all adjustments to the notice
are considered, the estimated first
year costs to the industry will be
$33.398,000. Of this tota\, $8.188,000,
or 25 percent, will be initial costs;
$18,437,000, or 49 percent, will he
normal recurring costs; and $8,'1~3,OOO,

or 26 percent, will be from estlmated
revenue loss. The estimated cost of the
significant changes to commuter air
carriers is $2,726.000 in initial costs
and $5,808.000 in annual recurring
costs. The annual recurring costs are
partially offset hy estimated annual
recurring savings ot $1,002,000. The es·
timated initial cost to the air taxi seg
ment is $5,442,000 with an annual re
curring cost of $26,913,000. The
annual recurring costs are partially
offset by estimated annual recurring
savings to the air taxi industry of
$6,489,000.

In addition to the cost estimates de
rived from the scientific sampling of
air commuter and on-demand air taxi
operator estimates, the FAA conduct
ed its own independent analysis of
these proposed rules and their likely
industry cost impacts. These estimates
closely approximate the operator esti
mates taken as a Whole across all rule
changes. Estimates for individual cost
items vary to some extent, reflecting
differences primarily in assumptions
as to current industry equipage and
practice and the availability of alter
native means for meeting proposed re
quirements.

In notice 77-17, four major proposals
were highlighted as having major ad
ditional costs. Following a. review of
the responSe to notice '1'1-1'1 and the
study of other pertinent data, the cost
estimates of the economic impact of
revised part 135 rules were reevaluat
ed. These proposals are discussed
below.

The first proposed to require air
borne thunderst.orttl detection equip
ment for all equipment for all multien·
gine aircraft conducting passenger-car
rying operations and having a passen
ger seating configuration of 10 seats or
more, excluding any pilot seat. The
FAA estimates that the airborne thun
derstorm detection equJpment require
ment would result in an initial cost of
$1.136,000 and an annual recurring
cost including the loss of revenue of
$274,000 (item 17).

The second propOSed to require the
use of a cont.lnuous maintenance pro
gram for all alrcraft certificated to
carry 10 passengers or more. exclusive
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of flight crew. The FAA estimates the
initial cost to comply with this pro
gram will be $314,000 and the annual
recurring cost will be $'1,018,000 (item
32).

The third proposed to require all air
craft carrying 10 or more passengers
to be type certificated in the transport
category by 1984. This proposal was
withdrawn by notice 77-17A.

The fourth proposed to require all
turbojet aircraft:, with a passenger
seating configuration, excluding any
pilot seat, of 10 passengers or more, to
have a CYR. FDR. and GPWS in
stalled. The requirement for an FOR
is deleted in the final rule. Section
135.153 provides for approval of an al·
ternate GPWS to that requJred. The
initial cost is estimated to be
$1,200,000 and the annual recurring
cost to he $150,000 (item 12).

There were other sections of the
proposed rules which, on further eval
uation, do have a cost impact which
should be discussed. These cost esti
mates are based on an analysis of
imput received from part 135 opera
tors and FAA evaluation. The follow
ing rules are expected to have an
impact.

Section 135.21- Otem 2) requires a
manual setting forth the certificate
holder's procedures and policies. Since
a manual is already required by cur·
rent part 135, there is only an incre
mental cost required to Include addi
tional information in the manual re
garding- the crew training progrllID,
the maintenance personnel data, and
other company policy. In addition,
some costs will be incurred for print
ing and distributing the revised
manual. The FAA estimates this re
quirement will initially cost $1,573,000
and annual recurring costs ,,111 be
$248,000.

Item 4. ~.135.37 and 135.39 regard
ing management personnel require
ments and qualifications will also in
crease costs to the operators. The rule
has been revised from the t'Jotice to
a!low the director of oper...tions and
chief pi!ot to· have a commercIal pilot
certificate instead of an ATP certifi
cate. An ATP certificate would only be
required if the certificate holder is
conducting operators which would re
quire the pilot in command to hold an
ATP certificate. This would involve
only a small pOrtion of the certificate
holders. The management personnel
of many of- these operators already
mc-et this reQ.uirement. It should be
noted that the rule provides for devt~

ation authority from the FAA in com
bining positions or authorizing differ
ent positions when the size of the or
ganization cannot support. the type
and number of positions in the rule.
The FAA can also grant deviations
from the experience requirements.
Many operators were concerned that
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deviations would not be granted
except in very unusual cases. Conse·
Quently. it appears they overestimated
the cost impact.

A majority of the operators now
have a management organization to
some extent, thus. only minor changes
would be required to meet the new
rules regarding the number of persons
and additional qualifications. The esti·
mated additional cost to initially meet
thls requirement Is $720,000 and
annual recurring costs are estimatetl
to be $8,861,000.

The recordkeeping changes as re
quired by § 135.63 <item 5) also tovolve
quantifiable cost increases. The prima
ry additional cost factor in this area is
in maintaining records for flight and
duty time limitations. The proposals'
in subpart F dealing with flight and
duty time limitations are deferred;
consequently. the additional record
keeping provision is also deferred and
cost impacts, being minimal. are de
leted.

A new requirement in § 135.69 to re
strict or suspend operations, if condi
tions hazardous to safe operations are
known to exist, is estimated to result
in annual recurring costs of $1,595,000
<item 7).

New subpart H sets forth require
ments for training and for the devel
opment of a training program. The es
timated cost to initially meet these re
quirements is $1,346,000, with estimat
ed annual recurring costs of $1,620,000
<item 31).

Sectlon 135.87 Utem 9). regardtog
the stowage of cargo and carry-on bag
gage, will require some modifications
to be made to certain aircraft, espe
cially in the stowage of under seat
baggage. The estimated initial cost to
todustry is $697.000 with little annual
recurring costs.

The proposals in subpart F (item
27). dealing wIth flight and duty time
limitations, are deferred. Consequent
ly, all potential cost impacts have been
deleted.

Under the provisions of § 135.213.
weather reports and forecasts and
§ 135.225, IFR: takeoff. approach and
landing minimums <item 20), no pilot
may begin an instrument approach to
an airport unless the airport has desig
nated weather reporting facilities. The
weather reporting facility must be op
erated by the U.S. National Weather
Service. a source approved by it, or a
source approved by the Administrator.
However, an operator's opera.tions
specifications may be amended, under
certain circumstances, to allow weath
er observations to be taken at a loca
tion other than on that airport, thus
allowing an operation to be conducted
into that airport. The FAA estimates
this rule change will result in an ini
tial cost of $491,000 and an annual re-
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curring cost including revenue loss of
$10.810.000.

There are other rule changes. such
as reporting mechanical irregularities
(§ 135.65), aircraft and facilities for
recent flight experience (§ 135.97),
radio and navigation equipment re
quirements (§ 135.165), emergency
equipment: extended overwater oper
ations (§ 135.167>. shoulder harness in
stallation (§ 135.171), minimum equip
ment list (§ 135.179). pilot to command
qualifications (§ 135.243). second to
command qualifications (§·135.245),
and ltoe checks (§ 135.299). Which will
have a total initial estimated cost of
$661,000 and a total annual recurring
cost of $1.908.000 (items 6, 11. 14. 15.
16. 19. 25. 26, 30). '

Various changes were proposed to
the current part 135 rules Which will
result in a cost savings t.o the part 135
operators. The implementation of
§§ 135.1 and 135.2 will result in a sav
.ings because of the authorization to
use larger aircraft under part 135 rules
with the advantage of carrying more
passengers or heavier payloads.

Section 135.177 (item 18). regardtog
the use of a minimum equipment list
for multiengine aircraft, will result in
an overall cost savings to the opera
tors, especially commuter air carriers,
who elect to take advantage of its pro
visions. However, if an ATCO certifi·
cate holder eiects not to apply for
such approval, no costs savings would
be realized.

Another section where savings will
be realized is that regarding IFR oper
attog limitations. § 135.215 (item 2i).
This rule contains provisions relaxing
IFR operations outside of controlled
airspace and at airports that do not
have approved procedures. The major
ity of the sa~ings will accrue to on·
demand air taxi operators.

The relief granted operators regard
ing destination airport requirements
for IFR operations In § 135.219 will
also result in cost savings to both com
muter air carriers and air taxi opera
tors. The rule allows over·the-top op
erations and the use of weather re
parts or forecasts or any combination
of them for landtog minimums at the
desttoation airport (item 22).

In § 135.223 (item 23). the alternate
airport weather minimum require
ments for IFR operations have been
amended to allow operators more
flexibility in determining when an al
ternate airport would be necessary in
flight planntog. Reduction to fuel
weight will reduce operating costs.

Section 135.293 (item 28) pertains to
lnitial and recurrent pilot flight test
ing requirements. The use of simula
tors and relaxation of the require
ments pertaining to each type of air
craft to be flown by the pilot for the
check and the extent of maneuvers to

be given. should result in a cost sav
togS'.

The last item deals with pilot in
command. instrument proficiency
checks. § 135.297 otem 29). savtogs
would result because a simulator could
be used for a portion of the check. Ad
ditionally. only three typical instru
ment approach procedures need to be
demonstrated in order for the pilot to
be issued a letter of competency for all
types of instrument approach proce
dures.

It is estimated that these changes
(Items 1, 18. 21, 22. 23. 28. and 29) ..ill
save commuter air carriers and on
demand air taxi operata", $7.442.000
annually.

PART 121

§ 121.9 Operation.s of airplanes
having a. maximum passenger scat
ing configuration of 30 seats and a
maximum payload capacity of
7,500 pounds or less.

One commenter suggests that § 121.9
should except part 121 certificated air
carriers from cOlnpliance with·
§§ 135.37 and 135.39 on management
personnel requirements and Qualifica
tions. The commellter claims these re
quirements now are in part 121, those
certificate holders already meet them
and the part 121 rules meet or exceed
those in part 135. The comroenter sub
mits safety would not be enhanced by
requirtog compliance with §§ 135.37
and 135.39 and compliance would be
burdensome. These comments have
merit. although the parallel part 121
rules apply only to supplemental air
carriers and commercial operators.
However, the corpora.te structure and
management personnel qualifications
of the domestic and flag air carriers
are sufficient and the rule excepts
those sections.

One cornmenter states that sched·
uled air carriers operating airplanes
qualifying under part 135 should have
an option to conduct their scheduled
operations with those aircraft under
either part 135 or part 121. Section
135.2(d) allows an operator who is now
conducting operations in aircraft
having a maximum passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of 30 seats or less and a maxi·
mum payload capacity of 7,500 poWlds
or less, to continue operating under
part 121 rules for supplemental air
carriers, if the operator elects to do
that.

Two commenters SUggest that part
121 and part 135 operata", should
have the option to selectively apply
appropriate provisions of part 121
with the approval of the Admtolstra
tor. They state that this provides a.
higher level of safety. The revision of
part 135 achieves an appropriate level
of safety and the suggestion would
create administrative difficulties in
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the wliform application of the rules to
part 135 operators.

One commenter recommends that
the maximum number of passengers
and the maximum payload of each air·
craft should be llmited by Aircraft
Flight Manual data. instead of specify
ing a passenger seating configuration
or payload capacity in the rule. This
comment is discussed at length under
§ 135.1.

One commenter suggests changing
the title of part 135 to "Air Charter
Operators and Commercial Operators"
because the term "Air Taxi" is de
meaning. The Civil Aeronautics Board
estahlished this classification of
exempt air carriers and designated
them as "Air Taxi Operators" in 14
CFR Part 298. The term now is widely
used by the aviation industry and the
traveling public. This segment of avi
ation offers both on-demand and
scheduled service. The term "Air
Taxi" is not generally described or
known as demeaning in aviation circles
or by users.

Current § 121.9(b) is no longer
needed since the dates have passed
and it is deleted.

§ 121.13 Rules applicable to helicop{er
operations: Deviation authority.

Revised part 135 applies to aircraft
having a maximum passenger seating
configuration of 30 seats or 'less and a
maximum payload capacity of 7,500
pounds or less. Current part 135 ap·
plies to "small aircraft," as defined in
§ 1.1. The reference in § 121.13 to the
operation of a "small helicopter" is
changed to be consistent with revised
part 135.

PART 127

§ 127.5 Operation of airplanes having
a maximum passenger seating con·
figuration of 30 seats or less and a
maximum payload capacity of
7,500 pounds or less.

Section 127.5 is amended to be con
sistent with §§ 121.9. 121.11 and revised
part 135 for the reasons just discussed.
Current § 127.5(b) is no longer needed
since the dates have passed and it is
deleted.

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION
REGULATIONS (SFAR)

SFAR 23, "Airworthiness Standards;
Small Airplanes Capable of Carrying
hJore Than 10 Occupants," was issued
on December 27, 1968 (34 FR 189; Jan
uary 7, 1969). SPAR 23 is deleted from
Title 14 eFR because it no longer is ot
current effect. Appendix A of part 135
supersedes SFAR 23 for airplanes type
certlficated after July 19, 1970 (see
§ 135.169(bll. This deletion does not
affect the type certification basis of
airplanes which demonstrated oompH·
ance with SFAR 23 before July 19,
1970. Appendix A is republished with·
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out substantive change in revised part
135.

Sections 135.151 and 135.153 super
sede two other SFAR and they are re·
voked: SFAR 30, "Ground Proximity
Warning Systems" and SFAR 33,
"Flight Recorders and Cockpit Voice
Recorders." Compliance with
§§ 135.151 and 135.153 is discussed in
detail above.

PART 135

SUBPART A-GENERAL

§ 135.1 Applicability. (PrOpOsed
§ 135.1.)

One commenter on § 135.1(a)(3) rec
ommends that the words ..other than
air carrier" and "commercial oper·
ations" be deleted. Part 135 applies
both to commercial .operator oper·
ations for compensation and hire and
to air taxi operators who are exempt
air carriers under 14 CFR Part 298.
They are not the same and
§ 135.1<a)(3) is necessary.

One commenter on § 135.1<a)(3)
states the limitations on the size of
aircraft operated under part 135
should be determined under the Air
craft Flight Manual instead of specify
ing a passenger seating configuration
or payload in the rule. An Aircraft
Flight Manflal contains technical data
on operating limitations and flight pa·
rameters. The manual applies to a par
ticular aircraft and not to all aircraft
of the same make and model. Many
manuals may not contain information
on maximum passenger seating or pay·
load capacities. A clear standard is
necessary so there is no Question
about the applicability of revised part
135.

One commenter recommends that
"on·demand" air taxi certificate hold
ers be designated as category I, that
they be considered "single entity
charter" flights and that a category II
apply to commuter air carriers and
large airplane operators. Separating
"on-demand" and commuter air taxi
operators was considered in developing
revised part 135. This concept was in·
cluded In propOSals considered during
the part 135 Review Conference held
at Denver in 1976. The concept was
discussed at length during the confer
ence. As discussed in the preamble of
notice 77-17. rules based upon aircraft
size (9 passengers or less excluding
pilot seats and 10 passengers or more
excluding pilot seats) are adopted to
insure equal application of revised
part 135.

One commenter states that part 135
should apply to sightseeing flights.
Current § 135.1<h)(2) excepts sightsee
ing flights from part 135 and no facts
have come to light that justify a
change. The part 91 rules on flight op·
erations and mr.intenance provide ade·
Quately for these operations.
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Several commenters state that
§ 135.Hb)(7) is too restrictive. This ex·
cepUon to part 135 allows a limited
kind of operation (for example, Santa
Claus flights from an airport to a
shopping center and back). The re·
strictlons are necessary in the interest
of safety. Of course, these operations
are subject to part 91.

Another commenter objects to
§ 135.lCb)(7) because it prohihits sight
seeing flights in helicopters. Section
135.1<b)(2) excepts from part 135
"nonstop sightseeing flights that
begin and end at the same airport, and
are conducted within a 25·statute·mlle
radius of that airport:' This exception
applies to sightseeing flights in any
aircraft. Section 135.lCb)(7) applies to
a more limited operation (for example.
Banta Claus nights) that involves onc
or more stops. Section 135.1(b)(7)(iv) is
changed to have the operator notify
the "FAA Flight Standards District
Office responsbile for the geographic
area concerned."

One commenter recommends retain
ing current § 135.1<b)(7) that excepts
from part 135 "any other operation
approved by the Administrator." The
commenter states this rule provides
operational flexibility. The com·
menter does not explain what oper
ational flexibility is needed or cite ex·
amples of using that section in its op
erations. There is no provision like
current § 135.1<h)(7) in any other Fed
eral aviation regulation. There is no
record of any recent use of that sec
tion. Part 11 provides procedures for
obtaining exemptions and for petition
ing for rulemaking. Several sections in
the revised part 135 also contain devi
ation authority. In this light and ill
the absence of any persuasive justifi~

cation from. the commenter, current
§ 135.1<b)(7) is not included in the
rule.

Several instances have occurred in
which a person desires to carry with
out charge a candidate in a Federal
election. The candidate must pay for
the carriage under the rules of the
Federal Election Commission (11 CFR
Chapter 1>. Ordinarily, receipt of pay
ment for carriage is an operation for
compensation or hire and requires a
Part 135 certificate. Carriage of candi
dates is infrequent and the.. operator
does not intend to engage in the busi
ness of an air carrier or commercial
operator. A new §l35.1<h)(l0) is added
to except this carriage in an aircraft to
which part 135 would otherwise apply.
There are two conditions: (1) The
principal business of the aircraft oper
ator must not be that of an air carrier
or commercial operator; and (2) the
payment must be required and may
not exceed the amount required by
the Federal Election Commission
rules. The FAA contemplates issuance
of a special Federal aviation regula-
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tiOD which will relax the requirements
of part 121 and present part 135 in
time for the November 1978 Federal

- elections.
§ 135.2 Air taxi operations with large

aircraft. (Proposed § 135.2.)

One commenter on § 135.2 recom
mends that the maximum passenger
seating capacity of the aircraft operat
ed under part 135 should be governed
by the economic regulations of the
Civil Aeronautics Board (14 CFR Part
298). Changes to the Board's rules
then would automatically change the
applicability of part 135. This would
constitute a derogation of the FAA's
respOnsibility for safety. Each change
in the Board's definition of aircraft
size could have significant safety im
plications. To properly discharge its
responsibility lor aviation safety. the
FAA must conduct a thorough evalua
tion. If a change is appropriate, rule
making is initiated to amend the Fed
eral aviation regulations. For example,
the Board is considering changes to
the economic rules (14 CFR Part 298)
that would allow larger aircraft to be
used in air taxi operations. The FAA is
now reviewing those proposals to de
termine what, if any, changes are ap
propriate in the safety rules.

One commenter wants the limits
specified in the AJrplane Flight
Manual to determine the size of the
airplane, the number of passengers
and the payload for operations under
§ 135.2. This comment is discussed at
'length under § 135.1.

Two comrnenters state the definition
of "maximum zero fuel weight" in
§ 135.2(e)(l) is not clear but did not
elaborate. The definition of "maxi
mum zero fuel weight" is defined in
§ 135.2(e)(3) and is the definition of 14
CFR 298.2.

Section 135.2(d) is advised to provide
for compliance as discussed above.
§ 135.3 Rules applicable to operations

subject to this parL (Proposed
§ 135.3.)

A sentence is added to § 135.3(b) to
cite the incorporation of annex 2 by
reference in § 91.1(c) and proposed
paragraph (c) is withdrawn.

§ 135.5 Certificate and operations
specifications required. (Proposed
§135.7.)

The commenter of § 135.5 states the
limitations on the size of aircraft oper
ated under part 135 should be deter
mined under the Aircraft Flight
Manual instead of specifying passen
ger seating configuration or payload in
the rule. This comment is discussed at
length under § 135.1.

§ 135.9 Duration of certificate. (Pro
posed § 135.11.)

Most commenters on § 135.9(a) sug
gest that tl1e time for the certificate
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holder to return a revoked or suspend
ed certificate should be 10 working
days instead of 10 days. This comment

. has merit and the rule specifies no
time for returning the certificate. Sec
tion 135.9(b) is added to provide for
compliance as discussed above.

§ 135.10 Compliance dates for certain
rules. (New.)

New § 135.10 is added to pro,ide for
compliance as discussed above.

§ 135.11 Application and issue of cer
tificate and operations specifica
tions. (Proposed § 135.13.)

Most commenters on § 135.1l<b)(2)
object .to listing the "type" aircraft
subject to the maintenance program in
the certificate holder's operations
specifications. They argue the rule is
less flexible than the current rule.
They claim delays will result when the
operations specifications are amended
to add or delete aircraft. They observe
that they now must maintain a cur
rent list of aircraft that is available to
the FAA on request. These comments
have merit and this requirement is de
leted. However, the make, model, and
registration number of each aircraft
that is subject to a continuous airwor
thiness maintenance program must be
in the operations specifications to
identify these aircraft to which the
program applies.

Some commenters on § 135.1l<b)(2)
object to listing of registration nwn
bers in the operations specifications
regardless of the maintenance pro
gram required under part 135. Section
135.1l<b)(2) requires this listing only
for aircraft inspected under § 135.419
(an approved aircraft inspection pro
gram) or under § 135.411(a)(2) (a con
tinuous airworthiness maintenance
program). This is required under cur
rent part 135.

Several commenters on § 135.11(b)(2)
object to listing "maintenance items
required by the Administrator." Al
though they do not oblect to listing
"time IUnitations," they 'argue the list
ing of maintenance items is not con
tained in comparable provisions of
part 121. Listing additional mainte·
nance items under § 135.11(b)(2) is lim
ited, by reference to § 135.421, to those
aircraft that are type certificated for a
passenger seating configuration, ex
cluding any pilot seat, of nine seats or
less. This rule is necessary because
there now are no time limitations or
standards for those items which must
be part oJ a maintenance program
under § 135.421.

One commenter states that
§ 135.1l<b)(2) is ambiguous. The com·
ment has merit and § 135.1l<b)(2) is reo
organized for clarity.

§ 135.13 Eligibility fOT certificate and
operations specifications. (Pro
posed § 135.15.)

Commenters on § 135.13(b)(2) object
because the rule prevents an otherwise
competent individual from obtaining
employment with an applicant for an
ATCO operating certificate. Section
135.13(b)(2) is similar to § 121.5l<b)(2).
Noncompliance data is a significant
factor to consider with an application
for an ATCO operating certificate.
Similar information has been helpful
in evaluating air carrier applicants and
the persons they propose for manage
ment positions. The FAA revokes an
operating certificate only for a very se
rious infraction of the regulations. If a
person contributes materially to that
infraction, this fact should be consid
ered as a factor in evaluating the new
application. This does not mean the
approval of the application or employ
ment position will be automatically
withheld, but that each situation will
be carefully evaluated on its merits.

Some commenters recommend. a
time limit so an individual is not sub
ject to a "life sentence" due to a past
violation. This comment was carefully
evaluated but it is too rigid and im
practical. After an operating certifi
cate is revoked the FAA evaluates the
performance and reliability in aviation ..
employment of the people involved
over a reasonable period of time. This
varies from case to case.
§ 135.19 Emergency operations. (Pro

posed § 135.21.)

One commenter on § 135.19 states
that the FAA should request a report
when a deviation occurs. The other
conunenter suggests the report should
be filed in 10 working days. The FAA
would not know when a deviation
occurs in most cases",and thus could
not request a report. To allow greater
flexibility in filing a report, the re
porting period is changed to 10 days
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
Federal holidays.

§ 135.21 Manual requirements. (Pro
posed § 135.23.)

The proposed rule contained too
many paragraphs and it is divided into
two sections for simplicity. Section
135.21 contains only the manual re
qUirements (proposed paragraphs (a)
and (c) through (h). Section 135.23
contains the mariual contents (Pro
posed paragraph (b».

Two commenters on § 135.23(a.) claim
the deviation authority would not be
consistently applied by regional and
district offices. This provision is in the
current rule and is meant to provide
relief for smaller operators. No admin
istrative problems have been encoun
tered in. dealing with deViation re
quests in the past.

Several commenters object to the
phrase "acceptable to the Administra
tor" in § 135.21<a) because it gives the
FAA too much latitude regarding man
uals and unifonn nationwide adminis-
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tration by the FAA will be a problem.
Responsibility for determining wheth
er a manual is acceptable insures that
manual contents are correct, are not
contrary to the rules and are adequate
for the operations the certificate
holder proposes to conduct. District
offices have extensive experience in
reviewing and accepting manuals.

Section 135.2l<dl is changed so that
a. copy of the manual or appropriate
portions must be "available" (not "fur·
Dished") to ground personnel to
reduce the number of copies the certif·
icate holder must prepare.

Section 135.2Hg) is revised to allow a
certificate holder who performs main
tenance at specified stations to keep
the appropriate sections of its manual
at the station rather than carry it
aboard the aircraft. The FAA believes
this change is necessary since mainte·
nance, in addition to inspections, may
be performed at specified stations
where a certificate holder provides the
appropriate sections of its manual.

§ 135.23 Manual contents. (Proposed
§135.23.l

As discussed under § 135.21, new
§ 135.23 contains the rules on manual
contents. Several commenters on
§ 135.23 object to requiring the manual
to be in a form acceptable to the Ad
ministrator. They state the certificate
holder should be responsible lor the
manual's form as long as it contains
all of the required information. These
comments have merit and that re·
Qlurement is deleted.

Several commenters on § 135.23(a)
state that "identity" requirement for
management personnel is ambiguous.
Section 135.37(a) identifies the man~

agement" personnel required to be
identified under § 135.23(a). Section
135.23 is clarified to reflect that.

Several commenters argue that
§ 135.23 <fl, (gl, and (hl are difficult to

. understand. should not be in the rules
or should be in subpart J. These proce
dures are necessary in the certificate
holder's manual for the pilot in com
mand to report and record discrepen
c1es. to determine the airwor-thiness
status of the aircraft and to arrange
for the maintenance or servicing of
the aircraft. They are in current part
135. _

Three commenters on § 135.23(p)
state that the wording is excessive and
unclear. This rule requires each certiI
icate holder to train personnel to rec
ognize hazardous material if presented
for shipment even though the certifi
cate holder has a policy prohibiting its
carriage. This is the minimum training
needed to recognize hazardous materi·
als and limits the possibility of inad
vertently carrying this material. Cer·
tificate holders who carry hazardous
material need more extensive training
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to comply. Section 135.23(p) is revised
for clarity.

The regulations of the Department
of Transportation governing the trans
portation of "hazardous materials in
aircraft are in 49 CFR Parts 171
through 173 and 175: They are issued
under the Hazardous Materials Trans·
portation Act (49 U.S.C. 1801-1812l.
The Secretary of Transportation h.~

delegated to the FAA Administrator
(under 49 CFR l.47(kl) the functions
vested in the Secretary under sections
109, 110, and III of the Hazardous Ma
terials Transportation Act relating to
investigations, records. inspections,
penalties, and specific relief for ship
ment of hazardous materials by air.
The FAA's enforcement procedures
for cases involving air transportation
or shipment of hazardous materials
are in part 13 of th.e Federal Aviation
Regulations.

§ 135.25 Aircraft reqUirements. (Pro·
posed § 135.25.l

Two commenters on § 135.25 state
that certIficate holders should have
exclusive use of each aircraft used in
their operation. They claim. thIs pro·
vides adequate control for proper
maintenance and use of the aircraft.
Requiring operators to either own or
have exclusive use of each aircraft
they operate might be desirable. How·
ever, the current rule adequately in
sures proper control over maintenance
and also is sufficiently flexible. A
more stringent rule is not justified at
this time.

One commenter states that § 135.25
should prohibit use of the same air
craft by two different air taxi opera
tors. This practice is acceptable if the
operator has a written agreement with
the aircraft owner regarding its use
Which also deals with performing
maintenance. If a certificate holder
has an exclusive use agreement for an
aircraft, that person may authorize
another certificate holder to use it.·
However, only one certificate holder
at a time can have an exclusive use
contract for a given aircraft.

Another commenter states that
§ 135.25(b) is not necessary. This rule
is in current part 135. There is no jus·
tification for changing it in the revi
sion of part 135. An applicant or a cer·
tificate holder should reasonably
expect-to either own or have exclusive
use of at least one aircraft and the
rule provides positive control for both
operation and maintenance of that air·
craft.
§ 135.37 Management personnel reo

quired. (Proposed § 135.39.)

Commenters on § 135.37 object to
the management requirements be·
cause sufficient justification was not
presented, they lack provisions for the
small operator and they overly compli-
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cate establishing and operating an air
taxi operation.

Specific management personnel
must be required In this revlsion of
part 135. The increasing complexity of
part 135 operations requires a manage
ment organization adequate to ensure
that the operations are conducted
safely. Different kinds and sizes of op
erations exist. Thus, § 135.37(a) is
changed so the rule does not apply
when the certificate holder is the only
pilot. Also. § 135.37(b) provides for. de
viations. The Administrator may ap
prove different positions or numbers
of positions if the operation can be
safely performed with fewer or differ
ent positions than § 135.37(a) requires.
This flexibility also is necessary be
cause of the varying size and complex
ity of part-135 operations. The 'FAA
district office handles the request be
cause they are familiar with the scope
of the certificate holder's operation.
Before approval, ail evaluation is made
to determine if a safe operation can be
conducted.

Several commenters object to requir·
tng the address 01 persons listed in
§ 135.37(c)(2>' This comment has merit'
and the requirement is deleted.

One commenter states § 135.37 is
more stringent than similar require
ments in part"-l21, but fails to explain
that contention.

§ 135.39 Manage1Ttent personnel quaLi
. fications. (ProPosed § 135.41.)

Commenters on §§ 135.39 (al and (b)
object to requiring the director of op-
erations and the chIef pilot to hold an
airline transport pilot (ATP) certifi
cate. Most of these comments are from
small operators or operators who are
not authorized to operate under IFR.
Not all types of operations require an
ATP certificate (see § 135.243(all. ATP
certificates are reqlJired for the pilot
in command in p8.ssenger~carryingop
erations of turbojet airplanes, multien
gine airplanes operated by commuter
air carriers and airplanes with a pas·
senger seating configuration. exclud:'
ing any pilot seat, of 10 or more. The
pilot in command of any other oper
ation must hold only a commercial
pilot certJficate with. an instrument
rating. The same concept that applies
to pilot in command standards should
apply to management per,sonnel quali·
fications.

The director of operations must hold
or have held a pilot certificate equal to
the chief pilot's for the operations the
certificate holder conducts. Although,
the pilot certificate an individual
holds does not reflect the person's
management capability. the holder of,
an ATP certificate has the broader'
operational background necessary for-:
a more complex operation. Thus, if
the certificate holder conducts any op·
eration requiring the pUot in com·
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mand to hold an ATP certificate, then
the director of operations and the/
chief pilot must have an ATP certifi·
cate. If the certificate holder does not
conduct an operation requiring the
pilot in command to hold an ATP eeT·
tificate, then the director of operation
and the chief pilot must have only a
commercial pilot certificate.

Some commenters claim requiring
the director of operations to hold an
ATP cerUficate precludes the use of
highly Qualified persons who cannot
meet first·class medical certification
requirements. These commenters sug·
gest the rule allow a person to serve as
director of operations if that person
has held an ATP certificate in the
past. This comment has merit and the
rule is changed to allow that.

Many commenters object to requir
ing both the director of operations
and chief pilot to "know" the contents
of the manual. They claim this implies
that the person must be able to quote
the manual verbatim'. They state the
rule may create liability problems.
They recommend the word "familiar"
be used instead of "know". The direc
tor of operations a.nd the chief pilot
should have a good working knowledge
of the manual contents and be more
than merely "familiar" with it. A
larger and more complex certificate
holder normally has a director of
maintenance who meets the qualifica
tions of § 135.39(c) even when the cer~

tificate holder has no maintenance fa
cility and accomplishes its mainte
nance under contract. The manage
ment responsibility is sufficiently com
plex to require this standard to be met
unless the certificate holder shows
that a deviation would not compro
mise safety.

I Many commenters on § 135.39(b)(3J
state that requiring the director of
maintenance to have 1 year of current
experience in the "type" of aircraft
used by the certificate holder is bur
densome. Under part I, "type" means
make and model. The make and model
of aircraft used in air taxi operations
are changed frequently. The com
ments have merit and the words "cate
gory and class" are substituted for the
word "type."

§ 135.43 Crewmember certificate: In
ternational operations: applica
tion and 'issue. (Proposed § 135.45.)

Commenters object to § 135.43 be
cause it is unnecessary and requires
additional paperwork. There is an in~

creasing amount of international ac
tivity by U.S. air taxi operators. The
crewmember certificate is a convenient
means to identify U.S. crewmembers.
The certification process is brief and is
not necessary tmless the operator be
lieves that it would benefit crew
m.embers. A similar system exists in
part 121. However, the proposed rule
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requires reissuauce of a certificate at
the conclusion pf each assignment.
Section 135.43(c) is revised to allow
the crewmember to retain the certifi
cate until employment with the certif
icate holder terminates. Also,
§ 135.43(cl allows the holder to submit
the certificate for cancellation to the
Airman Certification Branch, Oklaho
ma City, Okla.

SUBPART B-FLIGHT OPERATIONS

§ 135.63 Recordkeeping requirements.
(Proposed § 135.49.l

Most commenters on § 135.63 oppose
It. They mainly object to flight and
duty time recordkeeping under
§ 135.63(a)(4)(vi!l contending that .he
rule is too stringent, cannot be equally
enforced, is structured for air carrier
operations, should not apply to on
demand operators, and imposes an
undue burden on certificate holders
having two or more pilots. Since flight
and duty time IL'nitations proposals
have been deferred, associated
changes in recordkeeping require
ments are also deferred.

The comrnenters do not cite ade
quate examples in support of their po
sition. A primary objective of the rule
is to produce the minimum records
needed for the FAA to objectively
judge compliance with the Federal
Aviation Regulations and thus insure
safety in part 135 operations. These
records also provide information that
is necessary to conduct daily oper~

ations to schedule crews and mainte·
nance and to conduct other activities
where current data is needed to oper
ate safely. The rule requires some ad
ditional recordkeeping, but that is jus
tified by the broader scope of air taxi
operations under revised part 135.
This is minimal and is not an undue
burden.. It is necessary for operators to
maintain a safe operation and for the
FAA to monitor the operator and to
conduct surveillance.

Other commenters object to extend~

ing the record retention period to 12
months in § 135.63(b). These com~

ments have merit. The pilot records
specified in § 135.63(a)(4) must be kept
for at least 12 months to establish a
contiimity for dates and- results of
competency and proficiency checks.
Some pilots used in part 135 oper~

ations must take competency _checks
only once in each 12~month period
under § 135.293(b). A record is neces~

sary to establish that they have ac~

complished the required check until
the next check. Section 135.63(b) is
changed to require retention of
§ 135.63(a)(3) records for at least 6
months and § 135.63(a)(4) records for
at least 12 months.

Commenters on § 135.63 (cJ and (dl
object to preparing a load manifest for
multiengine aircraft. They also object
to mailing (at the takeoff airport) a

copy to the certificate holder or re
taining a copy at the airport until
completion of the flight. They argue
that this generates more paperwork
and that many airports have neither
mail facilities nor a place to keep a
copy of the manifest. Safety requires
preparation of a load manifest for
multiengine aircraft. The loading
characteristics are critical for many
multiengine aircra.ft now in use, or
that will be used under revised part
135. Requiring a load manifest be com
pleted before each takeoff insures that
critical loading factors for multiengine
aircraft are reviewed and the maxi~

mum weight and center of gravity are
within approved limits. Because the
mailing or retention requirement may
impose a hardship on some certificate
holders, that requirement is deleted.
The last sentence of proposed
§ 135.63(c)(5) is revised to be consistent
with the first sentence ("to a loading
schedule or other approved method").
Also, § 135.63(a)(4l(i) is revised to be
consistent with subpart G.

§ 135.65 Reporting a/mechanical iTTe·
gularities. (Proposed § 135.53.)

Several commenters on § 135.65 state
that they would welcome a rule pat
terned on §§ 121.563 and 121.701, but
many of their objections also would
apply to those sections. Several com·
menters want an explanation of. the
difference between a maintenance
"log" under § 135.65 (a), (bl, and (c)
and a maintenance "record" under
§ 135.65(d). The maintenance "log" is a
maintenance "record" B.::i the term is
used in § 135.65(dl.

Other conunenters contend that the
rUle requires the keeping of duplicate
aircraft records. Section 135.65 gov
erns the recording, deferral, and cor
rect.ion of mechanical irregularities on
aircraft used under part 135. The rule
provides appropriate flight and main·
tenance personnel with a record of the
continuing mechanical performance of
the aircraft. Section 135.3(a) applies
§ 91.173 to operations under part 135.
Thus, §§ 91.173 and 135.439 collectively
govern all inspections, maintenance,
repairs. and alterations under part
135.

Some commenters contend that
§ 135.65(d) means that the mainte
nance "log" must be kept aboard an
aircraft "forever." Section 135.65(d)
requires only that each certificate
holder must have a procedure in its
manual for keeping copies of the
maintenance log in the aircraft. It is
intended that this procedure provide
for presence in the aircraft of mainte
nance infonnation necessary for safe
operation of a particular flight. It is
not intended that unnecessary infor·
mation be retained in the aircraft.

several commenters contend that re·
quiring- small operators to keep de~
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tailed records is a significant burden.
No substantial evidence was presented
to support that claim. The rule in
creases the awareness of the certifi
cate holder and its flight and ground
personnel concerning the mechanical
performance of each aircraft. This
rule assists the certificate holder in
executing its primary responsibility
for maintaining its aircraft in an air
worthy condition and in accordance
'with its manual. This rule also helps
insure that mechanical irregularities
are noted and corrected without delay.

Several commenlers object to
§ 135.65(b) requiring a flight crew
member to log each irregularit.y noted
and then to look at the same lrregular v

ity after landing. The rule is changed
to eliminate that. Several other com
menters suggest that the words
"before each flight" be used in
§ 135.65(b) and this change also is
made. Section 135.65(c) is revised to
clearly require a description of the re
cordation, deferral, or corrective
action taken as to a mechanical irregu
larity in accordance with part 43. Sec
tion 135.65(d) is revised to clea'rly re
quire the aircraft maintenance log to
be carried on board thE' aircraft to
which it applies.

§ 135.67 Reporting potentially haz
ardous meteorological conditions
and irregUlarities of communica
tions or navigation facilities. (Pro
pa!ed § 135.55.)

Almost all commenters on § 135.67
oppose it but agree that it. represents
good operating practice. They suggest
that a good operating practice should,
not be a regulation but rather a part
of the Ainnan's Information Manual
or an advisory circular. Several com
menters contend that § 91.125 makes
§ 135.67 Ulmecessary. Section 91.125
applies only to flight under IFR in
controlled airspace. Section 135.67 ap
plies to all operations conducted under
part 135. The rule enhances safety and
is consistent with the effort to im
prove the level of safety in part 135
operations. A similar rule, in part 121,
works to insure that these conditions
and irregularities are reported and no
problems of compliance exist.

§ 135.69 Restriction or suspension of
operatio1l.$: Continuation of /light
in an emergency. (Proposed
§ 135.57.)

Commenters on § 135.69(b) recom
mend that the rule allow a flight to
continue ,toward an airport when the
certificate holder or the pilot in com
mand has reasonable assurance that
the hazardous condition will be cor
rected by the estimated time of arrival
and that a suitable alternate airport is
available to the flight. Another com·
menter .contends that a routine occur
rence (for example, a deer on the
runway) will give rise to an "emerg-en-
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cy" and a report would have to be filed
under § 135.19. The first conunent has
merit if continuation of the flight does
not constitute an emergency under
§ 135.19. However, an alternate airport
is not necessary in this situation. Sec
tion 135.69(b) Is revised to aUow this.
The change also resolves the concerns
01 the second commenter.

§ 135.75 Inspectors credentials: Ad
mts3ion to pilots compartmenL'
forward observer's seat. (Proposed
§ 135.63.)

CommenterJ on § 135.75 are con
cerned that FAA inspectors would,
without notice, "bump" revenue pas
sengers or cause cargo to be removed
from the aircraft to accommodate
them. They are needlessly alarmed.
PToposed en route inspections are co
ordinated with the certificate holder
well ahead of the proposed schedule to
avoid, If at all possible, the need for an
inspector to occupy a revenue passen·

. ger seat. For the FAA to properly dis
charge its responsibilities to the
public, however, FAA inspectors must
have the authority for access to the
pilot compartment of an aircraft oper
ated under revised part 135.

Some commenters on § 135.75(a) be
lieve th.at a provision like § 121.547
should be added to indicate that the
pilot in command has the authority to
exclude any person from the flight
deck in the interest of saIety. This
comment has merit and § 135.75(a) is
changed to reflect that.

Some commenters on § 135.75(b) be
lieve the words "appropriate communi
cations equipment" provided for the
inspector, mean complete transmitting
and receiving capability, They suggest
that. the language be changed to re
quire only equipment necessary to
monitor ATC communications. Section
135.75(b) makes it clear that either a
headset or a speaker tor the inspector
to monitor crew communications is reo
quired but that a. transmitter is not.
§ 135.77 Responsibility for operation

al control. (Proposed § 135.65.)

Many commenters on § 135.7.7 ask
what the tenn "operational control"
means. "Operational control" is de
fined in Part 1. Section 135.77 states
that the certificate holder is responsi
ble for operational control, but may
delegate authority to exercise oper
ational control to another person. This
delegation of authority does not re
lieve the certificate holder of the reo
sponsibility for operational control.

Some conunenters object to listing
each person who exercises opera.tional
control for the certificate holder.
Operational experience under part 121
shows that this does not lead to an un
reasonable number of revisions to
manuals,

One commcnter states that. § 135.77
appears to be more stringent than
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§ 121.537. Section 121.537 requires sup
plemental air carriers and commercial
operators to list each person author
ized to exercise operational control,
just as § 135.77 does. Section 135.77 is
Clarified to require the name and title
of each person authorized by the cer
tificate holder to exercise operational
control to be listed In the manual.

Several commenters believe that au·
thority to exercise operational control
confers a labor provision but did not
explain their position. The FAA has
reviewed this provision in light of this
comment. This section provides that
the certificate holder is responsible for
operational control and must list in
the manual the name and title of each
person authorized to exercise oper
ational control. The rule does not re
strict the certificate holder's exercise
of judgment in determining who is au
thorized to exercise operational con
trol.

§ 135.81 Informing personnel of oper
ational information and appropri
ate changes. (Proposed § 135.69.)

Many commenters on § 135.81 object
to proposed paragraph-(b). They state
that the rule is unacceptable and un
manageable. Some commenters argue
the rule will increase the op~rator's li
ability but do not explain why. Other
commenters suggest changes to make
the rule more acceptable. These com
ments have merit because part 135
does not contaiil flight following rules
and there is no practical means to
update the information once a flight
departs. Proposed paragraph (b) Is
withdrawn. Section 135.8Ha) is
changed to allow use of chart supple
ments in Alaska and the PaciItc in
stead of the Airman's Information
Manual. Section 135.8Hc) is revised
for consistency.

§ 135.85 Carriage of persons Without
compliance with the passenger-car·
rying provisions of this par,L (Pro
posed § 135. 73.)

Commenters on § 135.85 suggest, that
proposed paragraph (b) read. "compa
ny employee." This comment has
merit and the narrow change suggest
ed gives greater flexibil1ty to the oper
ator without compromising safety.
The words, "or other employee of the
certificate holder" are added to
§ 135.85(a) and proposed paragraph (b)
is withdrawn. -

Commenters recommend additional·
categories of persons who could be car
ried aboard an aircraft without meet
ing the passenger-carrying require
ments of part 135. Additional excep
tions to passenger-carrying require
ments beyond the limited exception
made above would not be in the public
interest and would compromise safety.
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§ 135.87 Carriage oj cargo including
carry-on baggage. (Proposed
§ 135.75.)

Two commenters on § 135.87 object
because the rule applies to "any" air
craft. One suggest the section apply to
aircraft carrying 10 passengers or
more. The other suggests the section
apply to aircraft carrying 20 passen·
gers or more. Section 135.87 applies to
any aircraft carrying cargo, including
carry-on baggage, under part 135. The
ability to store carry·on baggage in the
passenger compartment of an aircraft
certifIcated under part 25 often is
greater than the ability to store carry
on baggage in the passenger compart
ment of an aircraft certiIicated under
part 23. Loose items in the aisle or at
the passenger's feet during flight
under part 135 are a potential hazard
to occupants of the aircraft in the
event of an emergency evacuation.

One commenter objects because the
rule is "unrealistic and mechanically
impossible because of seat size and
design" in small aircraft. If the seat
size or design of an aircraft makes the
storage of carry-on baggage items be
neath the seats on that aircraft impos
sible or impractical. then those items
may not be placed beneath the seats.
If the aircraft seat size and design
allows the storage of carry-on baggage
items beneath the seat. then the cer
tificate holder may allow under-seat
storage. If this is done. then the seats
must be fitted with a means to prevent
articles stowed under them from slid
ing under crash impacts severe enough
to produce the ultimate inertia forces
specified in. the emergency landing
condition regulation under which the
aircraft is certificated. The certifica
tion criteria in both §§ 23.561 and
25.561 require consideration for for
ward, sideward and downward motion.
Part 135 does not require use of the
under-seat area for stowing carry-on
baggage, but that is allowed if the
stated conditions are met. The rule is
changed to clearly reflect its applica
bility to cady-op baggage. Also, the
word "forward" is deleted in
§ 135.87(d).

One commenter states that it knows
of no occasion in which the aisle of an
aircraft was blocked by the placement
of carry-on baggage. This cornrnenter
also states that it is difficult to believe
that carry-on baggage could or would
hinder the emergency evacuation of a
small ail'craft such as a four·passenger
single·engine airplane. Section 135.87
·insures that occupants aboard an air
craft are afforded the highest safety
protection reasonably commensurate
with the least possible burden. Passen
gers of an aircraft operated under part
135 should not needlessly be injured
by unstowed items and should be able
to exit the aircraft as rapidly as possi
ble in the event of a· survivable acci-
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dent. Proper stowage of articles can
prevent injuries from flying objects
during air turbulence. Section
135.87(c)(1) is changed to distinguish
between securing cargo and securing
carry-on baggage.

One commenter states § 135.87(e) is
unclear and recommends deletion. The
rule has been reviewed and it is clear.
It prohibits persons from loading
cargo in a way that prevents a crew·
member from extinguishing a fire in
flight.

§ 135.89 Pilot requirements: Use of
oxygen. (Proposed § 135.77.)

Some commenters oppose combining
the requirements for pressurized and
unpressurized aircraft. They urge re
taining the current requirements. In·
herent differences exist in operating
characteristics between pressurized
and unpressurized aircraft. A distinc
tion should be made between them.
Current. § 135.77 contains require
ments for pilot's use of oxygen and
current § 135.129 contains oxygen
equipment requirements. Both have
separate provisions for pressurized and
unpressurized aircraft. Section 135.89
is revised to carry forward this distinc
tion, is limited to the use of oxygen
only for pilots and the title is changed.
Passenger oxygen equipment require
ments are adopted in § 135.157.

Two commenters state § 135.89
should require that at least one pilot
must wear an oxygen mask whenever
a pressurized aircraft is operating
above flight level 350. They cite the
potential for rapid depressurization in
a relatively small volume aircraft. This
comment has merit and § 135.89 re·
mains essentially the same as the cur
rent § 135.83.

§ 135.91 Oxygen for medical use by
passengers. (Proposed § 135.79.)

One commenter on § 135.91 believes
the rule should require maintenance
of liquid type oxygen only. The prob·
lem of possible internal contamination
exists with both liquid and gaseous
oxygen containers.

One commenter on § 135.9l<a)(l)(i)
suggests that the rule require the
equipment to be both an approved
type and in conformity with title 49
CFR because more than one standard
appears to be required. Another com·
menter states § 135.91<a)(1)(1) was not
necessary. The rule is more flexible
because the certificate holder may
either get FAA approval or meet the
requirements of Title 49 CFR Parts
171, 172, and 173, except § 173.24(a)(1).
Either standard of safety is acceptable
for the safe carriage and operation of
medical oxygen.

§ 135.93 A utopilot: Minimum alti·
tudes for use. (Proposed § 135.81.)

Some airpla."1es with autopilots do
not have, and are not required to have,

an airplane flight manual. To reflect
this, the words "approved airplane
flight manual or equivalent" are used
in § 135.93. The words "en route" are
deleted from § 135.93(a) because the
rule applies to all operations other
than approaches.

The rule is rewritten for clarity. Pro·
posed paragraphs (b)( 1>, (b)(2), and (c)
are adopted ll."3 §§ 135.93 (b). (c), and
(d), respectively. Section 135.93(b) pro
vides for instrument approaches other
than ILS. Section 135.93(c) provides
for ILS approaches with an approach
coupler.

§ 135.95 Airmen: Limitations on use
of seroices. (Proposed § 135.83.)

Nearly all of the comrilenters on pro
pOsed paragraph (a)(2) oppose it be·
cause it is redundant and because it
duplicates §§ 61.3 (a) and (c). They
argue that requiring a certificate
holder to inspect a pilot's certificate
before each operation is unreasonable
and will be difficult, if not impossible.
to administer. These comments have
merit and proposed paragraph (a)(2) is
withdrawn.

§ 135.103 Exception to second in com-
o mand requirement· IFR oper·

ations. (Proposed § 135.91.)

Commenters on § 135.103 state that
it is not understandable. needs to be
revised or withdrawn completely. is in·
appropriate for multiengine aircraft
and is frequently abused. The com
ment.s of the National Transportation
Safety Board cite the field investiga
tton phase of the Board's "Air Taxi
Study" (NTSB-AAS 72-9). The
Board's comments are similar to
others. The Board recommends that
§ 135.103 either be removed from the
rules or rewrttten so it is not misun
derstood or misapplied.

Current § 135.75 provides flexibility
to part 135 operators by allowing lim-'
ited !FR operations without a second
in command. Experience under part
135 shows these operations can be con
ducted safely. The rule. continues to
allow them. The 'comments recom
mending clarification of this rule have
merit. Section 135.103 is rewritten to
make it clearer, simpler, and easier to
meet. This should make flight plan·
ning easier. Sections 135.103 (a). (b),
and (c) contain the rules for takeoff.
en route and approach operations, re·
spectively. Section 135.103(d) contains
the general requirements for the air
craft. pilot and ATe clearances.

Section 135.105(a) is clarified to re·
flect that a second in command is
always requlred under §§ 135.99 and
q5.105.

§ 135.105 Exception to second in com·
mand requiremenL' Approval for
use of autopilot system. (Proposed
§135.93.)
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One commenter on § 135.105 claims
the use of an autopilot is no substitute
for the increased safety margin two
pilots afford for communications, navi
gation. system monitoring and emer·
gency sit.uations. especially in multien
ginc aircraft. Section 135.105(c)(2) re
quires each certificate holder to show
that operations using an autopilot can
be cont1ucted safely. The commenter
presents insufficient evidence of ad
vprse oJ:y-·ratiourJ experience in single
p~}ot 'operations with an autopilot to
justify withdrawal of the rule.

One cotnmenter objects to
§ 135.105(b) because the operations
speciflr.-1.! ions must be amended ('::lcll
time tt ('rrl i..<; A. ChtL1ge in aircraft. The
commf'r,t.cr beHeves t.his is unnecessar
ily corr.p~lcated. This comment h3S

merit and that part of § 135.105(b) is
withdra\\-n.

§ 135.109 Pilot in command or .tecond
in command: Designation re
quired. (Proposed § 135.97.)

Although adoption oC subpart P is
deferred as discussed there. propOSed
§ 135.H5(a) is more germane to flight
operations than to flight time limita
tions. The rule IS ado}.:led as
§ 135.lC9,b).

§ 135.115 ~fLo.nipulatlon of contro13.
(Propm;ed § 135.1V3.)

Several commenters cn § 135.115'a)
sucecst that a pilot who manipulatE's
the conlrols should be qualified in
that aii'crllft. This comment has merit
and § 135.115(3,) is revised.

One cOlnmenter on § 135.115(b) as
serts a pilot In command cannot deter
mine Whether an authorized snJety
represental.ivc of the Administrator
can So.'\teh' handle the coulrols of an
aircraft. The pilot in command may
make any reasonable inquiriec which
are deemed nccessa"y to ascertain
pilot qualifications. Another com
menter contends that a safety repre
sentative of the Admini<itraoor should
not manipulate the controls during a
passenger-carrying flight. section
135.115(b) is similar to § 121.545(b)
which has not created any problems
since it was adopted in 1967.

One commenter OPpOses the rule be
cause the pilot in command should
insure no un:luthorized person manip
ulates the controls. Another com
mcnter suggests the rule allow a pro
spective aircraft purchaser who Is ap·"
proprlately rated to manipulat.e the
controls. safety requires strict CQutrol
of these acUons during those flights
and additional exceptions are not jus·
tlfied.

One commf"nter asks what "Qualified
in the aircralt" means. A person is
qua-lined In the ajrcraft if that person
bolds a pilot certiIicaw with the ap
propriate category. class. and type
rat.ing lor the aircrn1t operated and
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also meets the recency of experience
requirements for that aircraft.

§ 135.117 Briefing of passengers
before /light. (Proposed § 135.105.)

Mcst commenters on § 135.117(a)
objt.ct to the word "orally" and assert
that printed briefing cards are satis
factory and do not compromise &z1ety.
Ccmmenters also contend the rule is
more restrictive than part 121 but
present no other rationale. Part 121
requir~s oral briefing of pas.<:>engers
before takeoff. A.n oral briefing in
sures that pn.s.<>engers a!'e adequately
informed of bn.c;ic information essen
tial to their safety.

0tha commenters are cOllcerned
that §§ 135.117(0.) (4). (5). and (8) mean
that Rctual demonstrations are re
quired to show the mechar.ical me?.ns
for opening doors and exits, the use of
flotation gear, and the operation of
fire extinguishers. Section 135,1l7Ca)
requirp.s only that- the pilot tn com·
mand insure that passengers are orally
briefed.

Two commeJlters state the rule
should use the \\ ord "crewmember" in
stead of "pilot in comnland." The pilot
in command is responsible for the op
era.t~on and safdy of the aiIcralt
aur., ,(: night time. The pilot In com
mand should also be responsible for
the brit.>~ing before the flight.

The NatiolJal Transportation Safely
Doard ~taies that the rult~ l';hould re
quire bott: ora.l briefings and printed
cards. Th;:- information required under
§ 135.117(0) (1) and (2) should be avail
able in the form of printed cards to
insure clear cClt1ffiunication of detallcd
information. 1. he Board's comments
have ment and ~ 135.117(c) 15 changed
to accolllPlbh this.
Oth~r tC:l'.":).lent.r-rs note that "10,000

feel.' ill j 1:13.117(a)(7) should be
.' 12,O.~O I,:. _' for co~llitency with
other r'J1l's :~ part 135. The COmlnent
has re.erit aLi..! t~.e rule is changed.

§ 135.121 A! 'M?lio beverages. (Pro
posed ~ 1-"l"i.l09.)

Propo£ :cl paragraph (d) requires op·
erators to repol!. Within 5 days certain
incidents under § 135.121. The require
ment \\ as established In current
§ 135.115 to enable the FAA to deter
mine fj chances to the rule would be
needed'w control the conduct of pas
sE;ngers. The report has served its pur
pose and Is no longer neCes.iary. Pro
posed paragraph (d) is withdrawn.

§ 135.123 Emergency and emergency
eVI£cualion duties. (PTOpo!'ed.
§ 13$.113.)

Most conunenters object to the
words "shall show" in § 135.123(&) be
cause showing each emergency {lmc·
tion can be accomplished is unreason
able and impractical. ·This comment
bas merit and the word "Insure" is
substituted for the word "show." Pro-
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posed paragraph (b) is withdrawn be
cause it duplicates § 135.2Hb)(13).

SUBPART C-AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT,
§ 135.143 Ge11eral requirements. (Pro

pOsed §135.117.)

ThE' few commenters on § 135.143(b)
were cOJ'"ltused by the words "for single
engine aircraft." These words are un·
necess?.ry and are deleted. However,
§ 135.179 provides for a minimum
equipment list for multiengine aircraft
and that is an exception to
§ 135.143(b). To make that clear, the
lead-in phrase of that paragraph Is
changed to ret\d: "Except as provided
in § 135_179. no person may operate an
aircra.ft .....

§ 135.14.5 Aircraft proving tests. (PTO
p"sed § 135.121.)

The language of §§ 135.145 Cal and
(c) is not parallel. To correct this, the
phI ase "is not considered to be of simi·
lar desig-n" is used in § 135.145(c) in- 
steatj of the phrase "is considered to
be materially altered in design." Also,
proposed paragraph (d) is obsolete and
is \\~thdrawn.

§ 13,,149 Equipment requirements:
Gcnpral. (Proposed ~ 135.125.)

A ( ,; commen~ers oppose requiring
&.. !h'rd attitude gyro for turbojet air
r~:u:;es b,::cause it is an unacceptable
economic burden and it is unnecessary
,,;·her. the aircraft already has two of
them, ench on a different power
!:i01.lI'ce. The third attitude g~'TO is nec
e~!'-ry to provide a margin of safety
not otherwise a\'ailable if the primary
inst"'ument system fails. This require
ment is retained. section 135.149(c) is
n''l,;i!'Pd to rcnke clear that this third
if',,;.c;trument must be electrically
powcl:"cd.

Other commenters object to requir
.;::g a lcckable door. They state that a
lccked door has n'ot deterred hijackers
of large. air carrier aircraft and that a
locked door reduces the possibility of
safe egrezs of passengers under certain
conditions after an accidE,t. After re
viewing the cost of installin~ the lock
able door against the resulting bene
fits. the FAA is persuaded that the re
quirement does not contribute ~Ignlfi

cantty to safety in part 135 operations.
The interior design of some a-ircraft
makes' installation difficult a.nd expen
sive to complete. Although thc propCls
al is withdrawn. the FAA encour:l.ges
operators to not remO\le a lockable
door nov,. installed and to continue to
use it.

One commenter suggests that the
public address system requirement
should apply only to operators of mul
tiengine aircraft under 14 CPR Part
298. Another commenter believes that
the distinction should be at the 10 pas
senger seat level. not at the 19 passen
cer seat level. Amendment 121-105 (38
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FR 21493; Aug. 9, 1973) requires air
planes having a passenger seating ca·
pacity of more than 19 to be equipped
with -an approved public address
system and interphone system. Under
current § 135~ this amendment ap·
plies to part 135 operators using large
airplanes that have a passenger seat-·
iog capacity greater than 19. Section
135.149(d) achIeves consistency in part
135 by not differentiating between
small and large aircraft but by using a
19 passenger seating configuration as
the dividing point. In smaller aircraft,
the crew can easily communicate with
the passengers without the m;c of a
public address system and intcrphone
system.

One commenter expresses concern
that § 135.149(e) is too open·ended,
allows individual FAA inspectors to
make arbitrary decisions. and gives
them unlimited authority to require
any type equipment. The rule gives
the Administrator flexibility to re
quire any additional equipment which
is necessary in the interest of safety.
Specific guidance is furnished to FAA
inspectors about the administration of
§ 135.149.

§ 135.151 Cockpit voice recorders.
(Proposed § 135.125.)

The majority of commenters strong
ly oppose requiring a cockpit voice re·
corder (eVR) and a flight data record
er (FOR). The reasons they cite are:
The CVR and FDR impose unaccepta
ble economic burden; they cause air
craft to be out of service during equip
ment repair;· and they provide infor
mation for accident investigations
"after the fact" and thus do not en
hance the safety of a particular flight.

On the other hand, the National
Transportation Safety Board recom
mends that the CVE and FDR re
quirements should apply to all aircraft
capable of carrying 10 or more passen
gers. The Board states that the data
obtained from the CVR and FOR has
enabled it to determine the causes of
airframe and system failures, environ·
mental effects and operational defi
ciencies. The Board states that this
has led to corrective actions in oper
ational and air-traffic control and in
product design. The Board mentions
that the inability to accurately deter
mine the cause of an accident may
result in liability to the manufacturer,
the operator, or the Federal Govern
ment. One commenter supports the
CVR and FDR for scheduled commut·
er operators because of the impor·
tance these devices have in determin·
ing the probable cause of an accident.
Another commenter believes the CVR
has more potential usefulness in acci·
dent investigations.

Certain benefits could be realized by
the use of the CVR and FDR. The
commenters cite no accidents involv-
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ing commuter aircraft or aircraft capa
ble of carrying 10 or more passengers
in Which the FDR and CVR informa
tion was essential to determining-the
probable cause of the accident. Experi
ence during accident investigation
shows the flight path of an aircraft
can be duplicated without the aid of
FOR data. On the other hand, CVR
recordings provide information about
crewmember actions in the pilot com
partment before the accident and this
record -is not otherwise available. Also,
C\t"R equipment is lighter in weight
and less costly than FOR equipment.

Considering all the comments re
ceived, the justification submitted op
posing the FOR requirement, and an
analysis of the costs versus benefits,
safety of flight is not compromised by
withdrawing the requirement for a
FOR. However, considering the com
ments, justification and cost versus
benefits of the CVE, and the fact that
the CVR provides an acceptable level
of accident investigation information
for turbojet airplanes with 10 or more
passenger seats, the requirement for
the eVR is retained in new § 135.151.

§ 135.153 Ground proximity warning
system. (Proposed § 135.125.) /

The majority of the comments re
ceived oppose the requirement for a
ground proximity warning system
(GPWS) because it is not justified
based on benefit -versus cost. They also
state the GPWS has a history of poor
performance. One commenter states
that aU commuter aircraft should be
equipped with a CPWS. Another com=
menter states that a GPWS should be
required on all aircraft capable of car
rying 10 or more passengers, not just
turbojet airplanes of that size.

The GPWS of today reflects the
state-of-the-art. Reliable systems are
available and their maintenance
should pose no significant problem or
require excessive downtime. Further,
the GPWS contributes directly to the
safety of flight. Experience demon
strates that the GPWS is beneficial as
a W&nling device for crews to avoid ac·
cidents in large aircraft operations
under part 121. Because of the com·
plexity, size, speed, and flight per
formance characteristics of turbojet
airplanes, a GPWS is required for tur
bojet airplanes with 10 or more pas
senger seats in new § 135.153. To give
more flexibility to the certificate
holdor, § 135.153(b) allows the use of
an alternate warning system to that
approved under § 37.201. The alternate
system must have the approval of the
Director, Flight Standards Service.

Although limited benefits might be
realized by requiring the GPWS in all
aircraft, installation of the GPWS in
smaller aircraft is not warranted at
this time based on the cost of installa-

tion, maintenance, and operating
weight penalties.

§ 135.155 Fire extinguishers: Passen
ger-carrying aircra,fL (Proposed
§ 135.127.)

Most commenters on § 135.155 object
to requiring two fire extinguishers in
aircraft having.& passenger seating
configuration of more than 6 but less
than 31. Operators now using aircraft
carrying six passengers state that the
cabin configuration gives the crew
easy access to the passenger area in an
emergency. The majority of the com
menters state that the rule should re
quire two fire extinguishers ooboard
an aircraft with a passenger seating
configuration of 10 or more. Some
commenters observe that only one fire
extinguisher is needed if it 1s accessi
ble to both crew and passengers.
Others believe the rule should specify
the least toxic agent must be used.
Comments received on a proposed
amendment to current § 135.161 in
Notice 76-28 (41 FR 56280; Dec. 27,
1976) were also considered.

Only one fire extinguisher is neces·
sary on an aircraft having a passenger
seating configuration of nine or less. It
is accessible to passengers or the crew
in this size aircraft. However, safety
requires two fire extinguishers on an
aircraft having a passenger seating
configuration of 10 or more, so the ex
tinguishers are readily acce...QSible to
crewmembers or passengers.

The matter of toxicity is best left to
the judgment of the operator. Many
different extinguishing agents exist.
Each has its own distinct advantages.
With proper procedures and precau·
tions, some toxic fire extinguishing
agents can be used effectively. Of
course, there is control because the
FAA approves the type of fire extin·
guisher used.
§ 135.157 Oxygen 'equipment require

ments. (Proposed § 135.129.)

Some conunenters oppose combIning
the requirements for pressurized and
unpressurized aircraft. They urge re
taining the current requirements. The
commenters also state that if the rule
is adopted, certain pressurized aircraft
now in service would require costly
modifications which are not justified
in the interest of safety. Inherent dif·
ferences exist in operating characteris
tics between pressurized and unpres
surized aircraft. A distinction should
be made between them. Current
§ 135.77 contains requirements for
pilot's use of oxygen and current
§ 135.129 contains oxygen equipment
requirements. Both have separate pro·
visions for pressurized and unpressur
ized aircraft. Section 135.157 is revised
to carry forward this distinction.

Several commenters object to requir·
ing pressure demand oxygen breathing
equipment. Other cOJ;rirnenters note
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the rule includes design criteria for
oxygen systems already included in
parts 23 and 25. The requirement
should not be in the operating rules
and it is withdrawn.

Numerous commenters object to re·
quiring supplemental oxygen for each
passenger above 12,000 feet MSL.
These comments have merit and
§ 135.157(a) is revised to require that
10 percent of the occupants (other
than a pilot) must have supplemental
oxygen between 10.000 feet and 15,000
feet MSL. Each occupant (other than
a pilot) must have supplemental
oxygen above 15.000 feet MSL. Th,is
parallels current §§ 121.327(c) and
121.329(c).

Section 135.157(b)(1) is adopted in
this subpart instead of in § 135.89 be·
cause it is a passenger oxygen equip·
ment requirement.

One commenter states
§ 135.157(c)(3). which allows the fiight
crewmembers to use undiluted oxygen
at their' discretion, requires the re
placement of crew masks. The com
menter claims this is an unreasonable
burden. Allowing the flight crew
member to select undiluted oxygen
may be a burden to an operator who
now uses continuous flow systems
which do not have this design feature.
However. the potential need for the
pilots to select undiluted oxygen is sig
nificant at altitudes above 25,000 feet.
Thus. § 135.157(c)(3) requires the
oxygen equipment to have a means' to
allow the pilots to use undiluted
oxygen at their discretion at altitudes
above 25.000 feet.
§ 135.159 Equipment requirements:

Carrying passengers under VFR at
night or under VFR over-the-top
conditions. (Proposed § 135.131.)

Most commenters on § 135.159
oppose applying the gyroscopic instru
ment (gyro) requirement to helicop·
ters. They cite the economic burden
resulting from the acquisition, instal
lation, and maintenance of gyros
which are not now required for heli
copter VFR operations. Only a rela
tively small percentage of the helicop
ter operators conduct VFR night or
over-the-top operations. The cost of
this additional equipment would not

. be large because of the small number
of aircraft affected. The installation
cost for each helicopter is not high.

Some commenters note that the his
tory of helicopter operations does not
support this rule. To provide an ac
ceptable level of safety in passenger
'carrying operations, a helicopter must
be controllable during loss of visual
ground reference.

New § 135.159(f) is added for clarity
and contains the last sentence in para
graph (e)(3) proposed in notice 77-17.

§ 135.161 Radio and navigational
equipment: Carrying passengers

RULES AND REGULATIONS

under VFR at night or under VFR
over-tlJ,e-top. (Proposed § 135.133.)

Most commenters on § 135.161
oppose requiring radio and navigation
al equipment for helicopters operating
under VFR at night. They claim that
the limited range of helicopter oper
ations makes radio and navigational
equ~pment unnecessary for safety and
that the acquisition and installation of
that equipment is an undue economic
burden. The requirement for radio
navigational equipment for helicopter
VFR night operations is not necessary
and § 135.133 is changed to reflect
that. However, helicopter VFR over
the-top night operations must be

-equipped with proper radio and navi·
gational equipment to provide an ap
propriate level of safety in passenger
carrying operations.

§ 135.163 Equipment requirements:
Aircraft carrying passengers under
1FR. (PTOpo~ed § 135.135.)

One commenter on § 135.163 notes
that an acceptable practice is to
mount generators on the main trans
mission of helicopters. rather than on
the engine. Section 135.163(g) is re
vised to aJlow this.

Other commenters state that
§ 135.163 prohibits "splitting" gyro in
struments between electrical. and
vacuum sources and that defeats
safety. For instrument panels with
both electric and vacuum instruments,
a pump or generator is unable to drive
all gyroscopic instruments. The pilot
must be able to select an energy
source which will drive all gyros if the
other source fails. Anything less under
IFR conditions would derogate safety.
Where a split panel is desir~d, each
engine must have both a generator
and a vacuum pump.

§ 135.165 Radio and navigational
equipment: Extended overwater or
[FR operations. (Proposed
§ 135.137.)

One commenter on § 135.165 re
quests relief for inoperative equipment
so that a flight does not have to be
terminated. The commenter suggests
that deviation be allowed or that the
minimum equipment list in § 135.179
apply. The equipment in § 135.165 is
essential to safe extended overwater
and IFR operations. The need for
maintaining communications during
these operations is essential.

Another commenter states some
radio equipment is unable to transmit
and receive from at least one ground
facility in certain remote areas. This
may occur, but safety requires that
this communications and navigational
capability exist during extended over
water and IFR operations.

One commenter asks why two radio
transmitters are required under
§ 135.165(a)(l) when only one is re-
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quired under part 121. Two transmit
ters are required under 'part 121. To
provide equipment flexibility,
§ 135.165(a)(5) no longer requires the
navigational receivers to be VOR re·
ceivers.

§ 135.167 E..mergency equipment: Ex
tended overwater operations. (Pro·
posed § 135.139.)

One commenter states that
§ 135.167(a)(l) should read '·an ap
proved life preserver." The word "ap
proved" is added.

One commenter believes that "other
flotation means" should not be al·
lowed in place of life preservers. An
other commenter states.. that "other
approved flotation devices" derogate
safety but provides no rationale.
Other flotation means (such as buoy
ant seat cushions) are approved so
safety is not compromised when they
are used. The rule clearly requires
that a life preserver or other flotation
means be easily accessible to the occu
pants. If a flotation means other than
a life preserver is used, it must be
readily removable from the aircraft.

§ 135.169 Additional airworthiness re
quirements. (Proposed § 135.141.)

Notice 77-17A (42 FR 56702; October
27, 1977) withdrew proposed para
graph (e). The same day, the FAA
issued advance notice of proposed ru
lemaking 77-25 (42 FR 56702; October
27, 1977) requesting recomInendations
concerning possible changes in certifi
cation requirements for certain small
airplanes used in part 135 operations.

Proposed paragraph (c) prohibited
the introduction of a new small air
plane, with a passenger seating con
figuration of 10 or more, into part 135
operation after August 19, 1977, unless
that airplane was type certificated in
the transport category. That proposal
is withdrawn at this timet This issue
will be considered in the rulemaking
based on the public response to notice
77-25.

For nonpart 25 small airplanes type
certificated for 10 or more seats, pto
posed paragraph (d) prohibited an in
crease in the passenger seating con
figuration in part 135 operations above
the number of seats approved for part
135 service prior to August 19, 1977. As
adopted. § 135.169(c) also allows seat
ing increases up to 19 seats, if the air
plane is shown to comply with appen
dix A. This change allows operators to
increase the number of passenger
seats in theIr existing airplanes, but
requires them to demonstrate compli
ance with the additional airworthiness '
requirements in appendix A. The rule
advances safety in part 135 operation
while not unduly inhabiting the
growth of the air taxi industry. The
FAA expects to propose rules based on
notice 77-25 in the near' future and
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may be considered further during that
rulemaking.

§ 135.171 Shoulder harness installa
tion at flight crewmember stations.
(Proposed § 135.143.)

A few commenters on § 135.171 sug
gest that the shoulder harness re
Quirement apply to all operations
under part 135. This alternative was
considered during the development of
notice 77-17, but the study revealed
this action would have a significant
economic impact on part 135 opera
tors. Therefore. § 135.171 is limited to
turbojets and larger passenger-carry
ing airplanes 00 seats or more). Sec
tion 91.33(b)<l3} requires each stand
ard category small airplane manufac
tured after July 18, 1978, to have both
front seats equipped with shoulder
harnesses. If an airplane is equipped
with a shoulder harness. a flight crew
member must fasten the shoulder har
ness for each takeoff and landing
unless the crewmember cannot per
form necessary duties with the har
ness fastened. This applies to all part
135 operations.

A considerable number of aircraft
now in use have shoulder harnesses in
stalled. Other OWDers are encouraged
to install shoulder harnesses since
they are a proven safety item. Al
though it might be desirable to have
all part 135 aircraft meet the stand
ard, § 135.171 is realistic.

For consistency, "front seat" is
changed to "flight crewmember sta
tion" in § 135.17Ha) and. "seat" is
changed to "station" in § 135.17Hb).

§ 135.173 Airborne thunderstorm de
tection equipment requirements.
(Proposed § 135.145.)

While some commenters generally
support it, most commenters oppose
§ 135.173(a). They cite the cost of pro
curing, installing, and maintaining the
equipment, the lack of a correspond
ing increase in safety benefits, and the
weight penalty. After considering the
cost factors during the development of
notice 77-17, the use of airborne thun
derstorm detection equipment was
proposed instead of radar. Airborne
thunderstorm detection equipment
can be installed at a more reasonable
cost and it is somewhat lighter than
airborne weather radar.

Revised part 135 authorizes the use
of larger, more complex aircraft with a
greater passenger-carrying capacity.
Despite the objection to § 135.173, re
quiring thunderstorm detection equip
ment is justified for these expanded
operations, The rule is limited to tur
bojet and 10 or more passenger mul
tiengine aircraft. They are used in op
erations that generate millions of reve
nue passsenger miles each year. Thus,
a significant segment of the traveling
public is benefitted by this advance in
safety of flight.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Some commenters misunderstand
the applicability of § 135.173(b). This
rule applies only to the aircraft de
scribed in § 135.173(a). Also,
§ 135.173(a) allows operators to con
duct operations when the equipment is
inoperative if current weather reports
indicate thunderstorms or other haz
ardous weather is not expected during
the flight. This helps reduce flight
cancellations due to equipment prob
lems. To clarify the applicability of
§ 135.173Cb), the words "required by
paragraph (a) of this section" are in
serted after the word "equipment."

Numerous commenters object to re
quiring thunderstorm detection equip
ment for VFR night operations. This
equipment is beneficial for night oper
ations because considerable thunder
storm activity occurs at night and this
equipment aids in locating hazardous
unseen stonn activity. This rule con
tributes to greater safety in operations
because it enables the pilot to detect
and locate severe adverse weather
areas early. The equipment also en
ables the pilot to avoid these areas or
take other action necessary for safety
of flight.

Commenters object to applying this
rule to helicopter operations. The heli
copter is as susceptible to thunder
storm hazards as the airplane if the
pilot fails to avoid severe weather
areas. Therefore, the rule applies to
helicopters.

§ 135.175 Airborne weather radar
equipment requirements. (New.)

Some commenters on § 135.173 state
that airborne weather radar is more
appropriate equipment than airborne
thunderstorm detection equipment be
cause radar can detect more than
thunderstorms. The comment has
merit. Aircraft now required under
§§ 121.357 and 135.2 to have airborne
weather radar equipment. installed and
operating should continue to meet
that requirement. New § 135.175 is
added to retain the current require
ment for large, transport category air
craft.

§ 135.177 Emergenc,y equipment re
quirements jar aircraft having a
passenger seating configuration of
more than 19 passenger&. (Pro
posed § 135.147.)

ne few commenters on § 135.177
have only minor objections. One com
Menter opposes § 135.177(a)(4) which
requires compliance with § 121.310 be
cause that is an economic burden and
not practical. Safety would be derogat
ed by deleting the requirement to
comply with § 121.310. The safety
benefits outweigh the costs. Sectton
121.310 is not unduly burdensome for
the operation of the higher passenger
volume airplanes described. Aircraft
now operating under part 135 have a
seating capacity of 19 passengers or

less. They do not have to meet
§ 121.310. The large aircraft that are
now operating under part 121 of this
chapter. and that will be operated
under revised part 135 (30 seats or less
and payload capacity of 7,500 pounds
or less), already comply with § 121.310.
New aircraft entering service under
part 135 will comply with § 121.310 as
part of their type certification.

Two commenters question the 19 or
more passenger breakpOint. Current
§ 135.54 requires a flight attendant for
an aircraft that has a passenger seat
ing capacity of more than 19. The
same distinction is appropriate for
§ 135.177 emergency equipment be
cause a flight attendant is available to
operate i~.

§ 135.179 Inoperable instruments and
equipment for multiengine aiT
craiL (Proposed § 135.149.)

Most commenters fully support
§ 135.179. This section relieves part 135
operators of a significant burden with
out compromising safety. The rule
also reduces the potential for unneces
sary delays to the traveling public.
Part 135 does not now provide for the
use of an approved minimum equip
ment list (MEL) to allow operations
under certain conditions with inopera
ble equipment and instruments. Be
cause of this, part 135 operators do
not have the same operational flexibil
ity as part 121 operators. This was a
significant burden because they were
required to make expedited repairs to
provide scheduled service. In addition,
passengers were delayed because of
need to repair or replace inoperable in
struments or equipment that was not
necessary .for the safe operation of a
particular flight.

Section 135.179 relaxes that require
ment and allows an operator to dis
patch aircraft when certain pieces of
equipment or instruments are inopera
ble. The MEL allows them to maintain
schedule reliability and still maintains
the necessary level of safety. The rule
is a significant step forward that bene
fits both certificate holders and the
traveling public.

The FAA Flight Standards Divisions
of the region responsible for the type
certification of a particular multien
gine aircraft will administer the rule.
This insures that each request for an
MEL is handled properly and stand
ardization is maintained for each air·
craft. The responsible FAA District
Office will give guidance to certificate
holders about MEL requests and co
ordinate their approval.

Section 135.179(a)( 1) is clarified to
reflect the MEL may not include
equipment and instruments that are
essential for safe operation under all
operating conditions and that are re
quired, either specifically or otherwise,
for the aircraft to meet the alrworthi-
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ness standards under which it was
type certificated. For Instruments and

I equipment to be included on an MEL,
the operator will show that the air

. craft can comply with the airworthi-
ness standards w1th those instrilDlents
and eqUIpment inoperable. Proposed
paragraph (a)(3) is deleted as unneces
sary.

§ 135.181 P~rfonnance requirements:
Aircrajt operated over-the-top or in
IFR conditions. (Proposed
§ 135.151.)

Some cornmenters on § 135.181 indi
cate the rule is inappropriate and hard
to understa.nd. They recotnmend it be
rev,Titten. The National Transporta
tion Safety Board cites the field inves
tigation phase of its "Air Taxi Study"
(NTSB-AAS 72-9) &Ild also states the
rule may be misunderstood and misap
plied. The Board recommpnds that
§ 135.181 (currently § 135.145) be
either withdrawn or rewritten so that
it cannot be misunderstood or misap
plied.

The rule is complex and is difficult
to meet because It may be misunder
stood. The rule is clanfied and simpli
fied in the interest of safety. The
change aUows an en route IFR oper
ation and an IFR approach at the des
tination airport If unforecast weather
conditions do not allow a VFR oper
ation. The 15-mUe distance is changed
to 15 minutes of flying time because
the 15-mile criterion does not lend
itself to the current state-of-the-art
and methods for forecasting and re
porting weather conditions.

One commenter states § 135.181 is
undeskable for helicopter operations
because it imposes performance re
Quirements on helicopters which
exceed type certification require
m~nts. The increasing number of heli
copters certificated for flight under
IFR in part 135 operations justifies
their inclusion in this rule. Helicopters
must be treated the same as airplanes
under these circumstances to insure
safe operation under IFR.

A few commenters are confused by
§§ 135.181<c) (1) and (2) for a descent
under VFR from an over-the-top
flight. Section 135.181<c)( 1) allows a
multiengine aircraft that cannot m.eet
the single-engine en route climb per
formance standards to operate over
the-top if adequate weather conditions
exist. Section 135.181(c)(2) allows a
single-engine a.ircraft to operate over
the-top if broken clouds exist that
enable the aircraft to make an emer
gency descent clear of clouds when re
quired due to an inoperative engine.

SUBPART D-VFR/IFR OPERATING LIMITA~

TIONS AND WEATllER REQUIREMENTS

§ 135.213 Weather reports and fore
casu. (Proposed § 135.171.)

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Many commenters contend that re
quiring current weather to be availa
ble at an airport where an IFR ap
proach is conducted is unduly restric
tive. They argue that this would pre
clude service to many airports that
have approved instrument approach
procedures. Several commenters rec
ommend higher approach minimums
for airports where weather reports are
not available. Others believe the
pilot's decision to make the approach
should be based only on pilot reports
and an area forecast. some com
menters want to allow IFR operations
at aLrports that are clustered within a
certain radius of an airpOrt having
weather reporting facilities.

The National Transportation SaIety
Board in Administrator v. Sandoval
(SE-2084) found current § 135.105 is
not clear regardipg weather require
ments at destination airports. Section
135.213 is intended to rectify this
problem. Weather observations used
for IFR operations at an airport must
be taken at that airport to insure an
appropiate level of safety. Section
135.213 insures that IFR operations
are not conducted unless reliable
weather information for the specific
airport is available to the pilot.

Several commenters suggest that
§ 135.213 allow the use of U.S. military
weather reports and forecasls. The
U.S. National Weather Service recog
nizes only military weather observa
tions and not their forecasts. Thus,
use of U.S. military weather sources is
not allowed under § 135.213.

One commenter states an experi
enced commercial. instrument rated
pilot is Qualified to assume responsibil
ities for weather observations. The
current rules provide for pilot observa
tion for operations under VFR. How~

'ever, for· IFR operations, weather in
formation from persons trained and
knowledgeable in weather reporting
and forecasting is essential to main
tain safety.

A few commenters object to the time
needed to investigate and approve
each source of weather reporting in
formation and to issue amendments to
the operations specifications. They be
lieve this procedure is impractical for
on-demand operators. Because of the
changing nature of weather conditions
and the influence of different geo
graphic locations, amendments to the
operations specifications must be con
tingent upon an investigation. This in
vestigation establishes that the weath
er conditions at an airport that has no
weather reporting facility do not
differ significantly from a nearby air
port that has a weather reporting fa-

_ cility, and that this otherwise allows a
safe operation.

Due commenter asks What the term
"IFR operations" means in §·135.213.
The term "IFR operations" includes
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operations in VFR weather under an
IFR flight plan as well as IFR oper
tions in instrument meteorological
conditions.

§ 135.215 IFR: Operating limitations.
(Proposed § 135.175.)

Several commenters want § 135.215
changed to accommodate on-demand
air taxi operations but they did not.
elaborate. Section 135.215 providE-.s
sufficient flexibility for each certifi
cate holder, including an on-demand
air t.a.Xi operator. ..

One commenter does not believe
§ 135.215(c) is meant to require approv
al for IFR operations and suggests de
leting the portion of the last sentence
after the semicolon. Section 135.215(c)
allows a part 135 certificate holder to
operate under IFR outside of con
trolled airspace when necessary to use
an approved instrument approach or
departure procedure or when neces
sary to climb into controlled airspace
during an approved missed approach
procedure, if those operations are ap
proved.

One comrnenter believes the term
"IFR" in § 135.215 limits operations to
instrument meteorological conditions.
That limitation would be difficult to
administer. The term "Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR)" is not limited to
operations in instrument meteorologi
cal conditions.
§ 135.219 IFR: Destination airport

weather minimums. (Proposed
§ 135.179.)

One commenter states that § 135.219
is unduly restrictive and should b"e de
leted because weather reports and
forecasts are not always accurate.
While weather conditions can change
from those covered in reports and
forecasts, § 135.219 is necessary to es
tablish the mJnimum weather condi
tions for the destination airport which
must exist before IFR or over-the-top
operations may be conducted. The
only change to the current rule is to
include over-the-top operations and to
allow the use of weather reports or
forecasts, or any combination of them,
as an indication of the weather at the
next airport of intended landing. This
makes the rule more liberal. The cur
rent rule requires the use of both
weather reports and forecasts without
regard to any favorable combination.

§ 135.223 [FR: Alternate airport re
quirements. (Proposed § 135.183.>

One commenter recommends that
§ 135.223(a)(3) allow helicopter opera
tors to have a 30-minute fuel reserve,
instead of the 45-minute reserve now
required beyond the alternate airport
for all aircraft. The FAA considered
making the fuel reserve for IFR oper
ations similar to that for VFR oper·
ations in helicopters. Although heli
copters are more maneuverable than
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airplanes, the FAA concluded that the
limited experience with helicopters in
IFR operations under part 135 does
not warrant reducing fuel require
ment.s at this time.

To clarify the rule. the word "ap
proach" is inserted after the word "cir
cling" in § 135.223(b)(1). and words
"instrument approach" are inserted
after "circling" in § 135.223(b)(2).

§ 135.225 IFR: Takeoff. approach and
landing minimums. (Proposed
§ 135.185.)

One commenter recommends using
the phrase "the aircraft has passed
the final approach fix," in
§ 135.225(c)(1) to clarify the rule and
this is done.

Two commenters indicate the word
"latest" could be interpreted different
ly as to ,,"'eather reporting. They rec
ommend using the word "current" in
§ 135.225. The word "late..'5t" is used
elsewhere in the Federal Av;ation Reg-

lations and is retained to achieve con·
sistency of interpretation.

Two commenters believe that
§ 135.225 should be revised to elimi
nate repetitious use of the phrase "the
U.S. National Weather Service, or a

'source approved by the U.S. National
Weather Service, or a source approved
by the Administrator." They also be
lieve that current § 135.185(h)(4)
sho~d be deleted because it is unnec
essary to repeat the same admonition
that is given in § 135.227. These
changes are made. Also. § 135.225(h)(2)
is clarified to reflect that the ground
installations (not the airborne equip
ment) are what "the landing mini
mums are predicated" upon. The re
quirements for operable airborne
equipment are prescribed in subpart C.

§ 135.227 Icing conditions: Operating
limitations. (Proposed § 135.187.)

Many commenters object to prohib
iting IFR flights into known or fore
cast light or moderate icing conditions
with present deicing or anti-icing
equipment that is not certificated
under part 23. They stated that the
expense of meeting part 23 is unjusti
fied and would impose an undue eco
nomic burden. One commenter sug
gests a.. "grandfather" clause for pres
ent aircraft. Other commenters believe
IFR night to VFR-on-top should be al
lowed under known or forecast light or
moderate icing conditions. One com
Menter states the proposed rule is ex·
tremely restrictive for helicopters be
cause there is no approved anti-icing
or deicing equipment for main and tail
rotor blades.

Based on these comments and after
further deliberation, the FAA con
cludes the proposed rule is unworkable
without major changes. Because of
their magnitude, the proposed rule is
withdrawn at this time and current

. § 135.85 is adopted as § 135.229. The
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reference to'SFAR No. 23 in §§ 135.227
(b) and (c) is changed to the identical
provision in section 34 of appendix A.

§ 135.229 Air:Port requirements. (Pro-
posed § 135.189.)

Many commenters object to the
words "properly equipped" and "facili
ties and public protection" in
§ 135.229(a). They contend that this
language would place an air taxi oper
ator in the position of Qualifying an
airport. Other commenters state that
the rule would create an economic
hardship to some operators and gener
al aviation airports in meeting these
requirements, if they mean security.
fencing, crash, or rescue. Some com
menters state there is not a. clear defi
nition of these required items and sug
gest they be deleted. These comments
are accepted and the words are de
leted.

Several commenters object to pre
cluding the use of flare pots or lan
terns, especially.in re...~ote areas where
there is no electrical pawer available.
They believe that approving the use of
flare pots or lanterns should be left to
the discretion of the local FAA district
office or regional office. Other com
menters recommend allowing the use
of reflective material, or at least pro
viding a mechanism for approval of its
use in certaLn operations. A few com
menters indicate that proposed para
graphs (b), (c>, and <d) are not clear
and recommended that current
§ 135.87 be reinstated.

These comments have merit. Cur
rent § 135.87 is retained and proposed
paragraphs (b), (c), and <d) are with
drawn. The use of flare pots or lan
terns for aircraft operations and re
flective material for helicopter oper
ations is allowed for marking the
limits of the takeoff and landing
areas. The use of flare pots or lanterns
must be specifically approved.

One cornmenter believes the section
should continue to apply to the carry
ing of passengers at night and
§ 135.229(b) provides for that.

SUBPART E-FLIGHT CREWMEMBER
REQUIREMENTS

§ 135.243 Pilot in command qualttica
tions. (Proposed § 135.193.)

Several commenters object to
§ 135.243(a). One commenter contends
the airline transport pilot (ATP) cer
tificate requirement is not justified be
cause the part 135 6-month instru
ment proficiency check is equivalent
to the ATP flight check and the ATP
written examination now administered
under part 121 serves no useful pur
pose in part 135 operations. Other
commenters state that their objection
to the ATP requirement would be re
duced if the ATP written test were re
vised to relate it to part 135 oper
ations. An ATP written exam more

closely related to part 135 operations
is appropriate and the FAA is develop
ing one.

Each person who takes the part 135
instrument proficiency check need not
be tested to the extent required for
the origina.l issuance of an ATP certifi
cate. While the procedures and ma
neuvers required for the ATP certifi
cate are included in the instrument
proficiency check test, the check is not
as extensive or comprehensive as an
ATP certificate flight test. The pur
pose of the periodic instrument profi
ciency check is to determine that the
pilot is competent to continue to be a
pilot in command under IFR in part
135 operations.

A few commenters contend that
§ 135.243(a) is appropriate for large
aircraft but not for air taxi operations
conducted in small aircraft. A few
commenters object because of the
kinds of aircraft operations that are
affected by § 135.243<a). This revision
of part 135 makes the operation of cer
tain large aircraft (those of more than
12,500 pounds maxlnium. certificated
takeoff weight having a maximum
passenger seating configuration of 30
seats or less and a maximum payload
capacity of 7.500 pound<; OT le~) sub
ject to the rules of part 135. The ATP
requirement is based on the complex
ity of aircraft currently in \L.<;e and
those to be approved for operat.ions
under revised part 135. as well as on
their passenger-carrying capability. In
establishing the need for this require
ment, all known relevant factors were
considered, including the classification
of aircraft operations that are affected"
by § 135.243(a). Increased safeLy bene
fits will be provided by requiring pilots
in command of the more complex op
erations under part 135 to hold an
ATP certificate. A number of com~

menters state that they now require
their pilots in command to possess an
ATP certificate for part 135 oper
ations. There is no indication that this
voluntary action to increase the com
petence level of part 135 pilot person
nel imposes an tmnecessary burden on
either these operators or their pilots.

Two commenters contend that an
ATP certificate is not practical in
Alaska and will not necessarily bring
about a higher level of safety in the
air taxi industry there. There is no
reason to distinguish the part 135 pilot
in command requirements in Alaska
from the part 135 pilot in command
requirements anywhere else.

One commenter contends that the
requirements for an ATP have no re
semblance to the kinds of flying con
ducted by commuter air carrier pilots
and that the requirements for an ATP
should be postponed wltil the ATP
written test is more appropriate to
part 135 operations. This conunenter
also recommends that if the require-
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ment for an ATP certificate is adopt
ed, it should be limited to commuter
air carriers who hold authority to op
erate under IFR. The public interest is
served by requiring pilots in command
of the more complex part 135 oper
ations to hold an ATP certificate. For
this purpose, complex operations are
operations conducted in turbojet air
planes, commuter air carrIer oper
ations conducted in mutiengine air
planes, and operations conducted in
airplanes having a seating configura
tion, excluding any pilot seat. of 10
seats or more. Many of these oper
ations are conducted under IFR into
and out of the major tenninal areas
which have high volumes of air traffic.
The requirement for ATP certificated
pilots in command during these oper
ations is essential to safety.

One commenter suggests that
§ 135.243(a) be extended to cover all
~ultiengine aIr taxi operations. That
action is unnecessary and not justified
at this time. On-demand air taxi oper
ations conducted in nonturbojet mul
tiengine airplanes having a seating
configuration, excludIng any pilot
seat, of nine seats ·or less are not af
fected.

Several commenters claim that the
hours of flight experience required
under § 135.243(b)(ii) are excessive.
These requirements are unchanged
from the present part 135 and no re
duction is justifIed.

One cornmellter claims the require
ment for pilots to hold an instrument
rating under § 135.243(b)(l1i) is an
undue burden. Two other commenters
contend that an instrument rating is
not practical for many small singleen
gine airplanes with limited instrumen
tation and no radios that are operated
in VFR conditions. Under current part
135, minimally equipped aircraft may
be operated under VFR day conditions
without benefit of either navigational
or communications equipment. Sec
tions 135.145 and 135.161 allow those
operations to continue. However, a
pilot's awareness of significant weath
er phenomena is, enhanced if the pilot
holds an instrument rating. Also, the
present requirements of part 61 for a
commercial pilot certificate (which is
required before a pilot may fly for
compensation or hire) include an in
strum.ent rating. This requirement is
appropriate and necessary to achieve
the desired level of safety in oper
attor.s under part 135.

Throughout this subpart, the rules
are revised to reflect that the certiti
cate holder is held responsible for in
suring the use of a qualified flight
cre'WDlember. For consistency, the
words "No certificate holder may use
any person, nor may any person serve
as ..... are used in each section.

§ 135.245 Second in command qualiJi
cations. (Proposed·§ 135.197.)
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Several commenters on § 135.245
generally agree with the rule but
object to requiring a class rating.
Some of these commenters contend re
quiring a class rating and recent in
strument flight experience places an
unreasonable burden on the air taxi
industry. There is ample justification
for imposing those requirements be
cause they Insure the use of a more
competent crewmember as a second in
command. Under the rule, any person
who acts as second in command of an
aircraft is required to hold an appro
priate category and class rating. The
current rule does not require pilots
acting as second in command to hold
other than a commercial pilot certifi
cate unless part 135 requires a second
in command. Section 135..245 not only
contributes to raising the level of
safety in part 135, but also enhances
crewmember qualifications.

One commenter contends that

~~~:~ ~~~~~~e§~5~;~~~~yr:~~:
a second in command to demonstrate
proficiency in type (for multiengine
airplanes). Section 135.245 is substan
tially the same as current § 135.127
except for the deletion of the words
"when a second in command is re
Quired by this chapter." The require
ment for a second in command to have
an instrument rating is consistent with
the current requirements of Part 61.
The proficiency check requirement in
§ 135.293(b) is an annual competency
check, in contrast to the recent instru
ment experience requirements of part
61 which must be met every 6 months.

.One commenter states that the rule
is more restrictive than part 121. An
other commenter argues that the rule
would discourage the use of a second
in command when none is required,
would result in a lower level of safety.
and would cause the loss of valuable
training experience for future second
in command pilots. These require
ments are now in part 135. They mini
mize crew errors because more quali
fied and proficient pilots are used as
second in command. The more effi
cient. use of qualified crewmembers
does not significantly increase the
burden on. either the pilot or operator.

§ 135.247 Pilot qualifications: Recent
experience. (Proposed § 135.199.)

One commenter contends that" under
§ 135.247, a pilot may be current for
nIght landings in a small multiengine
airplane by virtue of currency in a
large multiengine airplane even
though the flight characteristics of
the two airplanes are quite different,
This comment ignores the initial and
recurrent pilot testing requirements of
§ 135.293. They also must be met in a
particular aircraft before a pilot may
be used in operations under this part.
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One commenter suggests that
§ 135.247 should apply only to passen
ger-carrying operations and should
allow the carriage of cargo without
the pilot having to make three ta
keoffs and landings within the pre
ceeding 90 days. This comment has
merit and § 135.247(30) is revised.

Two commenters object to requiring
the second in command to meet the
same recent experience requirements
as the pilot in command. They con
tend that imposes an unnecessary
burden on the operator. As stated in
notice 7'1-17, § 135.247 is patterned on
§ 61.57, which applies to the pilot in
command. Consequently, it was not in
tended to apply this provision to the
second in command. The rule is re
vised to carry out that intent.

Night recency of experience require
ments were inadvertently omitted
from § 135.247(30). Since they are es
sential to safety and § 61.57(d) does
not apply to operations requiring an
airline transport pilot certificate,
~ 135.247<a) is revised to include a
night recency of experience require
ments.

SUBPART F-FLIGHT CREWMEMBER FLIGHT
AND DUTY TIME LIMII'AI'IONS

§ 135.261 Flight and duty time limita
tions. <CuTTent § 135.136.)

The FAA has decided to defer adop
tion of new flight and duty time limi
tations governing part 135 operators.
As a result, current § 135.136 is re
tained and redesignated as § 135.261.

In notice 78-3 (43 FR 8070; Feb. 27,
1978), the FAA proposed to amend the
flight and duty time limitations gov
erning parts 121 and 123 operators.
Notice 78-3 contains many of the same
concepts proposed earlier 1n notice 77
17 for su.bpart F of part 135. Notice
78-3 has generated extensive public
comment. As a result of these com
ments, and those submitted in re
sponse to notice 77-17 on proposed
subpart F, the FAA has received a con- .
siderable amount of information
Which will be useful in formulating
final flight and duty time rules. _

The differences which exist between
part 121 and part 135 operations justi
fy separate rulemaking actions to
revise the current flight and duty time
limitations. However, some of the con
cepts involved are fundamental and
should be treated consistently. These
include the definitions of flight time,
duty time, and rest period; the trea.t
ment of deadhead transportation; and
the method for determining applicable
flight and duty time limitations when
a flight crewmember serves with more
than one flight crew.

Therefore, the public interest is best
served by deferring adoption of the
part 135 night and duty time limita
tions until the comments on notice 78
3 are received and evaluated. In this
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way. the agency would benefit by
having additional information, views,
and arguments to consider before
adopting appropriate final rules gov
erning part 135 operators.

_ SUBPART G-CREWMEMBER TESTING
REQUIREMENTS

§ 135.293 Initial and recurrent pilot
testing requirements. (Proposed
§ 135.225.)

Several commenters support
§ 135.293. One commenter objects to
§ 135.293(a) contending the testing of
knowledge in each type of aircraft the
pilot is authorized to fly will not im
prove safety. Operational experience
shows that knowledge of each type of
aircraft in which the pilot is author
ized to perform a pilot crewmember
function has a direct relationship to
the pilot's overall competence and to
safety.

One commenter suggests that the
term "type" in §§ 135.293(a) (2) and (3)
should be defined as it is in
§ 135.293(b) ("anyone of a group of
airplanes determined by the Adminis·
trator to have a similar means of pro
'Pulsion, the same manufacturer, and
no significantly different handling or
flight characteristics"), Section
135.293(b) applies to flight competen
cy checks. The definition of "type" in
that paragraph relaxes the part 1 defi
nition of "type" to contribute to the
conservation of fuel. In contrast.
§§ 135.293(a) (2) and (3) are written or
oral test requirements and the part 1
definition of "type" is used. To clarify
§ 135.293(b). a definition of "type" for
helicopters is added because the rule
applies to both airplanes and helicop
ters.

One commenter on § 135.293(b) ob
jects to leaving the extent of the com
petency check to the person condUct
ing the check. This commepter COD
tends that the rule would lead to a
wide variance in the checking process,
by leaving it to the whim of the local
flight standards district office. The
standard of performance in
§ 135.293(d) provides reasonable cer·
tainty of pilot competency, allows rea·
sonable latitude in the conduct of the
competency check and imposes no
undue burden on either the pilot 'being
tested or the operator. Another com·
Menter states that the term "compe·
tency check" in § 135.293 (b) and m
does not mean a "flight check." Sec·
tion 135.293(b) clearly requires that
this competency check be given in an
aircraft. Section 135.293({) allows por·
tions of a required competency check
to be given in an aircraft simulator or
other appropriate trainIng device if
specifically approved.

One cornmenter suggests that heli·
copter competency checks be treated
the same &.S competency checks in
single-engine airplanes other than tur·

~
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bojects. The commenter argues that circling approach in conjunction with
all light piston·engine helicopters a VOR or NDB, and one missed ap
should be in one "class" and all light proach procedure. Each instrument
turbine·engine helicopters should be approach procedure demonstrated'
in another "class." and that a compe- must be conducted to pUblished mini

.tency check in "tnat type of aircraft, mum for the procedure.
if helicopter" should not be required. ~ilots who demonstrate competency
The handling and flight characteris· in at least the combination of instru
tics of light helicopters are significant· ment approach procedures described
ly different. The equipment available are equally competent to conduct
for them also is considerably different. other types of approach procedures.
A separate flight check is necessary to This does not apply, however, to the
judge pilot competence properly. As use of microwave landing systems be
additional helicopters become availa· cause of the difference in glide slope
ble and standardizatiofi of various gradient, instrumentation used and
models is accomplished, competency other differences which require a sep
check requirements w11l be established arate showing of competency.
similar to those for airplanes. One commenter on § 135.297(c) sug.
§ 135.295 Initial and recurrent /light gests- that the second sentence be de-

attendant crewmember testing re. leted and a reference to § 135.293(a)(2)
quirements. (Proposed § 135.227.) be included instead. There is some

. . similarity between the test areas listed
NotIce 77-17 propose.d to redeSIgnate in § 135.293(a)(2) and the test subject

current § 135.139 WIthout chan~e. matter of § 135.297(c). However, the
H?wever, that rule does not reqUIre subjects of these tests are not identical
fltght attendant crewmembers to be. and the two oral or written tests are
kn0v:ledgeable and competent. con- not given for the same purpose. The
cernm~ the location and operatIon of test under § 135.293(a) covers subjects
other Items of emergency equipme~t, Which are generally applicable, such
such as a megaphone, crash ~x, fu· as ground training requirements. The
~taid kit, and so. forth. The eQUlPr1?'ent test under § 135.297(c) is an equipment
IS on board an aucraft to enable flight test related to operational procedures
atte~dan~ to respond to an emergen· in which the pilot must demonstrate
cy SituatIOn. and they ~ust be comp~. competenc before beiri d d
tent to use It. To prOVide an appropn- IFR y g use un er
ate level of ~afety in revised part 135, O~e commenter objects to
~;3~i;:;;:~t~S amended to reflect that § 135.297(c)(1) contending that the

q "procedures and maneuvers set forth
§ 135.297 Pilot in command: Instru· for an ATPC (in FAR 61, appendix A)"

ment proficiency check require- is lengthy, many are not appropriate
ments. (Proposed § 135.229.) for 6·morith instrument checks, and

Several commenters object to many could not be safely accom·
§ 135.297(b). They contend that there plished under IFR. Section 135.297m
was no reason to require a demonstra- allows the use of a slIOulator or other
tion of each approach to be used. An- appropriate training device for por
other commenter contends that a pilot t~ons of the requir~d flig.h.t chec~. Sec
who demonstrates the basic instru- tlOn 135.297(c)(1) IS clarified to Insure
ment approaches during an instru- that each pilot in command is ade·
ment proficiency check should then be quately tested on the procedures and
allowed to use derivative approaches. maneuvers for the particular pilot cer
Another commenter recommends that tificate held and the privileges exer·
a specific combination of instrument cised under § 135.243. Also, the re·
approaches be demonstrated instead quirements of the instrument profi·
of requiring the demonstration of ciency check for pilots in command re
"any type" of instrument approach ex· quired to hold an airline transport
pected to be used. pilot certificate under § 135.243(a) and

These comments have merit. A pilot the requirements for pilots in com·
should not have to demonstrate all mand required to hold a commercial
possible types of instrument approach pilot certificate with an instrument
procedures before that pilot may use rating under § 135.243(c) ,are stated in
them under part 135. Section - separate paragraphs. Another com
135.297(b) is revised to renect that. A menter suggests that the last sentence
pilot who successfully demonstrates of § 135.297(c)(1) be deleted. The sen·
separate instrument approach proce- tence is deleted because an instrument
dures using ILS, VOR, and NDB facili· check is not required when operations
ties is considered qualified to conduct are limited to VFR only.
all of the published standard instru· _ Section 135.297(0 could be interpret·
ment approach procedures prescribed ed to allow a pilot in corrunand to take
under part 97. A letter of compet.ency .the initial instrument profi.ciency
is issued to reflect that under revised check in a single·engine aircraft and
§ 135.297(h). The instrument approach then be authorized to pilot a muUien·
procedures demonstrated must include gine aircraft without a check in it
at least one straight·in approach, one until the next 6·month check is due.
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This paragraph is clarified to reflect
that a pilot who is assigned to both
single and multiengine aircraft must
take the initial instrument proficiency
check required by § 135.297(a) in a
multiengine aircraft and succeeding
checks alternately in single-engine and
multiengine aircraft.

§ 135.299 Pilot in command: line
checks: routes and airports. (Pro
posed § 135.231.)

Several commenters on § 135.299
argue that recurrent line checks in a
part 135 operation are unnecessary
and burdensome. Current § 135.122
covers specific areas not adequately
covered by the testing requirements in
current § 135.138. Section 135.299 in
sures that each pilot used in part 135
operations accomplishes line checks
and that each certificate holder estab
lishes procedures in the manual out
lining company policy concerning the
manner in which pilots are expected
to keep current on routes and airports.
The line check requirement is neces
sary to test the pilot's knowledge of
routes and airports and to determine
the manner in which the pilot applies
company procedures and conducts
flight operations.

Several comrnenters contend that
line checks are not appropriate for
"on-demand" operators because they
do not have a "line operation." An
other commenter suggests that all
small "on-demand" air taxi operators
in aircraft seating less than 10 passen
gers be exempt from § 135.299. An
other commenter suggests that
§ 135.299 be limited to commuter air
carriers as defined in part 298 of the
Civil Aeronautics Board's Economic
Regulations (14 CFR Part 298). The
broad scope of checks and tests which
must be satisfactorily accomplished
during a specific period of time by
pilots operating under part 135 is
adopted in revised part 135 because of
the many variations in air taxi oper
ations, the qualifications of pilots, and
the aircraft used. No single test or
check requirement is more or less es
sentiaJ, than any other to establi&h the
.apprepriate level of safety. For these
reasons, these checks and tests are
considered necessary whether the op
erator is a single pilot ov.ner-operator,
helicopter operator, on·demand air
taxi operator or commuter air carrier.
They are for the express purpose of
insuring that the pilots in command
meet the applicable knOWledge and
skill requirements for use in oper·
ations under part 135.

One commenter asks how "takeoffs
and landings (plural) over at least one
route segment" in § 135.299(a)(2) could
be accomplished and suggests that the
word "segment" be deleted from
§ 135.299(a)(3). A line check may be as
brief or as extensive as the person
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giving the check deems necessary to
determine the pilot's competence.
Consequently, more than one takeoff
and landing may be needed.

Another commenter objects to
§ 135.299(a)(3) contending that the
proposed requirement for takeoffs and
landings at two or more representative
airports would be costly for operators
in areas of the country where no short
routes exist. The commenter suggests
that a requirement for takeoffs and
landings at "one or more representa
tive airports" would be equally appro
priate for VFR line checks. These
comments have merit and § 135.299 is
revised by combining proposed para
graphs (a) and (b) and requiring ta·
keoffs and landings at one or more
representative airports for both VFR
and IFR operations. However, for IFR
operations, the requirement' for at
least one flight to be conducted over a
civil airway, an approved oIt-airway
route, or any portion of them is re
tained in § 135.299(aJ(3).

One commenter objects to
§ 135.299(dJ and suggests that it be de
leted for the reason stated in the pre
amble to amendment 135-26 (36 FR
2481, Feb. 5, 1971). A number pf other
cornmenters claim § 135.299(d) is reo
dundant because its substance is jn
§ 91.5 and that it would require the
pilot to research information that is
not readily available. Amendment 135
26 was based upon conditions which
existed in 1971. Conditions are suffi
ciently different today to justify
§ 135.299(c). The air taxi Industry has
grown, and, in many cases, has devel
oped into specialized operations such
as those of commuter alr carrier. Not
all air taxi operators would expect to
travel to the same destinations. They
also may not wish to acquire all availa·
ble information concerning a flight in
the same manner. Section 91.5 is suffi
cient for routine general aviation oper
ations, but that section is not suffi·
cient for the scope of operations pres·
ently conducted under part 135. Also,
§ 91.5 is not sufficient for the level of
safety in revised part 135. Section
135.299(c) is intended to require the
certificate holder to establish in the
manual required by §,135.21 a proce
dW'e appropriate to that certificate
holder's kind of operations. That pro·
cedure should insure that the certifi·
cate holder's pilots who have not
flown over a specific route and into a
specific airport within the preceding
90 days will become familiar v.1th all
avallable information required for the
safe conduct of that particular flight.
The list of specific items of informa
tion in proposed paragraph (e) is with
drawn because, in some cases, fuforma
tion on each item may not be availa-
ble. .

§ 135.301 Crewmember: Tests and
checks, grace provisions, training
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to accepted standards. (Proposed.
§ 135.233.)

Some of the comments on § 135.301
compliment the FAA on the provision
which would allow additional training
to be given to the pilot receiving the
check.

One commenter requests an expla
nation of the phrase in § 135.30lCa)
"the calendar month before or after
the calendar month in which it is re
quired." If a test or check is required
to be taken in January 1979, and it is
satisfactorily completed in December
1978 or February 1979, then the test
or check would be considered to have
been completed in the month (Jaun
ary 1979) in which it was required. Of
course, the date of the next required
test or check would be based on the
January 1979 date (not on December
1978 or February 1979).

Two commenters state that the pro
rubition in the last sentence of
§ 135.30lCb) concerning the use of a
person unable to demonstrate satisfac
tory performance on a required check
is unreasonably burdensome. Another
commenter suggests that the rule pro
hibit the use of a person who has
failed a check in operations under part
135 in which the check is a require
ment. If a pilot being checked under
this part fails any of the required ma
neuvers. the person giving the check
may elect to give the pilot additional
training during that check. Thus, it is
unlikely that a person who has re
ceived the required training under
part 135 would be incapable of ulti
mately passing a required check under
§ 135.30lCb). If a person is unable to
pass the required check. then this is
all the more reason why that person
should not serve as a crewmember in
operations under revised part 135 until
that persan has satisfactorily complet
ed the check. The rule provides suffi
cient latitude in its present form.

SUBPART H-TRAINING

§ 135.321 Applicability and terms
used.. (Proposed § 135.237.)

One corrunenter objects to the need
for establisrung and maintaining an
"approved training program" and sug
gests that the word "appro\'ed" in
§ 135.321(a) be changed to "accept·
able." Under § 135.341, each certificate
holder must have an approved train·
ing program which includes. in as
broad terms as possible, those items
which are essential to every training
program. The rules make clear the
basic requirements for initial and re
current training for each crewmember.
Revision of an approved training pro
gram may be made at the initiative of
either the certificate holder or the Ad
ministrator. The rules for revision on
the Administrator's initiative are com·
parable to those now in part 121. The
basis for the requij:ement for an ap-
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proved training program is that oper- ated by the FAA and. if satisfactory
ations under part 135 should not be wUl be approved.
exposed to the hazards that might be Another commenter expresses can
created by the use of a training pro- cern that requiring the use of "proper
gram over which the FAA has only ly qualified ground instructors" in
limited control. Thus, there is ample § 135.323(a)(2) may preclude the use of
justification for requiring an approved other persons available to the opera·
training program to enhance safety in tor. The rule does not limit instructor
the revision of part 135. personnel to certificated instructors.

One commenter on the entire sub- " Other properly qualified persons ideo
part contends that since aircraft tiffed by the certificate .holder and ap
groups I and II defined in § 135.321(b) proved by the FAA may be used in the
(1) and (2) are not used elsewhere in approved training program.
the subpart, their application is not One commenter suggests that
clear. This comment has merit and § 135.323(3)(4) be revised by adding
those words are deleted.' the .words "if applicable" where refer-

Another commenter suggests that ring to the use of simulators. The rule
specific training hours be specified to clearly allows the use of any specific
preclude varying interpretations of simulator available if approved by the
the rules for similar operations. An- Administrator. Another commenter
other commenter lauded the FAA for opposes this paragraph but gives no
not establishing specific training rationale.

, hOllIS. The FAA is not persuaded that Section 135.32'3(c) is revised to pro-
specific training hours would be bene- vide that a certifying signature is not
ficial to either the air taxi industry or required when entries are made in a
to the FAA. computerized recordkeeping system

One commenter suggests that where 3 signature is not practical.
§ .1~5.321(c) be a.mended ~o provide ad- § 135.325 Training program and revi.
~ltlOnal ca~;gor.~es o~ t~~m~g.such as sian: initial and final approval.
maneuver or. on lme t::ammg. The (Proposed § 135.241.)

present categones of trainmg are com-
parable to those now in part 121 and One commenter suggests limiting
they are adequate. the applicability of § 135.325 to "Com-

. . . muter Air Carriers" as defined in part
§ 135.323 Tratn1.ng program. general. 298 of the Civil Aeronautics Board's

(Proposed § 135.239.) Economic RegUlations (14 CFR Part
Several commenters on 298). This commenter also suggests

§ 135.323(a)(1) suggest that the word exempting helicopter operations from
"approved" be changed to "accept- this section because of the rapidly
able." As discussed under § 135.321, changing training concepts in helicop
there is ample justification for requir- ter operations. The approval process
ing the program to be subject to FAA under § 135.241(a) is keyed to
approval. § 135.241(c). The certificate holder

TWo commenters claim that "small must show that the training conduct
on-demand air taxi certificate holders" ed after the initial approval ensures
should be exempt from subpart H. that persons who complete the train
Under § 135.341(a), certificate holders ing program are adequately trained to
who are the only pilots in their oper- perform their assigned duties. This is
ation are exempt from the require- the key to the concept o'f training to
ment to establish and maintain an ap- proficiency in either airplanes or heli
prdved pilot training program. Also, copters. The certificate holder has an
the Administrator may authorize a de- opportunity to present for approval a
vlation from this section if, because of training program which is as effective
the limited size and scope of the opel'- as the certificate holder can make it
ation, safety allows a deviation. The using current technology. The FAA
deviation authority contained in para- explores each possibility to translate"
graph (a) will be limited to certain as- new technology into effective regula
pects of the training program. It tions and to facilitate the safest and
allows the Administrator to place the most effective training programs possi
proper emphasis on each element of ble.
the training program needed for each Several commenters complain about
certificate holder's operation. It also the lack of standardized criteria for
allows the Administrator to refine, in use by FAA Flight Standards District
light of current technology, the kinds Offices in approving training pro
of training that must be included in a grams. The FAA appreciates this con·
particular training program. cern and intends to ensure that stan-

Another commenter suggests that dardized criteria are used for the inj

credit be given in the approved train- tial and final approval of training pro
ing program for factory-approved grams and of any revisions presented
ground schools or their equivalent. for approval under this section.
The rule allows the inclusion of this Some commenters claim that this
kind of valid training in the program subpart would cause a paperwork
presented to the FAA. It will be evalu- burden. The enhanced training re-

quirements will increase paperwork
because of expanded curriculum
standards and additional recordkeep
ing. Alter the curriculum is approved,
the paperwork burden is limited to
amendments to training requirements 
and continuing recordkeeping. Al
though the initial paperwork may
appear significant, operational experi
ence in administering the part 121
training rules shows that the antici
pated burden is not that heavy. After
the program is approved, the improved
proficiency of cre\linlembers yields a
more efficient, sensitive and smooth
running operation. In short, once an
operator has a training program, its
benefits outweigh the modest burden
of obtaining it.

§ 135.327 Training program: Cunicu
lum. (Proposed § 135.243.)

Several commenters object to
§ 135.327. They contend that it is a
burden on smaller operators and that
a written curriculum for each type of
aircraft is unnecessary and unwieldly.
One commenter suggests that written
curriculums should be required only
for turbojets and large aircraft.

The enormous technological ad
vances and abundance of supportive
information now available to the in
dustry can be used without causing an
undue burden on any operator. Ac
ceptable written curriculums can be
developed for each type of aircraft be
cause of the wealth of aircraft infor
mation now available. The majority of
affected operators now have written
curriculUms. Probably, many can ·be
modified to apply to other aircraft.
Also, the training curriculum may be
applied to more than one aircraft and
one need not be written for each air·
craft the operator uses. Of course, as
complexity increases in each oper
ation, a more complex curriculum be
comes necessary. The specific require
ments of § 135.327 are the minimum
essential items the FAA needs to ap
prove the curriculum.

§ 135.331 Crewmember emergency
training. (Proposed § 135.247.)

One commenter on § 135.331 sug·
gests that it provide for exclusions
based upon the certificate holder's op
erations and equipment, for example,
operations which do not include pres
surized aircraft or flotation devices.
The substance of this comment is ac
commodated because § 1035.331(a)
limits emergency training to that
Which is applicable to each crew
member and certificate holder. Thus,
if a pressurized aircraft is not operat
ed, training for rapid decompression is
not required. Similarly, if flotation de
Vices are not required in the operation,
training in the use of relat~d equip
ment is not required. To emphasize
this, the words "if applicable" are
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added at the end of § 135.331(c) (4), (6)
and (7).

One conunenter on § 135.33Hb)(4)
contends that this paragraph will be
difficult to comply with but offered no
explanation. Because of this comment,
the review in § 135.33l<b)(4) is limited
to the certificate holder's pre-vious air
craft accidents and incidents. This in
formation should be readily accessible.
Another commenter suggests that the
words "and discussion" be inserted
after the word "review" to insure that
the items are discussed during crew
member emergency training. Discus
sion should be a nonnal part of a
review. Crewmembers may request dis
cussion at any time and the change is
not necessary.

Certain commenters contend that
this rule should Dot applY to 00

demand operators of small aircraft.
This rule must apply to all certificate
holders to insure the adequacy of the
training in these procedures and to
afford the appropriate protection to
passengers carried under part 135.

§ 135.333 Training requirements:
Handling and carriage of hazard·

.... ous materials. (Proposed § 135.249.)

Because the requirements' of para
graph (e) are covered in § 135.323(b),
paragraph (e) is withdrawn.

§ 135.335 Approval of aircraft simula·
tOTS and other training devices.
(Proposed § 135.251.)

One cornmenter on § 135.335(b) sug
gests that the term ,·training device"
could be construed to include "black
boards, visual aids" and similar items.
This would necessitate the approval of
these items as part of the training pro
gram. The commenter also suggests
that "training device" be defined.
Training devices are approved as ele
ments of the program. A definition
would be unduly restrictive. New
§ 135.335(c) Is added to outline the ele
ments the FAA considers in approving
a training program.

§ 135.337 Training program: Check
airmen and instructor qualifica
tions. (Proposed § 135.253.)

One commenter ciauns § 135.337
(a)(2) is unworkable because it does
not specify who or wp.at agency pro
"ides the initial training for required
check airmen and instructors. The ini
tial designation of check airmen or in
structors is based on their documented
qualifications and demonstrated abili
ty. Then, considerable emphasis is
placed on periodic evaluation of their
performance by the FAA District
Office. In addition, these personnel
must participate in the proficiency
check program of the operator. This
must be appropr-iate to the person's
airman certificate, ratings and duty as·
'signments which are related to the ap
proved check airman and instructor

RULES AND REGULATIONS

function involved. Instructors and
check airmen (who are approved by
the FAA to conduct flight crew·
membel\ qualification, proficiency and
en route checks) approvals are terml·
nated when their performance is no
longer satisfactory. This maintains the
integrity of the check airman and in
structor program.

One commenter on § 135.337(a)(3)
contends that the term "appropriate
proflciency and competency checks"
should be changed to read "appropri
ate instrument and flight checks:'
The term "appropriate proficiency
and competency checks" is more con·
sistent with current industry stand
ards than the term suggested by the
commenter. Also, it is consistent with
the language of §§ 135.293 and 135.297.

Several commenters on § 135.337
contend that § 135.337(a)(5J exceeds
the - requirements of current
§ 121,411(a)(6) which allows a ·check
airman to hold a class III medical cer·
tificate. The commenters assert that
this precludes the use of experienced
senior pilots who can no longer meet
class I or II medical standards. They
claim that the traveling public's safety
is not dependent on the class of medi·
cal certificate held by a check airman.

The objections presented do not
make a persuasive case for amending
or withdrawing this rule. The com
menters, in comparing proposed
§ 135.337 with § 121.411, may have
failed to consider certain requirements
of part 135 which were not proposed
to be changed. Current § 135.135 re·
quires each certificate holtler who de·'
sires FAA approval of a check pilot to
submit a request in writing to the ap
propriate FAA District Office. The Ad
ministrator may issue a letter of au
thority to a person as a check pilot if
that person meets the requirements of
§§ 61.3, 61.31, 61.139, 61.149 and 61.151
and meets and accomplishes certain
other requirements essential to that
person's approval. Thus, current part
135 requires a check airman to hold at
least a corrunercial pilot. certificate
with appropriate category and class
ratings, an instrument rating, an ap
propriate type rating (if required) and
at least a class II medical certificate.
Under § 135.337, the check airman
must hold the certificate and ratings
required of a pilot in command in an
operation conducted under § 135.243.
Consequently. the check airman must
hold the class I or class II medical cer·
tificate appropriate to the certificate
privileges under § 135.243.

Safety would not be compromised if
pilots who are used as check airmen in
an aircraft simulator onlY hold a class
III medical certificate. Of course, the
pilot must meet the other require·
ments of this chapter. New
§ 135.337(a)(7) is added to allow that.
This provides greater operational
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flexibility for certificate holders and
airmen. Section 135.337(b)(2) is ciari·
fied by inserting the words "the fol·
lowing as evidenced by the approval
of" in place of the word "for."

§ 135.339 Check aumen and .flight in
structors: initial and transition
training. (Proposed § 135.255.)

One commenter contends § 135.339
(a) should be deleted because § 135.337
does not specify who is authorized' to
give the initial training for the check
airmen and instructors. This comment
is discussed at length under § 135.337.

Commenters on § 135.339(c)(3) criti·
cize the requirement because they in·
terpret it to be a mandate to accom·
plish this training in flight. The Ian·
guage of § 135.339(c) is clear that dem·
onstration of unsafe practices in flight
is not required. The paragraph closely
follows the language of current
§ 121.413. This paragraph is intended
to insure that the training program in
cludes a discussion or an appropriate
demonstration of the need for timely
action in response to an in·flight situa·
tion having critical accident potential.
Sufficient safeguards should be em·
ployed when simulating emergency
procedures.

§ 135.341 Pilot and flight attendant
crewmember training programs.'
(Proposed § 135.257.)

Commenters on § 135.341 suggest
that all certificate holders be required
to have a training program. One com·
menter claims that a training program
patterned on current part 121 is
unduly burdensome. Another com·
menter suggests that the word "ap·
proved" in § 135.341(a) be changed to
·'acceptable".

One of the purposes of this revision
of part 135 is to update and improve
the training requirements. Changes in·
elude provisions for approving and re
vising training programs, for extend·
ing the use of aircraft simulators. and
for allowing improvements in present
technology to be easily applied in
training programs. These changes in·
crease the quality of crewmember
training without unduly burdening
any operator. The suggestion to
change the word "approved" to "ac·
ceptable" is discussed at length under
§ 135.321(a).

One comrnenter contends that com·
pliance with subpart H will unneces·
sarily increase the cost of conducting
air taxi operations in small aircraft
with little increase in the level of
safety. This comment overlooks the
deviation authority in § 135.341(a).
That section allows waivers of certain
training requirements based on the
size and scope of operations when the
operator shows that literal compliance
with the rules is not necessary in the.
interest of safety. This provides ade
quate flexibility to significantly

,
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reduce the cost of training for opera
tors of small or light aircraft.

Another commenter suggests that
every air taxi operator, regardless of
size, be required to have an air taxi
training program. This commenter
contends that if an operator is not
otherwise required to have an ap·
proved training program, then it
should be required to contract with a
company with an approved program to
train that operator's personnel. The
current rule does not require a train
ing program if the certificate holder is
the only pilot. No change in the CUI-

• rent rule is justified. However,
§ 135.341(a) is editorially revised to
clarify that language. Also the phrase
"every 12 calender months" is deleted
from § 135.34l<b)(5) because it is not
appropriate there.

§ 135.343 Crewmember initial and re
current training requirements.
(Proposed § 135.259.)

The concluding sentence of current
§ 135.137, was inadvertently omitted
from this rule as proposed in Notice
77-17. To make § 135.257 and § 135.343
consistent, the sentence is restored.

§ 135.345 Pilots: Initial. transition.
and upgrade ground training.
(Proposed § 135.261.)

An Aircraft Flight Manual is not re
quired in the certification of all air
craft. For example, one is not required
for an airplane of 6,000 pounds or less
maximum certificated takeoff weight
type certificated under part 23. Sec
tions 23.158l<a)(2) and 27.158l<a)(2)
requires that if the required informa
tion is not furnished in an Aircraft
Flight Manual. then it must be fur
nished in any combination of approved
manual material, markings, and plac
ards.... To reflect this fact, the words,
"or equivalent" are added after the
words "Aircraft Flight Manual" in
§ 135.345(a)(2)(xi).

§ 135.347 Pilots: Initial, transition.
upgrade, and differences flight
training. (Proposed § 135.263.)

One cornmenter on § 135.347 con
tends that it prohibits a certificate
holder, whose approved training pro
gram authorizes the use of an aircraft
simulator, from reverting to an air
craft when the simulator is out of
service. A reasonable and prudent ele
ment of an approved training program
would authorize the use of an aircraft
when the simulator is out of service.

One commenter suggests that the
words "airplane simulator" in
§ 135.347(b) sbould be cbanged to tbe
words "aircraft simulator:' The FAA
agrees and that Is done. The phrase
"or a static aircraft" in § 135.347(b) no
longer serves any useful 'purpose and
it is deleted.
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§ 135.349 Flight attendants: Tnitial
and transition ground training.
(Proposed § 135.265.)

Section 135.349(b) is deleted because
it is covered in § 135.295.

§ 135.351 Recurrent training. (Pro
posed § 135.267.)

Section 135.35l<b)(3) is deleted be
cause it is covered in § 135.295.

SUBPART I-AIRPLANE PERFOR."'L\NCE
OPERATING LIMITATIONS

§ 135.361 Appticability.
§ 135.271.)

One commenter agrees with this
SUbpart, but goes on to state an under
standing that the FAA does not intend
to apply additional airplane perform
ance standards beyond those now in
the Federal AVia~ion Regulations.
This subpart is needed to insure that
these airplanes are operated within
limits that meet the level of safety in
tended for part -135 flight operations.
Their adoption does not imply that ad
ditional airplane performance stand
ards may not be necessary in the
future. These rules for airplane per
formance are adequate for the present
generation of airplanes. However,
future amendments to the current reg
ulations may be necessary because of
unforeseen circumstances.

One commenter states, without
elaborating, that, "This subpart
should not apply to on-demand air
taxis due to the fact that there is in
sufficient data readily available as
published by the Federal Govern
ment." Subpart 1 applies to the type
of aircraft being operated and not the
type of operation. In the interest of
safety. each aircraft must meet these
operating limitations. whether used in
air taxi or commuter service. The re
quirements adopted in subpart I are in
the current rules and they have not
caused operators any problems.

Several commenters suggest that the
FAA should make available the air
port data necessary to comply with
this subpart. The FAA cannot assume
responsibility for the collection and
publication of the information for all
airports that is necessary to show com
pliance with this subpart. The certifi
cate holder is responsible for obtaining
the required data for each airport into
which its operations are conducted.
The basic data on specific airports
should be requested from the airport
authority which normally has that
available.

Several commenters state that the
"60-percent rule" should apply to all
operators and an exception should
allow operators with auxijiary stop
ping devices (such as drag chutes and
propeller or thrust reversers) to use a
70-percent factor. The applicability of
this subpart is consistent with current

regulations governing airplane per
formance operating limitations. Allow
ing the use of a 70-percent factor for
additional auxiliary stopping devices is
not acceptable under this subpart. No
valid data is available for these devices·
and extensive testing would be neces
sary before that data would be availa
ble. Performance data now available in
the Airplane Flight Manual has
proven adequate to comply with this
subpart.

Four commenters suggest that sub
part I apply to turbojet aircraft and
large aircraft. This subpart applies to
all large aircraft, including turbojet,
operated under revised part 135. Sec
tion 135.155 in notice 77-17, which
contained small airplane performance
operating limitations, has been includ
ed in subpart I as §§ 135.397 and
135.399. Small airplane performance
operating limitations do not currently
apply to nontransport category turbo
jet airplanes and this rule was not pro
posed for change. However, notice 77
25 (42 FR 56702; Oct. 27, 1977) invited
recommendations concerning the de
velopment of a new airworthiness cer
tification standard for the airplanes
intended for use by commuter air car
riers in part 135 operations. These
comments are being evaluated sepa
rately.

When published, notice 77-17 did
not contain amendment 121-132 (41
FR 55475; Dec. 20, 1976) governing air
plane performance. This amendment
moved the definition of "effective
length of runway" for takeoff from
§ 121.17l<b) to § 121.199(b)(5), because
this term is not used elsewhere in part
121. Having tbe definition in § 121.171
caused confusion in the past. Sections
135.36l<b) and 135.389(b) are amended
in a manner similar to amendment
121-132.

§ 135.363 General. (Proposed
§ 135.273.)

Section 135.363 is clarified by defin
ing a large nontransport category air
plane for the purposes of subpart I as
one that was type certificated before
July 1. 1942. A large airplane type cer
tificated after that· date must meet
performance operating limitations for
a transport category airplane to oper~

ate under part 135.

§ 135.379 Large transport category
airplanes: Turbine engine powered;
takeoff limitations. (Proposed
§ 135.289.)

Section 135.379(c) is clarified by in
serting the words "as defined in
§ 25.109 of this chapter" after the
word "distance." This is done because
the definition of "accelerate-stop dis
tance" has been removed from part 1
and now is defined in part 25.
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§ 135.397 Small transport category
airplane performance operating
limitations. (Proposed § 135.155.)

Proposed § 135.155 (a) and (b) are
moved from subpart C and redesignat
ed as § 135.397 because they contain
small transport category airplane per
formance operating limitations.

§ 135.399 Small nontransport catego
ry airplane performance operating
limitations. (Proposed § 135.155.)

Proposed § 135.155(c) is moved from
subpart C and redesignated as
§ 135.3.99 because it contaIns small
nontransport category airplane per
formance operating limitations.

An Airplane Flight Manual is not re
Quired for airplanes of 6,000 pounds or
l~ss maximum certificated takeoff
weight which are type certificated
under part 23 of this chapter. Section
23.1581(a)(2) requires that if the infor
mation is not furnished in an Airplane
Flight Manual, then it must be fur
nished in any combination of approved
manual material. markings and plac
ards. Thus. the words, "or equivalent"
are added after "Airplane Flight
Manual" in § 135.399. The applicability
of this rule to small airplanes is un
changed from current § 135.148.

Some commenters on proposed
§ 135.155 believe it should apply to all
multiengine turbine engine-powered
airplanes. Others state that the pro
posal granted an unfair advantage to
operators of those airplanes not af
fected by it. Where performance infor
mation is available in an Airplane
Flight Manual, safety considerations
require that the information be used
with the other requirements in this
subpart. The performance information
required for the compliance with this
section may not always be available
for nontransport category airplanes.

SUBPARTJ--MAINTENANCE,PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE, AND ALTERATIONS

§ 135.411 Applicability.
§ 135.333.)

Several commenters contend that
§ l35.411(a)(1) imposes manual and re
cordkeeping requirements in addition
to those now required in other parts of
the Federal Aviation Regulations. Op
erators who must comply with
§ 135.41Ha)(1) now must meet the
maintenance and recordkeeping re·
Quirements of parts 91 and 43. Section
135.41Ha)(1) does not add mainte
nance recordkeeping or manual re
quirements beyond those now required
under parts 43, 91 and 135 for an oper
ator using an aircraft type certificated,
excluding any pilot seat, for nine or
less passenger seats.

Two commenters state that a main
tenance rule appl1ed to one type of
part 135 operator should be imposed
on all of them. The different types

and classes of aircraft now used in study of air taxi accidenhs made by the
part 135 operations were considered in National Transportation Safety Board
developing revised part 135. Subpart J (NTSB-AAS 72-9) indicates that the
proviaes an acceptable maintenance lack of properly managed maintenance
system considering those different programs is a contributing factor in
types and classes of aircraft. air taxi accidents. The Board con·

One commenter recommends that eludes that there is a lack of clearly
the passenger seating criteria for heli· identifiable safety practices in the
copters in § 135.41Ha)(1) be increased maintenance functions of commuter
from 9 to 19 and in § 135.411(a)(2) in- air carriers. The Board recommends
creased from 10 to 20. All types of air· part 135 require training for aircraft
craft, including helicopters, were con- maintenance personnel and establish
sidered during the development of standard programs for using manufac·
subpart J. A helicopter is no less com- turer maintenance requirements for
plex than an airplane. A helicopter is aircraft components, powerplants and
used to carry passengers in similar op- propellers. The Board's recommenda
erating environments to an airplane. tion was considered in revising part
This includes approval of helicopters 135.
for use in IFR conditions. If the same Two commenters Question whether a
maintenance standards were not 1m- continuous maintenance program is
posed on helicopters and airplanes. justified in view of the cost. Subpart J
the public interest would not be is justified by the diversity of aircraft
served. Passengers must have the same that certificate holders operate. This
assurance of safety whether an air subpart provides"the air taxi passenger
taxi operator conducts operations in with a level of airworthiness that is
airplanes or helicopters. equivalent to a part 121 air carrier.

Some commenters suggest that Some commenters want to know
§ 135.411(a)(1) should apply to piston· whether "certificated pertained to the
powered aircraft and § 135.411(a)(2) configured capacity of an aircraft or
should apply to turbine·powered air- the passenger capacity as listed on the
craft. Basing the maintenance reQuire- aircraft type data sheet when an air
ments on the type of powerplant in- craft is type certificated." Under sub
stalled is not acceptable and may com- part J, "certificated" means the
promise safety. For example, if number of passengers listed on the
§ l35.4l1(a)(1) were applied only to type data sheet or as modified by a
piston-powered aircraft, an aircraft Supplemental Type Certificate (STC).
that carries 30 passengers would have To clarify that, the word "type" is
lower maintenance requirements than added before the word "certificated"
a small turbine-powered aircraft that in §§ 135.411(a) (1) and (2).
carries six passengers. Thus, the rule . . . .
for maintenance and inspection of § 135.4.13 Responstbthtll for atTWor·
part 135 aircraft applies on the basis thtness. (Proposed § 135.335.)
of the passenger-carrying capability Several commenters on § 135.413(a)
rather than the type of powerplant in- state that there is no need to refer to
stalled. having defects repaired between re·

Some commenters state that Quired maintenance under part 43 be
§ 135.411 will burden operators in cause part 135 requires a maintenance
remote areas p.ue to the shortage of program. Although part 135 includes
personnel available to perform the re- maintenance programs for air taxi air
Quired inspections. Some operators craft, the performance standards for
using aircraft that are type certificat· maintenance, preventive maintenance.
ed for 10 or more seats, excluding any rebuilding and alteration are pre
pilot seat, may experience difficulty in scribed in part 43. Thus, the reference
accomplishing required inspections. is appropriate.
However, § 135.411(a)(2) should apply Section 135.413(a) applies to all part
wherever the aircraft are operated to 135 certificate holders. This rule
achieve the level of safety required for places the primary responsibility for
revised part 135. Section 135.411(a)(1), airworthiness of its aircraft on the cer·
which applies to aircraft type certifi- tificate holder. Each certificate holder
cated for nine or less passenger seats, must insure that all required mainte
excluding any pilot seat, will not nance is performed regardless of the
burden air taxi operators in remote program § 135.411 requires. The opera·
areas. The procedures for the per- tor of an aircraft that is type certifi
formance of maintenance remains ba- cated for nine seats or less, excluding
sically the same as the current rules, any pilot seat. may have a properly
except for additional maintenance reo certificated person maintain its air
Quirements in § 135.421 for engine, craft. The person who performs this
propeller, rotor and emergency equip· work for a certificate holder (who
ment. • must comply with § 135.411(a)(1) must

A number of commenters state that perform that work as the applicable
the lack of the maintenance program Federal Aviation Regulations require.
required by §§ 135.11 and 135.411(a)(2) Section 135.413(b) places on the opera
has not caused many fatal accidents. A tors of aircraft type certificated for 10
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seats or more, excluding any pilot seat.
the responsibility to perform the
maintenance on their aircraft as re
quired by the Federal Aviation Regu
lations. Section 135.413(b)(2) allows
these operators to have their mainte·
nance performed by another person
but it does not relieve the certificate
holder of the responsibility for that
work.

Several commenters state that
§ 135.413(b)(2) is unrealistic because it
makes air taxi operators who maintain
their aircraft under § 135.411(a)(2) re
sponsible for the maintenance some
one else performs on its aircraft. They
also state that an FAA-certificated
repair station is found by the FAA to
be qualified and it would' be a duplica
tion to have the operator assume this
responsibility. An FAA-certificated
repair station is Qualified under the re
quirements of part 145. However, the
operator must insure that each person
who performs its maintenance is com
petent, has adequate facilities and has
an organization to perform mainte
nance in accordance with the certifi
cate holder's manual. The operator
can consider the fact that the FAA
has found that a repair station is tech
nically qualified to perform its mainte
nance. The operator still is responsible
for insuring that a repair station can,
and in fact does, comply with the pro
cedures outlined in the operator's
manual.

Another commenter objects to the
certificate holder being responsible for
work an FAA-certificated repair sta
tion performs because this requires a
periodic visit to each agency with
whom the operator contracts for main
tenance. The certificate holder must
determine the repair station's capabili
ty and then monitor its performance.
In effect, a repair station under con
tract is an extension of the certificate
holder's organization and maintenance
facility. The certificate holder is ex
pected to make the same inquiries con
cerning the repair station's capability
and performance that it does for its
own facility. Since 1956, this system
has been shown to be effective by
large and small operators who main
tain their aircraft under part 121.

Section 135.413(b) is revised from
the proposal in notice 77-17 to make it
clearer. Section 135.413(b)(2) (pro
posed as paragraph (c» is reworded to
clarify the responsibilities of a certifi
cate holder who maintains its aircraft.

§ 135.415 Mechanical reliability re-
ports. (Proposed § 135.337.)

One commenter recommends that
the reporting period should be ex
tended to 72 hours because the certifi
cate holder's employees work irregular
hours. This comment has merit and
§ 135.415(d) is changed.
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Several commenters indicate that no
significant data is obtained by requir·
ing mechanical reliability reports
<MRR) for single-engine airplanes and
helicopters. Another commenter states
requiring MRR for single-engine air
craft will not provide significant data
because these aLrcraIt are not com~

plex. An MRR indicates a safety-of
flight item regardless of the type or
size of aircraft. Many single-engine
aircraft are not complex but the com
plexity of the environment in which
they operate (including instrument
flight conditions) is increasing. Also,
single-engine aircraft form the major
part of the part 135 fleet. The addi
tional data received on these aircraft
will significantly enhance safety be
cause that data is used to determine
safety trends in aircraft and aircraft
systems.

One commenter states that helicop
ters certificated for a passenger seat
ing configuration of 19 seats or less
should be excluded from the MRR re
quirements. Helicopters are a growing
segment of the part 135 fleet and they
operate in the same environment that
airplanes do. The data received on he
licopters will provide the same safety
information for helicopters that the
current system does for airplanes.

The phrase "because of flame out"
was inadvertently omitted from the
proposed rule and is added to
§ 135.415(a)(6).

§ 135.417 Mechanical
summary report.
§ 135.339.)

One commenter indicates that a
monthly reporting requirement is an
undue burden on the operator of
single-engine aircraft due to the lack
of.. complexity. The lack of complexity
of single-engine aircraft alone is not
sufficient reason to exclude them from
a mechanical interruption summary
reporting requirement. However, in
sufficient additional safety data would
be..acquired to justify that report for
single~engine aircraft. Adequate safety
data about them will be submitted
under § 135.415. Section 135.417 is
changed to exclude tbese aircraft.

Another commenter recommends
that § 135.417 be revised to include
only "Commuter Air Carriers, as de
fined in part 298 of this title. operat
ing airplanes that are certificated for a
seating configuration, excluding any
pilot seat, of 10 seats or more, or oper
ating helicopters that are certificated
for a passenger seating configuration
of 20 seats or more." AI; discussed
under § 135.411, the public interest
would not be served by distinguishing

• belicopters Irom airplanes on the basis
of the number of seats under this rule.

§ 135.421 Additional maintenance re
quirements. (Proposed § 135.343.)

•

Several commenters state that the
term "manufacturer's recommended
maintenance programs" could require
compliance with all service letters sug·
gesting installation of kits which may
not be available. Section 135.421 re
quires~compliance with the manufac
turer's maintenance and inspection
instructions in the maintenance
manual that is required under the air
worthiness standards that apply to the
aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller,
rotor or item of emergency equipment.
The manual that must be made availa
ble to the owner under § 23.1529 of
this chapter would satisfy this require
ment. The maintenance instructions
that are required by §§ 33.3 or 35.5 also
would satisfy § 135.421 for the propel
ler or aircraft engine. Service letters
or bulletins that are not required by
an Airworthiness Directive are not in
cluded unless they are part of the
maintenance manual or maintenance
instructions required under the rules.
A new § 135.421(b) Is added to make
this clear.

One conunenter states that it has
been operating engines for many
years. It has a maintenance program
that is reliable and that provides for
engine inspection and overhaul times
that are in excess of those required by
the engine manufacturer. The purpose
of § 135.421 is to give the certificate
holder the opportunity to develop just
this kind of program based upon its

. operating experience.
Several commenters suggest that

§ 135.421 apply only to nonturbine
powered aircraft. As discussed fn detail
under § 135.411. § 135.421 applies based
on the type certificated passenger
seating capa~ity of the aircraft, not its
powerplant.

§ 135.423 Maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alteration orga
nization. (Proposed § 135.345.)

Commenters claim that § 135.423 im
poses an undue burden on small opera
tors. They also state that separating
the inspection function from the
maintenance function is the major
problem. Section 135.423 applies to
certificate holders that use aircraft
type certificated for 10 seats or more,
excluding any pilot seat. A certificate
holder who operates this size aircraft
must see to it that the maintenance is
performed by an adequate mainte~

nance organization whether the work
is done at the certificate holder's fa
cilities or at another pt:rson's facility.
This requirement is similar to one cur
rently in part 121. Separation of re
quired inspections from maintenance
functions is necessary to ensure that
work on required inspection items is
properly performed. Considering the
modern air taxi industry of today, this
requirement is necessary.

,
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This rule does not limit each person
who is authorized to inspect to doing
only inspections. They may perform
maintenance in other areas. This sec
tion provides that the person who con
ducts the required inspection of an
item may not be the person who per
forms the work on that item, Also,
these items are a relatively small per·
centage of an operator's overall main
tenance program.

One commenter recommends that
all words relating to "other mainte
nance and preventive maintenance" in
§ 135.423(cl be deleted because that re
Quires relnspection of items to be com
pleted away from home base. The re
Quired inspection items should be
properly done wherever the item is
maintained.

One cornmenter asked for clarifica
tion of the term "adequate" in
§ 135.423(al. "Adequate" means that
the operator has a program that com
plies with § 135.425. The certificate
holder must ensure that maintenance,
preventive maintenance and alter
ations are performed in accordance
with its manual, that the work is done
by competent personnel, that proper
facilities and equipment are provided
and that the aircraft is airworthy
when released to service. The same
cornmenter asked where Qualified per
sonnel could be obtained since there
now is a shortage of Qualified mechan
ics in the industry. The rule should, in
fact, relieve this problem. An operator

. who must comply with § 135.41Ha)(2l
may use its employees who are not
certificated mechanics, but who are
Qualified to be certificated as repair
man under § 65.101 when recommend
ed by the certificate holder.

One commenter recommends that
each reference to a person other than
a certificate holder be deleted from
§§ 135.423 (al and (b) because they
have probably already been approved
by the Administrator. If not, the com
menter states the certificate holder
should assume responsibility and sign
the airworthiness release. The com
menter suggests §§ 135.423 (a) and (bl
be changed to state "that each certifi
cate holder must have an adequate or
ganization to perform the work:' in
cluding "required inspection items."
This change would require each opera
tor to have a maintenance organiza
tion. An operator could not use an
other person with an adequate organi
zation to perform maintenance, pre
ventive maintenance and alteration
and required inspections in accordance
with the operator's manual.

The same commenter suggests that
the second sentence of § 135.423(c) be
deleted because the first sentence ade
quately covers the desired separation
between inspection and maintenance
functions. The' first sentence requires
that inspections be separated from

RULES AND REGULATIONS

other maintenance, preventive mainte
nance and alteration functions. The
second sentence identifies the level in
a certificate holder's organization
where required inspection functions
must be separate from the mainte
nance, preventive maintenance and al
teration functions.
§ 135.425 Maintenance, preventive

maintenance, and alteration pro
grams. (Proposed § 135.347.l

One commenter on § 135.425 states it
should only apply to helicopters that
are certificated for a passenger seating
configuration, exclUding any pilot
seat, of 19 or less. As discussed under
§ 135.411. the public interest would not
be served by doing this. The same
commenter states that operators of
helicopters in remote areas cannot
comply with § 135.425. A similar com
ment is discussed at length under
§ 135.411.

One commenter states that opera
tors with small aircraft that carry nine
passengers or less should be exempt
from § 135.425. Section 135.4IHal(2l
explicitly provides that.

One commenter states that mainte
nance performed under FAA·approved
procedure is adequate and § 135.425 is
not necessary. In September 1972, the
National Transportation Safety Board
released a report (NTSB-AAS 72-9)
following an air taxi safety study of
accidents iil air taxi and cOIJUnuter op
erations. The Board found the lack of
properly managed maintenance pro
grams was a contributing factor in air
taxi accidents. The Board's recommen
dation was considered in the develop
ment of this rule.

§ 135.427 Manual requirements. (Pro·
posed § 135.349.l

Several commenters object to
§ 135.427(a) requiring the operator to
list in the manual "persons with whom
it has arranged for the performance of
its required inspections, other mainte
nance, preventive maintenance, or al·
terations, including a general descrip
tion of that work." The conunenter
claims that this is too restrictive and
eiminates the ability to obtain quality
work without undue delay. Section
135.427 does not prevent an operator
from having maintenance performed
by persons who are not listed in the
manual. That would be impractical.
The rule is flexible enough to allow
maintenance to be performed on an
"on call" basis. The operator is respon
sible for the airworthiness of its air
craft whoever performs the mainte
nance. Section 135.2l<h) requires pro
cedures for a pilot to obtain mainte
nance at a place where previous ar
rangements have not been made by
the operator. This is in the current
rules and has not been an undue
burden. The rule is necessary to
inform the certificate holder's person-
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nel of those persons who may perform
maintenance on its aircraft.

One commenter states that § 135.427
should only apply to operators that
carry 20 or more passengers. As dis
cussed under § 135.411, the public in·
terest would not be served by doing
this.

One commenter agrees with
§ 135.427 but expresses concern that
there is no definite guidance supplied
by FAA to develop a standard manual.
The FAA w1ll develop an Advisory Cir
cular to provide operators With infor
mation to assist in developing accept
able programs and manuals.

A new § 135.427(cl is added that re
Quires an operator to establish a
system in its manual for the retention
of certain maintenance records. This
parallels § 121.369(c) and is referenced
in § 135.439. Without § 135.427(cl. a
certificate holder could not use
modern methods of collecting, record
ing or storing maintenance records.
several § 135.2 operators now use
coded systems to perform, control and
record their maintenance programs
under § 121.369(c). Operators also use
various maintenance control programs
and techniques that are available in
coded form. This change does not
impose· any additional recordkeeping
requirements. A certificate holder now
must comply with § 91.173(al(1l which
requires a record of the work per
formed. Without § 135.427(cl. part· 135
operators who are using coded systems
under § 121.369(c) would have to revert
to an uncoded recordkeeping system.
This is because § 91.173 requires signa
tures and a written description of
work accomplished on aircraft for all
owners· except those exempted by
§ 91.16Hb).

§ 135.429 Required inspection person
nel. (Proposed § 135.351.l

Several commenters oppose the sep·
aration of the required inspection
items under § 135.429(c) from mainte
nance functions because it would
impose hardships on the small opera
tor or the small shop. This issue is dis
cussed at length under § 135.423.

One commenter states that separat
ing required inspections will require
an operator to send an inspector to
various places for tire changes or
other unexpected maintenance. This
may happen, but occ\!lTences can be
minimized by selective classification of
required inspection items based on the
operator's experience. Many mainte
nance tasks that are essential to a reli
able and safe aircraft are not necessar
ily so critical that they should be re
quired inspection items. Enough flexi
bility is provided under § 135.429(cl to
enable an operator to manage a pro
gram that provides both safe and eco
nomic operations.
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§ 135.431 Continuing analysis and
surveillance. (Proposed § 135.353.)

Commenters on § 135.431 state that
the rule should not apply to small ap-'
erators. The applicability of the main
tenance and inspection rules should
not be based on the size of the certifi
cate holder. They must be based on
the type certificated seating capacity
of the aircraft being used because that
most appropriately reflects the size
and complexity of the aircraft.

One commenter suggests combining
§§ 135.431 (a) and (b) and deleting
§ 135.431(c). This would eliminate a
certificate holder's privilege to peti·
tion the FAA to reconsider a notice of
change of a program and should not
be deleted.

§ 135.433 Maintenance and preven
tive maintenance train'ing pro
gram. (Proposed § 135.355.)

The commenter on § 135.433 agrees
with the concept of this rule but sug·
gests that the statement "or a person
performing maintenance· •• for it" in
§ 135.433 be deleted. The commenter
states that it is impossible to insure
that vendors or other organizations
have adequate training programs.
Adopting this suggestion would re
quire each certificate holder to have a
training program for each vendor or
person who performs maintenance on
its aircraft. Reviewing the qualifica
tions and training of a person who per·
forms maintenance for an operator is
a more workable, less burdensome al-
ternative. .

§ 135.435 Certificate requirements.
(Proposed § 135.357.)

Commcnters object to § 135.435 be
cause they assume that the words "ap
propriate airman certificate" in
§ 135.435(a) eliminate the certificate
holder's prerogative to determine the
qualifications of its management per
sonnel, of persons who are directly in
charge of maintenance, or of persons
who perform inspection of required in
spection items. This section only es
tablishes the basic Qualification that
these people must hold an appropriate
airman certificate. This insures that
the person who performs these tunc·
tions has basic knowledge of the regu·
lations governing the performance of
the maintenance, preventive mainte
nance or alterations.

§ 135.43'7 Authority to per/arm and
approve maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alterations.
(Proposed § 135.359.)

To allow a certificate holder to per·
form its own maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alterations, the
words "perform or" are added to
§ 135.43'7(a) after the words "certifi·
cate holder."
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§ 135.439 Maintenance recording re·
Quirements. (Proposed § 135.361.)

The commenters on § 135.439(a)(2)(0
object to the word "propeller." One
suggests that the word "propeller" be
deleted because the propeller consists
of blades and hub and does not have a
single time. The other cornmenter sug
gests that the word "propeller" be
changed to read "propeller hub" be
cause it is impossible to keep records
on the blades. The definition of "pro
peller" in part 1 includes the hub and
blades. Therefore, each propeller
blade and hub is identified by model
designation, part number, and serial
number. Section 135.439(a}(2)(i) reo
quires the total time in service for the
blades, hub or other control compo
nent normally supplied by the manu·
facturer.

The commenters on §§ 135.439 and
135.439(a)(2)(iii) indicate that they
consider the rule a duplication of re·
cordkeeping requirements of part 91.
The recordkeeping required under
§§ 135.439 and 135.439(a)(2)(iii) is in
place of the records required under
§ 91.173(a)(2)(i).

The word "rotor" is added to
§ 135.439(a}(2)(i) to require a record of
the total time in service for a rotor.
This is necessary because specific
problems are being encountered with
rotors and a number of airworthiness
directives (AD) are being issued about
rotors.

The words "date and" are added to
§ 135.439(a)(2)(v) to ensure that each
AD is complied with by the date that
it is due. The phrase "and, if the air
worthiness directive involves recurring
action, the time and date when the
next action is required" also is added
to § 135.439(a)(2)(v). A certificate
holder is required to record the time
and dates of recurring AD's because
§ 135.443 requires a certificate holder
to maintain the current status of AD·s.
For an AD requiring recurring action,
the time and date of the next required
action is part of the current status.
These changes clarify the rule.

The words ..and repairs" are added
to § 135.439(a)(2)(vO because a repair
is maintenance and repairs must be re
corded to determine the airworthiness
status of the aircraft.

§ 135.443 Airworthiness release or air·
craft log entry. (Proposed
§ 135.365.)

Several commenters favor § 135.443
but object because making the state
ment outlined.in § 135.443(b) each
tirrle a person performs maintenance
on an aircraft is time consuming. One
commenter suggests § 135.443 be
amended to include the concept out·
lined in § 121.'709(d). The procedures
are inclUded in § 135.443(c} as suggest·
ed.

One commenter suggests that the
words "aircraft log entry" in
§ 135.443(b)(3) be changed to "aircraft
maintenance records." The commenter
states this requires an additional log
because different times are used for
the same documents in § 135.65. The

,aircraft log entry in § 135.443 is not an
additional requirement. The log men·
tioned in § 135.65 may be the same log
and may be part of the operator's
system for maintenance recordkeep
lng. The log entry mentioned in
§ 135.443(b)(3) becomes a part of the
aircraft records under § 135.439 and is
not intended to duplicate other rec
ords. Section 135.439(a)(2} specifically
requires the airworthiness release and
the aircraft log entry to be made a
part of the aircraft records.
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ADOPTION OF THE AMENDMENTS.

Accordingly, parts 121, 127, and 135
of the Federal Aviation regulations (14
CFR parts 121, 127, and 135) and spe
cial Federal Aviation regUlations 23,
30, and 33 are amended as follows, ef·
fective December 1, 19'78:

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND OP·
ERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, .AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS
OF LARGE AIRCRAFT

1. By revising § 121.9 to read as fol·
lows:

§ 121.9 Operations of airplanes having 8
maximum passenger seating configura
tion of 30 seats or less and a maximum
payload capacity of 7.500 pounds or
less.

No person may conduct operations
with an airplane having a maximum
passenger seating configuration, ex·
eluding any pilot seat, of 30 seats or
less and a maximum payload capacity
of '7,500 pounds or less, unless those
operations 'are conducted under part
135 of this chapter, except §§ 135.5,
135.17, 135.27, 135.29, 135.31, 135.35,
135.37, and 135.39. and appropriate op
erations specifications in place of sub
parts E through K of this part. How·
ever. the holder of an air carrier oper
ating certificate issued under this part
may maintain its airplanes operated
under Part 135 of this chapter under a
continuous airworthiness maintenance
program that meets subpart L of this
part and operations specifications
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issued to it under this part. Operations
specifications issued under this section
contain the operating limitations and
requirements that the Administrator
finds necessary.

§ 121.13 Rules applicable to helicopter op
erations: deviation authority. [Amend
ed]

2. By amending § 121.13(dl by (al de
leting the word "sman" between the
words "with" and "helicopters"; and
(b) adding the words "havlng a maxi
mum passenger seating configuration,
excluding any pilot sea.t, of 3'0 seats or
less and a maximum payload capacity
of 7,500 pounds or less" after the word
"helicopters" .

PART 127-CERTIFICATION AND OP
ERATIONS OF SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIERS WITH HELICOPTERS

3. By revising § 127.5 to read as fol
lows:

§ J27.5 Operation of airplanes having a
maximum passenger seating configura
tion oC 30 seats or Ie$s and a maximum
payload capadty oC 7,500 pounds or
less.

No person may conduct operations
with an airplane having a maximum
passenger seating configuration, ex
cluding any pilot seat, of 30 seats or
less and a maximum payload capacity
of 7,500 pounds or less, unless those
operations are conducted under part
135 of this chapter, except §§ 135.5,
135.17, 135.27, 135.29, 135.31, 135.35,
135.37, and 135.39, and appropriate op
erations specifications. However, the
holder of an air carrier operating cer
tificate issued under this part may
maintain its airplanes operated under
part 135 of this chapter under a con
tinuous airworthiness maintenance
program that meets subpart I of this
part and operations specifications
issued to it under this part. Operations
specifications issued under this section
contain the operating limitations and
requirements that the Administrator
finds necessary.

4. By deleting special Federal Avi
ation regulation 23 in part 135.

5. By revoking 'special Federal Avi
ation regulations 30 and 33 in parts
121 and 135.

6. By revising part 135 to read as fol
lows:

PART 135-AIR TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

Subpart A-General

Sec.
135.1 Applicability.
135.2 Air taxi operations with large air

craft.

RULES AND' REGULATIONS'
Sec.
135.3 Rules applicable to operations sub

, ject to this part.
135.5 Certificate and operations specifica

tions required.
135.7 Applicability of rules to unauthor-

ized operators.
135.9 Duration of certificate.
135.10 Compliance dates for certain rules.
135.11 Application and issue of certificate

and operations specifications.
135.13 Eligibility for certificate and oper·

alions specifications.
135.15 Amendment of certificate.
135.17 Amendment of operations specifica-

tions.
135.19 Emergency operations.
135.21 Manual requirements.
135.23 Manual contents.
135.25 Aircraft requirements.
135.27 Business office and operations base.
135.29 Use of business names.
135.31 Advertising.
135.33 Area limitations on operations.
135.35 Termination of operations.
135.37 Management personnel required.
135.39 Management personnel qUalifica-

tions.
135.41 Carriage of narcotic drugs. marihua

na, and depressant or stimulant drugs or
substances.

135.43 Crewmember certificate: Interna
tional operations: Application and issue.

Subpart I-Flight Operations

135.61 General.
135.63 Recordkeeping requirements.
135.65 Reporting mechanical irregularities.
135.67 Reporting potentially hazardous

meteorological conditions and irreguiari
ties of communications or navigation fa
cilities.

135.69 Restriction or suspension of oper
at.1ons: Continuation of flight in an
emergency.

135.71 Airworthiness check.
135.73 Inspections and tests.
135.75 Inspectors credentials: Admission to

pilots' compartment: Forward observer's
seat.

135.77 Responsibility for operational con
trol.

135.79 Flight locating reQuirements.
135.81 Informing personnel of operational

information and appropriate changes.
135.83 Operating information rCQuired.
135.85 Carriage of persons without compli

ance with the passenger-earrying provi-
sions of this part.

135.87 Carriage of cargo inclUding carry-on
baggage.

135.89 Pilot requirements: Use of oxygen.
135.91 Oxygen for medical use by passen

gers.
135.93 AutopUot: Minimum altitudes for

use.
135.95 Airmen: Limitations on use of ser

vices.
135.97 Aircraft and facilities for recent

tUgh I. experience.
135.99 Composition of flight crew.
135.101 Second in command required in

IFR conditions.
135.103 Exception to second in command

requirement: IFR operations.
135.105 Exception to second in command

requirement: Approval for use of autopi
lot system.

135.107 Flight attendant crewmember re
quirement.

135.109 Pilot in command or second in
command: Designation rCQuired.
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Sec.
135.111 Second in command required in

category 1I operations.
135.113 Passenger occupancy of pilot seat.
135.115 Manipulation of controls.
135.117 Briefing of passengers before

flight.
135.119 Prohibition against carriage of

weapons.
135.121 Alcoholic beverages.
135.123 Emergency and emergency evacua

tion duties.

Subpart C-Aircraft and Equipment

135.141 Applicability.
135.143 General requirements.
135.145 Aircraft proving tests.
135.147 Dual controls required.
135.149 Equipment requirements: General.
135.151 Cockpit voice recorders.
135.153 Ground proximity warning system.
135.155 Fire extinguishers: Passenger-car-

rying aircraft.
135.157 Oxygen equipment requirem.ents.
135.159 Equipment requirements: Carrying

passengers under VFR at night or under
VFR over-the-top conditions.

135.161 Radio and na.vigationa1 equipment:
Carrying passengers under VFR at night
or under VPR over-the-top.

135.163 Equipment requirements; Aircraft
carrying passengers under IFR.

135.165 Radio and navigationa.l equipment:
Extended overwater or IFR operations.

135.167 Emergency equipment: Extended
overwater operations.

135.169 Additional airworthiness require
ments.

135.171 Shoulder harness installation at
flight crewmember stations.

135.173 Airborne thunderstorm detection
CQuipment requirements.

135.175 Airborne weather radar equipment
requirements.

135.177 Emergency equipment require
ments for aircraft having a passenger
seating configuration of more than 19
passengers.

135.179 Inoperable instruments and equip
ment for multiengine aircraft.

135.181 Performance requirements: Air
craft operated over-the-top or in IFR
conditions.

135.183 Performance requirements: Land
aircraft operated over water.

135.185 Empty weight and center of grav·
ity: Currency requirement.

Subpart D-VFR/IFI Operoting Limitations and
Weather Requirements

135.201 Applicability.
135.203 VFR: Minimum altitudes.
135.205 VFR: Visibility requirements.
135.207 VFR: Helicopter surface reference

.requirements_
135.209 VFR; Fuel supply.
135.211 VFR: Over·the-top carrying pas-

sengers; Operating limitations.
135.213 Weather reports and forecasts.
135.215 IFR: Operating limitations.
135.217 IFR: Takeoff limitations.
135.219 IFR: Destination airport weather

minimums.
135.221 IFR: Alternate airport weather

minimums.
135.223 IFR: Alternate airport require

ments.
135.225 IFR: Takeoff. approach and land

ing minImums.
135.227 Icing conditions: Operating limita

tions.
135.229 Airport requirements.
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Subpart E-Flight Crew member Requirement'
Sec.
135.241 AppIlcability.
135.243 Pilot in command Quallficat.ions.
135.245 Second in command Qualifications.
135.247 Pilot qUalifications: Recent experl·

ence.

Subpart F-Flight Crewmember Flight and Duty
Time limitations

135.261 Flight and duty time limitations.

Subpart G-Crewmember Te,ting Requiremenh

135.291 Applicability.
135.293 Initial and recurrent pilot testing

requirements.
135.295 Initial and recurrent flight atten

dant crewmember testing reQuirements.
135.297 Pilot in command: Instrument pro

ficiency check requirements.
135.299 Pilot in command: Line checks:

Routes and airports.
135.301 Crewmember: Tests and checks.

grace provisions. training to accepted
standards.

135.303 Check pilot authorIzation: Applica
tion and issue.

Subpart H-Training

135.321 Applicability and terms used.
135.323 Training program: General.
135.325 Training program and revision: Ini

tial and final approval.
135.327 Training program: Curriculum.
135.329 Crewmember training require

ments.
135.331 Crewmember emergency training.
135.333 Training requirements: Handling

and carriage of hazardous materials.
135.335 Approval of aircraft simulators and

other training devices.
135.337 Training program: Check airmen

and instructor qualifications.
135.339 Check airmen and flight instruc

tors: Initial and transition training.
135.341 Pilot and flight attendant crew

member training programs.
135.343 Crewmember initial and recurrent

training requirements.
135.345 Pilots: Initial. transition. and up

grade ground training.
135.347 Pilots: Initial. transition, upgrade,

and differences flight training.
135.349 Flight attendants: Initial and tran

sition ground training.
135.351 Recurrent training.

Subpart I-Airplane Perfarmanc.e Operating
Limitations

135.361 Applicability.
135.363 General.
135.365 Large transport category airplanes:

Reciprocating engine powered: Weight
limitations.

135.367 Large transport category airplanes:
Reciprocating engine powered: Takeoff
limitations.

135.369 Large transport category airplanes:
Reciprocating engine powered: En route
limitations: All engines operating.

135.371 Large transport category airplanes:
Reciprocating engine powered: En route
limitations: One engine Inoperative.

135.373 Part 25 transport category air
planes with four or more engInes: Recip
rocating engine powered: En route limi
tations: Two engines inoperative.

135.375 Large transport category airplanes:
Reciprocating engine powered: Landing
limitations: Destination airports.
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Sec.
135.377 Large transport category airplanes:

Reciprocating engine powered: Landing
limitations: Alternate ai.rports.

135.379 Large transport category airplanes:
Turbine engine powered: Takeoff limita·
lions.

135.381 Large tranSport category airplanes:
Turbine engine powered: En route limi
tations: One engine inoperative.

135.383 Large transport category airplanes:
Turbine engine powered: En route limi
tations: Two engines inoperative.

135.385 Large transport category aIrplanes:
Turbine engine powered: Landing limita
tions: Destination airports.

135.387 Large transport category airplanes:
Turbine engine powered: Landing limita
tions: Alternate airports.

135.389 Large nontransport category air
planes: Takeoff limitations.

135.391 Large nontransport category air
planes: En route limitatIons: One engine
inoperative.

135.393 Large nontransport category air
planes: Landing limitations: Destination
airports.

135.395 Large nontransport category air
planes: LandIng limitations: Alternate
airports.

135.397 Small transport category airplane
performance operating limitations.

135.399 Small nontransport category air
plane performance operating limita
tions.

Subpart J-Mainlenanc.., Preventive
Maintenanc.., and Alteratiani

135.411 Applicability.
135.413 Responsibility for airworthiness.
135.415 Mechanical reliability reports.
135.417 Mechanical interruption summary

report.
135.419 Approved aircraft inspection pro

gram.
135.421 Additional maintenance require

ments.
135.423 Maintenance, preventive mainte

nance. and alteration organization.
135.425 Maintenance, preventive mainte-

nance. and alt~ration programs.
135.427 Manual requirements.
135.429 Required Inspection personnel.
135.431 Continuing analysis and surveil-

lance.
135.433 Maintenance and preventive main

tenance training program.
135,435 Certificate requirements.
135.437 Authority to perform and approve

maintenance, preventive maintenance,
and alterations.

135.439 Maintenance recording require
ments.

135.441 Transfer of maintenance records.
135.443 Airworthiness release or aircraft

log entry.
Appendix A.

Subpart A-General

§ 135.1 Applicability.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, this part prescribes
rules governing-

(1) Air taxi operations conducted
under the exemption authority of Part
298 of this title;

(2) The transportation of mail by
aircraft conducted under a postal serv·
ice contract awarded under section
5402c of Title 39. United States Code;

(3) The carrying in air commerce by
any person, other than as an air carri
er, of persons or property for compen·
saUon or hire (commercial operations)
in aircraft having a maximum passen
ger seating configuration, excluding
any pilot seat, of 30 seats or less and a
maximum payload capacity of 7,500
pounds or less; and

(4) Each person who is on board an
aircraft being operated under this
part.

(b) This part does not apply to
(1) Student instruction;
(2) Nonstop sightseeing flights that

begin and end at the same airport. and
are conducted within a 25 statute mile
radius of that airport;

(3) Ferry or training flights;
(4) Aerial work operations, includ

ing-
(i) Crop dusting, seeding, spraying,

and bird chasing;
(in Banner towing;
(iii) Aerial photography or survey;
(iv) Fire fighting;
(v) Helicopter operations in con

struction or repair work (but not in
cluding transportation to and from
the site of operations); and

(vi) Powerline or pipeline patrol;
(5) Sightseeing flights conducted in

hot air balloons;
(6) Nonstop flights conducted within

a 25 statute mile radius of the airport
of takeoff carrying persons for the
purpose of intentional parachute
jumps; .

(7) Helicopter flights conducted
within a 25 statute mile radius of the
airport of takeoff, if-

(i) Not more than two passengers are
carried in the helicopter in addition to
the required flight crew;

(in Each flight is made under VFR
during the day;

(iii) The helicopter used is certificat
ed in the standard category and com·
plies 'with the 100-hour inspection re
quirements of Part 91 of this chapter;

(iv) The operator notifies the FAA
Flight Standards District Office re
sponsible for the geographic area con·
cerned at least 72 hours before each
flight and furnishes any essential in
formation that the office requests;

(v) The number of flights does not
exceed a total of six in any calendar
year;

(\'O.Each flight has been approved
by the Administrator; and

(vii) Cargo Is not carried in or on the
helicopter;

(8) Operations conducted under Part
133 or 375 of this title;

(9) Emergency mail service conduct
ed under section 405(h) of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958; or

(10) Carriage of a candidate in a
Federal election, an agent of the can·
didate, or person traveling on behalf
of the candidate, if-
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(0 The principal business of the
person operating the aircraft. is not
that of an air carrier or commercial
operator; and

(ii) The payment for the carriage is
required, and does not exceed the
amount required to be paid, by regula
tions of the Federal Election Commis
sion (11 CPR Chapter 1>.

The terms "candidate" and "election"
have the same meaning as that set
forth in the regulations of the Federal
Election Commission.

§ 135.2 Air taxi operations with large air
crall

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(d) of this section, no person may con
duct air taxi operations in large air
craft under an individual exemption
and authorization issued by the Civil
Aeronautics Board or under the ex
emption authority of Part 298 of this
title, unless that person-

(I) Complies with the certification
requirements for supplemental air car
riers in Part 121 of this chapter,
except that the person need not
obtain, and that person is not eligible
for, a certificate under that part; and

(2) Conducts those operations under
the rules of Part 121 of this chapter
that apply to supplemental air carri
ers.
However, the Administrator may issue
operations specifications which re
Quire an operator to comply with the
rules of Part 121 of this chapter that
apply to domestic or flag air carriers,
as appropriate, in place of the rules re
quired by paragraph (a)(2) of this sec
tion, if the Administrator detennines
compliance with those rules is neces
sary to provide an appropriate level of
safety for the operation.

(b) The holder ot an operating cer
tificate issued under this part who is
required to comply with Subpart L of
Part 121 of this chapter, under para
graph (a) of this section, may perfonn
and approve maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alterations on air
craft having a maximum passenger
seating configuration, excluding any
pilot seat, of 30 seats or less and a
maximum payload capacity of 7,500
pounds or less as provided in that sub
part. The aircraft so maintained shall
be identified by registration number in
the operations specifications of the
certificate holder using the aircraft.

(c) Operations that are subject to
paragraph (a) of this section are not
subject to §§ 135.21 through 135.43 of
Subpart A and Subparts B through J
of this part. Seaplanes used in oper
ations that are subject to paragraph
(a) of this section are not subject to
§ 121.291<a) of this chapter.

(d) Operations conducted with air
craft having a maximum passenger
seating configuration, excluding any
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pilot seat. of 30 seats or less, and a
maximum payload capacity of 7,500
pounds or less shall be conducted
under the rules of this part. However.
a certificate holder who is conducting
operations on December I, 1978. in air
craft described in this paragraph may
continue to operate under paragraph
(a) of this section.

(e) For the purposes of this part
(1) "Maximum payload capacity"

means:
(i) For an aircraft for which a maxi·

mum zero fuel weight is prescribed in
FAA technical specifications. the
maximum zero fuel weight, less empty
weight, less all justifiable airCTraft
equipment, and less the operating load
(consisting of minimum flight crew,
foods and beverages and supplies and
equipment related to foods and bever
ages, but not including disposable fuel
or oil);

(ii) For all other aircraft, the maxi
mum certificated takeoff weight of an
aircraft, less the empty weight, less all
justifiable aircraft equipment, and less
the operating load (consisting of mini·
mum fuel load, oil, and flight crew).
The allowance for the weight of the
crew, oil, and fuel is as follows:

(A) Crew-200 pounds for each crew
member required under this chapter.

CB) Oil-350 pounds.
<C) Fuel-the minimum weight of

fuel required under this chapter for a
flight between domestic points 174
nautical miles apart under VFR
weather conditions that does not in·
valve extended overwater operations.

(2) "Empty weight" means the
weight of the airframe, engines. pro
pellers, rotors, and fixed equjpment.
Empty weight excludes the weight of
the crew and payload, but includes the
weight of all fixed ballast, unusable
fuel supply, undrainable oil, total
quantity of engine coolant. and total
quantity of hydraulic fluid.

(3) "Maximum zero fuel weight"
means the maximum permissible
weight of an aircraft with no dispos
able fuel or oil. The zero fuel weight
figure may be found in either the air
craft type certificate data sheet or the
approved Aircraft Flight Manual, or
both.

(4) For the purposes of this para
graph, "justifiable aircraft equipment"
means any equipment necessary for
the operation of the aircraft. It does
not include equipment or ballast spe
cifically installed, permanently or oth
erwise. for the purpose of altering the
empty weight of an aircraft to meet
the maximum payload capacity speci·
fied in paragraph (d) of this section.

\

§ 135.3 Rules applicable to operations sub·
ject to this part.

Each person operating an aircraft in
operations under this part shall-
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(a) While operating inside the
United States, comply with the appli
cable rules of this chapter; and

(b) While operating outside the
United States, comply with Annex 2,
Rules of the Air, to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation or the reg·
ulations of any foreign country,
whichever applies, and with any rules
of Parts 61 and 91 of this chapter and
this part that are more restrictive
than that Annex or those regulations
and that can be complied with without
violating that Annex or those regula
tions. Annex 2 is incorpOrated by ref·
erence in § 91.l<c) of this chapter.

§ 135.5 Certificate and operations specifi·
cations required.

No person may operate an aircraft
under this part without, or in violation
of, an air taxi/commercial operator
(ATCO) operating certificate and ap·
propriate operations specifications
issued under this part, or, for oper
ations with large aircraft having a
maximum passenger seating configu·
ration, excluding any pilot seat, o[
more than 30 seats, or a maximum
payload capacity of more than 7,500
pounds, without, or in violation 0[, ap·
propriate operations specifications
issued under Part 121 of this c~lapter.

§ 135.7 Applicability of rules to unauthor·
ized oper.ators.

The rules in this part which apply to
a person certifica·ted under § 135.5 also
apply to a person who engages in any
operation governed by this part with
out an appropriate certificate and op
erations specifications required by
§ 135.5.

§ 135.9 Duration of certificate.
(a) An ATCO operating certificate is

effective until surrendered. suspended
or revoked. The holder of an ATCO
operating certificate that is suspended
or revoked shall return it to the Ad·
ministrator.

<b) Except as provided in paragraphs
(c) and (d) of this section, an ATCO
operating certificate in effect on De·
cember 1; 1978, expires on February 1,
1979. The certificate holder must con
tinue to conduct operations under

I Part 135 and the operations specifica·
tions in effect on November 3D, 1978,
until the certificate expires.

(c) If the certificate holder applies
before February I, 1979. for new oper
ations specifications under this part,
the operating certificate held contin
ues in effect and the certiIicate holder
must continue operations under Part
135 and operations specifications in
effect on November 30, 1978, until the
earliest of the following-

(I) The date on which new oper
ations specifications arelssueg; or
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(2) The date on which the Adminis
trator notifies the certificate holder
that the application is denied; or

(3) August 1, 1979.
If new operations specifications are

issued under paragraph (c)(1) of this
paragraph, the ATCO operating certif
icate continues in effect until surren
dered. suspended or revoked under
paragraph (a) of this section.

(d) A certificate holder may obtain
an extension of the expiration date in
paragraph (e) of this section, but not
beyond December I, 1979, from the Di
rector, Flight Standards Service, if
before July 1, 1979, the certificate
holder-

(1) Shows that due to the circum.
stances beyond its control it cannot
comply by the expiration date; and

(2) Submits a schedule for compli
ance, acceptable to the Director, indi
cating that compliance will be
achieved at the earliest practicable
date.

(e) The holder of an ATCO operat
ing certificate that expires, under
paragraphs (b), (c), or (d) of this sec
tion, shall return it to the Administra
tor.

§ 135.10 Compliance dates for certain
rules.

(a) A certificate holder or pilot is al
lowed until June I, 1979, to comply
with the following sections:

(1) A third bank and pitch indicator
(artificial horizon) (§ 135.149(c)).

(2) Shoulder harness at flight crew
member stations (§ 135.171(a».

(3) Airline tra.nsport pilot certificate
(§ 135.243(a».

(4) Instrument rating
(§ 135.243(b)<lii».

(b) A certificate holder is allowed
until December I, 1979, to comply
with the following sections:

(1) Cockpit voice recorder
(§ 135.151>.

(2) Ground proximity warning
system or other approved system
(§ 135.153).

(3) Airborne thunderstorm detection
equipment (§ 135.173).

(c) A certificate holder or pilot may
obtain an extension of the compliance
date in paragraph (a) or (b) of this sec
tion, but not beyond December I, 1980,
from the Director, Flight Standards
Service, if before the compliance date
in paragraph (a) or (b) of this sec
tion-

(1) The certificate holder or pilot
shows that due to the circumstances
beyond its control they cannot comply
by that date; and

(2) The certificate holder or pilot
has submitted before that date a
schedule for compliance, acceptable to
the Director, indicating that compli
ance will be achieved .at the earliest
practicable date.
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§ 135.11 Application and issue of certifi
cate and operntions specifications.

(a) An application for an ATCO op
erating certificate and appropriate op
erations specifications is made on a
form and in a manner prescribed by
the Administrator and filed with the
FAA Flight Standards District Office
that has jurisdiction over the area in
Which the applicant's principal busi
ness office is located.

(b) An applicant who meets the re
quirements of this part is entitled to-

(1) An ATCO operating certificate
containing all business names under
which the certificate holder may con
duct operations and the address of
each business office used by the certif
icate holder; and

(2) Separate operations specifica
tions, issued to the certificate holder,
containing:

(1) The type and area of operations
authorized.

(ii) The category and class of air
craft that may be used in those oper
ations.

(iiD Registration numbers and types
of aircraft that are subject to an air·
worthiness maintenance program re
quired by § 135.411(a)(2), including
time limitations or standards 'for de
termining time limitations, for over
hauls, inspections, and checks for air
frames, aircraft engines, propellers,
rotors, appliances, and emergency
equipment.

(iv) Registration numbers of aircraft
that are to be inspected under an ap
proved aircraft inspection program
under § 135.419.

(v) Additional maintenance items re
quired by the Administrator under
§ 135.421.

(vi) Any authorized deviation from
this part.

(vii) Any other items the Adminis
trator may require or allow to meet
any particular situation.

§ 135.13 Eligibility for certificate and op-.
erations specifications.

(a) To. be eligible for an ATCO oper
ating certificate and appropriate oper
ations specifications, a person must-

(1) Be a citizen of the United States,
a partnership of which each member
is a citizen of the United States, or a
corporation or association created or
organized under the laws of the
United States or any state, territory,
or possession of the United States, of
which the president and two-thirds or
more of the board of directors and
other managing officers are citizens of
the United States and in which at
least 75 percent of the voting interest
is owned or _controlled by citizens of
the United States or one of its posses
sions; and

(2) Show, to the satisfaction of the
Administrator, that the person is able
to conduct each kind of operation for

which the person seeks authorization
In compliance with applicable regula
tions; and

(3) Hold any economic authority
that may be required by the Civil
Aeronautics Board.

However, no person holding a com
mercial operator operating certificate
issued under Part 121 of this chapter
is eligible for an ATCO operating cer
tificate unless the person shows to the
satisfaction of the Administrator that
the person's contract carriage business
in large aircraft, having a maximum
passenger seating configuration, ex
cluding any pilot seat, of more than 30
seats or a maximum payload capacity
of more than 7,500 pounds, will not
result directly or indirectly from the
person's air taxi business. -

(b) The Administrator may deny any
applicant a certificate under this part
if the Administrator finds-

(1) That an air carrier or commercial
operator operating certificate under
Part 121 or an ATCO operating certifi
cate previously issued to the applicant
was revoked; or

(2) That a person who was employed
in a position similar to general man
ager, director of operations, director of
maintenance, chief pilot, or Chief in
spector, or who has exercised control
with respect to any ATCO operating
certificate holder, air carrier. or com
mercial operator, whose operating cer
tificate has been revoked, will be em
ployed in any of those positions or a
similar position, or will be in control of
or have a substantial ownership inter
est in the applicant, and that the per
son's employment or control contrib
uted materially to the reasons for re
voking that certificate.

§ 135.15 Amendment of certificate.

(a) The Administrator may amend
an ATCO operating certificate--

(1) On the Administrator's own ini
tiative, under section 609 of the Feder
al Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C.
1429) and Part 13 of this chapter; or

(2) Upon application by the holder
of that certificate.

(b) The certificate holder must file
an application to amend an ATCO op
erating certificate at least 15 days
before the date proposed by the appli
cant for the amendment to become ef
fective, unless a shorter filing period is
approved. The application must be on
a form and in a manner prescribed-by
the Administrator and must be sub
mitted to the FAA Flight Standards
District Office charged with the over4

all inspection of the certificate holder.
(c) The FAA Flight Standards Dis

trict Office charged with the overall
inspection of the certificate holder
grants an amendment to the ATCO
operating certificate 11 It is determined
that safety in air commerce and the
public interest allow that amendment.
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(d) Within 30 days after receiving a
refusal to amend the operating certifi
cate. the certificate holder may peti
tion the Director.. Flight Standards
Service, to reconsider the request.

§ 135.17 Amendment of operations specifi.
cations.

(a) The FAA Flight Standards Dis
trict Office charged with the overall
inspection of the certificate holder
may amend any operations specifica.
tions issued under this part if- .

(1) It determines that safety in air
. commerce requires that amendment;
or

(2) Upon application by the holder,
that District Office determines that
safety in air commerce allows that
amendment.

(b) The certificate holder must file
an application to amend operations
specifications at least 15 days before
the date proposed by the applicant for
the amendment to become effective,
unless a shorter filing period is ap
proved. The application must be on a
form and in a manner prescribed by
the Administrator and be submitted to
the FAA Flight Standards District
Office charged with the overall inspec
tion of the certificate holder.

(c) Within 30 days after a notice of
refusal to approve a holder's applica
tion for amendment is received, the
holder may petition the Director.
Flight Standards Service. to reconsid
er the refusal to amend.

(d) When the FAA Flight Standards
District Office charged with the over
all inspection of the certificate holder
amends operations specifications, that
District Office gives notice in writing
to the holder of a proposed amend
ment to the operations specifications.
fixing a period of not less than 7 days
within Which the holder may submit
written information, views, and argu
ments concerning the proposed
amendment. After consideration of all
relevant matter presented, that Dis
trict Office notifies the holder of any
amendment adopted, or a rescission of
the notice. The amendment becomes
effective not less than 30 days after
the holder receives notice of the adop
tion of the amendment, unless the
holder petitions the Director, Flight
Standards Service, for reconsideration
of the amendment. In that case, the
effective date of the ·amendment is
stayed pending a decision by the Di
rector. If the Director finds there is an
emergency requiring immediate action
°as to safety in air commerce that
makes the provisions of this para
graph impracticable or contrary to the
public interest, the Director 'notifies
the certificate holder that the amend
ment is effective on the date of re
ceipt, without previous notice.
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§ 135.19 Emergency operations.

(a) In an emergency involvIng the
safety df persons or property, the cer
tificate holder may deviate from the
rules of this part relating to aircraft
and equipment and weather mini
mums to the extent required to meet
that emergency.

(b) In an emergency involving the
safety of persons or property, the pilot
in command may deviate from the
rules of this part to the extent re
quired to meet that emergency.

(c) Each person who. under the au
thority of this section, deviates from a
rUle of this part shall, within 10 days,
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
Federal holldays, after the deviation,
send to the FAA Flight Standards Dis
trict Office charged with the overall
inspection of the certificate holder a
complete report of the aircraft oper
ation involved, including a description
of the deviation and reasons for it.

§ 135.21 Manual requirements.

(a) Each certificate holder, other
than one who is the only pilot used in
the certificate holder's operations,
shall prepare and keep current a
manual setting forth the certificate
holder's procedures and policies ac
ceptable to the Administrator. This
manual must be used by the certificate
holder's flight, ground, and mainte-"
nance personnel in conducting its op
erations. However, the Administrator
may authorize a deviation from this
paragraph If the Administrator finds
that, because of thellmited size o! the
operation, all or part of the manual is
not necessary for guidance of flight.
ground, or maintenance personnel.

(b) Each certificate holder ~ shall
maintain at least one' copy of the
manual at its principal operations
base.

(c) The manual must not be contrary
to any applicable Federal regulations,
foreign regulation applicable to the
certificate holder's operations in for
eign countries, or the certificate hold
er's operating certificate or operations
specifications.

<d) A copy of the manual, or appro
priate portions of the manual (and
changes and additions) shall be made
available to maintenance and ground
operations personnel by the certificate
holder and furnished to-

(1) Its fllght creWInembers; and
(2) Representatives of the Adminis

trator assigned to the certificate
holder.

(e) Each employee of the certificate
holder to whom a manual or appropri
ate portions of it are furnished under
paragraph (d)(1) of this section shall
keep It up to date with the changes
and additions furntshed to them.

(f) Except as provided in paragraph
(g) of this section, each certificate
holder shall carry appropriate parts of
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the manual on each aircraft when
away from the principal operations
base. The appropriate parts must be
available for use by ground or flight
personnel.

(g) If a certificate holder conducts
aircraft inspections or maintenance at
specified stations where it keeps the
approved inspection program manual.
it is not required to carry the manual
aboard the aircraft en route to those
stations.

§ 135.23 Manual contents.

Each manual shall have the date of
the last revision on each revised page.
The manual must include-

(a) The name of each management
/person required under § 135.3'7(a) who
is authorized to act for the certificate
"holder, the person's assigned area of _
responsibility, and the person's duties,
responsibilities, and authority;

<b) Procedures for ensuring compli
ance with aircraft weight and balance
limitations and, for rnultiengine air
craft, for determining compliance with
§ 135.185;

(c) Copies of the certificate holder's
operations specifications or appropri
ate extracted information, including
area of operations authorized, catego
ry and class of aircraft authorized,
crew complements, and types of oper·
ations authorized;

<d) Procedures for complying with
accident notification requirements;

(e) Procedures for ensuring that the
pilot in command knows that required
airworthiness inspections have been
made and that the aircraft has been
approved for return to service in com
pliance with applicable maintenance
reqUirements;

(f) Procedures for reporting and re
cording mechanical irregularities that
come to the attention of the pilot in
command before. during, and after
completion of a flight;

(g) Procedures to be followed by the
pilot in command for determining that

.. mechanical irregularities or defects re
ported for previous fll,ghts have been
corrected or that correction has been
deferred;

(h) ProcedUres to be followed by the
pilot in command to obtain mainte
nance, preventive maintenance, and
servicing of the aircraft at a place
Where previous arrangements have not
been made by the operator, when the
pilot is authorized to so act for the op·
erator;

(j) Procedures under § 135.179 for
the release for, or continuation of,
flight if any item of equipment re
quired for the particular type of oper
ation becomes inoperative or unserv- .
iceable en route;

(j) Procedures for refueling aircraft,
eliminating fuel contamination, pro
tecting from fire (including electro
static protection), and supervising and
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protecting passengers during refuel
ing;

(k) Procedures to be followed by the
pilot in command in the briefing
under § 135.117; -

0) Flight locating procedures, when
applicable;

(m) Procedures for ensuring compli
ance with emergency procedures, in
cluding a list of the functions assigned
each category of required crew
members in connection with an emer
gency and emergency evacuation
duties under § 135.123;

(n) En route qualification proce
dures for pilots. when applicable;

(0) The approved aircraft inspection
program. when applicable:

(p) Procedures and instructions to
enable personnel to recognize hazard
ous materials. as defined in Title 49
CFR. and if these materials are to be
carried, stored, or handled, procedures
and instructions for-

(1) Accepting shipment of hazardous
material required by Title 49 CFR. to
assure proper packaging. marking, la.
beling, shipping documents, compati
bility of articles, and instructions on
their loading, storage, and handling;

(2) Notification and reporting haz
ardous material incttlents as required
by Title 49 CPR; and

(3) Notification of the pilot in com
mand when there are hazardous mate
rials aboard, as required by Title 49
CFR;

(q) Procedures for the evacuation of
persons who may need. the assistance
of another person to move expedi
tiously to an exit if an emergency
occurs; and

(r) Other procedures and policy
instructions regarding the certificate
holder's operations. that are issued by
the certificate holder:.

§ 135.25 Ain:raft requirements.

(a) No certificate holder may oper
ate an aircraft under this part unless
that aircraft---'-

0) Is registered as a civil aircraft of
the United States and carries an ap
propriate and current airworthiness
certificate issued under this chapter;
and

(2) Is in an airworthy condition and
meets the applicable airworthiness re
Ciuirement..s of this chapter, including
those rela.ting to identification and
equipment.

(b) Each certificate holder must
have the exclusive use of at least one
aircraft that meets the requirements
for at least one kind of operation au
thorized in the certificate holder's op
erations specifications. In addition. for
each kind of operation for which the
certificate holder does not have the
exclusive use of an aircraft, the certifi
cate holder must have available for
use under a written agreement <includ
ing arrangements for performing re-
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quired maintenance) at least one air
craft that meets the requirements for
that kind of operation. However, this
paragraph does not prohibit the oper~

ator from using· or authorizing the use
of the aircraft for other than air taxi
or commercial operations and does not
require the certificate holder to have
exclusive use of all aircraft" that the
certificate holder uses.

(c) For the purposes of paragraph
(b) of this section, a person has exclu~

sive use of an aircraft if that person
has the sole possession, control. and
use of it for flight, as owner. or has &
written agreement (including arrange~

ments for performing required mainte
nance), in effect when the aircraft is
operated, giving the person that pos
session,control, and use for at lea.st 6
consecutive months.

§ 135.27 Business office and operations
base.

(a) Each certificate holder shall
maintain a principal business office.

(b) Each certificate holder shall,
before establishing or changing the lo~

cation of any business office or oper
ations base, except a temporary oper
ations base. notify in writing the FAA
Flight Standards District Office
charged with the overall inspection of
the certificate holder.

(c) No certificate holder who estab
lishes or changes the location of any
business office or operations base,
except a temporary operations base,
may operate an aircraft under this
part unless the certificate holder com
plies with paragraph (b) of this sec
tion. "

§ 135.29 Use of busineu names.

No certificate holder may operate an
aircraft under this part under a busi
ness name that is not on the certifi
cate holder's operating certificate.

§ 135.31 Advertising. I
No certificate holder may advertise

or otherwise offer to perform. oper
ations subject to this part that are not
authorized by the certificate holder's
operating certificate and operations
specifications.

§ 135.33 Area limitations on operations.

(a) No person may operate an air
craft in a geographical area that is not
specifically authorized by appropriate
operations specifications issued under
this part.

(b) No person may operate an air
craft" in a foreign country unless that
person is authorized to do so by that
country.

~ 135.35 Termination of operations.
Within 30 days after 8 certificate

holder terminates operations under
this part, the operating certificate and
operations specifications must be sur-

rendered by the certificate holder to
the FAA Flight Standards District
Office charged with the overall inspec·
tion of the certificate holder.

§ 135.37 Management personnel required.

(a) Each certificate holder, other
than one who is the only pilot used in
the certificate holder's operations,
must have enough qualified manage
ment personnel in the following or
equivalent positions to ensure safety
in its operations:

(1) Director of operations_
(2) Chief pilot.
(3) Director of m~tenance.
(b) Upon application by the certifi·

cate holder, the Administrator may
approve different positions or nwn
bers of positions than those listed in
paragraph (a) of this section for a par
ticular operation if the certificate
holder shows that it can perform. its
operations safely under the direction
of fewer or different categories of.
management personnel.

(c) Each certificate holder shall-
(1) Set forth the duties, responsibil·

ities, and authority of the personnel
required by' this section in the manual
required by § 135.21;

(2) List in the manual required by
§ 135.21 the name of the person or per
sons assigned to those positions; and

(3) Within 10 working days, notify
the FAA Flight Standards District
Office charged with the overall inspec
tion of the certificate holder of any
change made in the assignment of per
sons to the listed positions.

§ 135.39 Management personnel qualifiea.
tions.

(a) Director of operations. No person
may serve as director of operations
under § 135.37(a) unless that person
knows the contents of the manual re
quired by § 135.21, the operations
specifications, the provision.. of this
part and other applicable regulations
necessary for the proper performance
of the person's duties and responsibil
ities and:

(1) The director of operations for a
certificate holder conducting any oper
ations for which the pilot in command
is required to hold an airline transport
pilot certificate must-

(0 Hold or have held an airline
transport pilot certificate; and

(ij) Have at least 3 years of experi
ence as pilot 10 command of' an air
craft operated under this part, Part
121 or Part 127 of this chapter; or

(ill) Have at least 3 years of experi
ence as director of operations with a
certificate holder operating under this
part, Part 121 or Part 127 of this chap
ter.

(2) The director of operations for a
certificate holder who is not conduct
ing any operation for which the pilot
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in command is required to hold an air·
line transport pilot certificate must

(1) Hold or have held a commercial
pilot certificate: and

(i1) Have at least 3 years of experi
ence as a pilot in command of an air·
craft operated under this part, Part
121 or Part 127 of this chapter; or

(iii) Have at least 3 years of experi·
ence as director of operations with a
certificate holder operating under this
part, Part 121 or Part 127 of this chap
ter.

(b) Chief pilot. No person may serve
as chief pilot under § 135.37(a) unless
that person knows the contents of the
manual required by § 135.21, the oper·
ations specifications, the provisions of
this part and other applicable regula
tions necessary for the proper per
formance of the person's duties, and:

(1) The chief pilot of a certificate
holder conducting any operation for
which the pilot in command is re
quired to hold an airline transport
pilot certificate must- .

(1) Hold a current airline transport
pilot certificate with appropriate rat
ings for at least one of the types of
aircliaft used; and

(Ii) Have at least. 3 years of experi~

ence as a pilot in command of an air
craft under this part, Part 121 or Part
127 of this chapter.

(2) The chief pilot of a certificate
holder who is not conducting any op~

eration for which the pilot in com~

mand is required to hold an airline
transport pilot certificate must-

(i) Hold a current commercial pilot
certificate with an instrument rating;
and

(ii) Have at least 3 years of experi
ence as a pilot in command of an air
craft under this part, Part 121 or Part
127 of this chapter.

(c) Director of maintenance. No
person may serve as a director of
maintenance under § 135.37(a) unless
that person knows the maintenance
sections of the certificate holder's
manual, the operations specifications,
the provisions of this part and other
applicable regulations necessary for
the proper performance of the per
son's duties, and-

(1) Holds a mechanic certificate with
both airframe"and powerplant ratings;
and

(2) Ha.s at least 3 years of mainte
nance experience as a certificated me
chanic on aircraft, including, at the
time of appointment as director of
maintenance, the recent experience re
quirements of § 65.83 of this chapter in
the same category and class of aircraft
as used by the certificate holder, or at
least 3 years of experience with a cer
tificated airframe repair station, in
cluding 1 year in the capacity of ap
proving aircraft for return to service.

(d) The Director, Flighf Standards
Service, may authorize a deviation
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from this section if the Director finds
that the person has had equivalent
aeronaut1cal experience.

§ 135.41 Carriage of narcotic drugs, mari.
huana, and depressant or stimulant
drugs or substances.

If .the holder of a certificate issued
under this part allows any aircraft
owned or leased by that holder to be
engaged in any operation that the cer
tificate holder knows to be in violation
of § 91.12(a) of this chapter, that oper
ation is a basis for suspending or re
voking the certificate.

§ 135~43 Crewmember certificate: interna
Uonal operations: application and
issue.

(a) This section provides for the issu
ance of a crewmember certificate to
United States citizens who are em
ployed by certificate holders as crew
members on United States registered
aircraft. engaged in international' air
commerce. The purpose of the certifi
cate is to facilitate the entry and clear~

ance of those crewmembers into ICAO
contracting states. They are issued
under Annex 9, as amended, to the
Convention on International Civil Avi
ation.

(b) An application for a crewmember
certificate is made on FAA Form 8060
6, "Application for Crewmember Cer
tificate," to the FAA Flight Standards
District Office charged with the over
all inspection of the certificate holder
by whom the applicant is employed.
The certificate is issued on FAA Form
8060-42, "Crewmember Certificate."

(c) The holder of a certificate issued
under this section, or the certificate
holder by whom the holder is em
ployed, shall surrender the certificate
for cancellation at the nearest FAA
Flight Standards District Office or
submit it for cancellation to the
Airmen Certification Branch, AAC
260, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73125, at the termination of
the holder's employment with that
certificate hold,er.

Subpart B-Fllght Operatianl

§ 135.61 General.
This subpart prescribes rules, in ad

dition to those in Part 91 of this chap
ter, that apply to operations under
this part.

§ 135.63 Recordkeeping requirements.
(a) Each certificate holder shall keep

at its principal business office or at
other places approved by the Adminis
trator, and shall make available for in
spection by the Administrator the fol-
lowing- I

(1) The certificate holder's operating
certificate;

(2) The certificate holder's oper
ations specifications:

46789

(3) A current list of the aircraft used
or available for use in operations
under this part and the operations for
which each is equipped: and

(4fAn individual record of each pilot
used in operations under this part, in
cluding the following information:

(i) The full name of the pilot.
(if) The pilot certificate (by type and

number) and ratings that the pilot
holds.

(iii) The pilot's aeronautical experi·
ence in sufficient detail to determine
the pilot's qualifications to pilot air·
craft in operations under this part.

(iv) The pilot's current duties and
the date of the pilot's assignment to
those duties.

(v) The effective date and class of
the 1gedical certificate that the pilot
holdS. ,

(vi) The date and result of each of
the initial and recurrent competency·
tests and proficiency and route checks
required by this part and the type of
aircraft flown during that test or

. check.
(vii) The pilot's flight time in suffi

cient detail to determine qompliance
with the flight time limitations of this
part.

(viii) The pilot's check pilot authori
zation, if any.

(ix) Any action taken concerning the
pilot's release from employment for
physical or professional disqualifica
tion.

(x) The date of the completion of
the initial phase and each recurrent
phase ef the training required by this
part.

(b) Each certificate holder shall
keep each record required by para
graph (a)(3) of this section for at least

- 6 months, and each record re;quired by
paragraph (a)(4) of this section for at
least 12 months, after it is made.

(c) For multiengine aircraft, each
certificate holder is responsible for the
preparation and accuracy of a load
manifest in duplicate containing infor
mation concerning the loading of the
aircraft. 'Fbe manifest must be pre
pared before each takeoff and must in
clude-

(1) The number of passengers;
(2) The total weight of the loaded

aircraft;
(3) The maximum allowable takeoff

weight for that flight;
(4) "The center of gravity limits;
(5) The center of gravity of the

loaded aircraft, except that the actual
center of gravity need not be comput
ed if the aircraft is loaded according to
a loading schedule or other approved
method that ensures that the center
of gra.vity of the loaded aircraft is
within approved limits. In those 'cases,
an entry shall be made on the mani
fest indicating that the center of grav
ity is within limits according to a load·
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ing schedule or other approved
method;

(6) The registration number of the
aircraft or flight number;

(7) The origin and destination: and
(8) Identifica'tion of crew members"

and their crew position assignments.
<d) The pilot in command of an air~

craft for which a load manifest must
be prepared shall carry a copy of the
completed load manifest in the air
craft to its destination. The certificate
holder shall keep copies of completed
lQ.ad manifests for at least 30 days at
its principal operations base, or at an
other location used by it and approved
by the AdminJstrator.

§ 135.65 Reporting mechanical irregulari·
ties.

(a) Each certificate holder shall pro
vide an aircraft maintenance log to be
carried on board each aircraft for re
cording or deferring mechanical irre
gularities and their correction.

(b) The pilot in command shall enter
or have entered in the aircraft mainte
nance log each mechanical irregularity
that comes to the' pilot's attention
during flight time. Befere each flight;
the pilot in command shall, if the pilot
does not already know, determine the
status of each irregularity entered in
the maintenance log at the end of the
preceding flight.

(c) Each person who takes corrective
action or defers action concerning a
reported or observed failure or mal
function of an airframe, powerplant,
propeller, rotor, or applicance, shall
record the action taken in the aircraft
maintenance log under the applicable
maintenance req~ements of this
chapter.

(d) Each certificate holder shall es
tablish a procedure for keeping copies
of the aircraft maintenance log re
quired by this section in the aircraft
for access ·by appropriate personnel
and shall include that procedure in
the manual required by § 135.21.

§ 13~.67 Reporting potentially hazardous
meteorological conditions and irrcgu.
larities of communications or naviga.
Uon facilities.

Whenever a pilot encoWlters a po
tentiallY hazardous meteorological
condition or an irregularity in a
ground communications or navigation
al facility in flight. the knowledge of
which the pilot considers essential to
the safety of other flights. the pilot
shall notify an appropriate ground
radio station as soon as practicable
and request that the information be
disseminated. . .

§ 135.69 P..estriction or suspension of oper·
alions: continuation of flight in an
emergency.

(a) During operations under-this
part, if a certificate holder or pilot in
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command knows of conditions, includ·,
ing airport and runway conditions,
that are a hazard to safe operations,
the certificate holder or pilot in com·
mand, as the case may be, shall re·
strict or suspend operations as neces·
sary until those conditions are correct·
ed.

(b) No pilot in command may allow a
flight to continue toward any airport
of intended landing under the condi·
tions set forth In paragraph (a) of this
section, unless, in the opinion of the
pilot in command, the conditions that
are I a hazard to safe operations may
reasonably be expected to be corrected
by the estimated time of arrival or,
unless there is no safer proced\lfe. In
the latter event, the continuation
toward that airport is an emergency
situation under § 135.19.

§ 135.7I Airworthiness check.

The pilot in command may not begin
a flight unJess the pilot determines
that the airworthines,s inspections re
quired by § 91.169 of this chapter, or
§ 135.419. whichever is applicable. have
been made.

§ 135.73 Inspections and tests.

Each certificate holder and each
person employed by the certificate
holder shall allow the Administrator.
at any time or place, to make inspec
tions or tests (including en route in
spections) to determine the holder's
compliance with the Federal Aviation
Act of 1958, applicable regulations,
and the certificate holder's operating
certificate, and operations specifica
tions.

§ 135.75 Inspectors credentials: admission
to pilots' compartment: forward ob·
server's seat. '

(a) Whenever, in performing the
duties of conducting an inspection, an
FAA inspector presents an Aviation
Safety Inspector credential, FAA:
Form llOA, to the pilot in command of
an aircraft operated by the certificate
holder, the inspector must be given
free and Wlinterrupted access to the
pilot compartment of that aircraft.
However, this paragraph does not
limit the emergency authority of the
pilot in command to exclude any
person from the pilot compartment in
the interest of safety.

(b) A forward observer's seat on the
flight deck, or forward passenger seat
with headset or speaker must be pro·
vided for use by the Administrator
while conducting en route inspections.
The suitability of the location of the
seat and the headset or speaker for
use in conducting en route inspections
is determined by the Administrator.

,
§ 135.77 Responsibility for operational

control.
Each certificate holder is responsible

for operational control and shall list,
In the manual required by § 135.21. the
name and title of each person author·
ized by it to ,exercise operational con-
trol. .

§ 135.79 Flight locating requirements.
(a) Each certificate holder must

have procedures established for locat
Ing each flight. for which an FAA
flight plan is not filed. that-

(1) Provide the certificate holder
with at least the information required
to be included In a VFR flight plan;

(2) Provide for timely notification of
an FAA facility or search and rescue
facUity, if an aircraft is overdue or
missing; and

(3) Provide the certificate holder
with the location, date, and estimated
time for reestablishing radio or tele
phone communications, if the flight
will operate in an area where commu·
mcations cannot be maintained.

(b) Flight locating inJormation shall
be retained at the certificate holder's
principal place of business, or at IiOther
places designated, by the certificate
holder In the flight locating proce
dures, until the completion of the
flight.

(c) E;ach certificate holder shall fur
nish the representative pf. the Admin
istrator assigned to it with a copy of
its flight locating procedures and any
changes or additions, unless those pro
cedures are included in a manual re
quired under this part.

§ 135.81 Informing personnel of oper..
aUonal information and appropriate
changes..

Each certificate holder shall inJorm
each person in its employment of the
operations specific'ations that apply to
that person's duties and responsibil
ities and shall make available to each
pilot in the certificate holder's employ
the following materials in current
form:

(a) Airman's Information Manual
(Alaska Supplement in Alaska and Pa
cific Chart Supplement in Pacific-Asia
Regions) or a commercial publication
that contains the same information.

(b) This part and Part 91 of this
chapter.

(c) Aircraft Equipment Manuals, and
Aircraft Flight Manual or equivalent.

(d) For foreign operations, the Inter
national Flight Information Manual

-or a commercial publication that con
tains the same information concerning
the pertinent operational and entry
requirements of the foreign. country or
countries involved.

§ 135.83 Operating information required.
(a) The operator of an aircraft must

provide the following materials, in cur-
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rent and appropriate form, accessible
to the pilot at the pilot station, and
the pilot shall use them:

(1) A cockpit checklist.
(2) For multiengine aircraft or for

aircraft with retractable landing gear,
an emergency cockpit checklist con
taining the procedures required by
paragraph (c) of this section, as appro-
priate.

(3) Pertinent aeronautical charts.
(4) For IFR operations, each perti

nent navigational en route, terminal
area, and approach and letdown chart.

(5) For multiengine aircraft, one
engine-inoperative climb performance
data and if the aircraft is approved for
use In IFR or over-the-top operations,
that data must be sufficient to enable
the pilot to determine compliance with
§ 135.181(a)(2).

(b) Each cockpit checklist required
by paragraph (a)(1) of this section
must contain the following proce
dures: (1) Before starting engines; (2)

Before takeoff;. (3) Cruise; (4) Before
landing; (51 After landing; (61 Stop
ping engines.

(c) Each emergency cockpit checklist
required by paragraph (al(21 of this
section must contain the following
procedures, as appropriate:

(1) Emergency operation of fuel. hy
draulic, electrical, and mechanical sys
tems.

(2) Emergency operation of instru
ments and controls.

(3) Engine inoperative procedures.
(4) Any other emergency procedures

necessary for safety.

§ 135.85 Carriage of persons without com
pliance with the passenger-carrying
provisions of this part.

The following persons may be car
ried aboard an aircraft without com
plying with the passenger-carrying re
quirements of this part:

(a) A crewmember or other employ
ee of the certificate holder.

(b) A person necessary for the safe
handling of animals on the aircraft.

(c) A person necessary for the safe
handling of hazardous materials (as
defined in Subchapter C of Title 49
CFR).

(d) A person performing duty as a
security or honor guard accompanying
a shipment made by or under the au·
thority of the U.S. Government.

(e) A military courier or a military
route supervisor carried by a military
cargo contract air carrier or commer
cial operator in operations under a
military cargo contract, if that car·
riage is specifically authorized by the
appropriate military service.

(f) An authorized representative of
the Administrator conducting an en
route inspection.

(g) A person, authorized by the Ad·
ministrator. who is performing a duty

\
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connected with a cargo operation of
the certificate holder.

§ 135.87 Carriag~ of cargo including
carry-on baggage.

No person may carry cargo, includ
ing carry-on baggage, in or on any air
craft unless-

(a) It is carried in an approved cargo
rack, bin, or compartment installed in
or on the aircraft;

(b) It is secured by an approved
means; or .

(c) It is carried in accordance with
each of the following:

(1) For cargo, it is properly secured
by a safety belt or other tie-down
having enough strength to eliminate
the posslblJity of shifting under all
normally anticipated flight and
ground conditions, or for carry-on bag
gage, it is restrained so as to prevent
its movement during air turbulence.

(2) It is packaged or covered to avoid
possible injury to occupants.

(3) It does not impose any load on
seats or on the floor structure that ex
ceeds the load limitation for those
components.

(41 It is not located in a positlon that
obstructs the access to. or use of, any
required emergency or regular exit, or
the use of the aisle between the crew
and the passenger compartment, or lo
cated in a position that obscures any
passenger's view of the "seat belt"
sign, "no smoking" sign, or any re
Quired exit sign, unless an auxiliary
sign or other approved means for
proper notification of the passengers
is provided.

(5) It is not carried directly above
seated occupants.

(6) It is stowed in compliance with
this section for takeoff and landing.

(7) For cargo only operations, para
graph (c)(4) of this section does not
apply if the cargo is loaded so that at
least one emergency or regular exit is
available to provide all occupants of
the aircraft a means of unobstructed
exit from the aircraft if an emergency
occurs.

(d) Each passenger seat under which
baggage is stowed shall be fitted with
a means to prevent articles of baggage
stowed under it from sliding under
crash impacts severe enough to induce
the ultimate inertia forces specified in
the emergency landing condition regu
lations under which the aircraft was
type certificated.

(e) When cargo is carried in cargo
compartments that are designed to re
quire the phYSica'\ entry of a crew
member to extinguish any fire that
may occur during flight, the cargo
must be loaded so as to·allow a crew
member to effectively reach all parts
of the compartment with the contents
of a hand fire extinguisher.
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§ 135.89 Pilot requirements: Use of
oxygen.

'(a) Unpressurized aircraft. Each
pilot of an unpressurized aircraft shall
use oxygen continuously when flying-

(I) At altitudes above 10,000 feet
through 12,000 feet MSL for that part
of the flight at those altitUdes that is
of more than 30 minutes duration; and

(2) Above 12.000 feet MSL.
(b) Pressurized aircraft.
(1) Whenever a pressurized aircraft

is operated with the cabin pressure al
titude more than 10,000 feet MSL,
each pilot shall comply with para·
graph (a) of this section.

(2) Whenever a pressurized aircraft
is operated at altitudes above 25,000
feet through 35,000 feet MSL, unless
each pilot has an approved quick-don·
ning type oxygen mask-

(1) At least one pilot at the controls
shall wear. secured and sealed, an
oxygen mask that either supplies
oxygen at all times or automatically
supplies oxygen whenever the cabin
pressure altitUde exceeds 12,000 feet
MSL; and •

<ill During that flight. each other
pilot on flight deck duty shall have an
oxygen mask, connected to an oxygen
supply, located so as to allow immedi
ate placing of the mask on the pilot's
face sealed and secured for use.

(3) Whenever a pressurized aircraft
is operated at altitudes above 35,000
feet MSL, at least one pilot at the con·
troIs shall wear, secured and sealed. an
oxygen mask required by paragraph
(2)(1) of this paragraph.

(4) If one pllot leaves a pllot duty
station of an aircraft when operating
at altitudes above 25,000 feet MSL, the
remaining pilot at the controls shall
put on and use an approved oxygen
mask until the other pilot returns to
the pilot duty station of the aircraft.

§ 135.91 Oxygen for medical use by pas·
sengen.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(d) and (e) of this section, no certifi
cate holder may allow the carriage or
operation of equipment for the stor
age, generation or dispensing of medi
cal oxygen unless the unit to be car·
ried is constructed so that all valves,
fittings, and gauges are protected from
damage during that carriage or oper
ation and unless the following condi
tions are met-

(1) The equipment must be-
(0 Of a.n approved type or in con

formity With the manufacturing, pack
aging, marking, labeling, and mainte
nance requirements of Title 49 CFR
Parts 171. 172, and 173. except
§ 173.24(al(1 I;

(il) When owned by the certificate
holder. maintained under the certifi
cate holder's approved maintenance
program;
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(iii> Free of flammable contaminants
on all exterior surfaces; and

(iv) Appropriately secured.
(2) When the oxygen is stored in the

form of a liquid. the equipment must
have been under the certificate hold·
er's approved maintenance program
since its purchase new or since the
storage container was last purged.

(3) When the oxygen is stored in the
form of a compressed gas as defined in
Title 49 CPR § 173.300(a)-

(i) When owned by the certificate
holder, it must be maintained under
its approved maintenance program;
and

<ii) The pressure in any oxygen cyl
inder must not exceed the rated cylin
der pressure.

(4) The. pilot in corrunand must be
advised when the equipment is on
board, and when it is intended to be
used. ~

(5) The equipment must be stowed,
and each person using the equipment
must be seated, so as not to restrict
access to or use of any required emer
gency or regular exit. or of the aisle in

• the passenger compartment.
(b) No person may smoke and no cer

tificate holder may allow any person
to smoke within 10 feet of oxygen
storage and dispensing equipment car
ried under paragraph (a) of this sec
tion.

(c) No certificate holder may allow
any person otber than a person
trained in the use of medical oxygen
equipment to connect or disconnect
oxygen bottles or any other ancillary
component While any passenger is
aboard the aircraft.

(d) Paragraph (a)(l)(i) of this see
tion does not apply when that equip~

ment is furnished by a professional or
medical emergency service for use on
board an aircraft in a medical emer
gency when no other practical means
of transportation (including any other
properly equipped certificate holder)
is reasonably available and the person
carried under the medical emergency
is accompanied by a person trained in
the use of medical oxygen.

(e) Each certificate holder who,
under the B.JIthority of paragraph Cd)
of this section, deviates from para
graph (0.)( l)(D of this section under a
medical emergency shall, within 10
days. excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and Federal holidays, after the devi
ation, send to the FAA Flight Stand-

. ards District Office charged with the
overall inspection of the certificate
holder a complete report of the oper
ation involved. including a description
of the deviation and the reasons for it.

§ 135.93 Autopilot: minimum altitudes for
use.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b), (c), and (d) of this section, no
person may use an autopilot at an alt!·
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tude above the terrain Which is less
than 500 feet or less than twice the
maximum altitude loss specified in the
approved Aircraft Flight Manual or
equivalent for a malfunction of the au
topilot. whichever is higher.

(b) When using an instrument ap
proach facility other than u.s, no
person may use an autopilot at an alt!·
tude above the terrain that is less
than 50 feet below the approved mini
mum descent altitude for that proce·
dure, or less than twice the maximum
loss specified in the approved Airplane
Flight Manual or equivalent for a mal·
function of the autopilot under ap
proach conditions, whichever is
higher.

(c) For ILS approaches, when re
ported weather conditions are less
than the basic weather conditions in
§ 91.105 of this chapter, no person may
use an autopilot with an approach
coupler at an altitUde above the ter
rain that is less than 50 feet above the
terrain, or the maximum altitude loss
specified in the approved Airplane
Flight Manual or equivalent for the
malfunction of the autopilot with ap
proach coupler, whichever is higher.

Cd) Without regard to paragraphs
(a), (b), or (c) of this section, the Ad
ministrator may issue operations
specifications to allow the use, to
touchdown. of an approved flight con
trol guidance system with automatic
capability, if-

(1) The system does not contain any
altitude loss (above zero) specified in
the approved Aircraft Flight Manual
or equivalent for malfunction of the
autopilot with approach coupler; and

(2) The Administrator finds that the
use of the system to touchdown will
not otherwise adversely affect the
safety standards of this section.

(e) This section does not apply to op
erations conducted in rotorcraft.

§ 135.95 Airmen: limitations on use of ser
vices.

No certificate holder may use the
services of any person as an airman
unless the person performing those
services-

Ca) Holds an appropriate and current
airman certificate; and

Cb) Is qualified, under this chapter,
for the operation for which the person
is to be used.

§ 135.97 Aircraft and facilities for recent
flight experience.

Each certificate holder shall provide
aircraft and facilities to enable each of
its pilots to maintain and demonstrate
the pilot's ability to conduct all oper
ations for which the pilot is author·
ized.. -

§ 135.99 Composition of fHght crew.

Co.) No certificate holder may oper
ate an aircraft with less than the mini-

mum flight crew specified in the air
craft operating limitations or the Air·
craft Flight Manual for that aircraft
and required by this part for the kind
of operation being conducted.

(b) No certificate holder may oper·
ate an aircraft without a second in
command if that aircraft has a passen
ger seating configuration, excluding
any pilot seat, of ten seats or more.

§ 135.101 Second in command required· in
IFR conditions.

Except as provided in §§ 135.103 and
135.105, no person may operate an air~

craft carrying passengers in IFR con~

ditions, unless there is a second in
command in the aircraft.

§ 135.103 Exception to second in com
mand requirement: "IFR operations.

The pilot in command of an aircraft
carrying passengers may conduct IFR
operations without a second in com
mand under the following conditions:

(a) A takeoff may be conducted
under IFR conditions if the weather
reports or forecasts, or any combina~

tion of them, indicate that the weath
er along the planned route of flight
allows flight under VFR within 15
minutes flying time, at normal cruise
speed, from the takeoff airport.

(b) En route IFR may be conducted
if unforecast weather conditions below
the VFR minimums of this chapter
are encountered on a flight that was
planned to be conducted under VFR.

(c) An IFR approach may be con
ducted if, upon arrival at the destina~

tion airport, unforecast weather condi~

tions do not allow an approach to be
completed under VFR.

(d) When IFR operations are con
ducted under this section:

C1) The aircraft must be properly
equipped for IFR operations under
this part.

(2) The pilot must be authorized to
conduct IFR operations under this
part.

(3) The flight must be conducted in
accordance with an ATe IFR clear
ance.

IFR operations without a second in
command may not be conducted under
this section in an aircraft requiring a
second in command under § 135.99.

§ 135.105 Exception to second in com
mand requirement: approval for use of
autopilot system.

(a) Except as provided in §§ 135.99
and 135.111, unless two pilots are re
quired by this chapter for operations
under VFR. a person may operate an
aircraft without a second in command
if it is equipped with an operative ap·
proved autopilot system and the use of
that system is authorized by appropri
ate operations specifications.

(b) The certificate holder may apply
for an amendment of its operations
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specifications to authorize the use of
an autopilot system in place of a
second in command.

(c) The Administrator issues an
amendment to the operations specifi·
cations authorizing the use of an auto
pilot system, in place of a second in
command, if-

(1) The autopilot is capable of oper
ating the aircraft controls to maintain
flight and maneuver it about the three
axes; and ~

(2) The certificate holder shows, to
the satisfaction of the Administrator,
that operations using the autopilot
system can be conducted safely ru..d in
compliance with this part.
The amendment contains any condi
tions or limitations on the use of the
autopilot system .that the Administra
tor determines are needed in the inter~

est of safety.

§ 13:;.107 Flight attendant crewmember re.
quirement.

No certificate holder may operate an
aircraft that has a passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of more than 19 unless there is a
flight attendant crewmember on board
the aircraft.

§ J35.109 Pilot in command or second in
command: designation required.

(a) Each certificate holder shall des
ignate a-

(1) Pilot in command for each flight;
and

(2) Second in command for each
fljght requiring two pilots.

(b) The pilot in command, as desig
nated by the certificate holder, shall
remain the pilot in command at all
times during that fllght.

§ 135.111 Second in command required in
Category II operations.

No person may operate an aircraft in
a Category II operation unless there is
a second in command of the aircraft.

§ 135.113 Passenger occupancy of pilot
seat.

No certificate holder may opera.te an
aircraft type certificated after October
15, 1971, that has ~ passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of more than eight seats if any
person other than the pilot in com
mand, a second in command, a compa- .
ny check airman, or an authorized rep
resentative of the Administrator, the
National Transportation Safety Board,
or the United States Postal Service oc
cupies a pilot seat.

§ l3S.U5 Manipulation of controhf.

No pilot in command may allow any
person to manipulate the flight con
trols of an aircraft during flight con
ducted under this part, nor may any
pez:son manipulate the controls during
such flight Wlless that pers'on is-
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(a) A pilot employed by the certifi
cate holder and qualifIed in the air·
craft; or

(b) An authorized safety representa
tive of the Administrator who has the
permission of the pilot in command, is
quallfied in the aircraft, and is check
ing flight operations.

§ 135.117 Briefing of passengers before
flight.

(a) Before each takeoff each pilot in
command of an aircraft carrying pas
sengers shall ensure that ail passen
gers have been orally briefed on-

(1) Smoking;
(2) Use of seat belts;
(3) The Qlacement of seat b~cks in

an upright position before takeoff and
landing;

(4) Location and means for opening
the passenger entry door and emer·
gency exits;

(5) Location of survival equipment;
(6) If the flight involves extended

overwater operation, ditching proce
dures and the use of required flotation
equipment;

(7) If the flight involves operations
above 12,000 feet MSL, the normal
~d emergency use of oxygen; and

(8) I...ocation and operation of fire ex
tinguishers.

<b) Before each takeoff the pilot in
conunand shall ensure that each
person who may need the assistance of
another person to move expeditiously
to an exit if an emergency occurs and
that person's &Ltendant, if any, has re
ceived a briefing as to the procedures
to be followed if an evacuation occurs.
This paragraph does not apply to a
person who has been given a briefing
before a previous leg of a flight in the
same aircraft.

(C) The oral briefing required by
pa:ragraph (a) of this section shall be
given by the pilot in command or a
member of the crew. It shall be sup·
plemented by printed cards for the use
of each passenger containing-

(1) A diagram of, and method of op
erating the emergency exits; and

(2) Other instructions necessary for
the use of emergency equipment on
board the aircraft.

Each card used under this para
graph must be carried in the aircraft
in locations convenient for the use of
each passenger and must contain in
formation that is appropriate to the
aircraft on which it is to be ·used.

§ 135.119 Prohibition against carriage of
weapons.

No person may, while on board an
aircraft being operated by a certificate
holder, carryon or about that person
a deadly or dangerous weapon, either
concealed or unconcealed. This section
does not apply to~

(a) Officials or employees of a mu
nicipality or a State, or of the United
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States, who are authorized to carry
arms; or

(b) Crewmembers and other persons
authorized by the certificate holder to
carry arms.

§ 135.121 Alcoholic bevernges.

(a) No person may drink any alco
holic beverage aboard an aircraft
unless the certificate holder operating
the aircraft has served that beverage.

(b) No certificate holder may serve
any alcoholic beverage to any person
aboard its aircraft if that person ap
pean> to be intoxicated.

(c) No certificate holder may allow
any person to board any of its aircraft
if that person appears to be intoxicat
ed.

§ 135.123 Emergen('y and emergeney evac
uation duties.

(a) Each certificate holder shall
assign to each required crewmember
for each type of aircraft as appropri
ate, the necessary functions to be per
formed in an emergency or in a situa
tion requiring emergency evacuation.
The certificate holder shall ensure
that those functions can be practica
bly accomplished, and will meet any
reasonably anticipated emergency in
cluding incapacitation of individual
crewmembers or their inability to
reach the passenger cabin because of
shifting cargo in combination cargo
passenger aircraft.

(b) The certificate holder shall de
scribe in the manual required under
§ 135.21 the functions of each category
of required crewmembers assigned
unCler paragraph (a) of thIs section.

Subpart C-Aircraft and Equipment

§ 135.141 Applicability.
This subpart prescribes aircraft and

equipment requirements for oper
ations under this part. The require
ments of this subpart are in 2.ddition
to the aircraft and equipment require
ments of Part 91 of this chapter. How
ever, this part does not require the du~

plication of any equipment required
by this chapter.

§ 135.143 General requirements.
(a) No person may operate an air

craft under this part unless that air
craft and its equi,pment meet the ap
plicable regulations of tWs chapter.

(b) Except as provided in § 135.179,
no person may operate an aircraft
under this part unless the required in
struments and equipment in it have
been approved and are in an operable
condition.

(c) ATe transponder equipment
must meet the performance and envi
ronmental requirements of any Class
of Technical Standard Order (TSO)
C74b, or Class lA or Class 1B of TSO
74c, as appropriate, except that the

,
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§ 135.155 Fire extinguishers: passenger
carrying aircraft.

No person may operate an aircraft
carrying passengers unless it is
equipped with hand fire extinguishers
of an approved type for use in crew
ahd passenger compartments as fol~

low&--
(a) The type and Quantity of extlo

guishing agent must be suitable for
the kinds of fires likely to occur;

(b) At least one hand fire extin·
guisher must be provided and conve
niently located on the flight deck for
use by the flight crew; and

(c) At least one hand fire extinguish
er must be conveniently located in the
passenger compartment of each air
craft having a passenger seating con·
figuration, excluding any pilot seat, of
at least 10 seats but less than 31 seats.

(b) Heating or deicing equipment for § 135.153 Ground prodmlty warning
each carburetor or, for a pressure car· system.
buretor, an alter:nate air sourct:; No person may operate a turbojet

(c) For turbojet ~planes, m a?-di- airplane having a passenger seating
tio~ to two gyrO~OPIC b:um~and·Plteh configuration, excluding any pilot
indicators (art1f~C1al horlZ?ns) for use seat, of 10 seats or more, unless it is
at the pilot stations, a thud indicator equipped with-
that- _ (a) A ground proximity warning

(l) Is powered from a source ~de- stem th t meets § 3'7.201 of this
pendent of the aircraft's electrical s~ t _ a
genera.ting system; c ap cr, or .

,(2) Contlnues reliable operation for (b) A system that conveys warnings
at least 30 mJnutes after total failure of.excessive closur~ rates with the t~r
ot the aircra.ft's electrical generating raUl and any deViations below gllde
system; slope by visual and audible means.

(31 Operates lodependently of any Thls system must- .
other attitude indicating system; (1) Be approved. by the DIrector,

(4) Is operati\·c wIthout selection Flight Standards Service; and
after totallallure of the aircraft's elec- (2) Have a means of alerting the
trical generating system; pilot when a malfunction occurs in the

(5) Is loca.ted on the instrument system.
panel in a position that wtll make it (c) For the system required by this
plainly vlslble to, and useable by, any section, the Airplane Flight Manual
pilot at the pilot's station; and shall contain-

(6) Is appropriately lighted during (1) Appropriate procedures for-
all phases of operation; (1) The we of the equipment;

(d) For aircraft having a passenger (in Proper flight crew action with reo
seating configuration, excluding any - spect to the equipment; and
pilot seat, of more than 19, a public <iii) Deactivation fpr planned abnor-
address system and a crewmember in- mal and emergency conditions; and
terphone system, approved under (2) An outline of all input sources
§ 21.205 of this chapter, which meet that must be operating.
§§ 121.318 and 121.319. respectively, of <d) No person may deactivate a
this chapter; and system required by this section except

(e) For turbine powered aircraft, any under procedures in the Airplane
ot ber equipment as the Administrator Flight Manual. ...
may require. (e) Whenever a system required by

this section is deactivated, an entry
shall be made in the airplane mainte~

nance record that inclUdes the date
and time of deactivation.

(f) For a system required by para
graph (b) of this section, procedures
acceptable to the FAA Flight Stand
ards District Office charged with the
overall"'" inspection of the certificate
holder shall be established by the cer
tificate holder to ensure that the per~

formance of the system can be appro~

priately monitored.

§ 135.151 Cockpit voice recorders.

(a) No person may operate a turbo
jet airplane having a passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of 10 seats or.. more, unless it is
equipped with an approved cockpit
voice recorder that-

(l) Is installed in compliance with
Part 25 of this chapter;

(2) Is installed and operated continu
ously from the use of the check list
before the flight to completion of the
final check at the end of the flight;
and

(3) Has erasure features that may be
used so that any time during the oper
ation of the recorder, information re¥
corded more than 30 minutes earlier
may be erased or otherwise obliterat-
ed. .

(b) In the event of an accident, or oc~

currence requiring immediate notifica
tion of the National Transportation
Safety Board which results in termina·
tion of the flight, the certificate
holder shall keep the" recorded infor
mation for at least 60 days or, if re~

quested by the Administrator or the
Board, for a. longer period. Informa
tion obtained from the record may be
used to assist in determining the cause
of accidents or occurrences in connec
tion with investigations. The Adminis
trator does not use the record in any
civil penalty or certificate action.

§ 135.149 Equipment requirements: gener·
ot

No person may operate an aircraft
unless it Is equipped with-

(a) A sensitive altimeter that is ad
justable for barometric pressure;

§ 135.U5 Aircraft proving test.!.

(a) No certificate holder may oper·
ate a turbojet airplane. or an aircraft
for whIch two pllotoS are required by
this chapter for operations under
V'Fn., if it has not previously proved
that aircraft or an aircraft of the same
make and similar design in any oper
atIon under this part unless, in addi
tion to the aircraft certification tests,
at least 25 hours of proving tests ac·
ceptable to the Administrator have
been !lown by that certificate holder
including-

<l) Five hours of night time. if night
flights are to be authorized;

(2) Five instrument approach proce
dures under simulated or actual in
strument weather conditions, if IFR
flights are to be authorized; and

(3) Entry into a representative
number of en route airports as deter
mined ,bY the Administrator.

(b) No certificate holder may carry
passengers in an aircraft during prov
ing tests, except those needed to make
the tests and those designated by the
Administrator to observe the tests.
However, pilot night training may be
conducted dur1ng the proving tests.

(c) For the purposes of paragraph
(a) of this section, an aircraft is not
considered to be of similar design if an
alteration includes-

{1) The installation of powerplantS
other than those of a type similar to
those with which it is certificated; or

(2) Alterations to the aircraft or its
components that materially affect
flight characteristics.

(d1 The Administrator may autho
rize deviations from this section if the
AdministratOr finds that special cir
cumstances make fUll compliance with
this section unnecessary.

§ 135.147 Dual controls required.

No person may operate an aircraft in
operations requiring two pilots unless
it is equipped with functioning dual
controls. However, if the aircraft type
certification operating limitations do
not require two pUots, a throwover
control wheel may be used in place of
two control Wheels.

AdmlnlstraLor may approve the use of
TS0-C74 or TS0-C74a equipment if
the applicant submits data showing
that the equipment meets the mini
mum performance standards of Class
lA or Class lB of TSO-C74c, and the
envirorunental conditions of the TSO
under which it was manufacturPd.
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§ 135.157 Oxygen equipment requirements.

(a) UnpressU7'ized aircraft. No
person may operate an unpressurized
aircraft at altitudes prescribed in this
section unless it is equipped with
enough oxygen dispensers and oxygen
to supply the pilots under § 135.89(aJ
and to supply, when flying-

(1) At altitudes above 10,000 feet
through 15,000 feet MSL, oxygen to at
least .10 percent of the occupants of
the aircraft, other than the pilots, for
that part of the flight at those alti
tudes that is of more than 30 minutes
duration; and

(2) Above 15,000 feet MSL, oxygen
to each occupant of the aircraft other
than the pilots.

(b) Pressurized aircra,ft. No person
may operate a pressurized aircraft-

(1) At altitudes above 25,000 feet
MSL, unless at least a 10-minute
supply of supplemental oxygen is
available for each occupant of the air
craft, other than the pilots, for use
when a descent is necessary due to loss
of cabin pressurization; and

(2) Unless it is equipped with enough
oxygen dispensers and oxygen to
comply with paragraph (a) of this sec
tion whenever the cabin pressure alti
tude exceeds 10,000 feet MSL and, if
the cabin pressurization fails, to
comply with § 135.89 (a) or to provide
a 2-hour supply for each pilot, which
ever is greater, and to supply when
flying-

(i) At altitudes above 10,000 feet
through 15,000 feet MSL, oxygen to at
least 10 percent of the occupants of
the aircraft, other than the pilots, for
that part of the flight at those alti
tudes that is of more than 30 minutes
duration; and

(ii) Above 15,000 feet MSL, oxygen
to each occupant of the aircraft, other
than the pilots, for one hour unless, at
all times during flight above that alti
tude, the aircraft can safely descend to
15,000 feet MSL within four minutes,
in which case only a 30-minute supply
is required.

(c) The equipment required by this
section must have a means-

(1) To enable the pilots to readily
determine, in flight, the amount of
oxygen available in each source of
supply and whether the oxygen is
being delivered to the dispensing

_units; or
(2) In the case of individual dispens

ing lUlits, to enable each user to make
those determinations with respect to
that person's oxygen supply and deliv
ery; and

(3) To allow the pilots to use undi
luted oxygen at their discretion at alti
tudes above 25,000 feet MSL.
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§ 135.159 Equipment requirements: carry
ing passengers under ·VFR at night or
under VFR over-the-top conditions.

No person may operate an aircraft
carrying passengers under VFR at
night or under VFR over-the-top.
unless it is equipped with-

(a) A gyroscopic rate-of-turn indica
tor combined with a slip-skid indica
tor;

(b) A gyroscopic bank-and-pitch indi
cator;

(c) A gyroscopic direction indicator;
(d) A generator or generators able to

supply all probable combinations of
continuous inflight-electricalloads for
required equipment and for recharg
ing the battery; and

(e) For night Dights-
n) An anticolli~on light system;
(2) Instrument lights to make all in

struments, switches, and gauges easily
readable, the direct rays of which are
shielded from the pilot's eyes; and

(3) A flashlight having at least two
size "0" cells or equivalent.

(f) For the· purposes of paragraph
<d) of this section, a continuous in
flight electrical load includes one that
draws current continuously during
flight, such as radio equipment, elec
trically driven instruments and lights,
but does not include occasional inter
mittent loads.

§ 135.161 Radio and navigational equip
ment: carrying passengers under VFR
at night or under VFR over-the-top.

(a) No person may operate an air
craft carrying passengers under VFR
at night, or under VFR over-the-top,
unless it has two-way radio communi·
cations equipme,nt able, at least in
flight, to transmit to. and receive
from. ground facilities 25 miles away.

(b) No person may operate an air
craft carrying passengers under VFR
over-the-top unless it has radio naviga
tional equipment able to receive radio
signals from the ground facilities to be
used.

(c) No person may operate an air
plane carrying passengers under VFR
at night unless it has radio navigation
al equipment able to receive radio sig
nals from the ground facilities to be
used.

§ 135.] 63 Equipment requirements: air
craft carrying passengers under [FR.

No person may operate an aircraft
under IFR, carrying passengers, unless
it has-

(a) A vertical speed indicator;
(b) A free·air temperature indicator;
(c) A heated pitot tube for each air-

speed indicator;
(d) A power failure warning device

or vacuum indicator to show the
power available for gyroscopic instru
ments from each power source;
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(e) An alternate source of static
pressure for the altimeter and the air
speed and vertical speed indicators;

(f) For a single-engine aircraft, a
generator or generators able to supply
all probable combinations of continu
ous inflight electrical loads for re
quired equipment and for recharging
the battery;

(g) For multiengine aircraft, at least
two generators each of which is on a
separate engine, of which any combi
nation of one-half of the total number
are rated sufficiently to supply the
electrical loads of all required instru
ments and equipment necessary for
safe emergency operation of the air
craft except that for multiengine heli
copters, the two required generators
may be mounted on the main rotor
drive train; and

(h) Two independent sources of
energy (with means of selecting
either), of which at least one is an
engine-driven pump or generator, each
of which is able to drive all gyroscopic
instruments and installed so that fail
ure of one instrument or source dbes
not interfere wtth the energy supply
to the remaining instruments or the
other energy SaUTee, unless, for single
engine aircraf.t, the rate-aI-turn indi
cator has a source of energy separate
from the bank and pitch and direction
indicators. For the purpose of this
paragraph, for multiengine aircraft,
each engine-driven source of energy
must be on a different engine.

(1) For the purpose of paragraph (f)
of this section, a continuous innight
electrical load includes one that draws
current continuously during flight.
such as radio equipment, electrically
driven instruments, and lights, but
does not include occasional intermit
tent loads.

§ 135.165 Radio and navigational equip
ment: extended overwater or [FR oper
ations.

(a) No person may operate a turbo
jet airplane having a passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of 10 seats or more, or a multien
gine airplane carrying pass~ngers as a
"Commuter Air Carrier" as defined in
Part 298 of this title, under IFR or in
extended overwater operations .unless
it has at least the following radio com
munication and navigational equip
ment approprIate to the facilities to be
used which are capable of transmit
ting to, and receiving from, at any
place.,on the route to be flown, at least
one ground facility:

(1) Two transmitters. (2) two micro
phones. (3) two headsets or one head
set and one speaker, (4) a marker
beacon receiver, (S) two independent
receivers for navigation, and (6) two
independent receivers for communica
tions.
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(bl No person may operate an air
craft other than that specified in para
graph (a) of this section, under IFR or
in extended overwater operations
unless it has at least the following
radio communication and navigational
'equipment appropriate to the facUities
to be used and which are capable of
transmitting to. and receiving from, at
any place on the route, at least onc
ground facility:

(1) A transmitter, (2) two micro~

phones. (3) two headsets or one headM

set and one speaker. (4) a marker
beacon receiver, (5) two independent
receivers for navigation. (6) two inde
pendent receivers for communications,
and (7) for extended overwater oper·
ations only, an additional transmitter.

(el For the purpose of paragraphs
(a)(5), (a)(6), (b)(5), and (b)(6) of this
section, a receiver is independent if
the function of any part of it does not
depend on the functioning at any part
of another receiver. However, a receiv·
er that can receive both communica
tions and navigational signals may be
used in place of a separate communi·
cations receiver and a...separate naviga
tional signal receiver.

§ 135.167 Emergency equipment: extended
overwater operations.

(a) No person may operate an air
craft in extended overwater operations
unless it carries, installed in conspicu·
ously marked locations easily accessi
ble to the occupants if a ditching
occurs, the following equipment:

(1) An approved life preserver
equipped with an approved survivor lo
cator light, or an approved flotation
means, for each occupant of the air
craft. The life preserver or other flota·
tion means must be easily accessible to
each seated occupant. If a flotation
means other than a life preserver is
used, it must be readily removable
from the aircraft.

(2) Enough life rafts (with proper
buoyancy) to carryall occupants of
the aircraft, and at least the following
equipment for each raft clearly
marked for easy identification-

(i) One canopy (for sail, sunshade, or
rain catcher);

(ii) One radar reflector (or similar
device);

(lit) One life raft repair kit;
(iv) One bailing bucket;
(v) One signaling mirror;
(vi) One police whistle;
(vii) One raft knife;
(viti) One CO. bottle for emergency

inflation;
(ix) One inflation pump;
(x) Two oars;
(xi) One 7S-foot retaining line;
(xii) One magnetic compass;
(xiii) One dye marker;
(xlv) One flashlight having at least

two size "D" cells or equivalent;
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(xv) At least one approved pyrotech·
nic signaling device;

(xvi) A two·day supply of emergency
food rations supplying at least 1,000
calories a day for each person;

(xvii) One sea water desalting kit for
each two persons the raft is rated to
carry, or two pints of water for each
person the raft is rated to carry;

(xviii) One fishing kit; and
(xix) One book on survival appropri

ate for the area in which the aLrcraft
is operated.

(b) No person may operate an air
craft in extended overwater operations
unless there is attached to one of the
life rafts required by paragraph (a) of
this section, a survival type emergency
locator transmitter that meets § 37.200
of this chapter. Batteries used in this
transmitter must be replaced (or re·
charged, if the battery is rechargea
ble) when the transmitter has been in
use for more than 1 cumulative hour,
and also when 50 percent of their
useful life (or for rechargeable batter
ies. 50 percent of their usefUl life of
charge). as established by the trans·
mUter manufacturer under
§ 37.200(g)(2) of this chapter, has ex
pired. The new expiration date for the
replacement or recharged battery
must be legibly marked on the outside
of the transmitter. The battery usefUl
life or useful life of charge require
ments of this paragraph do not apply
to batteries (such as water-activated
batteries) that are essentially unaf·
feeted during probable storage inter
vals.

§ 135.169 Additional airworthiness re4
quirements.

(a) No person may operate a large
airplane unless it meets the additional
airworthiness requirements of
§§ 121.213 through 121.283 and 121.307
and 121.312 of this chapter.

(b) No person may operate a recipro
cating engine or turbopropeller
powered small airplane that has a pas
senger seating configuration, exclud
ing any pilot seat, of 10 seats or more
unless it is type certificated-

(l) In the transport category;
(2) Before July 1, 1970, In the

normal category and meets special
conditions issued by the Administrator
for airplanes intended for use in oper·
ations under this part; .

(3) Before July 19, 1970, in the
normal category and meets the add!·
tional airworthiness standards in Spe
cial Federal Aviation Regulation No.
23; or

(4) In the normal category and
meets the additional airworthiness
standards in Appendix A.

(c) No person may operate a small
airplane with a passenger seating con
figuration, excluding any pilot seat, of
10 seats or more. with a seating co,n·
figuration greater than the maximum

seating configuration used in that type
airplane in operations under this part
before August 19, 1977. This para4
graph does not apply to-

(1) An airplane that is type certifi·
cated in the transport category; or

(2) An airplane that complies with
Appendix A if its passenger seating
configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, is not more than 19.

§ 135.171 Shoulder harness installation at
flight crewmember stations.

(a) No person may operate a turbo
jet aircraft or an aircraft having a pas
senger seating configuration, exclud
ing any pilot seat, of 10 seats or more
unless it is equipped with an approved
shoulder harness installed for each
flight crewmember station.

(b) Each flight crewmember occupy·
iog a station equipped with a shoulder
harness must fasten the shoulder har
ness during takeoff and landing,
except that the shoulder harness may
be unfastened If the crewmember
cannot perform the required duties
with the shoulder harness fastened.

§ 135.173 Airborne thunderstorm detection
equipment requirements.

(a) No person may operate a mul
tiengine small aircraft that has a pas
senger seating configuratIon, exclud
ing any pilot seat, of 10 seats or more
in passenger-earrying operations
unless approved thunderstorm detec·
tion equipment is installed in the air
craft.

(b) No person may begin a flight
under IFR or mght VFR conditions
when current weather reports indicate
that thunderstorms or other potential·
ly hazardous weather conditions that
can be detected with airborne thun
derstorm detection equipment, re
quired by paragraph (a) of this sec
tton. may reasonably be expected
along the route to be flown, unless the
airborne thunderstorm detection
equipment is in satisfactory operating
condition.

(c) If the airborne thunderstorm de
tection equipment becomes lnoper·
ative en route, the aircraft must be op·
crated under the instructions and pro
cedures specified for· that event in the
manual required by § 135.21.

(d) This section does not apply to
aircraft used solely within the State of
Hawaii, within the State of Alaska,
within that part of Canada west of
longitude 130 degrees W, between lati
tude 70 degrees N, and latitUde 53 de
grees N, or during any training, test,
or ferry flight.

(e) Without regard to any other pro
vision of this part, an alternate electri
cal power supply is not required for
airborne thunderstorm detection
equipment.
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§ 135.175 Airborne weather radar equip
ment requirements.

(a) No person may operate a large,
transport category aircraft in passen
ger-carrying operations unless ap·
proved airborne weather radar equip·
ment is installed in the aircraft.

(b) No person may begin a flight
under IFR or night VFR conditions
when current weather reports indicate
that thunderstorms, or other poten
tially hazardous weather conditions
that can be detected with airborne
weather radar equipment, may reason
ably be expected along the route to be
flown, unless the airborne weather
radar equipment required by para
graph (a) of this section is in satisfac
tory operating condition.

(c) If the airborne weather radar
equipment becomes inoperative en
route, the aircraft must be operated
under the instructions and procedures
specified for that event in the manual
required by § 135.21.

(d) This section does not apply· to
aircralt used solely wIthin the State of
Hawaii, within the State of Alaska,
within that part of Canada west of
longitude 130 degrees W, between lati
tude 70 degrees N, and latitude 53 de
grees N, or during any training, test,
or ferry flight.

(e) Without regard to any other pro
vision of this part, an alternate eleetri
caJ power supply is not required for
airborne weather radar equipment.

§ 135.177 Emergency equipment require
ments for aircraft having a passenger
seating configuration of more than 19
~assengera. .

(a) No person may operate an air
craft having a passenger seating con
figuration, excluding any pilot seat, of
more than 19 seats unless it is
equipped with the follo'Wing emergen·
cy equipment:

(1) One approved first aid kit for
treatment of injuries likely to occur in
flight or in a minor accident, which
meets the following specifications and
rCQuirements:

(1) Each fir6t aid kit must be dust
and moisture proof, and contain only
materials tha t either meet Federal
Specifications GGK-31ga, as '""revised,
or as approved by the Administrator.

(ii) Required first aid kits must be
readily accessible to the cabin flight
attendants.

(tii) At time of takeoff, each first aid
kit must contain at least the following
or other contents approved by the Ad·
ministrator:

Contf:nts:
AdhesIve bande,ge compressors. 1 In ..
AntisepHc swabs .
Ammonia inhalenta .
Ba.ndage cornpresaors. 4 In .
Triangular bandage compressors. 40

In " .
Burn compound. LfI oz or an eQuJ"a·

l,nt of olher bum remedy .

Quantltll
16
20
10
S

5

•
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Contents: QUllnHtll
Arm splint, nopinflatable 1
Leg splint. nonlnnatable...................... I
Roller b!U1dage•• In ........•. •
Adhesive tape. 1·1n standard roll _ 2
Bandase sciS50rs 1

(2) A crash axe carried so as to be ac
cessible to the crew but inaccessible to
passengers during normal operations.

(3) Signs that are visible to all occu
pants to notify them when smoking is
prohibited and when safety belts
should be fastened. The signs must be
so constructed that they can be turned
on and off by a crewmember. They
must be turned on lor each takeoff
and each landing and when otherwise
considered to be necessary by the pilot
in command.

(4) For airplanes, has the additional
emergency equipment specified in
§ 121.310 of this chapter.

(b) Each item of equipment must be
inspected regularly under inspection
periods established in the operations
specifications to ensure its condit.ion
for continued serviceability and imme
diate readiness to perform its intended
emergency purposes.
§ 135.179 Inoperable ins'truments and

equipment for multiengine aircraft.
(a) No person may take off a mul·

tiengine aircraft unless the following
instruments and equipment are in an
operable condition:

(1) Instruments and equipment that
are either specifically or otherwise re·
quired by the airworthiness require
ments under which thc aircraft is type
certificated and which are essential
for safe operations under all operating
conditions.

(2) Instruments and equipment re
quired by an airworthiness directive to

. be in operable condition unless the air
worthiness directive provides other·
wise.

(b) No person may take off any mul
tiengine aircraft with inoperable in·
struments or equipment installed,
other than those described' in para
graph (a) of this section, unless the
following conditions are met:

(1) An approved Minimum Equip·
ment List exists for the aircraft type.

(2) The aircraft has within it a letter
of authorization, issued by the FAA
Flight Standards District Office
having certification responsibUity tor
the certificate holder, authorizing op·
eration of the aircraft under the ~tini

mum Equipment List. The letter of au
thorization may be obtained by writ
ten request of the certificate holder.
The Minimum Equipment List and the
letter of authorization constitute a
supplemental type certificate for the
aircraft.

(3) The approved Minimum Equip
ment List must provide for the oper
ation of the aircraft with the instru
ments and equipment in an inoperable
condition.
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(4) The aircraft records available to
the pilot must include an entry de
scribing the inoperable instruments
and equipment.

(5) The aircraft is operated under all
applIcable conditions and limitations
contained in the Minimum Equipment
List and the letter authorizing the use
of the Jist.

(0) Without regard to the require
ments of paragraph (a)(1) of this sec
tion, an aircraft with inoperable in
struments or equipment may be oper
ated under a special flight permit
under §§ 21.197 and 21.199 of this
chapter.

§ 135.18) Performancf' requirements: air
craft operated O\'er-the-top or in IFR
conditions.

(a) Except 3..<; provided in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section, no person
may-

(1) Operate a single·engine aircraft
carrying passengers over-the-top or in
IFR conditions; or

(2) Operate a multiengine aircraft
carrying passengers over-the-top or in
IFR conditions at a weight that will
not allow it to climb, with the critical
engine inoperative. at least 50 feet a
minute when operating at the MEAs
of the route to be flown or 5,000 feet
MSL. whichever is higher.

(b) Without regard to paragraph (a)
of this seetion-

(1) If the latest weather reports or
forecasts, or any combination of them,
indicate that the weather along the
planned route (including takeoff and
landing) allow8 flight under Vli'R_
under the ceiling (if a ceiling exists)
and that the weather is forecast to
remain so until at least 1 hour after
the estima.ted time of arrival at the
destination, a person may operate an
aircraft over-the·top; or

(2) U the latest weather reports or
forecasts. or any combination of them,
indicate that the weather along the
plannt'd route allows flight under VFR
under the ceiling <iI a ceiling exists)
beginning at a point no more than 15
minutes flying time at normal cruise
speed Irom the departure airport, a
person may-

(1) Take off from the departure air
port in IFR conditions and fly in !FR
conditions to a point no more than 15
minuLes flying time at normal cruise
speed from that airport;

(ii) Operate an aircraft in IFR condi·
tions if unforecast weather conditions
are· encountered while en route on a
flight planned to be conducted under
VF'R;and

<iii) Make an IFR approach at the
destination airport if unforecast
weather conditions are encountered at
the airport that do not allow an ap
proach to be completed under VFR.

(c) Without regard to paragraph (a)
of this section, a person. may operate
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an aircraft over·the·top under condi
tions &11o~ing-

(1) For multiengine aircraft, descent
pf continuance of the flight under
'VFR if its critical engine fails; or

(2) Por single-engine aircraft, de
scent wider VFr:. if its engine fails.

§ 135.J83 Perfonnance requirements: land
aircraft operated over water.

No perscn JTll\Y operate a land air
craft. carryu.,!:" passengers over \Va.t~r

unless-
(a) It is opef13u>d at an altitud{' that

allows it to re3ch land in the case of
engine f;i,~ l re;

(b) It j.:; n!'~{'"..'~afY [DI' takeoff or
landing;

(c) It I:: a fl1 U1 IieT'gi'lc aircraft oper
ated at a \'·:eir,;.t that will anow it to
climb. \htb th~ critical eng;ne inoper
ative. at lea.<:>t 5:> feet n. minute. at an
altitude of 1,000 feet above the sur
face; or

(d) It is a heUcopter eO.'lipped with
helicoptEr flotation devices.

§ 1~.1S5 Empty 'ffeight and cent.et' of
p-avity: currency requir('ment.

(:!) ~o person may operate a mul
tiengfne aircraft unless the current
empty weight and center of gravity
are calculated from values established
by actual wejzhing of the aircraft
within the preceding 36 calendar
months. .

(b) Paragraph (a) of this section
does not apply to---

(1) Aircraft issued an original air·
worthiness certificate within the pre
ceding 36 calendar months; and

(2) Aircraft operated under a weight
and balance ~ystem approved in the
operations specifications of the certifi·
cate bolder.

Subpart ~VfR/lfROperating
Limitations and Weather

Requirements

§ 135.201 Applit"abilit)·.

This subpart prescribes the opf'rnt
ing limitations for VFR/IFR flight op
erations and associated weather re
quirements for operations wlder this
part.

§ 135.203 VTR: minilnum altitudes.

Except when necessary lor takeoff
and landing. no person rna)' operate
underVFR-

(a) An airplanc-
(1) During the day, below 500 feet

above the surface or less than 500 feet
horizontally from any obst·acle; or

(2) At night, at an altitude less than
1.000 feet ahove the h:ghest obstacle
within a horizontal distance of 5 miles
from tbe course intended to be flown
or, in designated mountainous terrain,
less than 2.000 feet abo,.e the highest
obstacle within a horizontal dinh.nce
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of 5 miles from the course intended to
be flown; or

(b) A helicopter over a congested
area at an altitude less than 300 feet
above the surface.

§ 135.205 VFR: visibility requirements.
(a) No person may operate an air

plane UIlder VFR in uncontrolled air·
space when tne ceiling is less than
1.00-0 feet unless flight visibility is at
least 2 miles.

(b) No person mRy opera.te a helicop
ter under VFR in uncontrolled air
space at an altitude o,t 1.200 feet or
less above the surface or in cont.rol
zones unless the visibility Is at least-

(1) During Ule daY-7J mile; or
(2) At night--l mile.

§ };)5.207 '-FIt: helicopter surface refer·
ence requirements.

No person may operate a helicopter
under VFR unless that person has
visual surface reference or, at night,
visual surface light reference. suffi
cient to safely control the helicopter.

§ 1:1S.20J VFR: fuel supply.

(a) No person may begjn a ll4;ht op·
eration in an airplane under V I<"R
unless, considering wind and forecast
weather conditions, it has enough fuel
to fly to the first point of intended
landing and, assuming D011.1;3.1 cruising
fuel comumption-

(1) During the day, to fly after that
for at least 30 minutes; or

(2) At night, to fly after that for at
least 45 minutes. -

(b) No person may begin a flight op
eration in a helicopter under VFR
unless, considering wind and forecast
weatber conditions, it has enougb fuel
to fly to the fi'rst point of intended
landing and. assuming nonnal cruising
fuel consu-'l1ption, to fly after that for
at least 20 minutes.

§ 135.211 VFR: over-the-top carrying ,as
senger~ eperatinl limitations.

Subject to any additional limitations
in § 135.181, no person may operate an
ai..""'Crnft under VFR over-tbe·top carry·
i..'1g pf~n,gers, unless-

(a) WeRther repOrts or forecasts, or
any combination of them, indicate
that the weather at the intended point
of tenninaUon of over-the-top fiight-

0) Allows descent to beneath the
ceiling under VFR and is forecast to
remain so until at least 1 bour after
the est1tr~ted time of arrival at that
poin.t; or·

(2) Allov.'s an IFR approach and
landing wfth flight clear of the clouds
WltU reaching the prescrjbed initial
approach altitude over the final ap.
proach facility, unless the approach is
ma.de with the use of radar under
§ 91.ll6(!) of this chapter; or

(b) It l.s operated under- conditions
aIlowing-

(1) For multiengine aircraft, descent
or continuation of the flight under
VFR if its critical engine fails; or

(2) For single-engine aircraft. de
scent under VFR if its engine fails.

§ t:r5.213 Weathli!r reports and forecasts.

(a) Whenever a person operating an
aircraft undt:r this part is required to
use a weather report ..'f forecast, that
person shall use th.at oJ the U.S. Na
tional Weather Sen ic~, a source ap
proved by the U.s. National Weather
Sen ice, 01' a SOUTl,e approved by the
Admjrlli;trator. H.J'Nc\'a, for oper
atw?:lS under VFP., the pilot in com·
mand may, if SUc..11 a. report is not
available. use v. caLh~r iuformation
based on ttiit pilv'·s c,~·n observations
or on those of oll_':r persOlL:i compe·
tent tu suppiy ap~:.()priate observa·
tiOlt..l.

(b) For the purposes of paragraph
(a) of tllis sertIDn, wt;ather observa·
tiO!~~ !1lade Rnd funlished to pilots to
corduct lFR cpeml iCJJls at an airport
m~....t be t.1.ken at the airport where
th~ IFR operation~ are conducted,
UJ)]f'~'S the AWn.irL.t[.hor issues oper
atio.!\S specifical;i:ms a.ll:;~ing the use
of weather obsC!"Vations taken at a 10·
cation not at lhe :4:rport where the
IFR opecadons are conducted. The
Administrator issues suth operations
specifications when, after investiga
tion by tbe U.s. National Weather
service and the FAA flight Standards
District Office charged with the over
all inspeetion of the eel tificate holder,
it is found that the sta.ndards of safety
for that operation would allow the de·
v:ation from this para.s;r3ph for a par
ticular operation for which an ATCO
operating certificate has been issued.

§ 135.215 lFR: operating limitations.

(a) Except as provided in' paragraphs
(bl, (c) and (d) of this section, no
person may operate an aircraft wlder
IFR outside of controlled airspace or
at any airport that does not have- an
approved standard instrument 31>.
proach procedure.

+0) The Administrator ma;; .&s8ue op
erations specifications to the eel Wj·
cate holder to allow it to operate
under IFR over routes outside con
trolled airspace if-

(1) The certificate holder shO';';5 the
Admlnis.trator that the rught crew is
able to navigate. without visual refer·
ence to the ground, over an intended
track without deviating more than 5
degrees or 5 miles. whichever is less.
from that track; and

(2) The Administrator detem,tnes
that the proposed operatJons can be
conducted. safely.

(c) A person may operate an aircra.ft
under IFR outside of controlled air·
space if the certificate holder has been
approved for the operations and that
operation is necessary to-
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(1) Conduct an instrument approach
to an aIrport for which there is in use
a current approved standard or special
instrument approach procedure; or

(2) Climb into controlled airspace
during an appr'oved missed approach
procedure; or

(3) Make an IFR departure from an
airport having an approved instru
ment approach procedure.

(d) 'The Administrator may issue op
erations specifications to the certifi
cate holder to allow it to depart at an
airport that does not have an ap
proved standard instrument approach
procedure when the Administrator de
termines that it is necessary to make
an IFR departure from that airport
and that the proposed operations can
be conducted safely. The approval to
operate at that airport does not in
clude an approval to make an IFR ap
proach to that airport.

§ 135.217 lFR: takeoff limitations.

No person may takeoff an aircraft
under IFR from an airport where
weather conditions are at or above
take off minimums but are below au
thorized IFR landing minimums
unless there is an alternate airport
within 1 hour's flying time (at normal
cruising speed, in still air) of the air
port of departure.

§ 135.219 IFR: destination airport weather
minimums.

No person may take off an aircraft
under IFR or begin an IFR or over
the-top operation unless the latest
weather reports or forecasts, or any
combination of them, indicate that
weather conditions at the estimated
time of arrival at the next airport of
intended landing will be at or above
authorized IFR landing minimums.

§ 135.221 IFR: alternate airport weather
minimums.

No person may designate an alter
nate airport unless the weather re
ports or forecasts, or any combination
of them, indicate that the weather
conditions will be at or above author
ized alternate airport landing mini
mums for that airport at the estimat
ed time of arrival.

§ 135.223 lFR: alternate airport require-
ments. -

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, no person may op
erate an aircraft in IFR conditions
unless it carries enough fuel (consider
ing weather reports or forecasts or any
combination of them) to-

(1) Complete the flight to the first
airport of intended la.nding;

(2) Fly from that airport to the al
ternate airport; and

(3) Fly after that for 45 minutes at
normal cruising speed.
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(b) Paragraph (a)(2) of. this section
does not apply if Part 97 of this chap
ter prescribes a standard instrument
approach procedure for the first air
port of intended landing and, for at
least one hour before and after the es
timated time of arrival, the appropri
ate weather reports or forecasts, or
any combination of them. indicate
that-

(1) The ceiling will be at least 1,500
feet above the lowest circling ap
proach MDA; or

(2) If a circling instrument approach
is not authorized for the airport, the
ceiling will be at least 1,500 feet above
the lowest published minimum or
2,000 feet above the airport elevation.
whichever is higher; and

(3) Visibility for that airport is fore
cast to be' at least three miles, or two
miles more than the lowest applicable
visibility minimums, whichever is the
greater, for the instrument approach
procedure to be used at the destina
tion airport.

§ 135.225 IFR: takeoff, approach and land
ing minimums.

(a) No pilot may begin an instru
ment approach procedure to an air
port unless-

(l) That airport has a weather re
porting facility operated by the U.S.
National Weather Service, a source ap
proved by U.S. National Weather Serv
ice, or a source approved by the Ad
ministrator; and

(2) The latest weather report issued
by that weather reporting facility indi
cates that weather conditions are at or
above the authorized IFR landing
minimums for that airport.

(b) No pilot may begin the final ap
proach segment of an instrument ap
proach procedure to an airport unless
the latest weather reported by the fa
cility described in paragraph (30)(1) of
this section indicates that weather
conditions are at or above the author
ized IFR landing minimums for that
procedure.

(c) If a pilot has begun the final ap
proach segment of an instrument ap
proach to an airport under paragraph
(b) of this section and a later weather
report indicating below minimum con
ditions is received after the aircraft
is~

(1) On an ILS final approach and
has passed the final approach fix; or

(2) On an ASR or PAR final ap
proach and has been turned over to
the final approach controller; or

(3) On a final approach using a
VCR, NDB, or comparable approach
procedure; and the aircraft-

(0 Has passed the appropriate facili
ty or final approach fix; or

(il) Where a final approach fix is not
specified, has completed the procedure
tum and is established inbound
toward the airport on the final ap-
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proach course within the distance pre
scribed in the procedure; the approach
may be contin~ed and a landing made
if the pilot finds. upon reaching the
authorized MDA or DH, that actual
weather conditions are at least equal
to the minimums prescribed lor the
procedure.

(d) The MDA or DH and visibility
landing min!murns prescribed in Part
97 of this chapter or in the operator's
operations specifications are increased
by 100 feet and Y2 mile respectively,
but not to exceed the ceiling and visi
bility minimums for that airport when
used as an alternate airport, for each
pilot in command of a turbine-powered
airplane who has not served at least
100 hours as pilot in command in that
type of airplane.

(e) Each pilot making an IFR take·
off or approach and landing at a mili
tary or foreign airport shall comply
with applicable instrument approach
procedures and weather minimums
prescribed by the authority having ju
risdiction over that airport. In addi
tion, no pilot may, at that airport-

(1) Take off under IFR when the
visibility is less than 1 mile; or

(2) Make an instrument approach
when the visibility Is less than % mile.

(f) If takeoff minimums are specified
in Part 97 of this chapter for the take
off airport, no pilot may take off an
aircraft under IFR when the weather
conditions reported by the facility de
scribed in paragraph (a)(1) of this sec
tion are less than the takeoff mini
mums specified for the takeoff airport
in Part 97 or in the certificate holder's
operations specifications.

(g) Except as provided in paragraph
(h) of this section, if takeoff mini
mums are not prescribed in Part 97 of
this chapter for the takeoff airport, no
pilot may take off an aircraft under
IFR when the weather conditions re
ported by the facility described in
paragraph (a)<1) of this section are
less than that prescribed in Part 91 of
this chapter or in the certificate hold
er's operations specifications.

(h) At airports where straight-in in
strument approach procedures are au
thorized, a pilot may take off an air
craft under IFR when the weather
conditions reported by the facility de
scribed in paragraph (a)<1) of this sec
tion are equal to or better than the
lowest straight-in landing minimums,
unless otherwise restricted, iI-

(1) The wind direction and velocity
at the time of takeoff are such that a
straight-in instrument approach can
be made to the runway served by the
instrument approach;

(2) The associated ground facUities
upon which the landing minimums are
predicated and the related airborne
equipment are in nonnal operation;
and
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(3) The certificate holder has been
approved for such operations.

§ 135.227 Icing conditions: operating limi~

talions. -
(a) No pjlot may take off an aircraft

that has-
0) Frost, snow, or ice adhering to

any rotor blade, propeller, windshield,
or powerplant installation. or to an
airspeed, altimeter, rate of climb, or
flig'ht attitude instrument system;

(2) Snow or ice adhering to the
wings or stabilizing or control sur
faces; or

(3) Any frost adhering to the wings.
or stabilizing or control surfaces,
unless that frost has been polished to
make it smooth.

(b) Except for an airplane that has
ice protection provisions that meet
§ 34 of Appendix A, or those for trans
port category airplane type certifica
tion, no pilot may fly-

0) Under IFR into known or fore
cast light or moderate icing conditions;
or

(2) Under VFR into knov.-n light or
moderate icing conditions; unless the
aircraft has functioning deicing or
ant.i-icing equipment protecting each
rotor blade, propeller, windshield,
wing, stabIlizing or control surface,
and each airspeed, altimeter, rate of
climb, or night attitude instrument
system.

(c) Except for an airplane that has
ice protection provisions that meet
§ 34 of Appendix A, or those for trans
port category airplane type certifica4

tion, no pilot may fly an aircraft into
known or forecast severe icing condi
tions.

(d) If current weather reports and
briefing information relled upon by
the pilot in command indicate that the
forecast icing condition that would
otherwise prohibit the flight will not
be encountered during the flight be
cause of changed weather conditions
since the forecast, the restrictions in
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this sectlon
based on forecast conditions do not
apply.

§ 135.229 Airport requirements.
(a) No certificate holder may use

any airport unless it is adequate for
the proposed operation. considering
such items as size, surface, obstruc
tions, and lighting.

(b) No pilot of an aircraft carrying
passengers at night may take off from,
or land on, an airport unless-

(1) That pilot has determined the
wind direction from an illuminated
wind direction indicator or local
ground conununicatlons or, in the case
of takeoff, that pilot's personal obser
vations; and

(2) The limits of the area to be used
for landing or takeoff· are clea.rly
shown-
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(1) For airplanes, by boundary or
runway marker lights;

(ii) For helicopters, by boundary or
runway marker lights or reflective ma
terial.

(c) For the purpose of paragraph (b)
of this section, if the area to be used
for takeoff or landing is marked by
flare pots or lanterns, their use must
be approved by the Administrator.

Subpart E-Flight Crewmember
Requirements

§ 135.241 Applicability.

This subpart prescribes the flight
crewmember requirement:i for oper
ations under this part.

§ 135.243 Pilot in command qualifications,
(a) No certificate holder may use a

person, nor may any person serve, as
pilot in command in passenger--carry
ing operations of a turbojet airplane,
of an airplane having a passenger seat
ing configuration, excluding any pilot
seat, of 10 seats or more, or a multien4

gine airplane being operated by the
"Commuter Air Carrier" (as defined in
Part 298 of this title). unless that
person holds an airline transport pilot
certificate with appropriate category
and class ratings and. if required. an
appropriate type rating (or that &ir4
plane.

(b) Except as provided in paragra.ph
(a) of this section, no certificate
holder may use a person, nor may any
person serve, as pilot in command of
an aircraft under VFR unless that
person-

(1) Holds at least a commercial pilot
certificate with appropriate category
and class ratings and, if required, an
appropriate type rating for that air
craft; and

(2) Has had at least 51>0 hours of
flight time as a pilot, Including at least
1000 hOUTS of cross-country flight time.
at least 25 hours of which were at
night; and

(3) For an. airplane, holds an instru
ment rating or an airline transport
pilot certificate with an airplane cate
gory rating; or

(4) For helicopter operations con
ducted VFR over-the-top, holds a heli
copter instrument rating, or an airline
transport pilot certificate with a cate
gory and class rating for that aircraft,
not limited to VFR..

(c) Except as provided in paragraph
(a) of this section, no certificate
holder may use a person. nor may any
person serve, as pilot in command of
an aircraft under IFR unless that
person-

(1) Holds at least a commercial pilot
certificate with appropriate category
and class ratings and, if required. an
appropriate type rating for that air
craft; and

(2) Has had at least 1,200 hours of
flight time as a pilot, Including 500

hours of cross country flight time, 100
hours of night flight time, and 75
hours of actua.! or simulated instru
ment time at least 50 hours of which
were in actual flight; and

(3) For an airplane, holds an instru
me:1t rating or an airline transport
pilot certificate with an airplane cate·
gory rating; or

(4) For a helicopter, holds a helicop
ter instrument rating, or an airline
transport pilot certificate wJth a cate
gory and class rating for that aIrcraft,
not limited to VFR.

§ 13:i.2-l5 Second in command qualinca~

tions.
No certificate holder may use an)'

person, nor may any person serve, as
second in command of an aircraft
unless that person holds at least a
conunercial pilot certificate with ap
propriate category and class ratings
and an instrument rating. For flight
under IFR that person must meet the
recent instrument experience require
ments of Part 61 of this chapter.

§ 135.247 Pilot qualifications; recent expe
rience.

(a) No certificate holder may use
any person, nor may any person serve,
as pilot in command of an aircraft car
rying passengers unless, within the
preceding 90 days, that person has-

(1) Made three takeoffs and three
landings as the sole manipulator of
the flight controls in an aircraft of the
same category and class and, if a type
rating is required, 'of the same type in
which that person' is to serve; or

(2) For operation during the period
beginning 1 hour after sunset and
ending 1 hour before sunrise (as pub
lished in the Air Almanac), made
three takeoffs and three landings
during-that period as the sole manipu
lator of the flight controls in an air
craft of the same category and class
and, if a type rating is required, of the
same type in which that person is to
serve.

A person who complies with para
graph (a)(2) of this paragraph need
not comply with paragraph (a)(1) of
this paragraph.

(b) For the purpose of paragraph (a)
of this section, if the aircraft is a tail 4

wheel airplane, each takeoff must be
made in a taUwheel airplane and each
landing must be made to a full stop in
a tailwheel airplane.

Subpart F-Flight Crewmember Flight
and Duty Time Limitations

§ 135.261 Flight and duty time limitations.

(a) No certificate holder may assign
any flight crewmember, and no flight
crewmember may accept an assign·
ment, for duty during flight time if
the total flight time of that filght in
addition to any other commercial
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flying by that flight crewmember ex
ceeds the following during any 24 can·
secutive hours;

(1) Eight hours for a flight crew con
sisting of one pilot.

(2) Ten hours for a flight crew con
sisting of two pilots required by this
chapter.

<b) No certificate holder may assign
a flight crewmember, and no flight
crewmember may accept an a.c;sign
ment, for duty during flight time
unless that assignment provides for at
least 10 consecutive hours of rest
during the 24-hour period preceding
the planned completion of the assign
ment.

<c) A flight crewmember is not con
sidered to be assigned for duty during
flight time in excess of flight time
limitations if the flights to which the
flight crewmember is assigned would
normally terminate within the limita
tions, but due to circumstances beyond
the control of the certificate holder or
the flight crewmember (such as ad
verse weather conditions) are not at
the time of departure expected to
reach their destination wit1'\in the
planned flight time.

<d) No certificate holder may assign
a flight crewmember, and no flight
erewmember may accept an assign
ment, for duty during flight time if,
because of circumstances beyond the
control of the certificate holder or
flight crewmember. the flight crew
member has exceeded the flight time
limitations in paragraph (a) of this
section, unless the flight crewmember
has had 16 hours of rest since the
completion of the flight crewmember's
last assigned flight.

(e) Time spent in transportation, not
local in character, that the certificate
holder requires of a flight crew
member and provides to transport the
crewmember to the airport at which
the flight crewmember is to serve on a
flight as a flight crewmember, or from
an airport at which the flight crew
member has completed all assigned
flight to the flight crewmember's
home station, is not considered part of
a rest period.

(f) No certificate holder may assign
any flight crewmember, and no night
crewmember may accept an assign
ment, for duty during flight time if
the flight crewmember has been as
signed to any duty with the certificate
holder in connection with operations
under this part during an~r required
rest period.

Subpart G-Crewmember Telting
Requirements

§ 135.291 Applicability.

This subpart prescribes the tests and
checks required for pilot and flight at
tendant crewmembers and for the ap-
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proval of check pilots in operations
under this part.

§ 135.293 Initial and recurrent pilot test·
ing requirements.

(a) No certificate holder may use a
pilot, nor may any person serve as a
pilot, unless, since the beginning of
the 12th calendar month before that
service, that pilot has passed a written
or oral test, given by the Administra
tor or an authorized check pilot, on
that pilot's knowledge in the following
areas-

(1) The appropriate provisions of
Parts 6J, 91, and 135 of this chapter
and the operations specifications and
the manual of the certificate holder;

(2) For each type of aircraft to be
flown by the pUot. the aircraft power·
plant, major components and systems,
major appliances, performance and op
erating limitations, standard and
emergency operating procedures, and
the contents of the approved Aircraft
Flight Manual or equivalent, as appli
cable:

(3) For each type of aircraft to be
flown by the pilot, the method of de
termining compliance with weight and
balance limitations for takeoff, land
ing and en route operations;

(4) Navigation and use of air naviga
tion aids appropriate to the operation
or pllot authorization, including. when
applicable, instrument approach facili
ties and procedures;

(5) Air traffic control procedures. in·
cluding IFR procedures when applica·
ble;

(6) Meteorology in general, including
the principles of frontal systems, icing,
fog, thunderstorms, and windshear,
and, if appropriate for the operation
of the certificate holder, high altitude
weather;

(7) Procedures for avoiding oper
ations in thunderstorms and hail, and
for operating in turbulent air or in
icing conditions; and

(8) New equipment, procedures, or
techniques, as appropriate.

(b) No certificate holder may use a
pilot, nor may any person serve as a
pilot, in any aircraft unless, since the
beginning of the 12th calendar month
before that service, that pilot has
passed a competency check given by
t}le Administrator or an authorized
check pilot in that class of aircraft, if
single-engine airplane other than tur
bojet, or that type of aircraft, if heli
copter, multiengine airplane, or turbo
jet airplane, to determine the pilot's
competence in practical skills and
techniques in that aircraft or class of
ain;raft. The extent of the competen
cy check shall be detennined by the
Administrator or authorized check
pilot conducting the competency
check. The competency check may in
clude any of the maneuvers and proce
dures currently required for the origi·
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nal issuance of the particular pilot cer
tificate required for the operations au
thorized and appropriate to the cate
gory, class and type of aircraft in
volved. For the purposes of this para
graph, h··pe. as to an airplane, means
anyone of a group of airplanes deter
mined by the Administrator to have a
similar means of propulsion, the same
manufacturer, and no significantly dif
ferent handling or flight characteris
tics. For the purposes of this para
graph, type, as to a helicopter, means
a basic make and model.

(c) The instrument proficiency
check required by § 135.297 may be
substituted for the competency check
required by this section for the type of
aircraft used in the check.

(d) For the purpose of this part.
competent perfonnance of a procedure
or maneuver by a person to be useJ as
a pilot requires that the pilot be the
obvious master of the aircraft. with
the successful ouLcome of the maneu
ver never in doubt.

<e) The Administrator or authorized
check pilot certifies the competency of
each pilot who passes the knowledge
or flight check in the certificate hold
er's pilot records.

(f) Portions of a required competen
cy check may be given in an aircraft
simulator or other appropriate train·
ing device, if approved by the Adminis
trator.

§ ]35.295 Initial and recurrent flight at
tendant crewmember testing require
ments.

No certificate holder may use a
flight attendant crewmember, nor may
any person serve as a flight attendant
crewmember unless, since the begin
ning of the 12th calendar month
before that service, the certificate
holder has determined by appropriate
initial and recurrent testing that the
person is knowledgeable and compe
tent in the following areas as appro·
priate to assigned duties and responsi-
bilities-

(a) Authority of the pilot in com
mand;

(b) Passenger handling, including
procedures to be followed in handling
deranged persons or other persons
whose conduct might jeopardize
safety;

(c) Crewmember assignments. func
tions, and responsibilities during
ditching and evacuation of pen:;ons
who may need the assistance of an
other person to move expeditiously to
an exit in an emergency;

(d) Briefing of passengers;
(e) Location and operation of porta

ble fire extinguishers and other items
of emergency equipment;

(f> Proper use of cabin equipment
and controls;

(g) Location and operation of PBS'
senger oxygen equipment;
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(h) Location and operation of all
,normal and emergency exits. including
evacuation chutes and escape ropes;
and

(1) Seating of persons who may need
assistance of another person to move
rapidly to an exit in an emergency as
prescribed by the certificate holder's
operations manual.

§ 135.297 Pilot in command: instrument
proficient)' c:h("ck requin'ments.

(a) No certificate holder may use a
pilot, noc may any person serve, as a
pilot in command 01 an aircraft under
IFR unless, since the beginning of the
sixth calendar month before that serv
ice, that pilot has passed an instru
ment proficiency check and the Ad
ministrator or an authorized check
pilot has so certified In a letter of com-

+ petency.
(b) No pilot may use any type of in

stnnnent approach procedure under
IFR unless, since the beginning of the
sixth calendar month before that usc,
the pilot has satisfactorily demon
strated at least one instrument ap
proach procedure using an US, a VOR
and an NDB facility, and has been
[ssued a letter of competency under
paragraph (h) of this section. These
instrument approach procedures must
include at least one straight·in ap·
proach, one circling approach in con
junction with a VOR or an NDB, and
one missed approach. Each approach
procedure demonstrated must be con
ducted to the published minimum for
that procedure.

(c) The instrument proficiency
check required by paragraph (a) of
this section consists of an oral or writ
ten equipment test and a flight check
under simulated or actual IFR condi
tions. The equipment test includes
questions on emergency procedures.
engine operation. fuel and lubrication
systems, power settings. stall speeds,
best engine-out speed, propeller and
supercharger operations, and hydrau
lic, mechanical, and electrical Systems.
as appropriate. The flight check in·
eludes navigation by instruments, reo
covery from simulated emergencies,
and standard Instrument approaches
involving navigational facilities which
that pilot fs to be authorized to use.
Each pitot taking the instrument pro
ficiency check must show that stand
ard of competence required by
§ 135.293(dl.

(1) The instrument proficiency
check must-

(1) For a pilot In command of an air·
plane under § 135.243(a), include the
procedures and maneuvers for an air
line transport pilot certificate in the
particular type of airplane, if appro
priate; and

(ii) For a pilot In command of an air
plane or helicopter under § 135.243(c),
tnclude the procedures and maneuvers
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for a commercial pilot certificate with
an instrument rating and, if required,
for the appropriate type rating.

(2) The instrument proficiency
check must be given by an authorized
check airman or by the Administrator.

(d) If the pilot in command is as
signed to pilot only one type of air
craft. that pilot must take the instru
ment proficiency check required by
paragraph (a) of this section in that
type of aircraft.

(e) If the pilot in command is as
~igned to pilot more than one type of
aircraft, that pilot must take the in
strwnent proficiency check required
by paragraph (a) of this section in
each type of aircraft to which t.hat
pUot is assigned, in rotation. but not
more than one flight check during
each period described in paragraph (a)
of this section.

(0 If the pilot in command is as
sIgned to pilot both single-engine and
multiengine aircraft, that pilot must
initially take the instrument proficien
cy check required by paragraph (a) of
this section in a multiengine aircraft,
and each succeeding check alternately
in single-engine and multiengine air
craft. but not more than one flight
check during each period described in
paragralJh (a) of this section. Portions
of a required flight check may be
given in an aircraft simulator or other
appropriate training device, if ap
proved by the Administrator.

(g) If the pilot in command is au
thorized to use an autopilot system in
place of a. second in command. that
pilot~must show, during the required
instrument proficiency check, that the
pilot is able (without a second in com·
mand) both with and without using
the autopilot to- •

(1) Conduct instrument operations
competently; and

(2) Properly conduct air-ground com
munications and comply with complex
air traffic control instructions.

(3) Each pilot taking the autopilot
check must show that, while using the
autopilot, the airplane can be operated
as proficiently as it would be if a
second in command were present to
handle air-ground communications
and air traffic control instructions.
The autopilot check need only be dem
onstrated once every 12 calendar
months during the instrument profi
ci~ncy check required under para
graph (a) of this section.

(h) The Administrator or authorized
check pilot issues a letter of competen
cy to each pilot who passes the instru
ment proficiency check. The letter of
competency authorizes the use of in
strument approach procedures and fa·
cilities under Part 97 of this chapter
and. U the pilot passes the autopilot
check, authorizes the use. of an autopi
lot system in place of a second in com
mand.

§ 135.299 Pilot in command: line checks:
routes and airports.

(a) No certificate. holder may use a
pilot, nor may any person serve, as a
pilot in command of a flight unless,
sInce the beginning of the 12th calen
dar month before that service, that
pilot has passed a flight check in one
of the types of aircraft which that
pilot is to fly. The fllght check shail-

(l) Be given by an approved check
pilot or by the Administrator;

(2) Consist of at least one flight over
one. route segment; and

(3) InclUde takeoffs lUld landings at
one or more representative airports. In
addition to the requirements of this
paragraph, for a pilot authorized to
conduct IFR operations, at least one
flight shaij be flolA'll over a civil
airway, an approyed Off-airway route,
or a portion of either of them.

(b) The pilot who conducts the
check shall determine whether the
pilot being checked satisfactorily per
forms the duties and responsibilities of
a pilot in command in operations
under this part, and shall so certify in
the pilot training record.

(c) Each certificate holder shall es
tablish in the manual required by
§ 135.21 a procedure which will ensure
that each pilot who has not flown over
a route and into an airport within the
prcceding 90 days will, before begin
ning the flight, become familiar with
aU available infonnation required for
the safe operation of that flight.

§ 135.301 Crel\member: tests and checks,
grace provisions. training to accepted
standards.

(a) If a crewmember who is required
to take a test or a flight check under
this part, completes the test or flight
check in the calendar month before or
after the ca:lendar month in which it is
requIred, that crewmember is consid
ered to have completed the test or
check in the calendar month in which
It is requiTed.

(b) If a pilot being checked under
this subpart fails any of the required
maneuvers, the person giving the
check may give additional training to
the pilot during the course of the
check. In addition to repeating the
maneuvers failed, the person giving
the check may' require the pilot being
checked. to repeat any other maneu
vers that are necessary to determlne
the pilot's proficiency. If the pilot
being checked (s unable to demon
strate satisfactory perfonnance to the
person conducting the check, the cer
tificate holder may not use the pilot,
nor may the pilot serve, as a flight
crewmember in operations WIder this
part until the pUot has satisfactorily
completed the check.
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§ 135.327 Training program: curriculum.

(a) Each certificate holder must pre
pare and keep current a written train
ing program curriculum for each type
of aircraft for each crewmember reo
quired for that type aircraft. The cur·
riculum must include ground and
flight training required by this sub
part.

(b) Each training program curricu
lum must include the following:

(1) A list of principal grOund train
ing subjects, including emergency
training subjects, that are provided.

(2) A list of all the training devices,
mockups, systems trainers, procedures
trainers, or other training aids that
the certificate holder will use.

(3) Detailed descriptions or pictorial
displays of the approved normal, a.b-

slon to an approved training program,
each certificate holder must submit to
the Administrator-

(1) An outline of the proposed or re·
vised curriculum, that provides
enough information for a. preliminary
evaluation of the prOpOsed training
program or revision; and

(2) Additional relevant ..infonnation
that may be requested by the Admin.i.s.
trator.

(b) If the proposed training program
or revision complies with this subpart,
the Administrator grants initial ap
proval in writing after which the cer
tificate holder may conduct the train
ing under that program. The Admin1s·
trator then evaluates the effectiveness
of the training program and advises
the certificate holder of deficiencies, if
any. that must be corrected.

(c) The A"drninistrator grants final
approval of the proposed training pro
gram or revision if the certificate
holder shows that the training con
ducted under the initial approval in
paragraph (b) of this section ensures
that each person who successfully
completes the training is adequately
trained to perform that person's as
signed duties.

(d) Whenever the Administrator
finds that revisions are necessary for
the continued adequacy of a training
program that has been granted final
approval, the certificate holder shall,
after notification by the Administra
tor, make any changes in the program
that are found necessary by the Ad
ministrator. Within 30 days after the
certificate holder receives the notice,
it may file a petition to reconsider the
notice with the Administrator. The
filing of a petition to reconsider stays
the notice pending a decision by the
Administrator. However, if the Admin
istrator finds that there is an emer
gency that requires immediate action
in the interest of safety, the Adminis
trator may, upon a statement of the
reasons, require a change effective
without stay.

§ 135.325 Training program and revision:
initial and final approval.

each crewmember, flight instructor,
check airman, and each person as·
signed duties for the carriage and han
dling of hazardous materials (as de
fined in 49 CFR 171.8) is adequately
trained to perform their assigned
duties. .

(2) Provide adequate ground and
flight training facilities and properly
Qualified ground instructors for the
training required by this subpart.

(3) Provide and keep current for
each aircraft type used and, if applica·
ble. the particular variations within
the aircraft type, appropriate training
material. examinations, forms, instruc
tions. and procedures for use in con
ducting the training and checks rep
quired by this SUbpart.

(4) Provide enough flight instruc
tors, check airmen. and simulator in
structors to conduct required flight
training and flight checks, and simula
tor training courses allowed under this
subpart.

(b) Whenever a crewmember who is
required to take recurrent training
under this subpart completes the
training in the calendar month before,
or the calendar month after, the
month in which that training is re·
quired, the crewmember ~is considered
to have completed it in the calendar
month in which it was required.

(c) Each instructor. supervisor, or
check ainnan who is responsible for a
particular ground training subject,
segment of flight training, course of
training, flight check, or competence
check under this part shall certify as
to the proficiency and knowledge of
the crewmember. flight instructor, or
check airman concerned upon comple·
tion of that training or check. That
certification shall be made a part of
the crewmember's record. When the
certification required by this para
graph is made by an entry in a com·
puterized recordkeeping system, the
certifying instructor, supervisor, or
check airman, must be identified with
that entry. However, the signature of
the certifying instructor, supervisor,
or check ainnan, is not required for
computerized entries.

(d) Training subjects that apply to
more than one aircraft or crewmember
position and that have been satisfacto
rily completed during previous train
ing While employed by the certificate
holder for another aircraft or another
crewmember position, need not be re
peated during subsequent training
other than recurrent training.

(e) Aircraft simulators and other
training devices may be used in the
certificate holder's training program if
approved by the Administrator.

§ 135.323 Training program: general.

(a) Each certificate holder required
to have a training program under
§ 135.341 shall:

(1) Establish. obtain the appropriate
initial and final approval of, and pro·
vide a training program that meets.., (a) To obtain Initial and final ap·
this subpart and that ensures that proval of a training program, or a revi·

§ 135.303 Check pilot authorization: appli
cation and issue.'

Each certificate holder desiring FAA
approval of a check pilot shall submit
a request in writing to the FAA Flight
Standards District Office charged with
the overall inspection of the certifi
cate holder. The Administrator may
issue a letter of authority to each
check pilot if that pilot passes the ap
propriate oral and flight test. The
letter of authority lists the tests and
checks in this part that the check
pilot is qualified to give, and the cate
gory, class and type aircraft. where ap
propriate, for which the check pilot is
qualified.

Subpart H-Training

§ 135.32] Applicability and terms used.

(a) This subpart prescribes require
ments for establishing and maintain
ing an approved training program for
crewmembers. check airmen and in·
structors, and other operations person
nel, and for the approval and use of
aircraft simulators and other training
devices in the conduct of that pro
gram.

(b) For the purposes of this subpart.
the following terms and definitions
apply:

(1) Initial training. The training re
quired for crewmembers who have not
qualified and served in the same ca
pacity on an aircraft.

(2) Transition training. The training
required for crewmembers who have
qualified and served in the same ca
pacity on another aircraft.

(3) Upgrade training. The training
required for crewmembers" who have
qualified and served as second in com
mand on a particular aircraft type,
before they serve as pilot in command
on that aircraft.

(4) Differences training. The train
ing required for crewmembers who
have Qualified and served on a particu
lar type aircraft, when "the Adminis
trator finds differences training is nec·
essary before a crewmember serves in
the same capacity on a particular vari
ation of that aircraft.

(5) Recurrent training. The training
required for crewmembers to remain
adequately trained and currently pro
ficient for each aircraft. crewmember
position, and type of operation in
which the crewmember serves.

(6) In flight. The maneuvers, proce
dures, or functions that must be con
ducted in the aircraft.
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Donnal, and emergency maneuvers,
procedures and functions that will be
performed during each flight training
phase or flight check, indicating those
maneuvers, procedures and functions
that are to be performed during the
inflight pOrtions of flight training and
flight checks.

§ 135.329 Crewmember training require
ments.

(a) Each certificate holder must in
clude in its training program the fol
lowing initial and transition ground
training as appropriate to the particu
lar assignment of the crewmember:

(1) Basic indoctrination ground
training for newly ,hired crewmembers
including instruction in at least the- \

(0 Duties and responsibilities of
crewmernbers as applicable;

(ii) Appropriate provisions of this
chapter;

<im Contents of the certificate hold
er's operating certificate and oper
ations specifications (Dot required for
night attendants); and

(iv) Appropriate portions of the cer
tificate holder's operating manual.

(2) The initial and transition ground
training in §§ 135.345 and 135.349, as·
applicable.

(3) Emergency training in § 135.331.
(b) Each training program must pro

vide the initial and transition flight
training in § 135.347, as applicable.

(c) Each training program must PFO~

vide recurrent ground and flight train
ing in § 135.351.

(d) Upgrade training in §§ 135.345
and 135.347 for a particular type air
craft may be included in the training
program for crewmembers who have
qualified and served as second in com
mand on that aircraft.

(e) In addition to initial, transition,
upgrade and recurrent training, each
training program must provide ground
and flight training, instruction. and
practice necessary to ensure that each
crewmember-

-(1) Remains adequately trained and
currently proficient for each aircraft,
crewmember position. and type of op
eration in which the crewmember
serves;. and

(2) Qualiftes in new equipment, fa
cilities, procedures, and techniques, in
cluding modifications to aircraft.

§ 135.331 Crewmember emergency train
ing.

(a) Each training program must pro
vide emergency training under this
section for each aircraft type, model.
and configuration. each crewmember,
and each kind of operation conducted.
as appropriate for each crewmember
and the certificate holder.

(b) Emergency training must provide
the following:
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(1) Instruction in emergency assign
ments and procedures. including co
ordination among crewmembers.

(2) Individual instruction in the loca
tion, function. and operation of emer
gency equipment including-

(I) Equipment used in ditching and
evacuation:

(li) First aid equipment and its
proper use: and

<iii) Portable fire extinguishers. with
emphasis on the type of extinguisher
to be used on different classes of fires.

(3) Instruction in the handling of
emergency situations including-

(1) Rapid decompression;
(ii) Fire in flight or on the surface

and smoke control procedures with
emphasis on .electrical equipment and
related circuit breakers found in cabin
areas;

(iii) Ditching and evacuation;
(iv) illness, injury, or other abnor

mal situations involving passengers or
crewmembers: and

(v) Hijacking and other unusual situ
ations.

(4) Review of the certificate holder's
previous aircraft accidents and inci
dents involving actual emergency situ
ations.

(c) Each crewmember must perfonn
at least the following emergency drills.
using the proper emergency equip·
ment and procedures, unless the Ad
ministrator finds that, for a particular
drill, the crewmember can be ade
quately trained by demonstration:
. (l) Ditching. if applicable.

(2) Emergency evacuation,
(3) Fire extinguishing and smoke

control.
(4) Operation and use of emergency

exits. including deployment and use of
evacuation chutes, if applicable.

(5) Use of crew and passenger
oxygen.

(6) Removal of life rafts from the
aircraft, inflation of the life rafts. ·use
of life lines, and boarding of passen
gers and crew, if applicable.

(7) Donning and inflation of life
vests and the use of other individual
flotation devices. if applicable.

(d) Crewmembers who serve in oper·
ations above 25,000 feet must receive
tn.struction in the following:

(1) Respiration.
(2) Hypoxia.
(3) Duration of consciousness with-

out supplemental oxygen at altitude.
(4) Gas expansion.
(5) Gas bubble formation.
(6) Physical phenomena and inci

dents of decompression.

§ 135.m Training requirements: handling
and c:arriage or hazardous materials.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(d) of this section, no certificate
holder may use any person to perform,
and no person may perform, any as·
signed duties and responsibilities lor

the handling or carriage of hazardous
materials (as defined in 49 CFR 171.8),
unless within the preceding 12 calen
dar months that person has satisfacto~

rily completed initial or recurrent
training in an appropriate training
program established by the certificate
holder, which includes instruction re·
garding-

0) The proper shipper certification,
packaging, marking. labeling, and doc
umentation for hazardous materials:
and

(2) The compatibility, loading, stor
age, and handling characteristics of
hazardous materials.

(b) Each certificate holder shall
maintain a record of the satisfactory
completion of the initial and recurrent
training given to crewmembers and
ground personnel who perform as
signed duties and responsibilities for
the handling and carriage of hazard
ous materials.

(c) Each certificate holder that
elects not to accept hazardous materi
als shall ensure that each crewmember
is adequately trained to recognize
those items classified as hazardous
materials.

(d) U a certificate bolder operates
tnto or out of airports at Which
trained employees or contract person·
Del are not available. it may use per
sons not meeting the requirements of
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section
to load, offload, or otherwise handle
hazardous materials if these persons
are supervised by a. crewmember who
is Qualified under paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section.

§ 135.335 Approval of aircraft simulators
and other training devius.

(a) Training courses using aircraft
simulators and other training devices
may be included in the certificate
holder's training program if approved
by the Administrator.

(b) Each aircraft simulator and
other training device that is used in a
training course or in checks required
under this subpart must meet the fol
lowing requirements:

(1) It must be specifically approved
for-

(0 The certificate holder:
(ii) The type aircraft and, if applica·

ble, the particular variation within
type for which the training or check is
being conducted: and

(iii) The partiCUlar maneuver, proce
dure, or crewmember function in
volved.

(2) It must maintain the perform
ance, functional. and other character
istics that are required for approval.

(3) It must be modified to conform
with any modification to the aircraft
being simulated that changes the per
formance, functional. or other charac
teristics required for approval.
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(c) In granting initial and final ap~

proval of traming programs or revi
sions to them, the Administrator con
siders the training devices. methods
and procedures listed in the certificate
holder's curriculum under § 135.327,

§ 135,337 Training program: check airmen
and instructor Qualifications.

(a) No certificate holder may use a
person, nor may any person serve, as a
flight instructor or check airman in a
training program established under
this subpart unless, for the particular
aircraft type involved, that person-

0) Holds the airman certificate and
ratings that must be held to serve as a
pilot in command in operations under
this part;

(2) Has satisfactorily completed the
appropriate training phases for the
aircraft, including recurrent traIning,
required to serve as a pilot in com
mand in operations under this part;

(3) Has satisfactorily completed the
appropriate proficiency or competency
checks required to serve as a pilot in
command in operations under this
part;

(4) Has satisfactorily completed the
applicable training requirements of
§ 135.339:

(5) Holds a Class I or Class II medi
cal certificate required to serve as a
pilot in command in operations under
this part:

(6) In the case of a check airman,
has been approved by the Administra
tor for the airman duties involved; and

(7) In the case of a check airman
used Ln an aircraft simulator only,
holds a Class III medical certificate.

(b) No certificate holder may use a
person, nor may any person serve, as a
simulator instructor for a course of
training given in an aircraft. simUlator
under this subpart unless that
person-

<1) Holds at least a cOD'l..mercial pilot
certificate; and

(2) Has satisfactorilY completed the
following as evidenced by the approval
of a check airman-

(i) Appropriate initial pilot and
flight instructor ground training
under this subpart; and

(ii) A simulator flight training
course in the type simulator in which
tha.t person instructs under this sub~

part.

§ 135.339 Check airmen and flight instruc
tors: initial and transition training.

(8) The initial and transition ground
training for pilot check airmen must
include the following:

(1) Pilot check airman duties, func
tions, and responsibilities.

(2) The applicable provisions of this
chapter and certificate holder's pOli
cies and procedures.
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(3) The appropriate methods, proce
dures, and techniques for conductlng
the required checks.

(4) Proper evaluation of pilot per
fonnance including the detection of

(i) Improper and insufficient train
ing: and

(li) Personal characteristics t.hat
could adversely affect safety.

(5) The appropriate corrective action
for unsatisfactory checks. .....

(6) The approved methOds, proce
dures, and limitations for performing
the required normal, abnormal. and
emergency procedures in the aircraft.

(b) The iniUal and transition ground
training for pilot flight. instructors,

. except for the holder of a valid fUght
instructor certificate, must include the
following:

(1) The fundamental principles of
the teaching-learning' process.

(2) Teaching methods and proce
dures.

(3) The instructor-student. relation
ship.

(c) The initial and transition night
training for pilot check airmen and
pilot flight instructors must include
the following:

0) Enough inflight training and
practice in conducting flight checks
from the left and right pilot seats in
the required normal, abnormal, a.nd
emergency maneuvers to ensure that
person's competence to conduct the
pilot flight checks and flight training
under this subpart.

(2) The appropriate safety measures
to be taken from either pilot seat for
emergency situations that are likely to
develop in training.

(3) The potential results of improper
or untimely safety measures during
training.

The requirements of paragraphs (2)
and (3) of this paragraph may be ac
complished In flight or in an approved
simulator.

- § 135.341 Pilot and night attendant crew·
member t.raining program".

(a) Each certificate holder, other
tha.."l one who is the only pilot used in
the certificate holder's operation.
shall establish and maintain an ap
proved pilot training program, and
each certificate holder who uses a
flight attendant crewmember .!'hall es·
tablish and maintain an approved
flight attendant training program,
that is appropriate to the operations
to which each pilot and flight attend
ant is to be assigned, and will ensure
that they are adequately trained to
meet the applicable knowledge and
practical testing requirements of
§§ 135.293 through 135.301. However.
the Administrator may authorize a de
viation from this section if the Admin
istrator finds that, because of the lim
ited size and scope of the operation,
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safety will allow a deviation from
these requirements.

(b) Each certificate holder required
to have a. training prograJ11 by para
graph (a) of this section shall include
in that program ground and flight
training curriCUlums for-( 1) Initial
training; (2) Transition training; (3)

Upgrade training; (4) Differences
training; and (5) Recurrent training.

(c) Each certificate holder reqUired
to have a training program by para
graph (a) of this section shall provide
current and appropriate stndy materi
als for use by each required' pilot and
flight attendant.

(d) The certificate holder shall fur
nish copies of the pilot and flight at·
tendapt crewmembcr training pro
gram. and all changes and additions,
to the assigned representative of the
Administrator. If the certitlcate
holder uses training facilities of other
persons, a copy of those training pro
gram~ or appropriate portions used for
those facilities shall also be furnished.
Curricula that follow FAA published
curricula may be cited by reference in
the copy of the training program fur
nished to the representative of t.he Ad
ministrator and need not be furnished
with the program.

§ 135,343 Crewmember initial and rEcur
rent training requirements.

No certificate holder may use a
person, nor may any person serve, as a
crewmember In operations under thl~

part unless that crewmember has com
pleted the appropriate initial or recur
rent tra.ining phase of the training
program appropriate to the type of op
eration in which the crewmember Is to
ser\'E' since the beginning of the 12th
calendar month before that service.
This section'does not apply to a certif
icate holder who is the only pilot us~d

in the certificate holder's operation.

§ 135.345 Pilots: initial, transition, and up- J

grade ground training.

Initial, transition, and upgrade
ground traming for pilots must in
clude instruction in at least the follow
ing, as applicable to their duties:

(a) General subjects-
(1) The certificate holder's flight lo

cating procedures;
(2) Principles and methods for deter

mining weight and balance, and
runway limitations for takeoff and
landing;

(3) Enough meteorology to ensure a
practical knowledge of weather phe
nomena, including the principles of
frontal systems, ici.ng, fog, thunder
storms. windshear and, if appropriate,
high altitude weather situations;

(4) Air traffic control systems, proce
dures, and phraseology;

(5) Navigation and the use of naviga
tional aids, including instrument ap
proach procedures;
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(6) Normal and emergency communi
cation procedures;

(7) Visual cues before and during d~

scent below DB or MDA: and
an Other instructions necessary to

ensure the pilot's competence.
(b) For each aircraft type
(1) A general description;
(2) Performance characteristics;
(3) Engines and propellers;
(4) Major components;
(5) Major aircraft systems (i.e.•

flight controls, electrical, and hydrau
lic). other systems, as appropriate,
principles of normal. abnormal, and
emergency operations. appropriate
procedures and limitations;

(6) Procedures for avoiding ~vere

weather situations and for operating
in or near thunderstorms (including
best penetrating altitudes), turbulent
air <including clear air turbulence and
low altitude windshear), icing, hail,
and other potentially hazardous mete
orological conditions;

(7) Operating limita.tions;
(8) Fuel consumption and cruise con

trol;
(9) Flight planning;
(10) Each normnl and p.,Inergency

procedure; and
(11) The approved Aircraft Flight

Manual. or equhialent.

§ t35.~47 Pilots: initial. transition. up
grade, and di.fferences night training.

(a) InitIal. transition. upgrade. and
differences training for pilots must in
clude flight and practice in each of the
maneuvers and procedures in the ap
proved training program curriculum.

(b) The maneuvers and procedures
required by paragraph (8) of this see
tion must be performed in flight,
except to the extent that certain ma
neuvers and procedures may be per
formed in an aircraft simulator, or an
appropriate tra1n1ng devIce. as allowed
by this subpart.

(c) If the certificate holder's ap
proved training program lncludes a
course of training using an aircraft.
simulator or other training device,
each pilot must successfully com
plete-

(I) TraiI'ing and practice in the sim
ulntor or training device in at least the
maneuvers and procedures in this sub
part that are capable of being per
formed in the aircraft simulator or
training devIce; and

-<2) A flight check in the aircraft or a
check In the simulator or training
device to the level of proficiency of a
pilot in command 01' second in com
mand, as applicable, in at least the ma
neuvers and procedures that are capa
ble of being performed in an aircraft
simula.tor or training device.
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§ 135.349 Flight attendants: initial and
transition ground training.

Initial and transition ground train
ing for flight attendants must include
instruction in at least the foUowing

(a) General subJects-
(l) The authority of the pilot in

command; and
(2) Passenger handling, inGluding

procedures to be followed in handling
deranged persons or other persons
whose conduct might jeopardize
safety.

(b) For each aircraft type-
(1) A gener-al description of the air

craft emphasizing physical character
istics that may have a bearing on
ditching. evacuation, and inflight
emergency procedures and on other
related duties;

(2) The use of both the public ad
dress system and the means of com
municating with other flight crew·
members, including emergency means
in the cose of attempted hijacking or
other unusual situations; and

(3) Proper use of electrical galley
equipment and the controls for cabin
heat and ventilation.

§ 135.351 Recurrent training.

(a) Each certificate holder must
ensure that each crewmember receives
recurrent training and is adequately
trained and currently proficient for
the type aircraft and crewmember po
sition involved.

(b) Recurrent ground training for
crewmembers must include at least
the following:

(1) A quiz or other revIew to ~e"er

mine the crewmember's knowledge of
the aircratt and crewmember position
involved.

(2) Instruction as necessary in the
subjects required for Initial ground
training by this subpart. as appropri·
ate, including emergency training.

(c) Recurrent flight training for
pilots must include, at least, llight
training in t,11e maneuvers or proce
dures in this subpart. except that sat
isfactory completion of the check re

-quired by § 135.293 within the preced
ing 12 calendar months may be substI
tuted for recurrent flight training.

Subpart I-Airplane' Performance
Operating Limitations

§ 135.361 App1!cabitity.

(a) This subpart prescribes airplane
performance operating limitations ap

. plicable to the operation of the catego
ries of airplanes listed in § 135.363
when operated under this part.

(b) For the purpose of this subpart.
"effective length of the runway." for
landing means the distance from the
point at which the obstruction clear
ance plane associated with the ap
proach end of the nmway intersects

the centerline of the runway to the far
end of the runway.

(c) For the purpose -of this subpart,
"obstruction clearance plane" means a
plane sloping upward from the runway
at a slope of 1:20 to the horizontal,
and tangent to or clearing all obstruc
tIons within a specified area surround
ing the runway as shown in a profile
view of that area. In the plan view, the
centerline of the specified area coin
cides with the centerline of the
runway. beginnIng at the point where
the obstruction clearance plane inter
sects the centerline of the runway and
proceeding to a point at least 1,500
feet from the beginning point. After
that the centerline coincides with t.he
takeoff path over the ground for the
runway (in the case of takeoffs) or
with the instrument approach coun
terpart (for landings), or. "'here the
applicable one of these paths has not
been established. it proceeds consist
ent with turns of at least 4,000-foot
radIus until a point is reached beyond
Which the obstruction clearance plane
clears all obstructions. This area ex
tends laterally 200 feet on each side of
the centerline at the point where the
obstruction clearance plane intersects
the runway and continues at this
width to the end of the runway; then
It increases uniformly to 500 feet on
each side of the centerline at a point
1.500 feet from the intersection of the
obstruction clearance plane with the
runway; after that it extends laterally
500 feet on each side of the centerline.

§ 135.363 General.
(a) Each certificate holder operating

a reciprocating engine powered large
transpOrt category aU-plane shall
comply with §§ 135.365 through
135.377.

(b> Each certificate holder operating
a turbine engine pOwered large trans
port category airplane shall comply
with §§ 135.379 through 135.387,
except that When it operates a turbo
propeller-powered large transport cat·
egory airplane certlfJci"4tt:d after
August 29, 1959, but pre'-lously type
certificated with the same number of
reciprocating engines, it may comply
witb §§ 135.365 through 135.377.

(c) Each certUicate holder operating
a large nontransport category airplane
sball comply wIth §§ 135.389 through
135.395 and any determination of com
pliance must be based only on ap
prm,-ed performance data.. For the pur·
pose of this SUbpart. a large llontrans-
port category airplane is an airplane
that wall type certificated before July
I, 1942.

(d) Each certificate holder operating
a small transport category airplane
shall comply with § 135.397.

(e) Each certificate holder operatmg
a small Dontransport category air
plane shall comply with § 135.399.
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(f) The performance data in the Air
plane Flight Manual applies in deter
mining compUance with §§ 135.365
through 135.387. Where conditions are
different from those on which the per
formance data is based, compliance is
determined by interpolation or by
computing the ef..fects of change in the
specific variables, if the results of the
interpolation or computations are sub
stantially as accurate as the results of
direct tests.

(g) No person may take off a recipro
cating engine powered large transport
category airplane at a weight that is
more than the allowable weight for
the runway being used (determined
under the runway takeoff limitations
of the transport category operating
rules of this subpart) after taking into
account the temperature operating
correction factors in § 4a.749a-T or
§ 4b.1l7 of the Civil Air Regulations in
effect on January 31, 1965, and in the
applicable Airplane Flight Manual.

(h) The Administrator may author
ize in the operations specifications de
viations from this subpart if special
circumstances make a literal observ·
anee of a requirement unnecessary for
safety.

(D The lO-mile width specified in
§§ 135.369 through 135.373 may be reo
duced to 5 miles, for not more than 20
miles, when operating under VFR or
where navigation facilities furnish re
liable and accurate identification of
high ground and obstructions located
outside of 5 miles, but within 10 miles,
on each side of tJ'le intended track.

§ 135.365 Large transport category air
planes: reciprocating engine powered:
weight limitations.

(a) No person may take off a recipro
cating engine powered large transport
category airplane from an airport 10·
cated at an elevation outside of the
range for which maximum takeoff
weights have been determined for that
airplane.

(b) No person may take off a recipro~

cating engine powered large transport
category airplane for an airport of in
tended destination that is located at
an elevation outside of the range for
which maximum landing weights have
been determined for that airplane.

(c) No person may specify, or have
specified, an alternate airport that is
located at an elevation outside of the
range for which maximum landing
weights have been determined for the
reciprocating engine powered large
transport category airplane concerned.

(d) No person may take off a recipro
cating engine powered large transport
category airplane at a weight more
than the maximum authorized takeoff
weight for the elevation of the airport.

(e) No person may take off a recipro·
eating engine powered large transport
category airplane if its weight on ar-
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rival at the airport of destination will
be more than the maximum author·
ized landing weight for the elevation
of that airport, allowing for nonnal
consumption of fuel and oil en route.

§ 135.367 Large transport category air·
planes: reciprocating engine powered:
takeoff limitations.

(a) No person operating a reciprocat
ing engine. powered large transport
category airplane may take off that
airplane unless it is possible-

(l) To stop the airplane safely on
the runway, as shown by the acceler
ate·stop distance data, at any time
during takeoff until reaching critical·
engine failure speed;

(2) If the critical engine fails at any
time after the airplane reaches criti
cal-engine failure speed Vh to continue
the takeoff and reach a height of 50
feet, as indicated by the takeoff path
data, before passing over the end of
the runway; and

(3) To clear all obstacles either by at
least 50 feet vertically (as shown by
the takeoff path data) or 200 feet
horizontally within the airport bound
aries and 300 feet horizontally beyond
the boundaries, without banking
before reaching a height of 50 feet (as
shown by the takeoff path data) and
after that without banking more than
15 degrees.

(b) In applying this section, correc
tions must be made for any runway
gradient. To allow for wind effect,
takeoff data based on still air may be
corrected by taking into account not
more than 50 percent of any reported
headwind component and not less
than 150 percent of any reported tail
wind component.

§ 135.369 Large transport category air·
planes: reciprocating engine powered:
en route limitations: all engines operat-
ing. .

(a) No person operating a reciprocat
ing engIne powered large transport
category airplane may take off that
airplane at a weight, allowing for
Donnal consumption of fuel and oil.
that does not allow a rate of climb (in
feet per minute), with all engines oper
ating, Of at least 6.90 VSo (that is, the
number of feet per minute obtained by
multiplying the number of knots by
6.90) at an altitude of a least 1,000 feet
above the highest ground or obstruc·
tion within ten miles of each side of·
the intended track.

(b) This section does not apply to
large transport category airplanes cer·
tificated under Part 430 of the Civil Air
Regulations.
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§ 135.371 Large transport category air
planes: reciprocating engine powered:
en route limitations: one engine inop
eraUve.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, no person operating
a reciprocating engine powered large
transport category airplane may take
off that airplane at a weight, allowing
for normal consumption of fuel and
oil, that does not allow a rate of climb
(in feet per minute), with one engine
inoperative, of at least <0.079-0.106/
N) VSo2 (where N is the number of en·
gines installed a.nd VSo Is expressed in
knots) at an altitude of least 1,000 feet
above the highest ground or obstruc·
tion within 10 miles of each side of the
intended track. However, for the pur·
poses of this paragraph the rate of
climb for transport category airplanes
certificated under Part 4a of the Civil
Air Regulations is 0.026 Vso2.

(b) In place of the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section, a person
may, under an approved procedure,
operate a reciprocating engine
powered large transport category air
plane at an all-engines-operating alti·
tude that allows the airplane to con
tinue, after an engine failure, to an al
ternate airport where a landing can be
made under § 135.377, allowing for
normal consumption of fuel and oil.
After the assumed failure, the fUght
path must clear the gTound and any
obstruction within five miles on each
side of the intended track by at least
2,000 feet.

(c) If an approved procedure under
paragraph (b) of this section is used,
the certificate holder shall comply _
,with the following:

(l) The rate of climb (as prescribed
in the Airplane Flight Manual for the
appropriate weight and altitude) used
in calculating the airplane's flight
path shall be diminished by an
amount in feet per minute, equal to
(0.079-0.106/N) Vso 2 (when N is the
number of engines installed and VSo is
expressed in knots) for airplanes certi
ficated under Part 25 of this chapter
and by 0.026 Vso 2 for airplanes certifi·
cated under Part 4a of the Civil Air
Regulations.

(2) The an-engines~operating alti
tude shall be sufficient so that in the
event the critical engine becomes inop
erative at any point along the route,
the flight will be able to proceed to a
predetermined alternate airport by
use of this procedure. In determining
the takeoff weight, the airplane is as
sumed to pass over the critical ob
struction following engine failure at a
point no closer to the critical obstruc·
tion than the nearest approved radio
navigatIonal fix, unless the Adminis
trator approves a procedure estab·
lished on a different basis upon find·
ing that adequate operational safe
guards exist.
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(3) The airplane must mee't the pro
visions of paragraph (a) of this section
at 1,000 feet above the airport used as
an alternate in this procedlUe.

(4.) The procedure must include an
approved method of accounting for
winds and temperatures that would
otherwise adversely affect the flight
path.

(5) In complyIng with this proce~

dure. fuel jettisoning is allowed if the
certifieate holder shows that it has an
adequate training program, that
proper instructions are given to the
flight crew, and all other precautions
a.re taken to ensure a safe procedure.

(6'> The certificate holder and the
pilot in command shall jointly elect an
alternate airport for which the appro
priate weather reports or forecasts. or
any combination of them. indicate
that weather conditions will be at or
above the alternate weather minimum
specified in the certificate holder's op·
erations specifications for that airport
when the flight arrives.

§ 135.373 Part 25 t1'8nsport (,lltegory air
planes with four or more engines: reo
ciprocating en~ne p61Ve",d: en route
limitations.: two en&,ines inoperative.

(a) No person may operate an air·
plane certificated under Part 25 and
having four or more engines unless-

(1) There is no place along the in·
tended track that is more than 90 min·
utes (with all engines operating at
cruising po\\'er) from an airport that
meets § 135.377; or

(2) It is operated at a weight allow·
ing the airplane, with the two crltical
engines inoperative. to climb at 0.013
VSo" feet per minute (that is, the
number of feet per minute obtained by
multiplying the number of knots
squared by 0.013) at an altitude of
1,000 feet above the highest ground or
obstruction within 10 miles on each
side of the intended track, or at an al·
Utude of 5.000 feet, whichever is
higher.

(b) For the purposes of parri.gr'aph
(a)(2) of this section, it Is assumed
that-

(1) The two englnes fail at the point
that is most critical with respect to
the takeoff weight;

(2) Consumption of fuel and oil is
normal with aD engines operating up
to the point where the two engines fail
with two engines operating beyond
that point;

(3) Where the engines are assumed
to fail at an altitude above the pre·
scribed minimum alt;tude, compliance
with the prescribed rate of climb at
the prescribed minimum altitude need
not be shown during the descent from
the cruising altitude to the prescribed.
minimum altitude, if those require·
ments can be met once the prescribed
minimum altitude is. reached. and as
suming descent to be along a net flight

-
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path and the rate of descent to be
0.013 Vso

t greater than the rate in the
approved performance data; and

(4) If fuel jettisoning Is provided. the
airplane's weight at the point where
the two engines fail is consldered.to be
not less than that which would include
enough fuel to proceed to an airport
meeting § 135.377 and to arrive at an
altitude of at least 1,000 feet directly
over that airport.

§ 135.375 Large transport caregory air
planes: reciprocating engine powered:
landing Iimitation8: destination ait'·
ports.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, no person operating
a reciprocating engine powered large
transport category airplane may take
off that airplane, unless its weight on
arrival, allowIng for normal consumP
tion of fuel and oil in night, would
allow a full stop landing at the intend·
cd destinatlon wIthin 60 percent of the
effective length of each runway de·
scribed below from a point 50 feet di·
rectly above the intersection of the ob
struction clearance plane and the
runway. For the purposes of determin
ing the allowable landin.g weight at
the destination airport the following is
assumed:

(1) The airplane is landed on the
most favorable nmway and in the
most favorable direction In still air.

(2) The airplane is landed on the
most suitable runway considering the
probable wind velocity and direction
(forecast for the expected time of ar~

rival>, the ground handling character
istics of the type of airplane. and
other conditions such as landing aids
and terrain. and allowing for the
effect of the landing path and roll of
not more the.n 50 percent of the head
wind component or not less than 150
percent of the tailwind component.
,(b) An airplane that would be pro

hibited from being taken off because It
could not meet paragraph (30)(2) of
this section may be taken off if an al
ternate airport is selected that meets
all oJ this section except that the air
plane can accomplish a full stop land~

ing within 70 percent of the e:!fective
length of the rWlway.

§ 13G.377 Larre transport eate&'ory o.ir
planes: recipmcati.ng enrine powered:
landing limitation!!: alternate airports.

No person may list an eJrport as an
alternate airport in a flight plan
unless the airplane (at the weight an~

ticipated at the time of arrival at the
airport), based on the assWDPtlons in
§ 135.375(a) (1) and (2), can be brought
to a full stop landing within 70 per
cent of the effective length of the
runway.

§ 135.379 Large transport category air
planes: turbine engine powered: take.off
limitations.

(a) No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego~
ry airplane may take off that airplane
at a weight greater than that listed in
the Airplane Flight Manual Jor the
elevation of the airport and for the
ambient temperature existing at take·
off.

(b) No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego·
ry airplane certificated after August
26. 1957, but before August 30, 1959
(SR422, 422Al, may take off that air
plane at a weight greater than that
listed in the Airplane Flight Manual
for the minumum distance required
for takeoff. In the case of an airplane
certificated after september 30. 1958
(SR422A, 422B), the takeoff distance
may include a clearway distance but
the clearway distance included may
not be greater than one~ha.lf of the
takeoff run.

(c) No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego~
ry airplane certificated after August
29, 1959 (SR422B), may take off that
airplane at a weight greater than that
listed in the Airplane Flight Manual
at which compliance with the follow
ing may be shown:

(1) The accelerate-st.op distance, a.s
defined in § 25.109 of this chapter,
must not exceed the length of the
runway plus the length of any stop
way.

(2) The takeoff distance must not
exceed the length of the runway plus
the length of any clearway except that
the length of any clearway included
must not be greater than one-half t.he
length of the runway.

(3) The takeoff run must not be
greater than the length of the
runway.

(d> No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego
ry airplane may tllke off that airplane
at a weight greater than that listed in
the Airplane Flight Manual-

(1) For an airplane certificated after
August 26, 195'1, but before October 1.
1958 (SR422l, that allows a takeoff
path that clears all obstacles either by
at least (35+0.01 Dl feet vprtically (D
Is the distance along t.he intended
flight path from the end of t.he
runway in feet), or by at least 200 feet
horizontally within the airport bound
aries and by at least 300 feet horizon
tally after passing the boundaries; or

(2l For an airplane certificated after
September 30, 1958 (SR422A, 422Bl,
that allows a net takeoff llight path
that clears a.ll obstacles either by a
height of at least 35 feet vertically. or
by at least 200 feet horizontally Within
the airport boundaries and by at least
300 feet horizontally a,Iter passing the
boundaries.
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(e) In determining maximum
weights, minimum distances and flight
paths under paragraphs (a) through
(d) of this section. correction must be
made for the runway to be used, the
elevation of the airport. the effective
runway gradient, and the ambient
temperature and wind component at
the time of takeoff.

(1) For the purposes of this section,
it is assumed that the airplane 18 not
banked before reaching a. height of 50
feet, as shown by the takeoff path or
net takeoff filght path data (as appro
priate) in the Airplane Flight Manual,
and after that the maximum bank. is
not more than 15 degrees.

(g) For the purposes of this section.
the terms, "takeoff distance," "takeoff
run," "net takeoff llight path," have
the same meanings as set forth in the
rules Wlde-r which the airplane was
certificated.

§ 135.381 LaT,e transport category air·
planes: turbine engine powered: en
route limitations: one engine inoper
ative.

(a) No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego
ry airplane may take off that airplane
at a weight, allowing for nonnal con
sumption of fuel and oil, that is great
er than that which (under the ap
proved, one engine inoperative, en
route net flight path data in the Air
plane Flight Manual for that airplane)
will allow compliance with subpara
graph (1) or ~2) of this paragraph,
based on the ambient temperatures
expected en route.

(1) There is a positive slope at an al
titude of at least 1,000 feet above all
terrain and obstructions within five
statute miles on each side of the in
tended track, and. in addition. if that
airplane was certificated after August
29, 1958 (SR422B), there is a positive
slope at 1,500 feet above the airport
where the airplane is assumed to land
after. an engine falls.

(2) The net flight path allo'\\rs the
airplane to continue flight from the
cruising altitude to an airport where a
landing can be made under ~ 135.387
clearing all terrain and obstructions
within five statute miles of the intend
ed track by at least 2,000 feet vertical
ly and with a pOSitive slope at 1,000
feet above the airport where the air·
plane lands after an engine fails, or, if
that airplane was certificated after
september 30. 1958 (SR422A. 422B).
with a positive slope at 1,500 feet
above the airpOrt where the airplane
lands after an engine fails.

(b) For the purpose of paragraph
(a)(2) of this section, it is a.&Sumed
that-

(1) The engine fails at the most criti·
cal point en route;

(2) The airplane P3SSP-S over the
critical obstruction, after engine fail-
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ure at a point that ie; no closer to the
obstruction than the approved radio
navigation fix, unless the Administra
tor authorizes a different procedure
based on adequate operatlonal safe-
guards; 4

(3) An approved method is used to
allow for adverse winds:

(4) Fuel jettisoning will be allowed if
the certificate holder shows that the
crew is properly instructed, that the
training program is adequate, and that
all other precautions are taken to
ensure a safe procedure;

(5) The alternate airport is selected
and meets the prescribed weather
minimums; and·

(6) The consumption of fuel and oil
after engine failure is the same as the
consumption that is allowed for in the
approved net flight path data in the
Airplane Flight Manual.

§ 135.383 Large transport ~ategory air
planes: turbine engine powered: en
route limitations: two engines inoper
aUye.

(a) Airplanes certificated after
August 26, 195'1, but before October I,
1958 (SR422). No person may operate
a turbine engine powered large trans
port category airplane along an in
tended route unless that person com
plies with either of the following:

(1) There is no place along the in
tended track that is more than 90 min
utes (with all engines operating at
cruising power) from an airport that
meets ~ 135.387.

(2) Its weight, according to the two
engine-inoperative, en route, net flight
path data in the AIrplane Flight
Manunl, allows the airpla.ne to fly
from the point where the two engines
are assumed to fail simultaneously to
an airport that meets § 135.387. with a
net flight path (considering the ambi
ent temperature anticipated along the
track) having a positive slope at an al
titude of at least 1,000 feet above all
terrain and obstructions within five
statute miles on each side of the in
tended track. or at an altitude of 5.000
feet, whichever is higher.
For the purposes of paragraph (2) of
this paragraph. it is assumed that the
two engines fail at the most critical
point en route. that if fuel jettisoning
is provided. the airplane's weight at
the point where the engines fail in
cludes enough fuel to continue to the
airport and to arrive at an altitude of
at least 1,000 feet directly over the air
port, and that the fuel and oil con
sumption after engine failure is the
same as the c0Il&...umption allowed fo.r
in the net flight path data in the Air
plane Flight Manual.

(b) Airplanes certificated after Sep·
tember 30, 1958, but before August 30,
1959 (SR422A). No person may oper
ate a turbine engine powered large
transport category airplane along an

.....
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intended route unless that person
complies with either of Lhe following:

(1) There is no place along the in
tended track that is more than 90 min·
utes (with all engines operating at
cruising power) from an airport that
meets § 135.387.

(2) Its weight, according to the two
engine-inoperative, en route, net flight
path data in the Airplr.ne Flight
Manual allows the airplane to fly from
the point where the two engines are
assumed to fail simultaneously to an
airport that meets § 135.381 with a net
flight path (consIdering the ambient
temperatures anticipated along the
track) having a positf\.e slope a.t an al·
titude of at least 1,000 feet above all
terrain and obstructions within five
statute miles on each side of the in
t-ended track, or at an altitude of 2,000
feet,-whichever is higher.

For the purpose of paragraph (2) of.
this paragraph, it is assumed that the
two engines fail at the most critical
point en route, that the airplane's
weight at the point where the engines
fail includes enough fuel to continue
to the airport, to arrive at an altitude
of at least 1,500 feet directly over the
airport, and after that. to fly for 15
minutes at cruise power or thrust. or
both, and that the consumption of
fuel and oil after engine failure is the
same as the consumption allowed for
in the net flight path data in the Air
plane Flight Manual.

(c) Aircraft certificated after August
29, 1959 (SR422B). No person may op·
erate a turbine engine powered large
transport category airplane along an
intended route unless that person
complies with either of the following:

(1) There is no place along the in
tended track that is more than 90 mIn
utes (with all engines operating at
cruising power) from an airport that
meets § 135.387.

(2) Its weight. according to the two
engine-inoperative, en route, net flight
path data in the AIrplane Fltght
Manual, allows the airplane to fly
from the point where the two engines
are assumed to fail s1rnultaneously to
an airport that meets § 135.38'1, with
the net flight path (considering the
ambient temoeratures anticipated
along the track) clearing vertically by
at least 2,000 feet all terrain and ob
strl:lctions within five statute miles on
each side of the intended track. For
the purposes of this paragraph, it is
assumed that-

(i) The two engines fail at the most
critical point en route;

(ti) The net flight path has a posI
tive slope at 1,500 feet above the air
port where the landing is assumed to
be made after the engines fail;

(iii> Fuel jettisoning will be approved
if the certificate hold~r shows t.hat the
crew is properly instructed, that the
tra.in.ir..g program is adequate, and that
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all other precautions are taken to
ensure a safe procedure;

(iv) The airplane's weight at the
point where the two engines are as
sumed to fail provides enough fuel to
continue to the airport, to arrive at an
altitude of at least 1,500 feet directly
over the airport. and after that to fly
for 15 minutes at cruise pOwer or
thrust, or both; and

(v) The consumption of fuel and oil
after the engines fail is the same as
the consumption that is allowed for in
the net flight path data in the Air
plane Flight Manual.

§ 135.385 Large transport caiegory air
planes: turbine engine powered: land
ing limitations: destination airports.

(a) No person operating a turbine
engine powered large transport catego
ry airplane may take off that airplane
at a weight that <allowing for normal
consumption of fuel and oil in flight
to the destination or alternate airport)
the weight of the airplane on arrival
would exceed the landing weight in
the Airplane Flight Manual for the
elevation of the destination or alter
nate airport and the ambient tempera
ture anticipated at the time of land
ing.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph
(c), (d). or (e) of this section, no person
operating a turbine engine powered
large transport category airplane may
take off that airplane unless its weight
on arrival, allowing for normal con·
sumption of fuel and on in flight <In
accordance with the landing distance
in the Airplane Flight Manual for the
elevation of the destination airport
and the wind conditions anticipated
there at the time of landing), would
allow a full stop landing at the intend
ed destination airport within 60 per
cent of the effective length of each
runway described below from a point
50 feet above the intersection of the
obstruction clearance plane and the
runway. For the purpose of determin·
ing the allowable landing weight at
the destination airport the following is
assumed:

(l) The airplane is landed on the
most favorable runway and in the
most favorable direction, in still air.
. (2) The airplane is landed on the
most suitable runway considering the
probable wind velocity and direction
and the ground handling characteris
tics of the airplane. and considering
other conditions such as landing aids
and terrain.

(c) A turbopropeller powered air
plane that would be prohibited from
being taken off because it could not·
meet paragraph (b)( 2) of this section,
may be taken off if an alternate air
port is selected that meets all of this
section except that the airplane can
accomplish a fUll stop landing within
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70 percent of the effective length of
the runway.

(d) Unless. based on a showing of
actual operating landing techniques
on wet runways, a shorter landing dis
tance (but never less than that re·
quired by paragraph (b) of this sec
tion) has been approved for a specific
type and model airplane and included
in the Airplane Flight Manual, no
person may take off a turbojet air
plane when the appropriate weather
reports or forecasts, or any combina
tion of them, indicate that the run
ways at the destination airport may be
wet or slippery at the estimated time
of arrival unless the effective runway
length at the destination airport is at
least 115 percent of the runway length
required under. paragraph (b) of this
section.

(e) A turbojet airplane that would be
prohibited from being taken off be
cause it could not meet paragraph
(b)(2) of this section may be taken off
if an alternate airport is selected that
meets all of paragraph (b) of this sec
tion.

§ 135.387 Large transport category air
planes: turbine engine powered: land
ing limitations: alternate airports.

No person may select an airport as
an alternate airport for a turbine
engine powered large transport catego·
ry airplane unless (based on the as
sumptions in § 135.385(b» that air
plane. at the weight anticipated at the
time of arrival, can be brought to a
full stop landing within 70 percent of
the effective length of the runway for
turbopropeller-powered airplanes and
60 percent of the effective length of
the runway for turbojet airplanes,
from a point 50 feet above the inter
section of the obstruction clearance
plane and the runway.

§ 135.389 Large nontrans))Ort category air
planes: takeoff limitations.

(a) No person operating a large non
transport category airplane may take
off that airplane at a weight greater
than the weight that would allow the
airplane to be brought to a safe stop
within the effective length of the
runway, from any point during the ta·
keoff before reaching 105 percent of
minimum control speed (the minimum
speed at which an airplane can be
safely controlled in flight after an
engine becomes inoperative) or 115
percent of the power off stalling speed
in the takeoff configuration, which
ever is greater.

(b) For the purposes of this section
(1) It may be assumed that takeoff

power is used on all engines during the
acceleration;

(2) Not more than 50 percent of the
reported headwind component, or not
less than 150 percent of the reported

tailwind component, may be taken
into account;

(3) The average runway gradient
(the difference between the elevations
of the endpoints of the runway divided
by the total length) must be consid
ered if it is more than one-half of one
percent;

(4) It is assumed that the airplane is
operating in standard atmosphere; and

(5) For takeoff, "effective length of
the runway" means the distance from
the end of the runway at which the ta- _
keoff is started to a point at Which the
obstruction clearance plane associated
with the other end of the runway in
tersects the runway centerline.

§ 135.391 Large nontransport category air
planes:'en route Iimitation8: one engine
inoperative.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, no person operating
a large nontransport category airplane
may take off that airplane at a weight
that does not allow a rate of climb of
at least 50 feet a minute, with the
critical engine inoperative, at an alti
tude of at least 1,000 feet above the
highest obstruction within five miles
on each side of the intended track. or
5,000 feet, whichever is higher.

(b) Without regard to paragraph (a)
of this section, Ii the Administrator
finds that safe operations are not im
paired, a person may operate the air·
plane at an altitude that allows the
airplane, in case of engine failure, to
clear all obstructions within five miles
on each side of the intended track by
1,000 feet. If this procedure is used.
the rate ot'descent for the QPproPJ;'iate
weight and altitude is assumed to be
50 feet a minute greater than the rate
in the approved performance data.
Before approving such a procedure.
the Administrator considers the fol
lowing for the route. route segement,
or area concerned:

(1) The reliability of wind and
weather forecasting.

(2) The location and kinds of nal;ga
tion aids.

(3) The prevailing weather condi
tions, partiCUlarly the frequency and
amount of turbulence normally en
countered.

(4) Terrain features.
(5) Air traffic problems.
(6) Any other operational factors

that affect the operations.
(e) For the purposes of thIs section,

it is assumed that--
(1) The critical engine is inoperative;
(2) The propeller of the inoperative

engine is in the minimum drag post·
tion; .

(3) The wing flaps and landing gear
are in the most favorable position;

(4) The operating engines are oper
ating at the maximum continuous
power available;
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(5) The airplane is operating in
standard atmosphere; and

(6) The weight of the airplane is pro
gressively reduced by the anticipated
consumption of fuel and oil.

§ 135.393 Large nontransport category air.
planes: landing limitations: destination
airports.

(a) No person operating a large 000

transport category airplane may take
off that airplane at a weight that-

(1) Allowing for anticipated con
sumption of fuel and oil, is greater
than the weight that would allow a
full stop landing within 60 percent of
the effective length of the most suit
able runway at the destination airport:
and

(2) Is greater than the weight al
lowable if the landing is to be made on
the runway-

(i) With the greatest effective len~
in still air; and -7-

(ii) Required by the probable wind,
taking into account not more than 50
percent of the headwind component or
not less than 150 percent of the tail·
wind component.

(b) For the purpose of this section. it
is assumed that-

(1) The airplane passes directly over
the intersection of the obstruction
clearance plane and the runway at a
height of 50 feet in a steady gliding
approach at a true indicated airspeed
of at least 1.3 Vso:

(2) The landing does not require ex
ceptional pilot sklll; and

(3) The airplane is operating in
standard atmosphere.

§ 135.395 Large l1ontransport category air·
planes: landing limitations: alternate
airports.

No person may select an airport as
an alternate airport for a large non
transport category airplane unless
that airplane (at the weight anticipat
ed at the time of arrlvaD, based on the
assumptions in § 135.393(b), can be
brought to a full stoP landing within
70 percent of the effective length of
the runway.

§ 135.397 Small transport category air·,
plane performance opE':rating limlta·
tions.

(a) No person may operate a recipro
cating engine powered small transport
category airplane unless that person
complies with the weight limitations
in § 135.365. the takeoff limitations in
§ 135.367 (except. paragraph (a)(3)),
and the landing limitations in
§§ 135.375 and 135.377.

(b) No person may operate a turbine
engine powered small transport cate
gory airplane unless that person com
plies with, the takeoff limitations in
§ 135.379 (except paragraphs (d) and
(f» and the landing limitations in
§§ 135.385 and 135.387.
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§ 135.399 Small nontransport category air
plane per-formance o~rating limita
tions.

No person may operate a reciprocat
ing engine or turbopropeller-powered
small airplane that is certificated
under § 135.169(b) (2), (3), or (4),
unless that person complies with the
takeoff weight limitations in ttie ap
proved Airplane Flight Manual or
equivalent for operations under this
part, and, if the airplane is certificated
under § 135.169(b)(4), with the landing
weight llmitations in the approved Air
plane Flight Manual or equivalent for
operations under this part.

Subpart J-Maintenance, Preventive
Maintenance, and Alterations

§ 135.411 Applicability.'

(3) This subpart prescribes rules in
addition to those in other parts of this
chapter for the maintenance, preven
tive maintenance, and alterations for
each certificate holder as follows:

(1) Aircraft that are type certificat
ed for a passenger seating configura
tion, excluding any pilot seat, of nine
seats or less, shall be maintained
under Parts 91 and 43 of this chapter
and §§ 135.415, 135.417, and 135.421.
An approved aircraft inspection pro·
gram may be used under § 135.419.

(2) Aircraft that are type certificat
ed for a passenger seating configura
tion, excluding any pilot seat, of ten
seats or more, sh~_l1 be maintained
under a maintenance program-in
§§ 135.415, 135.417, and 135.423
through 135.443.

(b) A certificate holder. who Is not
otherwise required, may elect to main
tain its aircraft under paragraph (a)(2)
of this section. -

§ 135.413 Responsibility for airworthiness.

(a) Each certificate holder is primar
ily responsible for the airworthiness of
its aircraft, including airframes, air
craft engines, propellers, rotors, appli
ances, and parts, and shall have its air
cr3.ft maintained under this chapter,
and shall have defects repaired be.
tween required maintenance under
Part 43 of this chapter.

(b) Each certificate holder who
maintains its aircraft under
§ 135.411(a)(2) shall-

0) Perform the maintenance, pre
ventive maintenance, and alteration of
its aircraft, including - airframe, air
craft engines, propellers, rotors, appli·
ances, emergency equipment and
parts, under its manual and this chap
ter; or

(2) Make arrangments with another
person for the performance of mainte
nance, preventive maintenance, or al
teration. However, the certificate
holder shall ensure that any mainte
nance, preventive maintenance, or al
teration that is performed by another
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person is performed under the certifi
cate holder's manual and this chapter.

§ 135.415 Mechanical reliability reports.

(a) Each certificate holder shall
report the occurrence or detection of
each failure, malfunction. or defect in
an aircraft concemlng-

(1) Fires during flight and whether
the related fire-warning system func
tioned properly;

(2) Fires during flight not protected
by-related fire-warning system;

(3) False fire·warning during flight;
(4) An exhaust system that causes

damage during flight to the engine,
adjacent structure, equipment, or com
ponents;

(5) An aircraft component that
causes accumUlation or circulation of
smoke, vapor, or toxic or noxious
fumes in the crew compartment or
passenger cabin during flight;

(6) Engine shutdown during nigbt
because of flameout;

(7) Engine shutdown during flight
when external damage to the engine
or aircraft structure occurs;

(8) Engine shutdown during night
due to foreign object ingestion or
icing;

(9) Shutdown of more than one
engine during flight;

(0) A propeller feathering system
or ability of the system to control
overspeed during flight;

(11) A fuel or fuel-dumping system
that affects fuel flow or causes h~d
ous leakage during flIght;

(12) An unwanted landing gear ex·
tension or retraction or opening or
closing of landlng gear doors during
!light;

(13) Brake system components that
result in loss of brake actuating force
when the aircraft is in motion on the
ground;

(14) Aircraft structure that requires
major repair;

(5) Cracks, permanent deformation,
or corrosion of aircraft structures, if
more than the maximum acceptable to
the manufacturer or the FAA; and

(6) Aircraft compOnents or systems
that result in taking emergency ac
tions during flight (except action to
shut-down an engine).

(b) For the purpose of this section,
"during flight" means the period from
the moment the aircraft leaves the
surface of the earth on takeoff until it
touches down on landing.

(c) In addition to the reports re·
quired by paragraph (a) of this sec
tion, each certificate holder shall
report any other failure, malfunction,
or defect in an 'aircraft that occurs or
is detected at any time if. in its opin·
ion. the failure, malfunction, or defect
has endangered or may endanger the
safe operation of ,the aircraft.

Cd) Each certificate holder shall send
each report required b~ this section, in
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writing, covering each 24·hour period
beginning· at 0900 hours local time of
each day and ending at 0900 hours
local time on the next day to the FAA
Flight Standards District Office
charged with the overall inspection of
the certificate holder. Each report of
occurrences during a 24·hour period
must be mailed or delivered to that
office within the next 72 hours. How
ever, a report that is due on Saturday
or Sunday may be mailed or delivered
on the fonowing Monday and one that
is due on a holiday may be mailed or
delivered on the next work day. For
aircraft operated in areas where mail"
is not collected, reports may be mailed
or delivered within '12 hours after the
aircraft r:eturns to a point where the
maills collected.

(e) The certificate holder shall
transmit the reports required by this
section on a form and in a manner pre
scribed by the Administrator, and
shall include as much of the following
as is available:

(1) The type and identification
number of the aircraft.

(2) The name of the'operator.
(3) The date.
(4) The nature of the failure, mal

function, or defect.
(5) Identification of the part and

system involved, including available
information pertaining to type desig
nation of the major component and
time since last overhaul, if known.

(6) Apparent cause of the failure,
malfunction or defect (e.g., wear,
crack, design deficiency, or personnel
error).

(7) Other pertinent information nec
essary for more complete identifica
tion, determination of seriousness, or
corrective action.

(!) A certificate holder that is also
the holder of a type certificate (in
,eluding a supplemental type certifi
cate), a Parts Manufacturer Approval,
or a Technical Standard Order Au
thorization, or that is the licensee of a
type certificate need not report a fail
ure, malfunction, or defect under this
section if the failure, malfunction, or
defect has been reported by it under
§ 21.3 or § 37.17 of this chapter or
under the accident reporting pravi·
slons of Part 830 of the regulations of
the National Transportation Safety
Board.

(g) No person may withhold a report
required by this section even though
all information required by this sec
tion is not available.

(h) When the certificate holder gets
additional information, including in
formation from the manufacturer or
other agency, concerning a report re
Quired by this section, it shall expedi
tiously submit it as a supplement to
the first report and reference the date
and place of submission of the first
report.
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§ 135.417 Mechanical interruption sum~

mary report.

Each certificate holder shall mail or
deliver. before the end of the 10th day
of the following month, a summary
report of the following occurrences in
multiengine aircraft for the preceding
month to the FAA Flight Standards
District Office charged with the over
all inspection of the certificate holder.

(a) Each interruption to a flight. un
scheduled change of aircraft en route,
or unscheduled stop ot diversion from
a route, caused by known or suspected
mechanical difficulties or malfunc·
tio08 that are not required to be re
ported under § 135.415.

(b) The number of propeller feather·
ings in flight. listed by type of propel
ler and engme and aircraft on which it
was installed. Propeller featherings for
training, demonstration. .or flight
check purposes need not be reported.

§ 135.09 Approved aircraft inspection
program.

(a) Whenever the Administrator
finds that the aircraft inspections re
quired or allowed under Part 91 of this
chapter are not adequate to meet this
part, or upon application by a certifi·
cate holder, the Administrator may
amend the certificate holder's oper
ations specifications under § 135.17, to
require or allow an approved aircraft
inspection program for any make and
model aircraft of which the certificate
holder has the exclusive use of at least
one aircraft (as defined in § 135.25(b».

(b) A certificate holder who applies
for an amendment of its operations
specifications to allow an aplJroved afr
craft inspection program must submit
that program With its application for
approval by the Administrator.

(c) Each certificate holder who is re
quired by its operations specifications
to have an approved aircraft inspec
tion program shall submit a program
for approval by the Administrator
within 30 days of the amendment of
its operations specifications or within
any other period that the Administra
tor may prescribe in the operations
specifications.

(d) The aircraft inspection program
submitted for approval by the Admin
istrator must contain the following:

(1) Instructions and procedures for
the conduct of aircraft inspections
(which must include necessary tests
and checks). setting forth in <letall the
parts and areas of the airframe, en
gines, propellers, rotors, and appli
ances, including emergency equip·
ment, that must be in.spected.

(2) A schedule for the performance
of the aircraft Inspections under para
graph (1) of this paragraph expressed
in terms of the time in service, calen
dar time, number of system oper
ations, or any combination of these.

(3) Instructions and procedures for
recording discrepancies found during
inspections and correction or deferral
of discrepancies including form and
disposition of records.

(e) After approval, the certificate
holder shall include the approved air·
craft inspection program in the
manual required by § 135.21.

(i) Whenever the Administrator
finds that revLsions to an approved air
craft inspection program are necessary
for the continued adequacy of the pro
gram, the certificate holder shall,
after notification by the Administra
tor, make any changes in the program
found by the Administrator. to be nec
essary. The certificate holder may pe
tition the Administrator to reconsider
the notice to make any changes in a
program. The petition must be filed
with the representatives of the Admin
istrator assigned to it within 30 days
after the certificate holder receives
the notice. Except in the case of an
emergency requiring immediate action
in the interest of safety, the filing of
the petition itays the notice pending a
decision by the Administrator.

(g) Each certificate holder who has
an approved aircraft inspection pro
gram shall have each aircraft -that is
subject to the program inspected in ac
cordance with the program.

(h) The registration number of each
aircraft that Ls subject to an approved
aircraft inspection program must be
included in the operations specifica
tions of the certificate holder.

§ 135.421 Additional maintenance require8
ments.

(a) Each certificate holder who oper
ates an aircraft type certificated for a
passenger seating configuration, ex
cluding any pilot seat, of nine seats or
less, must comply with the manufac:
turer's recommended maintenance
programs, or a program approved by
the Administrator, for each aircraft
engine. propeller, rotor, and each item
of emergency equipment required by
this chapter.

(b) For the purpose of this section, a
~ manufacturer's maintenance program

is one which is contained in the main
tenance manual or maintenance
instructions set forth by the manufac
turer as required by this chapter for
the aircraft. aircraft engine, propeller,
rotor or item of emergency equipment.

§ 135.423 Maintenance. preventive mainte-
nance, and alteration organization.

(a) Each certificate bolder that per·
forms any of its maintenance (other
than required inspections), preventive
maintenance. or alterations. and each
p~rson with whom it arranges for the
performance of that work, must have
an organization adequate to perfonn
the work.
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(b) Each certificate holder that per
forms any inspections required by its
manual under § 135.427(b) (2) or (3),
(in this subpart referred to as "re
Quired inspections"), and each person
with whom it arranges for the per
formance of that work, must have an
organization adequate to perform that
work.

(c) Each person performing required
inspections in addition to other main
tenance. preventive maintenance, or
alterations, shall organize the per
formance of those functions so as to
separate the required inspectiq.n func
tions from the other malnt~nance,

preventive maintenance, and alter
ation functions. The separation shall
be below the level of administrative
control at which overall responsibility
for the required inspection functions
and other maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alteration functions
is exercised.

§ 135.425 Maintenance, preventive mainte~

nance, and alteration programs.

Each certificate holder shan. have an
inspection program and ....a program
covering other maintenance, preven
tive maintenance, and alterations, that
ensures that-

(a) Maintenance, preventive mainte
nance, and alterations performed by
it, or by other persons, are performed
under the certificate holder's manual;

(b) Competent personnel and ade
Quate facilities and equipment are pro
vided for the proper performance of
maintenance, preventive maintenance,
and alterations; and

(c) Each aircraft released to service
is airworthy and has been properly
maintained for operation under this
part.

§ 135.427 Manual requirements.
(a) Each certificate holder shall put

in its manual the chart or description
of the certificate holder's organization
required by § 135.423 and a list of per
sons with whom it has arranged for
the performance of any of its required
inspections, other maintenance, pre
ventive maintenance, or alterations,
including a general description of that
work.

(b) Each certificate holder shall put
in its manual the programs required
by § 135.425 that must be followed in
performing maintenance, preventive
maintenance, and alterations of that
certificate holder's· aircraft, including
airframes, aircraft engines, propellers,
rotors, appliances, emergency equip
ment, and parts, and -must include at
least the following:

(1) The method of performing rou
tine and nonroutine maintenance
(other than required inspections), pre
ventive maintenance, and alterations.

(2) A designation of the items of
maintenance and alteration that must
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be inspected (required inspections) in
cluding at least those that could result
in a failure, malfunction, or defect en
dangering the safe operation of the
aircraft, if not performed properly or
if improper parts or materials are
used.

(3) The method of performing re
quired inspections and a designation
by occupational title of personnel au
thorized to perform each required in~

spection.
(4) Procedures for the reinspection

of work performed under previous re
quired inspection findings ("buy-back
procedures").

(5) Procedures, standards, and limits
necessary for required inspection.'5 and
acceptance or rejection of the items
required to be inspected and for peri
odic inspection and calibration of pre
cision tools, measuring deVices, and
test equipment. .

(6) Procedures to ensure that all re
quired inspections are performed.

(7) Instructions to prevent any
person who performs any item of work
from performing any required inspec
tion of that work.

(8) Instructions and procedures to
prevent any decision of an inspector
regarding any required inspection
from being countermanded by persons
other than supervisory personnel of
the inspection unit, or a person at the
level of adminIstrative control that
has overall responsibility for the man
agement of both the required inspec
tion functions and the other mainte
nance, preventive maintenance, and al
terations functions.

(9) Procedures to ensure that re
quired inspections, other maintenance,
preventive maintenance, and alter
ations that are not completed as a
result of work interruptions are prop
erly completed before the aircraft is
released to service.

(C) Each certificate holder shall put
in its manual a suitable system (which
may include a coded system) that pro
vides for the retention of the following
information-

0) A description (or reference to
data acceptable to the Administrator)
of the work performed;

(2) The name of the person perform~

ing the work if the work is performed
by a person outside the organization
of the certificate holder; and

(3) The name or other positive iden
tification of the individual approving
the work.

§ 135.429 Required inspection personnel.

(a) No person may use any person to
perform required inspections unless
the person performing the inspection
is appropriately certificated, properly
trained, Qualified, and authorized to
do so.

(b) No person may allow any person
to perform a required inspection
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unless, at the time, the person per
forming ,that inspection is under. the
supervision and control of an inspec
tion unit.

(c) No person may perforin a re
quired inspection if that person per
formed the item of work required to
be inspected.

(d) Each certificate holder shall
maintain, or shall determine that each
person with whom it arranges to per
form its required inspections main
tains, a current listing of persons who
have been trained, qualified, and au
thorized to conduct required inspec
tions. The persons must be identified
by name, occupational title and the in
spections that they are authorized to
perform. The certificate holder (or
person with whom it arranges to per
form its required inspections) shall
give written information to each
person so authorized, describing the
extent of that person's responsibilities,
authorities, and inspectional limita
tions. The list shall be made available
for inspection by the Administrator
upon request.

§ 135.431 Continuing analysis and surveil~

lance.

(a) Each certificate holder shall es
tablish and maintain a system for the
continuing analysis and surveUlance of
the performance and effectiveness of
its inspection program and the pro
gram covering other maintenance, pre
ventive maintenance, and alterations
and for the correction of any deficien
cy in those programs, regardless of
whether those programs are carried
out by the certificate holder or by an
other person.

(b) Whenever the Administrator
finds that either or both of the pro
grams described in paragraph (a) of
this section does not contain adequate
procedures and standards to meet this
part, the certificate holder shall, after
notifIcation by the Administrator,
make changes in those programs re
quested by the Administrator.

(c) A certificate holder may petition
the Administrator to reconsider the
not;~e to make a change in a program.
The petition must be filed with the
FAA Flight Standards District Office
charged with the overall inspection of
the certificate holder within 30 days
after the certificate holder receives
the notice. Except in the case of an
emergency requiring immediate action
in the interest of safety, the filing of
the petition stays the notice pending a
decision by the Administrator.

§ 135.433 .Maintenance and preventive
maintenance training program.

Each certificate bolder or a person
performing maintenance or preventive
maintenance functions for it shall
have a training program to ensure
that each person (including inspection
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personnel) who determines the ade·
quacy of work done is fully informed
about procedures and techniques and
new equipment in use and is compe
tent to perform that person's duties.

§ 135.135 Certificate requirements.

(a) Except for maintenance, preven
tive maintenance, alterations, and re
quired inspections performed by repair
stations certificated under the provi
sions of Subpart C of Part 145 of this
chapter, each person who is directly in
'charge of maintenance, preventive
maintenance, or alterations, and each
person performing required inspec
tions must hold an appropriate airman
certificate.

(b) For the purpose of this section, a
person "directly in charge" is each
person assigned to a position in which
that person is responsible for the work
of a shop or station that performs
maintenance, preventive maintenance,
alterations, or other functions affect-
ing airworthiness. A person who is "di
rectly in charge" need not physically
observe and direct each worker con
stantly but must be available for con
sultation and decision on matters re
Quiring instruction or decision from
higher authority than that of the
person performing the work.

§ 135.437 Authority to perform and ap
prove mwntenance, preventive mainte
nance, and alterations.

(a) A certificate holder may perform,
or make arrangements wIth other per
sons to perform, maintenance. preven·
tive maintenance, and alterations as
provided in its maintenance manual.
In addition, 3 certificate holder may
perform these functions for another
certificate holder as provided in the
maintenance manual of the other cer
tificate holder.

(b) A certificate holder may approve
any airframe, aircraft engine, propel
ler, rotor, or appliance for return to
service after maintenance, preventive
maintenance, or alterations that are
performed under paragraph (a) of this
section. However, in the case of a
major repair or alteration, the work
must have been done in accordance
with technical data approved by the
Administrator.

§ 135.439 Maintenance recording- require
ments.

(a) Each certificate holder shall keep
(using the system specified in the
manual required in § 135.4270) the
follOWing record') for the periods speci
fied in paragraph (b) of this section:

(1) All the records necessary to show
that all requirements for the issuance
of an airworthiness release under
§ 135.443 have been met.

(2) Records containing the following
information:
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(i) The total time in service of the
airframe, engine, propeller, and rotor.

(ii) The current status of life-limited
parts of each airframe, engine, propel
ler, rotor, and appliance.

(ill) The time since last overhaul of
each item installed on the aircraft
which are required to be overhauled
on a specified time basis.

(iv) The identification of the current
inspection status of the aircraft, in
cluding the time since the last inspec
tions required by the inspection pro
gram under Which the aircra.ft and its
appliances are maintained.

(v) The current status of applicable
airworthiness directives, including the
date and methods of compliance, and.
if the airworthiness directive involves
recurring action. the time and daLe
when the next action is required.

(vi) A list of current major alter
ations and repairs to each airframe.
engine, propeller, rotor, and appliance.

(b) Each certificate holder shall
retain the records required to be kept
by this section for the following peri
ods:

(1) Except for the records of the last
complete overhaul of each airframe,
engine, propeller, rotor, and appliance
the records specified in paragraph
(a)(1) of this section sha.l.l be retained
until the work is repeated or supersed
ed by other work or for one year after
the work is performed.

(2) The records of the last complete
overhaul of each airframe, engine,
propeller, rotor, and appliance shall be
retained until the work is superseded
by work of equivalent scope and detail.

(3) The records specified in para
graph (a)( 2) of this section shall be re
tained and transferred with the air
craft at the time the aircraft is sold.

(c) The certiflcate holder shall make
all maintenance records required to be
kept by this section available for in
spection by the Administrator or any
representatl,,"c of the National Trans
portation Safety Board.

§ 135.441 TmnsCer of maintenance rec
ords.

Each certificate holder who sells a
United States registered aircraft shall
transfer to the purchaser, at the time
of the sale. the following records of
that aircraft, in plain language form
or in coded form which provides for
the preservation and retrieval of infor
mation in a manner a.ccept.able to the
Administrator:

(a) The records specified in
§ 135.439(&)(2).

(b) The records specified in
§ 135.439(a)(1) Which are not included
in the records covered by paragraph
(a) of this section, except that the pur
chaser may allow the seller to keep
phy~ical custody of such records. How
ever, custody of records by the seller
does not relieve the purchaser of its

responsibility under § 135.439(c) to
make the records available for inspec
tion by the Administrator or any rep
resentative of the National Transpor·
tation Safety Board.

§ 135.443 Airworthiness- release or aircraft
maintenance log entry.

(a) No certificate holder may oper
ate an aircraft after maintenance, pre
ventive maintenance, or alterations
are performed on the aircraft unless
the certificate holder prepares, or
causes the person with whom the cer
tificate holder arranges for the per
formance of the maintenance. preven
tive maintenance, or alterations, to
prepare-

(1) An airworthiness rele"d:'"e; or
(2) An appropriate entry in the air

craft maintenance log.
(b) The airworthiness release or log

entry required by paragraph (a) of
this section must-

0) Be prepared in accordance with
the procedure in the certificate hold
er's manual;

(2) Include a certification that-
(D The work was performed in ac

cordance 1A;th the requirements of the
certificate holder's manual:

Hi> All items required to be inspect
ed were inspected by an authorized
person who determined that the work
was satisfactorily completed:

(iii) No known condition exists that
would make the aircraft unairworthy;

(iv) So far as the work performed is
concerned, the aircraft is in condition
for safe operation; and

(3) Be signed by an authorized certi
ficated mechanic or repairman, except
that a certificated repairman may sign
the release or entry only for the work
for which that person is employed and
for which that person is certificated.

(c) Instead of restating each of the
conditions of the certification required
by paragraph (b) of this section. the
certificate holder may state in its
manual that the signature of an au
thori7..ed certificated mechanic or re
pairman constitutes that certification.

ApPENDlX A

ADDITIONAL AIRWORTHINESS STANDARDS FOR 10.
OR MORE PASSENGER AIRPLANES

Applicability

1. Applicabilily. This appendix prescribes
the additional airworthiness standards re
quired by § 135.169.

2. References. Unless otherv."Le provided,
references in this appendix to specific sec
tions of Part 23 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations <FAR Part 23) are to those sec
tions of Part 23 in effect on March 30,1967.

Flight Requirements

3. Genera.L CompHance must be shown
with the applicable requirements of Subpart
B of FAR Part 23. as supplemented or modi.
fied in §§ 4 through 10.
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Performance

4. General. (a) Unless otherwise pre-
scribed In this appendix, compliance with
each applicable performance requirement in
§§ 4 through 7 must be shown for ambient
atmospheric conditions and still air.

Cb) The perfonnance must correspond to
the propulslvl! thrust available under the
particular ambient atmospheric conditions
and the particular flight condition. The
available propulsive thrust must correspond
to engine power or thrust.. not exceeding the
approved power or thrust less-

(1) Installation losses; and
(2) The power or equivalent thrust ab

sorbed by the accessories and services ap
propriate to the particular ambient atmos
pheric conditions and the particular flight
condition.

(c) Unless otherwise prescribed in this ap
pendix, the applicant must select the take
off, en route, and landing configurations for
the airplane_

(3) The airplane configuration may vary
with weight, altitude, and temperature, to
the extent they are compatible with the op
erating procedures required by para~aph

(e) of this .s:ection.
(e) Unless otherv.ise prescribed in this ap

pendix, in determining the crittcal engine
inoperathe takeoff performance, the accel
erate-stop distance, takeoff distance,
changes in the airplane's configuration,
speed, power, and thrust must be made
under procedures established by the appli
cant for operation in service.

(0 Procedures for the execution of balked
landings must be established by the appli
cant and included in the Airplane Flight
Manual.

(g) The procedures established under
paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section must

(1) Be able to be consistently executed in
service by a crew cit average skill;

(2) Use methods or devices that are safe
and reliable; and

(3) Include allowance for any time delays,
in the execution of the procedures, that
may reasonably be expected in service.

5. Takeoff-Ca) General. Takeoff speeds,
the accelerate-stop distance, the takeoff dis
tance, and the one-engine-Inoperatlve ta
keoff flight path data (described in para
graphs (b), (c), (d), and (f) of this section),
must be determined for-

(1) Each weight, altitude, and ambient
temperature within the operational limits
selected by the applicant;

(2) The selected configuratIon for takeoff;
(3) The center of gravity in the most unfa

vorable position;
(4) The operating engine within approved

operating limitations; and
(S) Takeoff data based on smooth, dry,

hard-surface runway.
(b) Takeoff speeds_ (1) The decision speed

V, is the calibrated aIrspeed on the ground
at Which, as a result of engine f&ilure or
other reasons, the pilot is assumed ro have
made a decision to continue or discontinue
the takeoff. The speed V, must be selected
by the applicant but may not be less than-

(i) 1.10Vu;
(Ii) l.l0V..,.c;
(iii) A speed that allows acceleration to V.

and stop under paragraph (c) of this sec
tion; or

(iv) A speed at which the airplan-e can be
rotated for takeoff and shown to be ade
Quate to safely continue the takeoff, using
normal piloting skill, when the critical
engine is suddenly made inoperative.
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(2) The initial climb out speed VI, in terms
of calibrated airspeed, must be selected by
the applicant so as to allow the gradient of
climb required in § 6(b){2), but it must not
be less than V, or less than 1.2 Vs ,.

(3) Other essential take off speeds neces
sary for safe operation of the aIrplane.

(c) Accelerate-stop di.!tance. (1) The accel
erate-stop distance is the sum of the dis
tances necessary to-

m Accelerate the airplane from a standing
start to V,; and

(ii) Come to a full stop from the point at
which V, is reached assuming that in the
case of engine failure, failure of the critical
engine is recognized by the pilot at the
speed V,.

(2) Means other than wheel brakes may
be used to determine the accelerate-stop dis
tance if that means is available with the
critical engine Inoperative and-

(i) Is safe and reliable;
<iil Is used so that consistent results can

be expected under normal operating condi
tions; and

(iii) Is such that exceptional skill is not re
Quired to control the airplane.

(d) All engines operating takeoff distance.
The all engine operating takeoff distance is
the horizontal distance required to takeoff
and climb to a height of SO feet above the
takeoff surface under the procedures in
FAR 23.51<a).

(e) One-engine-inoperative takeoff. Deter
mine the weight {or each altitude and tem
perature within the operational limits estab
lished for the airplane, at which the air·
plane has the capability, after failure of the
critical engine at V, determined under para
graph (b) of this section, to take off and
climb at not less than V" to a. height 1,000
feet above the ta.keoff surface and attain
the speed and configuration at which com
pliance is shown with the en route lone
engine-inoperative gradient of climb speci
fied in § 6(c).

(f) One·engine-inopcmtive takeoff flight
path data. The one-engine-inoperative ta
keoff fl1ght path data consist of takeoff
flight paths extending from a standing start
to a point in the takeoff at which the air
plane reaches a height 1.000 feet above the
takeoff surface under pa.ragraph (e) of this
section.

6. Climb-(a) Landing climb: All-engines·
operating. The maximum \\eight must be
determined with the airplane in the landing
configuration, for each altitUde, and ambi
ent temperature within the operational
limlts establJshed for the airplane, with the
most unfavorable center of gravity, and out
of-ground effect in free air, at which the
steady gradient of climb will not be less
than 3.3 percent, with:

(1) The engines at the power that is avail
able 8 seconds after initiation of movement
of the power or thrust controls from the
minimum flight idle to the takeoff position.

(2) A climb speed not greater than the ap
proach speed established under § 7 and not
less than the greater of 1.05 V.tIC or 1.10V.n .

(b) Takeoff climb: one-engine-inoperative.
The maximum weight at which the airplane
meets the minimum climb performance
specified in subparagraphs (1) and (2) of
this paragraph must be determined for each
attitude and ambient temperature within
the operational limits established for the
airplane, out of ground effect in free air,
with the airplane in the takeoff configura
tion, with the most unfavorable center of
gravity, the critical engine in~rative, the
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remaining engines at the maximum takeoff
power or thrust, and the propeller of the in
operative engine windmUUng with the pro
peller controls in the normai position except
that, if an approved automatic feathering
system is installed, the propellers may be in
the feathered position:

(1) Takeoff: landing gear extended. The
minimum steadY gradient of cllmb must be
measurably positive at the speed V,_

(2) Takeoff: landing gear Tetrac~d.. The
minimum steady gradient of climb may not
be less than 2 percent at speed V,. For air
planes with fixed landing gear this require
ment must be met with the landing gear ex
tended.

(c) En rou.te· cUmb: one-engine-inoper
ative_ The maximum weight must be deter
mined for each altitude and ambient tem
perature within the operational limits estab
lished for the airplane, at whIch the steady
gradient of climb is not less 1.2 percent at
an altitude 1,000 feet above the takeoff sur
face, with the airplane in the en route con
figuration, the critical engine inoperative,
the remaining engine at the maximum con
tinuous power or thrust, and the most unfa
vorable center of gravity.

7. Landing. (a) The landing field length
described in ,paragraph (b) of this section
must be determined for standard atmo
sphere at each weight and altitude within
the operational limits established by the ap
plicant.

(b) The landing field length is equal to
the landing distance determined under FAR
23.7S(a) divided by a factor of 0.6 for the
destination airport and 0.7 for the alternate
airport_ Instead of the gliding approach
specified in FAR 23.75(a)(1), the landing
may be preceded by a steady approach down
to the SO-foot height at a gradient of de
scent not greater than S.2 percent (3") at a
calibrated airspeed not less than 1.3 Vs,.

Trim
8. Trim-(a) Lateral and directional trim.

The airplane must maintain lateral and di
rectlonal trim in level night at a speed of VH

or VMO / M"o, whichever is lower, with landing
gear and wing flaps retracted.

(b) Longitudinal trim. The airplane must
maintain longitudinal trim during the fol
lOWing conditions, except that it need not
maintain trim at a speed greater than VIiW /

.3-1"0:
(1) In thl! approach conditons specified in

FAR 23.161<c) (3) through (S), except that
instead of the speeds speci11ed' in those
paragraphs, trim must be maintained with a
stick force of not more than 10 pounds
down to a speed used in showing compUa.nce
with § 7 or 1.4 V-" whichever is lower.

(2) In level flight at any speed from VH or
VMO / ~o, whichever is lower, to either V, or
1.4 Vs .. with the landing gear and wing flaps
retracted_

Stability

9. Static longitudinal stability. (a) In
showing compliance with FAR 23.17S(b) and
wIth paragraph (b) of this section, the air
speed must return to within ±71Ja percent of
the trim speed.

(b) Crui.!e stability_ The stick force curve
must have a stable slope for a speed range
of ±SO knots from the trim speed except
that the speeds need not exceed Vf'C/Mn: or
be less than 1.4Vs•. This speed range will be
considered to begin at the outer extremes of
the friction band and the stick force may
not exceed SO pounds with-
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(1) Landing gear retracted;
(2) Wing flaps retracted;
(3) The maximum cruising power as se·

lected by the applicant as an operating limi
tation for turbine engines or 75 percent of
maximum continuous power for re<:iprocat·
ing engines .except that the power need not
exceed that reQuired at VlltJlAlMo:

(4) Maximum takeoff weight; and
(5) The airplane trimmed for le\-el flight

with the power specified in subpara.graph
(3) of this paragraph.

VI'C/Mn: may not be less tha.n a speed
midway between V.oJ MilO and Vo,/MIN.
except that. for a.ltitudes where Mach
number is the limiting factor, Mn; need not
exceed the MAch number at'which effective
speed warning occurs.

(c) CZimb .stability (turbopropeUer
powered a.irplanes only). In showing compli·
ance with FAR 23.175(a), an applicant must,
instea.d at the power specified in FAR
23.175(a),(4), use the maximum power or
thrust selected by the applicant as an oper
ating llmitatlon for use during climb at. t.he
best rate of climb speed, except that the
speed need not be less than 1.4 Vs•.

StaU3

10. Sl4U waming. II artificial stall warn
ing is required to comply with FAR 23.201.
the warning device must. give clearly distin
guishable indications under expected condi
tions of flight. The use of a visual warning
device that requires the attention of the
crew within the cockpit is not acceptable by
itself.

Control systems

11. Electric trim tabs. The airplane must
meet FAR 23.6'17 and in addition it must be
shown that the airplane is safely controlla
ble and that a. pilot can perfonn aU the ma
neuvers and operations necessary to effect a
safe landing following any probable electric
trim tab runaway which might be reason
ably expected in service allowing for appro
priate time delay alter pilot recognition of
the runaway. This demonstration must be
conducted at the critical airplane weights
and center 'Of gravity positions.

Instruments: InstaUation

12. Arrangement and visibilitll. Each in
strument must meet FAR 23.1321 and in ad
dition:

(a) Each flight., navigation. and power
plant iNtnunent for use by any pilot must
be plainly visible to the pilot from the
p11ot·s station with the minimum practiCa
ble devIation from the"pilot·s normal posi
tion and line of vision when the pilot is
looking forward along the flight path.

(b) The flight instruments requLred by
FAR 23.1303 and by the applicable operat
ing'rules must be grouped on the tn.c;tru
ment panel and centered as nearly as practi
cable about the vertical plane of each.pilot·s
forward vision. In addltion-

(1) The instrument that most effectively
indicates the a.ttitude must be in the panel
in the top center position;

(2) The instrwnent that most effectively
indicates the airspeed must be on the pa.nel
directly to the left of the instrument in the
top center position;

(3) The instrument that most effectively
indica.tes altitude must be adjacent to and
directly to the right of the instrument in
the top center position; and

(4) The instrument· that most effecUvely
indicates direction of flight must be adJa.-
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cent to and directly below the instrument in
the top center position.

13. Airspeed indicating system. Each air
speed indicating system must meet FAR
23.1323 and in addition:

(a) Airspeed indicating instnunents must
be 'of an approved type and must be cali
brated to indicate true airspeed at sea level
in the standard atmosphere with a mini
mum practicable instrument calibration
error when the corresponding pitot and
static pressures are supplied to the instro
ments.

(b) The airspeed lndica.ting system must
be ca.llbrated to detennine the system error.
i.e.• the relation between lAS and CAS. in
flight and during the accelerate-takeoff
ground run. The ground run calibration
must be obtained between 0.8 of the mini
mum vaJue of V, and 1.2 times the maxi
mum value of V.. considering the approved
ranges of a.ltitude and weight. The ground
run calibration is determined assuming an
engine failure at the minimum value of V..

(c) The aJrspeed error of the installation
excluding the Instrument calibration error,
must not exceed 3 percent or 5 knots which
ever is greater. throughout the speed range
from V..,o to 1.3 Vs, with flaps retracted and
from l.3Vso to V,. with flaps in the landing
position.

(d) Information showing the relationship
between lAS and CAS must be shown in the
AIrplane Flight manual.

14. Static a.ir vent SIIStem. The static a.Lr
vent system must meet FAR 23.1325. The al
timeter system calibration must be deter
mined a.nd shown in the Airplane Flight
Manual.

Operating Limitatio1l3 and 111/0rmation

IS. Maximum operating limit speed V",ol
M"IO. Instead of esta.blishing operating llmi
tations based on VIVA' and VIVO. the applicant
must establish a maximum operating limit
speed V"'O/MMO as follows:

(a) The ma.ximum operating limit speed
must not exceed the design cruising speed
Vc and must be sufficiently below VDIMo or
VJ),f MD, to make it highly improbable that
the latter speeds will be inadvertently ex
ceeded in flight.

(b) The speed V.,O must not exceed 0.8 VDI
M D or 0.8 VorlMfJ' unless flight demonstra
tions involving upsets as specified by the

. Administrator indicates a lower speed
margin ~ill not result in speeds exceeding
VD/M:) or Vo'. Atmospheric variations. hori
zontal gusts. system and equipment errors.
and airframe productIon variations are
taken into account.

16. Minimum flight crew. In 3.dditlon to
meetlng FAR 23.1523. the applicant must
establish the m1n1mum number and type of
Qualified flight crew personnel sufficient for
safe operation of the airplane considerlng-

(8.) Each kind of operation for which the
applicant desires approval;

(b) The workload on each crewmember
considering the following:

(1) Flight palh control.
(2) Colllsion avoidance.
(3) Navigation.
(4) Conununications.
(5) Operation and monitoring of all essen

tial aircraft systems.
(6) Command decisions: and
(c) The accessibility and ease of operation

of necessary controls by the appropriate
crewmember during all normal and emer
gency operations when at the crewmember
flight station.

17. Airspeed indicator. The airspeed indl-.
cator must meet FAR 23.1545 except that.
the airspeed notations and markings in
terms of V.·o and VNIt must be eeplaced by
the V.,ollrfJlo notations. The airspeed indica
tor markings must be easJ.ly read and under
stood by the pilot. A placard adjacent to the
airspeed indicator is an acceptAble means of
showing compliance with FAR 23.15-45(c).

Airplane Flf9ht Manual

18. General. The Airplane Flight Manual
must be prepared under FARs 23.1583 and
23.1587, and in addition the operating limi
tations and performance information in
§§ 19 and 20 must be included.

19. Operating limitations. The Airplane
Flight Manual must include the following
llmltations-

(a) Airspeed limitations. (1) The maxi
mum operating limit speed VMol M..,o and a
statement that this speed limit may not be
deliberatelY exceeded in any regime of
flight (climb. cruise. or descent) unless a
highee speed is authorized for flight test' or
pilot training;

(2j If an airspeed limitation Is based upon
compressibility effects. a statement to this
effect and informaton as to any S}'mptoms.
the probable behavior of t.he airplane. and
the recommended recovery procedures; and

(3) The airspeed limits. shown in terms of
V.,o/MMl) instead of V"O and VIV•.

(b) Takeoff weight limitations.. The maxi
mum takeoff weight for each airport eleva
tion, ambient temperature. and available
takeoff runway length within the range se
lected by the applicant may not exceed the
weight at which-

(1) The all-engine-operating takeoff dis
tance determined under § 5(b) or the accel
era.te-stop distance determined under § 5(c).
whichever is greater. is ~al to the avaHa
ble runway length;

(2) The airplane complies with the one
engine·inoperative takeoff requirements
specified in § 5(e); and

(3) The airplane complies with the one
engine-inoperative takeoff and en route
climb requIrements specified in §§ 6 (b) and
(c).

(c) Landing weight limitations. The maxi
mum landing weight for each airport eleva·
tion (standard temperature) and available
landing runway length. within the range se
lected by the applicant. This weight may
not exceed the weight at which the landing
field length determined under § 7(b) is equal
to the available runway length. In showing
compliance with this operating limitation. it
is acceptable to assume that the landing
weIght at the destination wlll be equal to
the takeoff weight reduced by the normal
consumption of fuel and oil en route.

20. Performance in/ormation. The Air
plane Flight Manual must contain the per
formance information determined under the
performance requirements of this appendix.
The informatIon must include the following:

(a) Sufficient information so that the
takeoff weight llmits specified in § 19<b) can
be determined (or all temperatures and alti
tudes withIn the operation llmitations se
lected by the applicant.

(b) The conditions under which the per
formance in.fonnatlon was obtained. includ
ing the airspeed at the 50-foot height used
to determine landing distances.

<c) The performance information (deter
mined by extrapolation and computed foe
the range of weights between the maximum
landing and takeoff weights) for-
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(1) Climb in the landing configuration;
and

(2) Landing distance.
(d) Procedure established under § 4 relat

ed to the limitations and information re
quired by this sectlon in the form of guid
ance material including any relevant limita
tions or information.

(e) An explanation of significant or unusu
al flight or ground handling characteristics
of the airplane.

(f) Airspeeds, as indicated airspeeds, corre
sponding to those determined tor takeoff
under § S{b).

21. AIa.rimum operating altitudes. The
maximum operat1ng altitude to which cper
ation is allowed, as limited by flight. struc
tural, powcrplant. functional, or equIpment
characterlsUcs, must be specified in the Air
plane Flight Manual.

22. Stowage provision for airplane flight
manual. Provision must be made for st.ow
ing the Airplane Flight Manual in a. suItable
fixed container which is res-dUy accessible
to the pUot.

23. OperqUng procedures. Procedures for
restarting tw-bine engines in flight (includ
ing the effecls of altitude) must be set forth
in the Airplane Flight Manual.

Airframe Requirements

Flight Load.J

24. Engine Torque. (a) Each -tcrbopro
peller engine mount and its suppnrting
structure must be desIgned for the torque
effects of:

(1) The conditions in FAR 23.36l<a).
(2) The limit engine torque corre..ponding

to takeoff power and propeller speed mull!·
plied by a factor accounting for propeller
control system malfunction, Including Quick
feathering actio!'], simultalleously with Ig
level flight loads. In the absence of a. ration
al analysis. 0. factor of 1.6 must be used.

(b) The limit torque is obtained by multi
plying the mean torque by a factor of 1.25.

25. Turbine engine gyroscopic loads. Each
turbopropeller engine mount and its sup
porting structure must be designed for the
gyroscopIc loads that result. with the en
gines at maximum continuous r.p.m., under
either-

(a) The conditions in FARs 23.351 and
23.423; or

(b) All possible combinations of the fol
lowing:

(I) A yaw velocity of 2.5 radians per
second.

(2) A pitch velocity of 1.0 radians per
second.

(3) A normal load factor of 2.5:
(4) Maximum continuous thrust.
26. UnSlImmetrical loads due to engine

failure. (a) Turbopropeller powered air·
planes must be designed for the unsymmet,.
rical loads resulting from the failure of the
critical engine including the fan owing con
ditions in combination with a single mal
function of the propeller drag limiting
system. considering the probable pilot cor·
rective action on the flight' controls:

(1) At speeds between V"Q and Vo, the
loads resulting from power failure because
of fuel flow interruption are considered to
he limit loads.

(2) At speeds between V•• and V~, the
loads resulting from the disconnection of
the engine compressor from the turbine or
from loss of the turbine blades are consid·
ered to be ultimate loads.
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(3) The time history of the thrust decay
and drag buildup occurring as a result of
the prescribed engine failures must be sub
stantiated by test or other data applicable
to the particular engine-propeller combina
tion.

(4) .;rAe timing and magnitude of the prob
able pilot corrective action must be conserv·
atively estimated, considering the character
istics of the particular englne-propj!ller-air
plane combination.

(b) Pilot corrective action may be a.s.sumed
to be initiated at the time maximum yawing
velocity is reached, but not earlier than 2
seconds after the engine failure. The magni
tude o[ the corrective action may be based
on the control forces in FAR 23.397 except
that lower forces may be assumed where it
is shown by analysis or test that these
forces can control the yaw and roll resulting
from the prescribed engine failure condi
tions.

Ground Loads

27. Dual wheel landing gear units. Each
dual wheel landing gear unlt and its sup
porting structure must be sho\Y-rl to compl~

with the following:
(a) Pi toting. The airplane must be as·

sumed to pivot about one side of the main
gear with the brakes on that side locked.
The limit vertical load factor must be 1.0
and the coefficient of friction 0.8. This con
dition need apply only to the main gear and
its supporting structure.

(b) Unequal tire in.!lation. A 60-40 percent
distribution of the loads established under
FAR 23.471 through io'AR 23.483 must be
applied to the dual wheels.

(c) Flat tire. (l) Sixty percent of the loads
in FAR 23.471 through PAR 23.483 must be
applied to either wheel in a unit.

(2) Sixty percent of the limit drag and
side loads and 100 percent of the limit verti·
cal load established under FARs 23.493 and
23.485 must be applied to either wheel in a
unit except that the verLical load need not
exceed the maximum vertical load in para
graph (c)(1) of this section.

Fatigue Evaluation

28. Fatigue evaluation of wing and tul-,oci
ated structure. Unless it is shown that the
structure, operating stress levels. materials
and expected use are comparable from a fa·
tigue standpoint to a similar design which
has had substantial satisfactory service ex
perience, the strength, detail destgn, and
the fabrIcation of those parts of the wing.
wing carryLhrough. and attaching structure
whose faUure would be catastrophic must be
evaluated under either-

(a) A fatigue strength investigation in
which the structure is shown by analysis.
tests, or both to be able to withstand the re
peated loads of variable magnitude expected
in service; or

(b) A fail-sate strength Investigation in
which it is shown by analysIs, tests. or botb
that catastrophic, failure of the structure is
not probable after fatigue, or obvious par
tial faHure. of a principal structural ele
ment, and that the remaining structure is
able to withstand a static ultimate load
factor of 75 percent of the crlticalllmit load
factor at Vc. These loads must be multiplied
by a factor of 1.15 unless the dynamic ef
fects of failure under static load are other
wise considered.
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Design and Construction

29. Flutter. For multicngine turbo pro
peller powered aIrplanes. a dynamiC' evalua
tion must be made and must include-

(a) The significant elastic. inertia, and
aerodynamic forces associated with the ro
tations and displacements of the plane of
the propeller; and

(b) Engine-propeller·nacelle stiffness and
damping varIations appropriate to the par·
ticular configuration.

Landing Gear

30. Flap operated landing gear warning
devtce. Airplanes ha.ving retract.a.ble landing
gear and .....log flaps must be equipped with a
warning device that functions continuously
when the wlng Ilaps are extended to a Clap
position that aCLivates the warning device Lo
give adequate warning before landing, using
normal landing procedures. if the lending
gear is not fully extended and locked. There
may not be a manual shut olf for this warn
ing device. The flap position sens(ng unit
may be installed at any suitable location.
The system for this device may use any part
of the system (Including the aural warning
deyice) pro\'ided for other landing gear
warning devices.

Persollnel and Cargo Accommodations

31. Cargo and baggage compartments.
Cargo and baggage compartments must be
designed to meet FAR 23.78'1 (a) and (b),
and in addition means must be provIded to
protect passengers from injury by the con
tents of any cargo or baggage compartment
when the ultimate fon\'ard inerLia force is
99.

32. Doors artd exits. The airplane must
meet PAR 23,783 and FAR 23.807 (a)(3). (b).
and (c), and in addition:

(a) There must be a. means to lock and
safeguard each external door and exit
against opening in nIght either inadvertent·
ly by persons, or as a result of mechanical
failure. Each external door must be oper·
able from both the inside and the outside.

(b) There must be means for direct visual
inspectlon of the iocking mechanism by
crewmembers to determine whether exter
nal doors and exit,,>, for 1,1,.'hlch the initial
opening movement is outward. are fully
locked. In addition, there must be a visual
means to signal to crewmembers when nor·
mally used external doors are closed and
fully locked.

(c) The passenger entrance door must
Qualify as 8. floor level emergency exit. Each
additional required emergency exit except
floor levcl exits must be located over the
wing or must be provided with acceptable
means to assist the occupants in descending
to the ground. In addition to the passenger
entrance door:

(1) For a. total seating capacity of 15 or
less, an emergency exit as defined In FAR
23.807<b) is required on each side of Lhe
cabin.

(2) For a total seating capacity of 16
through 23, three emergency exits as de
fined in FAR 23.807(b) are required with
one on the same side as the door and two on
the side oppo~ite the door.

(d) An evacuation demonstration must be
conducted utillzing the maximum number
of occupants for which certification is de
sired. It must be conducted under simulated
night conditions utilizing only the emergen
cy exits on the most critical side of the air
craft. The participants must be representa·
th'e of average airline pa.ssengers with no
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repair methods applicable to

previous practice or rehearsal for the dem
onstration. Evacuation must be completed
within 90 seconds. .

(e) Each emergency exit must be marked
with the word "Exit" by a sign which bas
white letters 1 inch high on a red back
ground 2 inches high, be self-illuminated or
independently internally electrically illumi
nated, and have a minimum luminescence
(brightness) of at least 160 microlamberts.
The colors may be reversed if the passenger
compartment illumination is essentially the
same.

({) Access to window type emergency exits
must not be obstructed by seats or seat
backs.

(g) The width of the main passenger aisle
at any point between seats must equal or
exceed the values in tlle following table:

(j) Special inspection techniques, such as
X-ray, ultrasonic, and magnetic particle in
spection.

(k) List of special tools.
Propulsion

General

2~ inches
and more
from floor

9 Inches ...... 15 Inches.

Less than 25
inches from

Ooor

ability of this kind of failure is extremely
remote.

(c) Compliance with this sectIon may be
shown by faUure analysis. testing, or both
for propeller systems that allow propeller
blades to move from the flight low-pitch p0
sitIon to a position that is substantially less

36. Vibration characteristics. For turbo- than that at the normal flight low·pitch
propeller powered airplanes, the engfne in- stop position. The analysis may include or
stallatlon must not result in vibration char~ be supported by the analysis made to show
acteristics of the engine exceeding those es- compliance with the type certification of
tablished during the type certification of the propeller and associated installation
the engine. components. Credit will be given for perti·

37. In /light restarting of engine. If the nent analysis and testing completed by the
engine on turbopropeller powered airplanes engine and propeller manufacturers.
cannot be restarted at the maximum cruise 40. Turbopropel!er drag-limiting sYstems.
altitude, a detennlnatioD must be made of Turbopropeller drag·limiting systems must
the altitude below which restarts can be be designed so that no single failure or mal
consistentIy accomplished. Restart informa- function of any of the systems during
tion must be provided in the Airplane Flight normal or emergency operation results In

Minimum main passenger Manual. propeller drag in excess of that for which
aisle width 38. Engines. (a) For turbopropel!er the airplane was designed. Failure of struc-

powered airplanes. The engine installation tura! elements of the drag-limiting systems
must comply with the following: need not be considered if the probability of

(1) Engine isolation. The powerplants this kind of failure is extremely remote.
must be arranged and isolated from each 41. Turbine engine: powerplant operating
other to allow operation, in at least one can· characteristics. For turbopropeller powered
figuration, so that the failure or ma-llunc- a.irplanes, the turbine engine powerplant op
tion of any engine, or of any system that erating characteristics must be investigated
can affect the engine, will not- in flight to determine that no ad\'erse char·

m Prevent the continued safe operation acteristics (such as staH. surge. or flameout>
of the remaining engines; or are present to a hazardous degree. during

(ti) Require i..m..inediate action by any crew· normal and emergency operation within the
member for continued safe operation. range of operating limitations of the air-

(2) Control of engine rotation. There must plane and of the engine.
be a means to individually stop and restart 42. Fuel /low. (a) For turbopropeller
the rotation of any engine In flight except powered airplapes-
that engine rotation need not be stopped if (1) The fuel system must provide for con·
continued rotation could not jeopardize the tinuous supply of fuel to the engines for
safety of the airplane. Each component of normal operation wllhout interruption due
the stopping and restarting system on the to depletion of fuel in any tank other than
engine side of the firewall, and that might the main tank; and
be exposed to tire. must be at least fire reo (2) The fuel flow rate for turbopropeller
sistant. If hydraulic propeller feathering engine fuel pump systems must not be less
systems are used for this purpose, the feath-' than 125 percent of the fuel flow required
ering lines must be at least fire resistant to develop the standard sea level atmos
under the operating condItions that may be pheric conditions takeoff power selected
expected to exist durfng feathering. and Included as an operating limitation in

(3) Engine speed and gas temperature con. the Airplane Flight Manual.
tro! device.!. The powerplant systems associ. (b) For reciprocating engine powered air·
ated with engine control devices, systems. planes, it is acceptable for th~ fuel flow rate
and instrumentation must provide reason. for each pump system (mam and reserve
able assurance that those engine operating supply) to be 125 perce~t of the takeoff fuel
limitations that adversely affect turbine consumption of the engme.
ro~r structural integrity will not be exceed· Fuel System Components
ed m service.

(b) For reciprocating engine powered air· 43. Fuel pumps. For turbopropeHer
planes. To provide engine isolation, the powered airplanes, a reliable and independ·
powerplants must be arranged and isolated ent power source must be provided for each
from each other to allow operation, in at pump used with turbine engines which do
least one configuration, so that the failure not have provisions for mechanically driving
or malfunction of any engine, or of any the main pumps. It must be demonstrated
system that can affect that engine, will that the pump installations provide a reU·
not- ability and durability equivalent to that in

(1) Prevent the continued safe operation FAR 23.991(a).
of the remaining engines; or 44. Fuel strainer or /ilter. For turbopro-

(2) Require immediate action by any crew- peller powered airplanes, - the following
member for continued safe operation. apply:

39. Turbopropeller reversing systems. (a) (a) There must be a fuel strainer or filter
Turbopropeller reversing systems· intended between the tank outlet and the fuel meter·
for ground operation must be designed so ing device of the engine. In addition, the
that no single fallure or malfunction of the fuel strainer or lUter must be-
system will result In unwanted reverse (1) Between the tank outlet and the
thrust under any expected operating condi- engine-driven positive displacement pump
tion. Fatlure of structural elements need not inlet, if there is an engine-driven positive
be considered if the probabU1ty of this kind displacement pump;
of failure is extremely remote. (2) Accessible for drainage and cleaning

(b) Turbopropeller reversing systems in- and, for the strainer screen. easily rernov·
tended for in flight use must be designed so able; and
that no unsafe condition wUl result during (3) Mounted so that its weight is not sup
nonnal operation of the system. or from ported by the connecting lines or by the
any failure (or reasonably likelY combina- Inlet or outlet connections of the strainer or
tion of failures) of the reversing system. filter itself.
under any anticipated condition of oper· (b) Unless there are means in the fuel
atlon of the airplane. Failure oJ structural system to prevent the accumulation of lee
elements need not be considered if the prob· on the filter, there must be means to auto-
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MisceUaneo1L3

Total &eating capacity

10 throUih 23 .

33. Lightning strike protection. Parts that
are electrically insulated from the basic air
frame must be connected to it through
lightning arrestors unless a lightning strike
on the insulated part-

(a) Is improbable because of shielding by
other parts; or

(b) Is not hazardous.
34. Ice protection. If certification with ice

protection provisions is desired, compliance
with the following must be shown:

(a) The recommended procedures for the
use of the ice protection equipment must be
set forth in the Airplane Flight Manual.

(b) An analysis must be performed to es·
tablish, on the basis of the airplane's oper
ational needs. the adequacy of the ice pro
tection system for the various components
of the airplane. In addition, tests of the ice
protection system must be conducted to
demonstrate that the airplane is capable of
operating safely in continuous maximum
and intermittent maximum icing conditions
as described In Appendix C of Part 25 of
this chapter.

(c) Compliance with all or portions of this
section may be accomplished by reference.
where applicable because of similarity of
the designs. to analysis and tests performed
by the applicant for a type certificated
model.

35. Maintenance in/onnation. The appli
cant must make available to the owner at
the time of delivery of the airplane the in
formation the applicant considers essential
for the proper maintenance of the airplane.
That information must include the foHow
ing:

(a) Description of systems. including elec·
trical, hydraulic, and fuel controls.

(b) Lubrication instructions setting forth
the frequency and the lubricants and fluids
which are to be used in the various systems.

(c) Pressures and electrical loads applica·
ble to the various systems.

(d) Tolerances and adjustments necessary
for proper functioning.

(e) Methods of leveling, raising, and
towing.

(f) Methods of balancing control surfaces.
(g) Identification of primary and second·

ary structures.
(h) Frequency and 'extent of inspections

necessary to the proper operation of the air·
plane.

(i) Special
the airplane.
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Equipment

Sydnns and EquipmenLs

General

58. Powerplant instruments, (a) The fol
lowing are required for turbopropeller air
planes:

(1) The Instruments required by FAR
23.1305(a) (1) through (4), (b) (2) and (4),

(2) A gas temperature indicator for each
engine.

(3) Free air temperature indicator.
(4) A fuel flowmeter indicator for each

engine_
(5) Oil pressure warning means for each

engine.
(6) A torque indicator or adequate means

for indicating power output for each engine,
(7) Fire warning indicator for each engine.
(8) A means to indicate when the propel·

ler blade angle is below the low-pitCh posi
tion corresponding to idle operation in
flight.

(9) A means to indicate the functioning of
the ice protection system for each engine,

(b) For turbopropeller powered airplanes,
the turbopropel1er blade position indicator
must begin indicating when the blade ha,s
moved below the flight low-pitch position,

(c) The following Instruments are required
for reciprocating engine powered airplanes:

(1) The instruments reQ.uired by FAR
23,1305.

(2) A cylinder head temperature indicator
for each engine,

(3) A manifold pressure indicator for each
engine.

matlcally maintain the fuel·flow if ice-clog- sible for hazardous contamination of the
ging of the filter occurs; and cabin air system to occur in event of lubrIca-

(c) The fuel strainer or filter must be of tion system [aUure.
adequate capacity (for operating limitations Exhaust System
established to ensure proper service) and of .
appropriate mesh to insure per engine 5~. Exhaust S1Istem dra'tns•. Turbopropeller

.' . pro engme exhaust systems havmg low spots or
operation, with ~he f~el contaminated to a pockets must incorporate drains at those 10-
degree (for particle sIZe an~ densIty) that cations. These drains must discharge clear
can be reasana~ly expected 1Il service. The of the airplane in normal and ground atti-
degree of fl;lel filtering may ~ot be less th.~ tudes to prevent the accumulation of fuel
ths:t establlshed for the engme type certlfl- after lohe fallure of an attempted engine
cation. start.

45. Lightning strike protection. Protection
must be provided against the 19nItiOD of Powerplant Controls and Accessories
flammable vapors in the fuel vent system 51. Engine controls. II throttles or power
due to lightning strikes. levers for turbopropeller powered airplanes

Cooling are such that any position of these controls
46. Cooling test procedures for turbopro- will reduce the fuel flow to ~he engine<s)

peller powered airplanes. (a) Turbopropeller below that nec~ssary for satISfactory and
powered aIrplanes must be shown to comply safe idle operatlOo of the engine while the
with FAR 23,1041 during takeoff, climb, en a!rplane!s in fligJ;tt, a means must be pra-

te a d landing tages of night that cor- vlded to prevent madvert~~t movement of
rou , n s , the control into this pOSitIOn, The means
respond to the apPh~able performance re- provided must lncorporate a positive lock or
quirements. The c?Olmg t~sts must be con· stop at this idle posItion and In 't require a
d,ucted with the urplane In the confl.~a- separate and distinct operation~y the crew
tlOn, and ~p.erating ~nder the .condltl~ns to displace the control from the nonnal
that are cntlcal relative to cooh.ng ~UrlOg engine operatIng range.
each stage of, fl!.gbt..~or :~e coohng tests a 52. Reverse thnLSt conilwls, For turbopro
temperature IS stabpized wJ:1en its rate of peller powered a1rplane$,~the propeller re
change is less than 2 F. per mmute. verse thrust controls must have a means to

(b) Temp.eratures must .be stabU1zed under prevent their inadvertent operation. The
the conditiOns from. which en~ry is. made means must have a positive lock or stop at
into each stage of fli~~t ~lng mvestlga!-Cd the idle positIon and must require a sepa-
unl.ess the entry condition. IS not one durmg rate and distinct operation by the crew to
which component,~d ~oglne.fluld tempera- dIsplace the control from the flight regime.
t~es would stabilIZe, In which c:ase, oper- 53, Engine ignition systems. Each turbo-
atlon through the full entry condItion must propeller airplane ignition system must be
be conducted before entry into the stage of considered an essential electrical load. .
flight being investigated to allow tempera- 54. Powerplant accessories. The power- 59. Function and tnstallation. The sys~
tures to reach their natural levels at the plant accessories must meet FAR 23.1163, terns and equipment of the air~lane must
time of entry. The takeoff cooling test must and if the continued rotation of any accesso- meet FAR 23,1301, and the followmg;
be preceded by a period during which tl~e ry remntp.ly driven by the engine is hazard- (a' Each item of additional installed
powerplant compone?~ and engine flwd ous when malfunctioning occurs, there must equipment must- ,
temperatures are stabillzed with the engines be means to prevent rotation without inter- . (~) Be of a kInd,:md deSign appropriate to
at ground idle, ferlng wlth the continued operation of the Its mtended functIOn;

(c) Cooling tests for each stage of flight engine - (2) Be labeled as to its identification. func·
must be continued until- -, tion, or operating limitati9ns, or any appli-

(1) The component and engine fluid tem- Powerplant F1,re Protection cable combination of these factors, unless
peratures stabilize; 55. Fire detecto~ system. For turbop.ro- misuse or inadvertent actuation c;nnot

(2) The stage of flight is completed; or peller powered airplanes, the followmg create a hazard;
(3) An operating limitation is reached. apply: (3) Be installed according to limitations

. (a) There must be a means that ensures specified Cor that equipment; and
Inctuctwn System prompt detection of fire in the engine com- (4) Function properly when installed.

47. Air induction, For turbopropeUer partment. An overtemperature switch in (b) Systems and installations must be de-
powered a.irplanes- each engine cooling air exit is an acceptable signed to safeguard against hazards to the

(a) There must be means to prevent haz- method of meeting this requirement. aircraft in the event of their malfunction or
ardous quantities of fuel leakage or over- (b) Each fire detector must be constructed failure.
flow from drains., vents, or other compo- and installed to withstand the vibration, in· (c) Where an installation, the functioning
nents of flammable fluid systems from en- erUa, and other loads to which it may be of which is necessary in shov:1ng compliance
tering the engine intake systems; and subjected in operation. with the applicable requirements. requires a

(b) The air inlet ducts must be located or (c) No fire detector may be affected by power supply, that installation must be con-
protected so as to minimize the ingestion of any oil, water, other fluids, or fumes that sidered an essential load on the power
foreign matter during takeoff, landing, and might be present. supply, and the power sources and the dis
taxiing, (d) There must be means to allow the tribution system must be capable of supply-

48, Induction $ystem icing protection. For flight crew to check, in flight, the functlon- ing the follOWing power loads in probable
turoopropeller powered airplanes, 'each tur- tog of each fire detector electric circuIt. operation combinations and for probable
bine engine must be able to operate (e) Wiring and other components of each durations:
throughout its flight power range without fire detector system in a fire zone must be (1) All essential loads after failure of any
advefbe effect on engine operation or seri- at least fire resistant, prime mover, power converter, or energy
ous loss of power or thrust. under the icing 56. Fire protection, cowling and nacelle storage device.
conditions specified in Appendix C of Part skin. For reciprocating engine powered air· (2) All essential loads after failure of any
25 of this chapter. In addition, there must planes, the engine cowling must be designed one engine on two-engine airplanes.
be means to indicate to appropriate flight and constructed so that no fire originating (3) In detenninillg the probable operatIng
crewmembers the functioning of the power- in the engine compartment can enler either combinations and durations of essential
plant ice protection system. through openings or by burn through, any loads for the power failure conditions de-

49. Turbine engine bleed air sYstems. Tur- other region where It would create addition- ,scribed i1'\ subparagraphs (l) and (2) of this
bine engine bleed air systems of turbopro· :ll hazards. paragraph. it is permi.'1Sible to assume that
peller powered airplanes must be investlgat- 57. Flammable fluid fire protection.. II the power loads are reduced in accordance
ed to detennine- flammable fluids or vapors might be liberal.- with a monitoring procedure which is con-

(a) That no hazard to the airplane will ed by the leakage of fluid syst.ems in areas sistent with safety in the types of oper·
result if a duct rupture occurs. This condi- other than engine compartments, there ations authoriZed.
tlon must consider that a failure of the duct must be means to-- 60. Ventilation. The ventilation system of
can occur anywhere between the engine (a) Prevent the ignition of those fluids or the airplane must meet FAR 23.831, and in
port and the airplane bleed service; and vapors by any other equipment; or addition, for pressurized aircraft. the ventl-

(b) That, if the bleed air system is used (b) Control any fire resulting from that ig- lating air in flight crew and passenger com-
for direct cabin pressurization. it is not pas- nitlon. partments mu.:;t be free of harmful qr haz-
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Old section No.

Subpart E-FJlaht Crewmember Requirements
135.241 Ne.·
135.24.3 _ 135.121/123
135.245 __ _ 135.13'1
135.247 _ New

Subpart P-Flight Crewrnember Flight and Duty
Time Limitations

135.261 _•.••_. 135.136

LANGHORNE BOND,
Administrator.

(FR Doc. 78-27489 Filed 9-26-78; 3:10 pml

10, 1978

<Sees. 313<a), 314(a), 601 through 610, and
1102 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49
U.S.C. 1354(a). 1355<a), 1421 through 1430.
and 1502); Sec. 6<c), Department of Trans
portation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655<c».)

Issued in Washington, D.C., on

Subpart G-Crewmember Testing Requirements

135.291 New
135.293 135.138
135.295 135.139
135.297 _ : _ 135.131
135.299 _ 135.122
135.301 _ 135.133
135.303 _.._ _ 135.135

Subpart H-Training

135.321 _._ New
135.3%3 _ New
135.325 _ _ New
135.327 _ New
135.329 _ New
135.331 _ New
135.333 135.140
135.335 New
135.337 , New
135.339 New
135.a41......................................... 135.55
135.343 135.13'1
135.345 New
135.341' : New
135.349 Ne.·
135.351 _ New

Subpart I-Airplane Performance Operating .
LImitations

135.361 _._ _ New
135.363._ _ New
135.365 ....••.....••_.•••....•...•_ .••_..•.. New
135.367 _ New
135.369 ...•_..•••.•_ New
135.371 _ New
135.373 New
135.375 New
135.377 New
135.379 _.• New
135.381, New
135.383 New
135.385 New
135.38'1 _ New
135.389 _. New
135.391 _ _•• New
135.393 _..... New
135.395 New
135.397 _ _ _ 135.143
135.399 135.148

Subpart J-Maintenance. Preventive Maintenance,
and Alterations

135.411 New
135.413 New
135.415 135.51
135.417......................................... 135.59
135.419 135.60
135.421 New
135.423 New
135.425 .., New
135.427 New
135.429 _ _ New
135.431 _ New
135.433 .....•.•...••••...••.•....._ .••_•••..• New
135.435 _................................. New
135.437 _ New
135.439 _ New
135.441 New
135.443_ _ New

Old section No.New section No.

135.10_.................................... New
135.11 _.....•_ 135.13
135.13 135.15
135.15 _ 135.17
135.17 ••_ _ 135.19
135.19 _ 135.1
135.21 135.27
135.23 _ New
135.25 _.._ 135.31
135.27 _ 135.41
135.29 135.47
135.31 _ 135.45
135.33 135.69
135.35 135.51
135.37 New
135.39 _ New
135.41 135.12
135.43 New

Subpart B-Fllght Operations

13561 135:61
135.83 135.43
135.65 135.119
135.67 New
135.69 New
135.71 _ 135.67
135.73 135.49
135.75 New
135.77.__ New
135.79 135.29
135.81 _ 135.39
135.83......................................... 135.71
135.85 135.63
135.87 135.111
135.69........................................... 135.83
135.91 _ 135.114 1

135.93 __ 135.19
135.95........................................... 135.33
135.97 _ 135.37
135.99 _ 135.52
135.101 _ 135.73
135.103 _ 135.75
135.105 135.77
135.107 .••.... __..••.....••••_._ 135.54
135.109 _ 135.35
135.111 135.'12
135.113 _.._............................. 135.53
135.115 .•_.._ New
135.111 135.81
135.119 135.64
135.121 135.115
............................. _ 135.89 (DeletedJ
135.123 ~ New

Subpart C-Alrcraft and EQuIpment

135.141 ••_ __ 135.141
135.143 _. 135.143
135.145 135.32
135.147 _ 135.149
135.149 .••_................................. 135.151
135.151 ••...__ _............... New
135.153 ..__ ~ New
135.155 _ 135.161
135.151' 135.165
135.159 _ 135.153
135.161.................. 135.157
135.163........................... 135.155
135.165 135.159
135.167 135.163
135.169 135.144
135.171...................... New
135.173........................................ New
135.11'5 New
135.171' _ New
135.179....................................... New
135.181 135.145
135.183 _ 135.147
135.185 _ 135.167

Subpart D-VFR/IFR OperaUn,.UmJtations and
Weather Requirements

135.201 New
135.20J 135.91
135.205 135.93
135.207 ..: 135.95
135.209 135.97
135.211 135.99
135.213............................ 135.05
135.215 135.101
135.217 135.103
135.219 135.105
135.221 _. 135.109
135.223 _ 135.107
135.225 135.111
135.227 135.65
135.229 _ 135.87
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Old section No.New section No.

Subpart A-General

135.1 13S.1
135.2 _ 135.2
135.3 135.3
................_ _ IJ5.5 (Deleted]
135.5.. 135.9
135.7 _ _ New
135.9 _ _ M 135.11

ardous concentrations of gases and vapors
in normal operation and in the event of rea·
sonably probable failures or maUunctloning
of the ventilating, heating, pressurization.
or other systems, and equipment. If accu
mulation of hazardous Quantities of smoke
in the cockpit area is reasonably probable.
smoke evacuation must be readily accom
plished.

Electrical Systems and Equipment

61. Gen.eTal. The electricn.l systems and
equipment of the airplane must meet FAR
23.1351, and the following:

(sJ Electrical system capacity. The reo
quired generating capacity. and nwnber and
kinds of power sources must-

(1) Be determined' by an electrical load
analYI::ls; and

(2) Meet FAR 23.130l.
Cb> Generating system. The generating

system includes electrical power sources.
main power busses, transmissIon cables. and
assocIated control, regulation and protectIve
devices. It must be designed so that--

<ll The system voltage and frequency <as
a.pplicable) a.t the tenninals of all essential
load equipment can be maintaIned within
the limits for which the equipment is de
signed, during any probabie operating con
ditions;

(2) System transients due to switching.
fault clearlng, or other causes do not make
essential loads inoperative. and do not cause
a smoke or fire hazard;

(3) There are means. accessible in flight to
appropriate cre\\>"IDembers, for the individu
al and collective disconnecUon of the elec
trical power sources from the system; and

(4) There are means to indicate to appro
priate crewmembers the generating system
quantities essential for the safe operation of
the system, including the voltage and cur
rent supplied by each generator.

62. Electrl.cal equipment and installation.
Electrical equipment, controls. and wiring
must be installed so that operation of any
one unit or system of units will not adverse
ly affect the simultaneous operation of any
other electrical unit or system essential to
the safe operation.

63. DUtribution system.. (a) For the pur
pose of complying with this section, the dis·
tribution system includes the distribution
busses. their associated feeders. and each
control and protective device.

<b) Each system must be designed so that
essential load clrcuits can be supplied in the
event of reasonably probable faults or open
cirCUits, including faults In heavy current
carrying cables.

(c) IHwo independent sourc'es of electrical
power for particular equipment or systems
are reQuired under this appendix, their elec
trical energy supply must be ensured by
means such as duplicate electrical equip.
ment, throwover switching, or multichannel
or loop circuits separately routed.

64. Circuit protective devices. The circuit
protective devices for the electrical circuits
of the airplane must meet FAR 23.1357. and
in addition circuits for loads which are es
sential to safe operation must have individu
al and exclusIve circuit protecUon.
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